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While generally under theorized as geographic objects, stadiums form an integral
part of urban landscapes and cultures. As monumental architectural forms, stadiums
represent place and senses of individual and collective identity. They provide a stage for
the performance of sport and for ritualized combat between sub-cultural groups. Because
they are built to control tens of thousands of people, stadiums play an important role in
urban political economy, media production, identity performance, processes of
socialization and the dissemination of political ideologies. Similar to plazas, squares, and
markets, a stadium is a nexus of broad-based socio-cultural interaction. This dissertation
argues that by entering into cultures through the stadium, a wide range of social
interactions and geographic processes can be critically evaluated and compared.
The cultural centrality of stadiums in Latin America has a long history. The ball
courts of Maya, Aztec, Zapotec, Mixtec, Hohokam, and Olmec societies functioned as
ceremonial sites for the performance of sport and occupied important positions in
religious and urban landscapes. In the late-nineteenth century, modern stadiums appeared
vii

on Latin American urban landscapes in response to British and North American political,
economic and cultural influences. The proliferation of institutionalized sport in the
twentieth century consolidated stadiums as central components of cultural life throughout
the region and the world. Throughout this historical span stadiums have continued to
function as a universal and dominant elements of Latin American societies.
This dissertation employs a comparative methodology to investigate and interpret
the way cultural differences are manifested in two different key settings for stadium
construction and use. By examining and comparing the historical trajectories and
contemporary realities of stadiums in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, Dynamic Sites
and Cultural Symbols answers the questions: How and why did stadiums come to form
such an important part of urban cultures in Latin America? What role did stadiums play
in facilitating the transformation of race and class relationships in Rio de Janeiro and the
formation of national identity in Brazil? What are the historical urban associations that
positioned stadiums as sites of masculine solidarity and conflict in Buenos Aires? How
do the very different stadium cultures within each city inform larger socio-cultural and
geographic conditions? How can local responses to globalizing forces be understood
through the stadiums of each city?
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
“Have you ever entered an empty stadium? Try it. Stand in
the middle of the field and listen. There is nothing less
empty than an empty stadium. There is nothing less mute
than the stands bereft of people.”
Eduardo Galeano (1998, 19)
Seen from the air, stadiums are some of the most recognizable features of the
landscape. Elliptical tracks bound rectangular fields of grass; fence bound patches of
brown dirt abut acres of green surrounded by tiers of seats. Hectares of black tar envelop
giant white domes. Transportation infrastructure leads the anticipated thousands to and
from the structure. Landscapes of sport, or sportscapes (Bale 2000), are ensconced in
nearly every corner of the city. Elementary school playgrounds, neighborhood tennis
courts, high school baseball diamonds, suburban soccer fields and the massive stadiums
of college and professional sports teams are defining elements of the urban landscape.
On the ground, stadiums fill the visual field. Although they are not as tall as
skyscrapers, they occupy a larger architectural footprint and can be products of the
cutting edge of engineering technology. Stadium lights brighten the night sky, drawing us
like moths to flame. As the quote from Eduardo Galeano implies, even when the stadium
is empty, it communicates power, history and meaning. The roar of the crowd may send a
tingle up the back of our neck or make us hurry in the opposite direction. Regardless of
how we feel about them, stadiums are symbols of place. Is Boston still Boston without
Fenway Park? What would Chicago’s Wrigleyville neighborhood be called without
Wrigley Field? Stadiums are important urban landmarks for locals and tourists alike. One
1

only has to think of the Colosseum in Rome to understand the lasting imprint of stadiums
on urban areas.
We generally hurry to get to and away from stadiums. Traffic clogs major
transportation arteries; those not headed to the stadium need to plan alternate routes.
Residents turn lawns into parking lots, enterprising youth commandeer curbsides.
Subway cars suddenly fill with scores of people wearing their team jersey. Drunken
youths sing loudly, bang on the roof of the car and intimidate casual passengers. Children
drag their parents across the parking lot, groups of friends trot briskly towards the gates,
and long lines cause anxiety. Men ply the approaching human tide with upraised fingers,
buying and selling tickets. Seating is limited - the democracy of the dollar skews social
representation. The rituals of the stadium are familiar to many: face paint, consumption
of red meat, souvenirs, programs, team songs, national anthems, wild gesticulation,
yelling at the referee. Stadium events are anticipated well in advance of their occurrence.
Newspapers fill with predictions, statistics, and odds of victory. Millions of dollars,
Euros, Yen, Yuan and Pesos change hands. Media production facilities swing into high
gear as millions, even billions, of people gather in bars and homes – even other stadiums
- to watch the event. From the thrill of victory to the agony of defeat, the stadium
occupies our attention long after the floodlights have been turned off.
Stadium security is an industry unto itself. In the United States, bags are searched
for food, bottled water and explosives. In the United Kingdom, faces are scanned by
cameras connected to police databases of known hooligans. In all cases, routes of ingress
and egress are policed and security forces guard the field. Many stadiums in Latin
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America look more like prisons than places of leisure. This is fitting given that Pinochet
used the bowels of the Chilean national stadium to torture political prisoners.
Stadium events are emotional, sometimes explosively so. Sporting events bring
forth nearly the entire range of human emotions in a limited time frame. Games, concerts
and performances are momentous occasions that live on in the collective memory of
place. The limited space and time of the stadium gives spectators a sense of privileged
participation. “I was there when…” is a prideful claim made by millions who have
attended the stadium. However, stadiums have been sites of tragedy, murder, and
repression. They represent and reproduce political and economic inequalities. The
external effects of the stadium radiate throughout the city adversely affecting traffic
flows, daily routines and property values. People who never go to the stadium are
impacted by them in a variety of ways.
Stadiums are the sites of intense human dramas. Jesse Owen’s victories in the
Olympic Stadium of Berlin did not halt Nazi advances across Europe, but they did
diminish the glories of the self-styled Ayran race. In 1968, the Olympic Stadium in
Mexico City became a stage in the struggle for civil rights in the Untied States.1 During
the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, women accused of adultery were executed on the

1 In Mexico City’s Olympic Stadium on October 16, 1968, U.S. athletes Tommie Smith
and John Carlos lowered their heads and raised their fists at the playing of the Star
Spangled Banner. The third place finisher in the 200 meter run wore a button expressing
solidarity with the Americans (Zirin 2005, 73-100).
3

penalty spot in front of hundreds of spectators.2 In 2005, the Louisiana Superdome and
the Houston Astrodome housed tens of thousands of refugees from government-induced
disaster. On autumnal Friday nights in Texas, communities gather to watch teenage
gladiators battle each other under stadium lights. The dying wish for thousands of people
is to have their ashes scattered on the field. The ancient Greeks, Romans, Aztecs, Olmec
and Maya all had stadiums that fulfilled important social, cultural and religious functions.
Modern stadiums are no different.
The long history of stadiums implies that there is something essentially human
about them. It is a rare person in the twenty-first century who has not had direct or
indirect experience of the stadium. Even Buddhist monks in the Himalayas gather around
battery-powered televisions to watch the World Cup. The stadium, in many cases, is a
global stage that occupies the attention of the majority of earth’s inhabitants.3
More nations officially compete in international sport than in international
politics. FIFA (205) and the IOC (202) both have more member nations than the United
Nations (191).4 This means that nearly every politically organized territory in the world
has a stadium where local, national and international competitions are played. In wealthy
2 The Taliban had banned soccer altogether, claming that it was inappropriate for men to
wear shorts.
3 FIFA estimates that the cumulative viewing audience for the 2002 World Cup was in
excess of 28 billion people. An estimated 1.3 billion people watched the 1998 World Cup
Final live. (fifaworldcup.yahoo.com)
4 FIFA 2005, IOC 2005, United Nations 2005
4

and poor nations alike, people form their identities in relation to stadiums. These are the
places where national heroes are born and collective victories and defeats enter national
consciousness.
On the local level, stadiums are landmarks, monuments, a place for community
interaction, repositories of collective memory, loci of strong identities, sites for ritualized
conflict between sub-cultural groups, political battlefields and vehicles for economic
production. On a weekly basis millions of people all over the planet gather at their
stadiums, their home grounds, to participate in sporting events where they celebrate their
identities and engage in ritualized conflict against teams representing other communities.
Or they might go for a religious ceremony, concert, monster truck competition,
convention, or political rally. Thousands of others go to the stadium to shake hands on
business deals, shop, dine, attend classes, take qualifying examinations, dance, watch
movies, hit golf balls, or earn wages.5
This dissertation argues that the stadium is a lens through which we can
understand and compare cultures. Stadiums are symbols of cultural and geographic
processes as well as sites of dynamic social interaction. Obviously, the culture of
stadiums has as its focus the production, consumption and performance of sport.
However, the ways in which stadiums are built, managed, experienced, and understood
5 One of the more interesting stadium developments in recent years was the inclusion of
indoor golf ranges and drive-in movie theaters in some of the stadiums built for the 2002
FIFA World Cup Korea/Japan. In North America and Europe, office space and shopping
malls have been built into many stadiums as a means to increase revenue.
5

are as variable as the events they host. The meanings and histories they contain, represent
and reproduce are inseparable from cultures in which they exist. Stadiums impart
ideological messages that are wrapped in discursive frameworks that are in turn informed
by multi-scalar geographic processes. The more we look at stadiums the more complex
they become. By entering into culture through the stadium we can observe historical,
economic, political, socio-cultural, technological, and globalizing processes.
Given their long history, spatial complexity, nearly universal presence in urban
areas and cultural importance, it is surprising that stadiums have not been the focus of
sustained academic attention. With the notable exceptions of Bowden (1995), Bale (1980,
1982, 1984, 1993a, 1993b, 1994, 1995, 2000, 2003) and Mascarenhas (2000, 2002a,
2002b), geographers have not engaged the stadium as a geographic object. A review of
contemporary urban geography textbooks revealed only one reference to stadiums in the
indices (Kaplan, etal. 2004, Knox 1994). A review of Latin American geography
textbooks exposes a similar level of neglect (Cavides and Knapp 1995; Clawson 2000;
Blouet 1997. This study, which examines and compares the historical trajectories and
contemporary geographies of stadiums in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, is the first of
its kind and will provide a template from which similar urban and cultural studies can be
patterned.
In the remainder of the introduction I will situate this study within the academic
literatures of cultural, urban and Latin American geography and define my
methodologies. Chapter Two undertakes a historical examination of stadiums and
explores their commonalities across time and space. I investigate the stadium as a space
and a place that shapes and informs the meanings of urban cultural landscapes. This
6

understanding of the inherent complexity of stadiums will lay the groundwork for the
case study chapters. In chapters three through six I examine the stadiums of Rio de
Janeiro and Buenos Aires. These two cities contain, along with London and Istanbul, two
of the most vibrant stadium cultures in the world. The histories and contemporary
realities of stadiums in each city reveal complex social and cultural worlds and it is
fascinating, and sometimes frightening, to enter the larger culture through the turnstiles.
In the conclusion I compare and contrast the stadiums of Buenos Aires and Rio de
Janeiro in order to highlight the different ways in which stadiums reflect, reproduce and
change culture.
ACADEMIC CONTEXTS
This study is positioned within the academic literatures of urban geography,
landscape studies, cultural geography and Latin American studies. In the realm of urban
geography, I focus on the production of space and the production of spectacle in the city.
From the perspective of cultural geography, I examine the stadium as a constituent
element of landscape particularly the ways in which stadiums function as iconographic
representations of places and the geographic processes associated with them. Then, I
position the stadium as an under-examined and under-theorized public space in Latin
America.
In general, stadiums are “over-determined”, meaning that they are comprised of
so many constituent cultural elements that they can only be understood in the context of
those elements. As a result, I largely ignore professionally specific aspects of stadiums
such as architecture, real estate markets, and financing. Nor do I take up a deep
7

anthropological investigation of fan groups. For those interested in these aspects of the
stadium there is an abundant academic literature as well as trade journals, magazines, and
websites dedicated to stadiums and stadium cultures on a global scale.
What I demonstrate is that stadiums function as nodes in economic, political,
transportation, media, symbolic, tourist, social, cultural and urban systems. Stadiums
comprise an integral component of the hardware of cities and have done so since the midnineteenth century.6 As cities and architectural technology have changed, so too have
stadiums. In order to make good geographic sense of stadiums, it is essential that
researchers be well versed in the historical contexts of urban areas as well as the more
general ways in which cities function and change. In the case of Rio de Janeiro and
Buenos Aires, this is no mean feat. Both cities are more than three hundred and fifty
years old and between them contain more than thirty million people. Below, I frame a
general line of thought that will contextualize the stadium as an element of the urban
landscape.
CONCEPTUALIZING THE CITY
Too large to ever know completely, the city is a literal and metaphorical matrix. It
is no accident that the popular films entitled “The Matrix” posit the city of Zion as the

6 The first recognizable baseball stadium in the United States appeared in New York in
1858 (Benson, 1989). By this time, there were undoubtedly many soccer stadiums in
Europe, particularly in the north of England, where Association Football was born.
8

last defense of human agency against the artificial world of the machines.7 The city has
been the subject of literature for centuries, and changes in the form of urban space and
social relations can be read therein: The Merchant of Venice presents a world quite
different from David Copperfield, Ulysses, or Less than Zero. Similarly, a 21st century
baseball game in Tokyo implies a different world than a bullfight in 18th century Seville.
Urban life is an intricate web of social, spatial, and temporal relationships. By
entering this web at any given point we could follow links of causality throughout the
whole. The multi-dimensional urban landscape is overlaid with shifting memories and
points of view, human-environment interactions, competitions for power, and the
markings of history. History, too, weaves webs of association. Because of the inherent
complexity of the city, approaches to urban geography are highly variable, focusing on a
limited aspect of city-space, urban history, or socio-spatial relationships and relating it to
other elements and processes. In this study, I adopt a landscape approach to urban
geography, focusing on the symbolism of the stadium in the urban landscape and its role
in defining meaning for urban residents (Tilley 1994). As Harvey (1985), Duncan (1990),
Jameson (1991), Zukin (1991), Sorkin (1992), Foote (1997), Atkinson and Cosgrove
(1998), and Flores (2000) have shown, iconographic and monumental architectural
forms, convey meaning, create memory, and encapsulate time and space in urban and
national contexts. They are crucial nodes in larger geographic systems that affect the city
in uneven, yet powerful, ways.
7 This could also be considered a representation of the conflict between Lefebvre’s
absolute space and absolute space (Lefebvre 1991/1974).
9

Cities and Spectacle
We marvel at skylines and are dismayed by landscapes of poverty and intractable
urban blight. The city attracts and repels, consumes and excretes, rises up, spreads out,
becomes denser with age and falls down – it has a life cycle of its own, its own rhythms,
personalities, body and soul (Mumford 1961). We conceive of the city as a whole but
experience it in parts. Yet if there is one element of city life that unites the parts it is
urban spectacle.
In thinking about the elements that comprise urban culture, many quickly come to
mind: markets, architecture, transportation, dwellings, neighborhoods, consumption,
waste, display and ostentation, public space, power, social order, language, signs and
control. To this list we can add ideas of the “good life”, work and leisure, culture (high,
low and popular), creativity, destruction, citizenship, representation, conflict and human
rights.
In addition to being the most complex of human creations, cities are also the most
spectacular. We consume urban landscapes as visual objects: gleaming skyscrapers
dominate the horizon, the movement of hundreds of thousands of people weaves intricate
patterns, violence occupies headlines, grand openings are celebrated with spotlights and
fireworks. Within the larger spectacle of the city are multiple lesser spectacles. The
marketplace was perhaps the scene of the first urban spectacle. Hundreds of vendors and
traders from near and far gathered together, creating noise, smells, and a profusion of
color and movement. The market spaces of Greek cities also functioned as places for
sport, much as church plazas in Italy serve as a backdrop for community games of calcio
(soccer) (Olivova 1984). Festivals, plays and public ceremony brought the residents of
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the ancient city together in the same ways that theatres, stadiums, and music halls do
today (Mumford 1961). The spectacle of punishment in public markets served to confirm
the authority of the state and cast a shadow over the space of daily interaction. The
spectacle of violence in modern cities in the form of traffic accidents, shootings and
violent crime is communicated to residents through print and electronic media which in
turn informs our relationships to the public space of the city.
As results of cultural processes, planning, and forces of economic production,
spectacles communicate different messages across time and space (MacAloon 1984).
While spectacles are usually considered to be a particular event, such as parades, the
Olympic Games or Carnival celebrations, I understand spectacle to be a broader concept
that extends to elements of the built environment and everyday practices. Spectacle is
present when energy is directed at catching attention as an end in itself. The location,
architecture and ostentation of urban spectacles attract hundreds or thousands of people.
It is likely that once the public’s attention has been drawn, the dollars will follow. The
more spectacular a restaurant, sporting goods store, downtown loft, music festival, or
supermarket, the more likely that it will be successful in the market writ large. The
elements of spectacle are brought together in place and space which in turn structure the
form, experience and conception of the city.
In the United States, the marketplace has been relocated to shopping malls and
grocery stores. In other respects, the marketplace is not a physical space at all. It has been
abstracted into the realm of financial transactions. We hear on NPR how the “markets”
have done. What is often forgotten is that the abstract functioning of capital produces
architectural spectacles in the form of concrete and steel. Take, for example, the Frost
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Bank Tower in downtown Austin. The architectural exuberance of the tower is meant to
communicate messages about the power of capital to produce extravagant forms. This
building is a symbolic representation of the increased flow of market goods (capital) into
Austin over the last ten years. Manhattan’s skyline, a physical product of New York’s
position in the global marketplace, is one of the most well known, and most symbolic,
urban spectacles in the world. The destruction of the World Trade Center towers was as
much about symbolism and spectacle as it was about killing people. The structures that
take their place will be even more spectacularly symbolic.
On a more mundane level, supermarkets and “superstores” provide a visual feast
of consumptive delight. Although we normally overlook their spectacular character,
markets like WalMart, Sam’s Club, Best Buy and Target are overwhelmingly stimulating.
The swirl of people mixed with technology, music, and lights can be overwhelming to
those not accustomed to the spectacle of consumption. Despite the process of
consumption as a place creating activity these spectacularized markets can create a sense
of anomie (Sack 1992) and placelessness (Relph 1976).
The market has historically been a place where social relations were created and
solidified. In many parts of the world this is still true, even though the markets there are
less spectacular. The Mercado Oriental in Managua, Nicaragua, for example, is a
sprawling complex covering six city blocks. Within it, hundreds of vendors sell a
staggering array of goods and services ranging from deer meat to shoe-shines, grenades
to toothbrushes. Residents from across the city come here to shop, to meet with friends,
exchange gossip, and engage in commerce. This market, like many others throughout the
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city, is an integral part of the lived experience of the city and helps to solidify communal
bonds between merchants, customers, local residents, and casual passers-by.
Spectacle and the Stadium
Stadiums are products of market forces and contain many constituent elements of
markets. Much is sold there aside from the event itself; many modern stadiums have the
function and appearance of shopping malls, leading John Bale (2000) to label them
“tradiums”. Gladiator fights and mock sea battles entertained the citizens of ancient
Rome in the same way that soccer games between A.C. Roma and S.S. Lazio entertain
Rome’s modern denizens. Ball games in Meso-America served as spectacular religious
ceremonies that marked celestial patterns. Today, ritual events like the National Football
League’s Super Bowl capture the attention of an entire nation. Modern cities compete
with each other to build the most spectacular stadiums, frequently appropriating hundreds
of millions of public dollars in the process. The more entertainment amenities a city
possesses, the logic goes, the more likely it will be to attract increasingly mobile global
capital. This logic, wrapped in a discourse of urban boosterism, seeks to increase capital
accumulation without the disamenities of industrial production.
Stadiums and flows
Stadiums are inseparable from the physical, social, and cultural contexts in
which they exist. Because the city is a product of market forces, and stadiums are
designed as sites of production and consumption, work and leisure, the stadium reflects
and reproduces the economic flows and patterns of the city. Transportation lines bring the
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masses to and from the stadium, and when empty, the stadium stands as a symbol of
social, economic, political and historically situated relationships. As we shall see in the
following chapters, stadiums developed in the context of rapidly changing urban centers
and the stadiums of today must be understood in terms of the shifting cultures,
economies, and form of the city.
The city is a dynamic, heterogeneous mix of people, spaces, places, and ideas that
is undergoing constant change. People are continually on the move: commuting, visiting
friends, shopping, changing jobs, working, moving apartments, shifting the places they
frequent. Restaurants come and go, theatres open and close, restoration projects begin
and end. The rhythm of urban life cannot be measured in fluid time, but rather in staccato
movements, each one etched in space and place.
Although urban time and space are segmented and compartmentalized, cities are
also defined by continuity and spontaneity. People take great comfort in familiar
neighborhoods, streets, buildings, and homes. Conceptions of the city are built around the
relative permanence of architectural forms, open spaces, natural features, or other
enduring features of the urban environment. It is within this relatively stable structural
framework that the spontaneous and diverse interaction of city life happens. In the city,
there is always the chance that one will meet and make new friends, make one’s fortune,
or find new avenues of self-expression. Negatively, there is also the chance for robbery,
assault, and discrimination. An essential paradox of urban life is that the spontaneous
nature of places and spaces give rise to a sense of continuity. The more things that flow
together and intersect in particular places over time, the more meaningful and symbolic
they may become. This is one reason that stadiums elicit such a strong emotional reaction
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from people. The structure retains the emotional spontaneity of the moment long after
that moment has passed (Gaffney and Bale 2004). In many cases, the tangle of flows
imbues the stadium with a heightened level of cultural significance.
The city is a constantly negotiated enterprise. It is always a work in progress
wherein different experiences, expectations, visions, and ideals come into conflict. Jacobs
writes, “city diversity itself permits and stimulates more diversity” (1961, 145). However,
the very presence of diversity is not enough to maintain the rights of diverse groups.
These rights must be fought for, and it is frequently those most marginalized by urban life
who do not have a voice to fight with. Conflicts over rights and citizenship are dealt with
in particular palaces where their resolution tells us as much about the culture of a city as
its monuments, public spaces, or neighborhoods (Mitchell 2003).
As a social space, a negotiated and contested enterprise, the stadium is the city in
miniature. It can function as a market, public square, jail, communication center,
museum, place of recreation, workplace, architectural marvel, entertainment center and
centerpiece for urban renovation projects. Stadiums in Montevideo, Uruguay and
Salvador, Brazil have schools contained within them. Highbury Stadium in London is
scheduled to undergo renovations to become a block of flats. SkyDome in Toronto has a
hotel overlooking the field.8 Because stadiums form such a large part of the spectacle of
urban culture, the intersection of diverse flows and the reflection of society itself, it is
difficult to understand the complexity of the city without examining its stadiums. True,
8 Following trends south of the Canadian border, the Sky Dome was renamed for a
corporate sponsor in 2004. It is now the Rogers Centre.
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studying the stadium does not explain all aspects of urban life, but this encapsulating
space is a privileged window into the histories and cultures of cities.
THE LANDSCAPE OF IDENTITY
In addition to being tangible, lived-in spaces that inform geographic identities,
cities have a conceptual identity that evolves and extends through space and time. For
local residents, the solidification of geographic identity develops through repeated
navigation of the urban landscape, historical relationships with and between places, and
an internalized knowledge of cultural codes, as well as through exposure to media (Lynch
1964; Tuan 1977). What is the essence of New York? of Buenos Aires? of Tokyo?
Though many people have similar experiences within a city, each has different
conceptions of spaces and places in relation to their own lives. Hartshorn (1992), showed
through the process of mental mapping how the conceptual city of Los Angelinos varied
due to socio-economic status, mobility, and residential patterns. If we can characterize
the conceptual city of local residents as relatively heterogeneous and particularized, the
conceptual city of non-residents is likely to be relatively homogeneous. This external,
homogeneous conception of place is formed, in part, through exposure to mediascapes,
which are “landscapes of media access and meaning” (Appadurai 1996, Adams 2005,
17).
Mediascapes project images and ideas into virtual space through radio, television,
books, magazines, newspapers, computers, and speech (Adams 2005). Images of cities
are projected into virtual space where the images and behaviors associated with the “real”
place are internalized by (mostly) distant receivers. One of the most poignant examples of
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the formation of a conceptual city through a mediascape is the 1980s television program
“Dallas”. Millions of people throughout the world formed their conceptual images of
Dallas through watching the television show. The long highways leading into the city
over a floodplain, the open spaces of Southfork Ranch, the nefarious actions of the
Dallasites, and the glittering skyline of the city all contributed to a homogeneous
conception of Dallas. Of course, this conceptual “Dallas” was woefully incomplete as are
all media projections of place. What media cannot show (with the possible exception of
cinema verite), are the spaces, paths, and networks that combine with places to make
sense of a general form (Sorkin 1992). This inability to make connections between forms
insinuated itself into the city proper in the late 20th Century, lessening the distinction
between local (intrinsic) and non-local (extrinsic, mediated) conceptions of place
(Jameson 1991). Naturally, projections of place also influence local residents who are
forced to navigate between the physical and the virtual (Adams 2005).
The proliferation of sport media in the last thirty years has ensured that stadiums
are the city’s most frequently viewed buildings.9 Though the cameras are typically
focused on the field of play, the overall structure of the stadium itself figures prominently
in contextualizing the mediatized event. Dirigibles provide cut-away aerial views that
allow viewers to contextualize the stadium within an urban area. A majority of people
who habitually watch sporting events are more familiar with a given city’s stadium than
9 While there are no data to support this claim, the exponential growth in televised (and
internet) sports coverage brings images of the stadium into the lives of millions of people.
Most bars also have televisions that continually show images projected from stadiums.
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with its other prominent buildings. Stadiums, then, form an integral part of the mobile,
conceptual city image through an increasing proliferation of mediascapes.
Lynch (1964) identified five essential elements that define the physical form of
the city: paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks. Stadiums and other large public
spaces form part of all these elements. Because stadiums are frequently of immense
proportions, they can be considered to be monumental architectural forms. Indeed, many
stadiums are built with monumentality in mind. Monumental structures are landmarks
that help to orient and define individual and collective experience of the city. This kind of
architecture not only plays a fundamental role in the construction of mental maps but
offers a rapid means of characterizing a place (Findlay 1992). For instance, Fenway Park
has a metonymic relationship with Boston, Wembeley Stadium with London, and the
Maracanã with Rio de Janeiro.
Any place designed to hold tens of thousands of people will necessarily act as a
site of convergence. In this regard stadiums, along with other major public works such as
train stations, theatres, parks, museums and public squares, function as nodes in the urban
environment. These are places where a variety of paths intersect. Bus routes are designed
to bring people to and from the place efficiently, there is a concentration of media
production services, and they are (generally) designed to bring together a wide spectrum
of society. Recently, we have seen the stadium used as a site of public refuge in New
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York, New Orleans and Houston.10 This is a particularly poignant kind of node that
figures heavily in the structure and function of the city.
In some instances, stadiums lend their names to urban districts. The neighborhood
surrounding Wrigley Field in Chicago is called “Wrigleyville”; the same is true for the
Maracanã and Vasco de Gama neighborhoods of Rio de Janeiro.11 Stadiums such as
Coors’ Field in Denver or Qualcomm Park [sic] in San Francisco anchor urban
entertainment districts. Nearly all stadiums can serve as landmarks for rapid way-finding
and figure heavily in the conceptual geography of the city.

10 Shea Stadium in Queens was used as a staging ground for emergency managers on
September 11, 2001. The Superdome in New Orleans and the Astrodome in Houston
were used as emergency shelters for evacuees from hurricanes Katrina and Rita in the fall
of 2005.
11 The neighborhood of Vasco de Gama is a relatively recent invention (2003) that
resulted from a politician’s desire to create a special administrative region that utilized
the local influence of C.R. Vasco da Gama. Typically, teams and stadiums in Rio de
Janeiro (and Buenos Aires) take their names from the neighborhoods in which they are
formed.
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Stadiums and monumentality
While not all stadiums can be classified as monuments, there are many instances
in which stadiums are explicitly constructed as sites of memory.12 Even when stadiums
are not specifically designated as monuments, their size, historical nature, and tendency
to accrue sedimented layers of meaning ensure that they become vernacular monuments.
The role of stadiums is similar to other monumental forms in the formation of the
conceptual city.

First, they give local residents nodes of geographic and social

orientation. Findlay (1992) suggests that large scale architectural monuments in the
Western United States served to impose a more static order on a highly fluid society
which made the western city a more livable place. Even the earliest cities had
monumental structures that served to order human interactions (Soja 2000, 64).
Second, monumental architecture allows societies to mark their achievements,
history and culture with enduring public buildings. Such buildings attract people,
represent local power relationships, and imply messages about place, space and time. The
Eiffel Tower, Gateway Arch in St. Louis, Montevideo’s Estádio Centenario, and Berlin’s
Olympic Stadium are examples of this phenomenon.13 Because the city is a site of
12 For example, Darryl K. Royal – War Memorial Stadium in Austin, Texas, Soldier
Field in Chicago, R.F.K. Memorial Stadium in Washington, D.C., Memorial Stadium in
Berkeley, California (WWI), War Memorial Stadium (WWI and WWII) in Little Rock,
Arkansas.
13 Atkinson and Cosgrove’s observation that “public monuments, especially those
intended to encapsulate an imagined national spirit or identity, seek to materialize ideas
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identification for a collective social body, the buildings that comprise the “hardware” of
the city necessarily define patterns of interaction, symbolic relationships, and conceptions
of place (Mussolini 1993). The stadiums built for the 2002 World Cup Korea / Japan
were designed to signal the achievement of recently-achieved levels of architectural and
engineering technology (Horne and Manzenreiter, 2002).14
Third, monumental architecture extends the city in space and time. Much like the
human body, the stadium is an extensible space (Adams 2005). For example, wearing
team regalia extends the geographic relationship of the stadium to wherever the
individual travels. In Asia, it is common to see young men wearing Manchester United or
Real Madrid soccer jerseys. While the individuals have probably never been to either Old
Trafford or Estádio Santiago Bernebeau, the wearing of the jersey extends geographic
relationships back to those stadiums. When billions of people gather around television
of the sacred, the mystical, and the transcendental” (1999, 30) could be applied to almost
any “national stadium” (such as Wembeley Stadium, or Olympic Stadiums).
14 Among the eighteen new and two remodeled stadiums used for the World Cup there
were a number of highly sophisticated architectural models. The domed stadium in Oito,
Japan was constructed such that the playing field could be rolled out of the stadium to
receive sunlight. The Seoul World Cup stadium was built over a garbage dump and used
the methane emissions from the site as a heating element. Apparently, between three and
six of the twenty stadiums are being used for professional soccer. More research needs to
be done on how stadiums constructed for mega-events like the World Cup are
incorporated into the social and urban fabrics after the events have passed.
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sets throughout the world to watch stadium events such as the Olympic Games and the
World Cup, they become virtually located in a social situation based in the stadium
(Adams 1992). Conversely, the spatial extent of a given stadium varies according to the
event. The proliferation of cable and satellite television has placed the stadiums of
Argentina, Spain, Japan, Australia, Egypt and Russia in homes and bars around the globe.
It is also true that areas within stadiums carry references to distant times and
places. In many British stadiums, the “popular” sections are referred to as “the Kop”. The
word “Kop” derives from the “Boer War battle of Simion Kop [1900] where hundreds of
men from the Second Royal Lancashire Regiment and Second Royal Lancashire Fusiliers
were massacred without artillery support” (Bowden 1995, 116). By naming a working
class section of the stadium after a working class tragedy, the space of the stadium
continues into the present as a metonymic representation of deeply felt historical events.
The stadium is frequently an active site of heritage and representation. Historical
figures are memorialized in statues and murals or have their footprints embedded in
walkways. Memories of famous games and events are recounted orally and in books and
movies (Mayochi 1992; The Game of Their Lives 2005). Stadium events are anticipated
years in advance, produced and projected in the present, and will be reflected upon in the
future. Concert tee-shirts invariably retell the geography of stadiums that a band
performed in on tour.15 Because “remembering is a deeply embedded social practice that
informs the present” (Flores 2002, xvi) the ways in which people reflect upon the past as
15 The phenomenon of Grateful Dead bootleg recordings nearly always positions the
show in a spatio-temporal context that has a stadium as site of reference.
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it occurred in place inform us about the present and future. Social memories associated
with stadiums can change over time. What was once a symbol of modernity and progress
becomes obsolete, as in the case of the Seattle Kingdome and Pittsburgh’s Three Rivers
Stadium.16 The changing social memories associated with stadiums tell us about how
societies relate to the past, how they identify with the present and their visions for the
future.
Fourth, monumental architecture can function as a master symbol that inflects
power, and that shapes, regulates and informs relationships between social actors. A
master symbol produces and represents meaning, usually in support of a dominant social
group. The representational forms ground meaning in a historical past that is subject to a
range of interpretations. Because these interpretations are frequently bound up with
nationalist sentiment, variant critiques are marked as delinquent (Flores 2002, 160).
These meanings also change over time. For instance, Berlin’s Olympic Stadium carried
much different political messages in 1936 than it does today. A recent film posited
Yankee Stadium as a nationalist space that allowed for “national healing” after the 2001
terrorist attacks on New York and Washington D.C. (Home Box Office, 2004). The
Camp Nou Stadium of Barcelona F.C. functioned as a socio-cultural and linguistic refuge
for Catalans during Franco’s regime (Shobe 2005). The metonymic association of the
16 The Seattle Kingdome featured the world’s largest self-supporting concrete roof when
it opened in 1977. It was destroyed on March 26, 2000. Three Rivers Stadium,
constructed in 1970, was the first stadium to use artificial turf in an open air stadium. The
stadium, destroyed in 2001, formerly held the ‘Stadium Hall of Fame’ (Benson 1989).
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stadium with the city ensures that it produces as well as represents meaning (Tilley 1994;
Flores 2002, 156). Architecture can also act as a symbol of cultural exchange, a
negotiation of styles and techniques that result in an expression of cultural plurality
unique to the encounter (Butzer 2000). Because architecture gives material form to social
and cultural relations, that is, because it represents these relations, geographers have long
investigated urban areas and architectural forms to search for social and cultural meaning.
Finally, the location of a stadium is a representation of its cultural relevance.
Much as the position of buildings in the religious landscape of the Kandyian Kingdom
symbolized power relationships, the placement of stadiums on urban landscapes speaks to
a range of socio-cultural, economic and political relationships (Duncan 1990; Bale 2003).
In North America, stadiums were located in the inner city in the early 20th century,
moved to the suburbs after World War Two and are beginning to reappear near the city
center as part of urban core redevelopment projects. This movement mirrors larger social
and urban trends. By examining the location of stadiums relative to other elements of the
urban landscape, we can discern a wide range of socio-spatial relationships that inform us
about power relationships in the city.
Stadiums, as dominant elements of the urban landscape, comprise an integral part
of the physical and conceptual urban landscape. They are dynamic spaces of broad-based
socio-cultural interaction and symbols of modernity, collective identity, and discursive
fields. In the next chapter, I will discuss how stadiums came to be such a prominent
element of modern, industrial cities. Before turning to that discussion, it will be
instructive to develop an understanding of how urban spaces are produced, shaped and
transformed through material practice.
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THE PRODUCTION AND REPRODUCTION OF SPACE
The French social theorist Henri Lefebvre is perhaps the most important spatial
theorist to tackle the abstractions of socio-spatial relations of production. In plain
English, this means that he proposes a model for understanding the ways in which
humans relate to each other in space and how space itself influences those interactions.
Lefebvre suggests that space is a productive force in and of itself. The spaces that
individuals occupy and move through are produced and experienced through spatial
praxis. Spatial praxis can be understood as the ways in which existing spaces, individuals
and relations of production inform, represent, and transform space.
Lefebvre conceives of spatial praxis as a potentially radical activity that can
transform society. This transformation has the potential to influence the production and
re-production of capital and thereby reorganize social relations. Capitalist production is
responsible for creating a space of unequal, abstract social interaction which structures
space in its own image. This serves to re-produce spaces that reify (ensure the
continuation of) the mode of production (e.g., free-market capitalism, socialism, hybrid
markets). What Lefebvre considers to be ignored by most political economists and
Marxists is that space is a part and product of the forces and means of production. Class
struggle, for Lefebvre, is as much a struggle over space and the meaning of space as it is
a struggle between economic levels. Within this paradigm, the conflation of the state and
the economy has created an infinitely abstract space that Lefebvre tells us is undergirded by absolute space. It is important to elucidate these distinctions a bit further in
order to get at the heart of Lefebvre’s theory of space.
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Absolute space, or social space, is the space of the natural environment that has
been taken over by human settlement. Architecture transforms the spaces of nature and
gives them a political order. Absolute space laid the foundation for the abstract space of
accumulation. This space first appeared in ancient cities through an appropriation of labor
by ruling castes that produced conceptions of inside and outside, sacred and profane,
nature and civilization, ruler and subject. It formed the basis for representational spaces
and “embodied an antagonism between full and empty” (Lefebvre 1991, 49). The
fragmentation of social relations produced in absolute space did not disrupt community
relations, it simply organized them into a new spatial form. Mumford asserts, “the city
still retained the intimacies and solidarities of the primary community” (1961, 62).
Lefebvre agrees: “absolute space preserved and incorporated bloodlines, family,
unmediated relationships – but it transposed them to the city, to the political state
founded on the town” (1991, 48).
Lefebvre is deliberately vague about the historical transition between absolute and
abstract space but posits the change in a vague historical town of Western Europe which
controlled the countryside. This vagueness is partly a result of his inability to effectively
explain the “unresolved contradictions between ontology and history” (Smith 1998,
p.56). It is in these ironically abstract towns that Lefebvre suggests that “productive
activity (labor) became no longer one with the process of reproduction which perpetuated
social life, but, in becoming independent of that process, labor fell prey to abstraction,
whence abstract social labor – and abstract space” (1991, 49, italics in original).
The development of absolute space, a commonly experienced and continuous
historical space of close social interaction, was the substratum that supported the
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formation of an increasingly abstract space. The spaces of the market, temple, and district
came to imply social relations based on a common understanding of the socio-spatial
relationships implied by that space. Thus, the space of the city changed the experience of
social relations. Space became conflated with ideology and a “verbal economy” that
manifested in the spatial domains of the city. This process had the general effect of
segmenting the experiences of everyday life into spatio-temporal modes of production
and reproduction, economic and political systems that seek to transform space in their
own image. More generally, Lefebvre asserts that abstract space reacts negatively to the
absolute space that underlies it (that is, historical, religious and lived social space)
negating what is, and creating spaces that embody contradictions; these contradictions are
inherent to the mode of production that creates them.
Within the larger framework of abstract and absolute space, Lefebvre makes a
critical move against dualistic thinking by delimiting a triad of spaces that structure
experience in the capitalist mode of production: spatial practice, representations of space
and representational spaces. Briefly described, spatial practice ensures a degree of
continuity and cohesion in society exercised through the mechanisms of social production
and reproduction. If we take as an example the gathering of people in a stadium to watch
a sporting event, spatial practices are the ways in which individuals relate to the
abstracted spaces of economy and politics in their daily lives. Therefore, understanding
the relationships produced and reproduced in the space of the stadium allows us to
understand the ways in which they connect in the city at large. The socio-spatial practices
of a given society can be understood by deciphering its space. Spatial practices also
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encompass the realms of bureaucracy and commodity that “rely on the production and
extension of spatial grids of power” (Johnston etal., 2000, 646).
Representations of space are linked to the relations of production and the social
order imposed by them. Lefebvre considers this to be the dominant space in any society.
Representations of space are a mixture of understanding and ideology that have a
practical impact on spatial practice: they establish relationships between people and
objects that inform relationships by employing ideology and semiotics. Spatial
representations take tangible form through architecture, transportation systems, and
politico-economic systems that shape the built environment. The architectural form and
internal structure of the stadium is a representation of space.
Representational spaces are spaces as they are directly lived through images and
symbols. Representational works such as art and landscape painting transform experience
and conceptions of representations of space into qualitative, fluid measures.
Representational spaces are spaces of the imagination and resistance that seek to interpret
and transform physical space through a symbolic use of its objects. The waving of
banners and the singing of songs in the stadium can be understood as examples of
representational space as can streakers or Morgana the kissing bandit.17
According to Lefebvre, these spaces should be experienced so that an individual
member of a community can move fluidly between the three. How this happens or does
not happen consumes the better part of three hundred pages, and is thus too much to take
17 Morgana was a woman with very large breasts who would run onto baseball fields to
kiss players on the cheek during the 1980s and early 1990s.
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up here. Each type of space can fall under the domain of abstract or absolute space, and
each is constituted by contradictions, ideologies, representations of power and, of course,
the mode of production. Lefebvre ties the emergence of these spaces on a global scale to
the hegemonic role of the nation-state in support of capitalist production. He asserts that
class struggle is inscribed in these spaces but he takes Marx’s distinction between use
value and exchange value and transforms it into a spatial context (Gregory 1994, 275).
Because the production of capitalist spaces requires the continual creation of new spaces
of accumulation, Lefebvre sees within them the seeds of change. Thus social space can be
appropriated as a political tool that will transform, bit by bit, abstract space back into
absolute space.
This return to absolute space is not as easy as it may seem because one of the
characteristics of abstract space is that it seeks to code power relations through ideology,
semiotics, and language. This coding results in particularized knowledges of space and
spatial relationships that result in: “both a false consciousness of abstract space and an
objective falseness of space itself” (Lefebvre 1991, 298). These falsehoods are then
reproduced in the form of commodities, exchange values, and markets that are
constitutive of the global economy and thus affect spatial experience at multiple scales.
Lefebvre advances a postulate for radical socio-spatial change within the
dominant mode of production. Though not explicit about how individuals or communities
will be able to appropriate abstract space through a restructuring of absolute space, he
masterfully describes the relationships between capitalism and the variety of
contradictory spaces it creates and recreates. His structuralist model frames a trialectical
theory of space within which socio-spatial praxis can be understood. He departs from
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traditional Marxian view of space as a means or an end of production and instead views it
as a force of production that embodies social tension. This departure from Marxian
thought is important because it insists that class conflict is not produced by an unequal
distribution of wealth alone. It involves a spatial dimension that seeks to mask the
structure and function of the power accumulated by capital and because capitalism
produces and reproduces its own spaces, these spaces are contradictory and essentially
unjust. Capitalism to Lefebvre needs to be revolutionized because the spaces it produces
(and is produced by) “destroy the everyday life and the level of civilization once
associated with the city” (Gottdeiner 1985, 131).
An understanding of the abstractions of socio-space is not necessary for one to
effect a transformation. However, if we understand the ways in which space acts as a
force in and of itself, we can develop better strategies to use and transform it. The
moment in which spaces are most powerful is when they are simultaneously abstract
space, representations of space and representational spaces. Examples of this conjunction
could be military occupations or protests in public space. In the former, space is being
transformed in the image of the occupying forces (abstract space), a new social order is
being imposed (representations of space), and people experience space through the
symbols and images of the military (representational spaces). In the latter example, a
public space is transformed into a site of political action and meaning (abstract space); a
new social order is being called for (representations of space); meanings and values are
communicated in space through signs, slogans, and the presence of human bodies in
space (representations of space). The symbolic and relational values of each kind of
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socio-spatial praxis are different in each case but they both attempt to transform sociospace.
If creating a more egalitarian socio-spatial world involves a dismantling of
capitalist modes of production then this seems increasingly unlikely. However, acts of
resistance and praxis continue to be important and can positively change the socio-spatial
lives of people at a variety of scales. Even the seemingly trivial and mundane act of
participating as an athlete or spectator in stadium space can begin to overturn the
abstractions of space that create inequality. The myriad forces at work at any given
moment, produce, reproduce, and transform the urban cultural landscape.
THE SPACES OF THE HABITUS
Within the stadium one finds a wide variety of spaces that pertain to particular
groups. The locker rooms and field are for athletes and managers, the press box is for
members of the media, the luxury box for the owners and corporate interests, and the
concessions stand for the part-time laborer, to name but a few. Each of these spaces has
its particular codes, restrictions, styles, and behavioral expectations. The stadium is one
of the few structures in the city that brings together such a broad socio-economic
spectrum in a limited time. While the millionaire owner might not rub elbows with the
working class laborer or the middle manager, they share the experience and space of the
stadium.
Pierre Bourdieu’s conception of the habitus has influenced geographic thought on
class and consumption. The habitus, as described by Bourdieu in his text Distinction
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(1984), is a generative principle of objectively classifiable judgments and the system of
classification of these practices. This will take some explanation.
All human beings, according to Bourdieu, pertain to a particular habitus. The
habitus has the capacity to 1) produce classifiable practice and works (culture) and 2)
differentiate and appreciate practices and works (taste). The tastes and culture of a
particular habitus systematically produce a corresponding lifestyle. An individual’s
habitus is internalized and converted into a disposition that generates meaningful
practices and meaning-giving perceptions of the world around them. Bourdieu considers
class to be defined through practices and perceptions. He organizes his conception of
habitus around different levels of cultural and economic capital. The amount of cultural
and economic capital that an individual possesses determines his or her habitus through
the cultures and tastes associated with it. However, the habitus also determines the
amount of cultural and economic capital. Thus, the habitus is both a structuring structure
and a structured structure – a dialectical tongue twister in which social identity is defined
and asserted through differences of taste and culture.
For example, aficionados of polo belong to a habitus that is very distinct from
“NASCAR dads” and football fans. The tastes, lifestyles, behavioral norms and
geographic spaces that pertain to each group are particular to the habitus of that group.
Drinking champagne and reserved applause are marks of distinction in polo, while
drinking beer and emotional outbursts are marks of distinction in the bleachers. What is
appropriate in one habitus is inappropriate in another. Within the habitus, there is
competition between the members to accrue social capital. This can only be
accomplished by adhering to the tastes and lifestyles associated with a given habitus.
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Geographically, the habitus can be considered a conceptual and physical realm, a
two dimensional space of social and cultural difference. People of different classes, with
their varied lifestyles and tastes, occupy different places and spaces in this field of
cultural variation. This is attributable to the way in which habiti (plural habitus, my term)
are formed – through different levels of cultural and economic capital.
Public spaces are where habiti combine. For instance, in the theatre we will find
college students, office workers, artists and captains of industry. Each has a different
level of economic and cultural capital, but their habiti are formed by similar tastes. The
stadium is a place where a wide range of habiti converge. In the stadium, the millionaire
team owner, the middle-manager on one-hundred thousand dollars a year salary, the
working class laborer, and the impoverished janitorial worker all share the same
geographic and cultural realm. The different tastes and judgments of these people
(different habiti) are, in part, articulated through the varied spaces that they occupy
within the stadium. The owner occupies a luxury box, the middle manager a hard backed
chair with a drink holder, and the laborer finds “his place” in the standing-only section. In
effect, the geographic aspects of the habitus position it as a realm of socio-spatial practice
that distinguishes between sub-cultural groups. As we shall see in both Rio de Janeiro
and Buenos Aires, the habitus of the stadium can be investigated along the class lines
associated with a particular sport, or the habitus can shift along with changing social
relations and cultural conditions.
In my conception, the habitus is a transposable geographic space. Because
lifestyles and tastes are associated with geographic spaces (polo ground, corner bar,
residential zone, coffee shop, etc.) individuals seek out places and spaces that they are
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predisposed to like. For instance, package vacations appeal to certain lifestyles and tastes.
Similar social and geographic environments can be found in chain hotels throughout the
world. One of the reasons that traveling is such an educational, informative and
transformative experience is that we force ourselves to adapt to the habitus that we find
ourselves in. It is of course not necessary to do so as the circuit of global capital has
ensured that luxury hotels, cable television, and familiar foods are available in nearly
every corner of the globe. In North America, the stadium has begun to represent the tastes
and values of an increasingly limited habitus, that of the middle class, suburban family.
The architectural structure, media displays, merchandising, and atmosphere are such that
leisure and passive consumption of organized spectacle are prioritized. This late twentieth
century shift is a reflection of the larger patterns of residential distribution, mass
mediated communication and voracious consumption that form part of the cultural
landscape of the United States. The spaces of the stadium, writ large, are not much
different from the shopping mall, suburban playground, or living room and they imply a
similar middle-class habitus.18
The habitus is an important concept for geography that should be applied more
rigorously to the production of geographic space. In much of my discussion, the idea of
18 Of course, this is not true for all stadiums. However, even older stadiums like Fenway
Park in Boston have undergone significant renovations that have created luxury boxes
and other amenities that pertain to a particular habitus. Newer stadiums like Houston’s
Reliant Stadium not only have the physical appearance of shopping malls, but are so full
of retailing and media as to diminish the relative importance of the action on the field.
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the stadium as a site of convergence for different habiti will be implicit but where there
are important shifts in tastes and lifestyles in relation to the stadium I will identify them.
For now, it will be important to remember that our habitus compels us to like certain
things because we like that we have them. The desires and needs of a given habitus are
manufactured through taste, which generates a life style, which we perform in spaces and
places. We can shift our habitus, and the geographic space we inhabit, through the
accrual or loss of economic and cultural capital. The meanings and values associated with
habitus are constantly shifting and are the structuring structures which shape our
geographic realities.
LANDSCAPE
“Landscape” has been the subject of countless geographic studies. Between trying
to figure out what exactly landscape is, the meanings imbedded within it and describing
what is encountered in, on, or excluded from “landscape”, geographers have defined and
redefined the discipline. The differences in theoretical perspective and methodological
approach that marked landscape studies in the 20th century mirror larger societal trends;
in the changing perspectives of geographers and others we can read the continuities and
discontinuities of culture.
Landscape is, in part, a product of a particular ontological structure (Tilley 1994,
25-27). A given ontology is comprised of culturally specific conceptions and structures
that make knowledge possible (Johnston etal, 2000). These conceptions and structures are
reflected by and through culture. For instance, the Australian Aboriginal peoples perceive
the world to be structured very differently than do working class residents of Sydney
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(Chatwin 1987). While they both occupy the Australian landscape, the two groups have
very different conceptions of and relationships to it. Insofar as the ontological
foundations of western capitalist cultures have insinuated themselves into most corners of
the globe capitalist ontologies lie below the surface of cultural landscapes around the
world.
Understanding the ontological structure of a cultural landscape is important
because these structures can shift, sometimes quite suddenly. The observable results of
these shifts are visible in the landscape or in the cultural conflicts that result from them.19
For example, an ontological shift occurred around the turn of the 20th Century. Before
this period, time and space were conceived of very differently than they are today. New
modes of artistic expression such as cubism, changes in communication and
transportation technology, the standardization of world time, the development of cinema,
and developments in science (particularly physics) all combined to expand spatial
consciousness on a global scale (Kern 1983). “Traditional” ways of life were threatened
as advancements in transportation (automobile), communication (telephone) and
industrial production (Fordism and Taylorism) insinuated the spatio-temporal structure of
19 An example of this kind of conflict is the appearance of McDonald’s in places like
Pakistan or France. These places are sometimes attacked because they are understood to
represent different a different way of structuring socio-spatial and spatio-temporal
relationships that are perceived of as a threat to traditional orders. On the other hand, they
are sometimes embraced because they represent “modernity” or a particular lifestyle that
is associated with upward mobility and American-style consumerism.
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industrial modernity into new regions. Material and cultural landscapes changed uneasily
as a result of these shifts. While it might be an exaggeration to say that World Wars One
and Two resulted from these shifts, we are still experiencing the ramifications of rigid
state boundaries (a modern Western European ontological structure) imposed on the more
fluid national and ethnic spaces of the Middle East and Africa (not to mention indigenous
territories throughout the world).
Modern, spatio-temporal consciousness also changed the way the past, present,
and future were conceptualized. Progressive modernist thought conceived of space as a
fixed category to be appropriated and manipulated by the forces of the state and by
capital (in terms of natural resources, transportation, and the environment). For ordinary
people, the shift was perceived through the development of reliable (timely) and more
rapid public transportation (less space between places). Time schedules necessitated a
standardization of time which had previously been highly localized (Thrift 1999). The
increasing speed and efficiency of rail transport effectively reduced the spaces between
places. This brought the city closer to the country and distant places closer together. It
also created a new way of experiencing the life world. It was during this time period that
stadiums began to appear in industrialized urban areas around the globe.
In Foucault’s terms (1977), Marx’s observations about space and time rendered
space dead and un-dialectical whereas time represented fecundity and change. In
Lefebvre’s case we have seen that social inequality cannot be reduced to issues of
material accumulation, but needs to incorporate socio-spatial structuring. Soja (1989)
suggests that Marx’s privileging of time over space reduced to the latter to physical
objects and forms which had the effect of distinguishing them from something wholly
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mental. Thus, space was “naturalized” and, like other elements of nature could be
dominated, examined, and reproduced so that empirical regularities could be discovered
(Soja 1989, 122). This particular conception of space was not only a product of Marxist
discourse. The consolidation of the nation state with its highly bounded territorial domain
affected movement across and within space and increased the rationalization,
segmentation, and territorialization of planetary space. These shifts also had important
implications at the local level. The increased rationalization of urban space increased
territorialization and organized spaces of production, re-production, and consumption on
an unprecedented scope and at multiple scales. Coupled with large scale rural to urban
migration, itself a by-product of these shifts, and massive international immigration,
urban centers grew at phenomenal rates and their landscapes changed just as quickly.
These particular ontological, political, scientific and cultural conditions
precipitated the development of environmental determinism in geography in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. Nature and the spaces of nature were understood as determinants
of cultural development and human potential. This “scientific” explanation of geographic
process was an early attempt to legitimate geography as a science. The object of the
geographic gaze was not culture, but nature, with culture placed on top of it. Because
nature was considered to be the bedrock upon which the foundations of culture were
placed, it followed that culture was a product of an empirically measurable nature. While
this may have provided insight into small, subsistence economies it did little to explain
the complexities of industrial and post-industrial cities and their constituent elements
such as stadiums and places of leisure.
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Landscapes and ideas of landscapes are continually shifting. If, as Cosgrove
(1984) and others suggest, landscape is a subjective experience of power in flux as well
as a way of seeing, then what the landscape means depends upon who is looking and
when and where they are doing it from (Schama 1995; Duncan and Ley 1993; Meinig
1979; Tuan 1977; Zukin 2000). What we see in and on the landscape is a combination of
our situated knowledges, subjective positioning, systems of cultural production and
material practices. It is also a product of a “masculine gaze” that renders nature and
humans as passive objects of knowledge that provide pleasure for the geographer (Rose
1999/1992).

Not only is the landscape a representational form, it is also a

representational practice that shapes and influences that form.
There have been recent shifts in the ways that the structuring of time and space
have altered the conceptualization of landscape. Harvey (1982) described changes
brought about by new communication technologies and industrial production regimes in
the late 1960s and early 1970s as “time-space compression”. The compression of time
and space may have renewed interest in the dynamism of place that in turn shifted the
focus of geographic analysis such that the “traditional” meanings of landscape were
called into question (Cosgrove 1985; Cosgrove and Daniels 1993). This questioning was
reflected in new ways of investigating the landscape and the emergence of
phenomenological and humanistic geographic investigations that laid the foundations of
the “new cultural geography” (Tuan 1977; Gregory 1981; Ley 1993).
The proliferation of landscape studies in the late 20th century significantly altered
ideas of landscape. The most common vernacular usage (if internet search engines are
any indication) refers to suburban household landscapes. However, most people would
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probably understand landscape in the terms used by Sauerian geographers in the mid
twentieth century as well. The plurality of ways to look at landscape indicates that the
term implies much more than what exists in the visual field. The way in which we define
or interpret landscape is an indication of our ideological position (Meinig 1979). How we
position ourselves in relation to a given landscape informs the method and content of
debate. These positions are influenced by cultural, social, economic and political trends
and the goals of the person reading the landscape. Landscape is never fixed, but rather
embroiled in the processes of change that define the human condition (Wilkie 1974).
An important development in geographic thought emerged through the analysis of
landscape as an iconographic representation of place. These studies were a reaction to the
perceived weakness of reading landscapes that tended to ignore the constituent
components of landscape in favor of a totalizing view. The most successful landscape
studies, in my opinion, are those that begin with a particular object and explain the
relationships between the part and the whole (Atkinson and Cosgrove 1998, Harvey
1985; Foote 1998). However, as Duncan (1990) has shown, the symbolic characteristics,
spatial relationships, and historical uses of a bounded landscape reveal important details
about the particular symbolic and functional values of constituent landscape elements.
This dissertation identifies the stadium as an iconographic element of landscape
through which historical and geographic processes can be observed. The architecture,
location, histories and meanings associated with stadiums cannot be separated from the
cultural landscapes in which they exist. Because the cultural landscape is a signifying
system as well as a representational practice through which socio-spatial relations of
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power and cultural identities are produced, reproduced and changed, it is important to
understand the role of the places and spaces that comprise it.
Elements of the built environment both express and produce meaning. The spatial
relationships of objects within a particular landscape contribute to the construction and
interpretation of meaning. What a particular landscape signifies to people varies
according to their experience and relationship to it. As we shall see in the coming
chapters, the individual components of landscape carry a particular set of meanings that
are shaped by historical events, socio-economic changes, shifts in culture, individual and
collective action, and global processes (Flores 2002). By entering into urban cultural
landscapes through the stadium, the imbedded meanings of place can be shown in a new
light.
PUBLIC SPACE IN LATIN AMERICA’S MEGA-CITIES
Urban areas in Latin America present specific conditions and challenges for
geographers. The particular social and spatial characteristics of Latin America cities will
inform my discussion of stadiums in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro. I will present
some general characteristics that apply to urban areas in Latin America before turning to
the particularities of public space in the region. I have amassed these generalizations from
a number of sources and my own field based observations (Harris 1971; Hardoy 1975;
Blouet and Blouet 1997; Low 2000; Herzog 1999; Rosenthal 2000; Jones 2004; Ward
1990, 2004; Scarpaci 2005). They are intended as generalized reflections on Latin
American cities and not as an explanation of the socio-spatial realities found there.
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An important distinction to make in regards to the largest Latin American cities is
that they tend to dominate the economic, political, and cultural spheres of a given
country. The majority of Latin Americans live in cities. In accordance with the model of
an extractive post-colonial economy, large urban centers tend to exchange more goods
and services with other large cities than with their respective hinterlands. Another
characteristic to consider is that Latin American cities are perhaps more directly affected
by fluctuations in global markets and international economic power structures than many
cities in Europe or North America. There is a direct relationship between rural to urban
migration and state policy in terms of infrastructure development, agricultural subsidies,
and education (Aguilar 1999). In addition to rural to urban migration there is a great deal
of migration between large urban centers. For example, unemployed computer
programmers move from Montevideo to Santiago to Buenos Aires to Sao Paolo in search
of contract work. These movements are spurred by fluctuations in national currencies,
state economic policy, and the global relations of production (Peet 2003).
The patterns of urbanism that developed in Latin America differed from those in
Anglo-America and Europe. Based upon indigenous, Spanish and Portuguese urban
models, the spatial form and extent of cities in Latin America were relatively static
through the period of independence (Harris 1971; Hardoy 1975). The relatively tardy
burgeoning of industrial cities (1860 – 1910) in Latin America superimposed modern
transportation and communication systems on urban structures that were essentially
unchanged from colonial times. The pace of urban transformation in this period was
similar to Northern European and American cities seventy-five to one hundred years
earlier. The rapid demographic expansion of urban centers, especially port cities, during
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the initial period of industrialization stressed the capacities of infrastructure and urban
government regimes to deal with the changes resulting in “over-urbanization”.20 The life
conditions for the poor in many cities were deplorable. In an attempt to control disease
and re-shape the cities on European models, large scale, modernist reform projects reformed the city center and created parks, squares and other public spaces throughout the
city (Scobie 1974; Cardoso 1996; Needell 1995; Outtes 2003). These public spaces came
to play an important role in the culture of industrial modernity and served to shape the
patterns of social interaction in Latin American cities. I will explore the historical
development of public space in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires in more detail in the
following chapters.
Today, the spatial structure of Latin American cities is rapidly changing. Cities
are experiencing industrial and residential decentralization as factories and the upper
classes move to the suburbs. The upper middle and upper classes are moving in large
numbers to gated communities and have lifestyles that are essentially indistinguishable
from the North American model upon which they are predicated. However, the central
business district is maintaining its positional advantage due to the inertia of
communication and transportation infrastructure. Meanwhile, ‘empty’ space in the central
city is being appropriated by squatter settlements or reshaped to attract global tourists
20 This demographic explosion of Latin American industrial centers was a result of rural
to urban migration, massive European immigration and an increase in health care
(Graham 1988). “Over-urbanization” is defined as the inability of urban infrastructure to
cope with the demands of a rapidly increasing population.
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(Scarpaci 2005). For many scholars, these developments have provoked conflict in the
production and use of public spaces in Latin American cities (Jones 2004; Herzog 2005;
Scarpaci 2005; del Rio 2003; Magazine 2003; Shefner 2003).
Because of rapid decentralization and out-migration of elites, the bounded city is
increasingly difficult to identify. The movement of industry to peripheral areas has, as in
the case of Mexico City, formed an urban region with several nodal points (Aguilar and
Ward 2003). This is posing problems in terms of regional governance, political
representation, and planning. In Buenos Aires, the emergence of “countries” (rural
American style ranch homes) has extended the bounds of the city to include semi-rural
areas that are becoming littered with gated communities of part-time residents. The
shifting form of the city, which produces spatially differentiated lifestyles and cultures,
has impacted the traditional uses and functions of public spaces as integrative
mechanisms that provide a sense of conviviality. Public space is less public; it is
increasingly developed and re-developed to meet the needs, both real and imagined, of
specific and limited communities (Jones 2004).
As evidenced by the increase in gated communities and decreased functionality of
public spaces, there continues to be an extreme polarization of social classes (Low 2003,
Scarpaci 2005, Herzog 2003). Differential access to transportation, technology,
education, and other social services is sharply divided along class lines. In many Latin
American cities, this is making the city a more randomly violent place as the incidences
of carjacking, kidnapping, and robbery increase. The increasing segmentation of lived
space has decreased the effectiveness of public space as mechanism for creating
communal bonds. The rich are increasingly separated from the socio-spatial interactions
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that give meaning and texture to public spaces. This, along with a marked rise in
“heritage tourism” has significantly altered the form and function of public space in Latin
America in recent years (Scarpaci 2005).
Despite the socio-spatial fracturing of society along class lines, public space and
public culture remain constituent elements of urban life in Latin America. Even as the
traditional public space of the market is moved to super malls or “shoppings” throughout
the region, plazas (Low 2000), parks, stadiums, and churches still play vital roles in the
expression of collective urbanity (Rosenthal 2000).
In the following chapters, I demonstrate how stadiums have functioned as
mechanisms for social integration at multiple scales for more than a century, an evolution
scantily covered by available research. The lack of historical information regarding the
use and function of stadiums as public spaces in Latin America does not suggest that they
are not important but, like Poe’s Purloined Letter, their obviousness has rendered them
nearly invisible to foreign scholars.
According to Herzog (2005), public space in Latin America can be analyzed
through the categories of memory, nature and environmental sustainability, ritual, cross
cultural symbolism, contestation, manipulation and art. While stadiums contain all of
these elements, they are not fully public spaces as are squares, plazas and markets. It is
more accurate to describe Latin American stadiums as privately owned spaces that
function in the public realm. As I will discuss in more detail in Chapter Two, the stadium
is a quasi-public space, that lies somewhere between the theatre and the plaza. In the case
study chapters I will make clear the specific relationships between stadiums and public
space in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro.
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Extending the field
Geographers think in terms of spatial relationships, but this is not the only way to
think about geographic phenomena. There is a broad literature within sociology and
anthropology that can be applied to the stadium (Geertz 1973; Gruneau 1983 (1999);
Sands 1987; Blanchard 1995). Of course, local historians and sociologists have long
understood the significance of stadium games and there is an abundant literature in both
Spanish and Portuguese which I will refer to throughout the dissertation. Of the nongeographic English language texts that have been most useful to my study are Janet
Lever’s landmark study Soccer Madness (1982) and the monographs and edited volumes
of Richard Giulianotti (1994, 1997, 1999). Lever’s treatise was one of the first English
language sociological explorations of the deep significance of soccer in the lives of
Brazilians. Giulianotti provides thought provoking, empirically grounded research in
relation to stadium, its related modes of production, sociological implications and
changes in the context of accelerated processes of globalization. Sociologists and
historians who concentrate on issues related to sport have undertaken important research
on race (Zirin 2005), gender (Binello etal 2000), sexuality (Pronger 1990), class
(Gruneau 1983/1999, Andrews etal, 1997), and sub-cultural identities (Redhead 1997;
Brown 1998).
The generalized social history of sport and the implications of sporting practices
for modern societies have been explored at length by Alan Guttmann (1978; 1986; 1998;
1996) and John MacAloon (1981, 1984), upon whom I have drawn extensively for my
historical evaluation of modern sport. Their excellent scholarship has made clear the
relationships between the rise of industrial modernity and the development of
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institutionalized sport. By exploring modern sports in the social and historical contexts in
which they formed, these authors have provided excellent models for examining the
global manifestations of sporting practice (see also Arbena 1988; Guttmann 1978;
Pronger 1990; Gruneau 1999; Filho 1964; Scher and Palomino 1988; Agostino 2002,
Mason 1995).
There is a plethora of books dedicated to the history of stadiums, but these tend
towards an uncritical nostalgia that generally fails to contextualize them within larger
socio-cultural contexts (see Benson 1989). The historical geography of stadiums has only
been undertaken by a handful of academic researchers (Bowden 1995; Bale 1982, 1984;
Young 2003; Mascarenhas 2000; Holzmeitzer 2004; Ferreira 2004). This generalized
absence signals the need for geographical research on stadiums that includes a theoretical
foundation in history.
Within anthropology, sport has long been considered a mechanism for explaining
social structure, gender relations, and distribution of wealth. Clifford Geertz (1973) used
the cock-fights of Bali to explain ritualized expressions of masculinity and power
relationships on the island. The film Trobriand Cricket (1976) explores how sport and
notions of play reflect, shape and influence the ways that communities relate to each
other. Anthropological studies of fan groups and identities reveal the relationships
between social structure, cultural values and the space of the stadium (Archetti 1985,
1997, 2003b; Blanchard 1998; Brown 1998; DaMatta 1982; Damo 2002; Eichberg 1998;
Gandara 1997; Gil 2002, 2002b; Henrique de Toledo 1996).
The sociology and anthropology of sport provide methodological and conceptual
approaches that are of great value to geographers. These researchers provide important
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insights into the social structures, values and meanings associated with sportscapes.
Previous studies indicate that participant observation and analysis of social organization
reveal spatial practices of sport, albeit obliquely. The observations of these disciplines
can be directed towards questions of sport in relation to the habitus, Lefebvrian
trialectics, and the meanings and textures of landscape.
METHODOLOGY
Fieldwork for the dissertation was completed over three years and was comprised
of three periods of varying lengths. The exploratory period was from February 2002 –
April 2002 (3 months) and was limited to Buenos Aires. The second research period was
from June 2003-August 2003 (11 weeks) and included a month’s stay in Buenos Aires as
well as some exploratory research in São Paolo and Rio de Janeiro. The third and most
extensive fieldwork session was between June of 2004 and January of 2005. This
fieldwork was concentrated in Rio de Janeiro but included several excursions to other
parts of Brazil as well as an additional three weeks of research in Buenos Aires. During
each of the field sessions, my methodologies evolved as my knowledge of on-the-ground
realities matured.
One of my first tasks in both Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro was to develop an
understanding of the local geography. Both metropolitan areas have populations over 14
million and are dense, complex urban areas. As I was not officially affiliated with an
academic institution or NGO in either city, I was very active in developing a network of
informants and contacts. These people were instrumental in showing me the lay of the
land, and being locals, were quite knowledgeable of urban history, social processes, and
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cultural norms. In both cities I immediately engaged stadium events (typically soccer
games) as a participant observer and recorded my experiences with detailed notes, 35 mm
photography, and digital video. As my knowledge of the cities and local dialects
improved I began to conduct structured and unstructured interviews with stadium
caretakers and team management (30 interviews). In many cases I was able to search
team and stadium archives for photos and historical documents related to the stadium and
its environs (Appendix A, specifically, San Telmo, Dock Sud, Atlanta, Ferrocarril Oeste,
Excursionistas, Bangu, Madureira, Fluminese, Maracanã). When these resources were not
available or non-existent, I queried directors of teams, members of social clubs, stadium
caretakers, and local residents about their relationships with the stadium. I was frequently
given detailed tours of stadiums and oral histories of place as well as ideas and
aspirations for future stadium developments. In the vicinity of stadiums I talked with
local merchants concerning the effects of the stadiums on their businesses, and
investigated local streets and buildings for evidence of graffiti, stadium related cultural
phenomena, and other pertinent geographic information.
Part of my daily routine in both cities was media analysis. While it may seem
obvious, detailed reading of the daily papers gave me a great deal of insight to the
relative cultural weight of what was happening in and around the stadiums, as well as an
understanding of larger social, economic, political, and cultural processes. It also helped
with language development as well as place name recognition/orientation. Although I did
not conduct a content analysis, the drama of the stadiums was front page news and was
on the tip of everyone’s tongue. In both cities there are daily papers dedicated to sport,
Olé in Buenos Aires, Lance! and Journal dos Esportes in Rio de Janeiro. These sources
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were of particular value in understanding the depth and breadth of information that
surrounds sporting events in Argentina and Brazil. Coupled with a wide array of
television programming, the populations of both Rio and Buenos Aires are subject to a
continual barrage of stadium related information.
In my travels around these cities I habitually asked taxi drivers, newspaper kiosk
vendors, shopkeepers, and the “man on the street” their opinions of current stadiumrelated events. In both Brazil and Argentina there is a generalized common knowledge of
the history of soccer, the characteristics of the social clubs that the teams are associated
with, and a strong sense of loyalty to teams. When individual respondents told me that
they were not interested in soccer, polo, or rugby I tried to gauge their class and family
history through unstructured questions and conversation. In all my time in South America
I can count on two hands the number of times that people told me they were not
interested in sport or who had no opinion to offer about my study.
In many cases it was extremely difficult and dangerous to carry out my field
work. I have written extensively about my experiences getting to and away from stadiums
but will not recount those experiences here (see Gaffney 2002; 2003). I was not able to
visit many stadiums because of their geographic remoteness, location in marginalized
areas, or because of a lack of private transportation or local guides who knew the areas
well enough to ensure my safety. The violence associated with stadium, particularly in
Buenos Aires, negatively impacted my ability to interview people at the stadium as
identifying myself as a foreigner would invite reprisal. When possible, I entered stadiums
as a member of the press. This became easier to do as my network of contracts expanded
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and knowledge of stadium codes increased. In Rio de Janeiro, I was not able to acquire
press credentials but was able to interview members of the press at length.
The geographic conditions of Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires and my increasing
social and decreasing financial resources required that I employ different methodological
approaches in each city. However, in both cities I followed a basic research agenda that
included the following elements:
•

Research visits to stadiums. (Appendix A)

•

Informal interviews with people in and around stadiums before, during
and after games (approximately one hundred interviews).

•

Formal and informal interviews and conversations with members of the
media, coaches, players, former and current officials of social clubs,
stadium managers, stadium caretakers, fans, non-fans, and members of
stadium related institutions (approximately fifty interviews).21

•

Sustained

interchange

with

students

and

academics,

including

participation in conferences, teaching courses, attending lectures, and
presenting preliminary findings.
•

Daily reading of periodicals, newspapers and television broadcasts.

21 These interviews took place in a variety of contexts. During taxi rides I would nearly
always ask the driver what team he supported or would talk about recent happenings
related to the stadium. Because the primary subject of conversation among men is soccer,
causal conversations provided an excellent opportunity to assess an individual’s
perceptions and relationships to stadiums.
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•

Archival research in national libraries.

•

Cataloging of iconic representations of stadiums in everyday life (maps,
media images, popular literature, photographs and video).

•

Digital and 35mm photography, fifteen hours of digital film.

•

Local geographic analysis (localizing graffiti, neighborhood composition,
urban morphology).

•

Examination of spaces related to the stadium: soccer schools, informal
soccer fields (peladas or portreros), social clubs, sporting goods stores.

•

Participant observation as a recreational soccer player, fan, and member of
the media.

Two cities, two methodologies, one synthesis
When I first arrived in Buenos Aires in February of 2002, the city and nation were
in a severe social, political and economic crisis from which they are just beginning to
emerge. This affected my experience of the city and the stadiums. My daily routine was
punctuated with first hand observation of violence, vandalism, protests, and
confrontations between citizens and police. The stadiums were particularly charged in
2002, and the use of lethal violence among fans and police was more common than usual.
On subsequent visits, the social and political environment was less strained, but the
stadiums continued to be cauldrons of super-charged emotions. The rapidly shifting
social, political, and economic conditions of Buenos Aires and Argentina during my
fieldwork required me to contextualize what was happening in the stadiums within the
immediacy of current events. Thus, reading newspapers and talking to ordinary people
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outside of the confines of the stadium became almost as important as engaging stadiums
directly.
My observations of the barra brava (organized fan groups) of Buenos Aires are
based on a series of informal interviews, conversations with academics and taxi drivers,
journal and newspaper articles, direct participant observation (face to face interaction
with the barra), and distanced participant observation (sharing stadium space with them).
Much of the information regarding the barra brava and the inner workings of clubs has
come from my conversations with former members of these organizations, who have
asked to remain anonymous. I have also gained invaluable information from my friends
and colleagues in Buenos Aires who through decades long experience and observation of
the stadiums of the city can be considered local authorities on the subject. I have
attempted to synthesize popular and academic perspectives.
During my second research trip to Buenos Aires, the violence of the stadiums was
beginning to get a little too close for comfort. My experience with stadiums in São Paolo,
Coritiba, Florianopolis and Montevideo had convinced me that not all stadiums in South
America were violent and dangerous places. After a brief visit to Rio de Janeiro, I
decided to shift my research focus there for a time.
A reason for this limitation is that the physical and social geography of Rio de
Janeiro is more complex than that of Buenos Aires. The “tourist city” (Judd and Fainstein
1995) in Rio de Janeiro encompasses a very limited geographic area. Within this area
there are very few stadiums. The generalized level of violence in Rio de Janeiro is of
staggering dimensions. Between July of 2003 and July 2004, there were more than 3000
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murders in the city, sixty percent of which were execution-style.22 When leaving my
apartment I always took great care to bring the minimum amount of cash and equipment.
This sometimes impacted my ability to gather data. Other times, my sense of impending
assault kept me at home. Despite the violence, Rio captured my imagination and I was
eventually able to explore the city and stadiums at length.
It is impossible to approach two cities with absolutely consistent qualitative
methodological approaches. Because the quantitative data regarding stadium attendance
is either unreliable or non-existent, I have relied almost exclusively on qualitative
methodologies to conduct my investigation. More, this is the first comparative study of
stadiums and I have relied on my broad reading in cultural and urban geography as well
as years of on the ground experience in Latin America to inform my synthetic
observations.
CONCLUSION
Stadiums are dominant elements of the urban cultural landscape that reveal a
wealth of information about urban histories, social norms, and cultural processes. By
adopting an integrative landscape approach to the stadium, I will demonstrate that the
stadium contains and represents social relations at multiple scales. The stadium is a
privileged site to observe the social organization of space and the ways in which public
spaces code, transform and reify power relations. Within the stadium we are presented
with multiple and intersecting discourses, habiti, and flows that taken together provide

22 Defined as one bullet to the temple, O Globo, 24 July, 2004
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deep insight into larger socio-cultural realities. The stadium does not exist in isolation,
but is embroiled in geographic and social processes at multiple scales.
Because the stadium is such a complicated space and place, developing an
understanding of the generalized functioning of stadiums will be of critical importance to
the case studies. Following a discussion of stadiums in ancient Greece, Rome and
Mesoamerica, Chapter Two examines the historical trajectory of modern stadiums
following their emergence in the industrial cities of Britain in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. Following this discussion I turn to some universal elements of stadiums: the
sacred and the profane; aspects of pilgrimage and ritual; sexuality and performance;
memory, representation and heritage; social control and transgression. These elements are
present in nearly all stadium cultures, and will guide my discussion of the stadiums of
Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires.
Chapter Three traces the development of stadiums and soccer culture in Rio de
Janeiro from their origins in the 1890s to the 1950 World Cup. During this time, soccer
evolved from an elite game played in elite spaces to a socio-spatial practice that in many
respects defined conceptions of citizenship and the nation. The development of soccer as
a central element of Brazilian national identity occurred through identifiable geographic
processes. In the early 20th century, the geographic space of the stadium provided a venue
for the control and contestation of race and class relations in a highly divided society. By
1950, however, the stadiums of the city had been transformed into a relatively egalitarian
places and spaces that comprised a fundamental component of local and national
identities. This chapter answers the questions: What role did stadiums play in the
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construction of Brazilian national identity in the early 20th century? How were race and
class relations in Rio de Janeiro expressed and contested in the stadium?
Chapter Four examines the contemporary roles of stadiums in the culture of Rio
de Janeiro. The twenty five stadiums of the city are important elements of public culture.
Through a contemporary examination of four stadiums within a four kilometer radius,
this chapter identifies some of the different histories, identities, cultures, governance
structures and geographic conditions that can be found in Rio de Janeiro’s many
stadiums. Examination of the shifting symbolism, function and positioning of stadiums in
relation to the changing social and cultural dynamics of Rio de Janeiro reveals that the
stadiums are excellent barometers for reading the cultural shifts and institutional
responses to multi-scalar geographic processes. This chapter answers the questions:
What are the geographic meanings associated with stadiums in Rio de Janeiro in the
modern era? How are these meanings changing in relation to shifts in the larger culture of
the city and nation?
Chapter Five examines the historical development of stadiums in Buenos Aires in
the context of the historical development of urban space. The development of stadiums in
Buenos Aires is inexorably bound to the historical development of the city. In the mid to
late 19th century, Britain was Argentina’s largest trading partner. The approximately
40,000 British ex-patriates developed their own schools, sporting clubs and social spaces.
Eventually, the British sporting practices of polo, rugby, and soccer reached the local
population. During the periods of massive European immigration to Buenos Aires
between 1880 and 1910, neighborhood based social clubs functioned as mechanisms for
social integration. Each of these social clubs had soccer teams while local elites played
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polo or rugby. The struggle to find space to develop stadiums in a rapidly growing city
resulted in conflicts that were resolved through political and economic mechanisms. The
development of a multitude of stadiums in the city was a natural outgrowth of the
association between social clubs, politicians and the struggle for urban space.
Consistent with other cities in Latin America, Buenos Aires developed a very
masculine public culture. The stadiums were part of a larger matrix of male-dominated
public space - one that allowed for the virulent expression of masculine identities.
Through a historical examination of the formation of public space in Buenos Aires, this
chapter answers the questions: Why did Buenos Aires develop more stadiums than any
other city in the world? What are the historical relationships between stadiums,
masculinity and public culture in Buenos Aires? What are the particular cultural
characteristics of stadiums in Buenos Aires?
Chapter Six examines the different actors and geographies associated with
contemporary soccer, rugby, and polo stadiums in Buenos Aires. Each sport has very
different geographic and political associations with the city and nation. The relatively
privileged positions of rugby and polo tend to reify existing socio-economic and political
structures, while soccer tends towards a kind of populist violence against the state. The
stadium cultures of these three sports reveal different and intersecting conceptions of
masculinity, citizenship, and behavioral norms. This chapter demonstrates that the
contemporary cultures and actors involved in these three stadium cultures are historically
rooted and constitute very different geographical worlds that explain class and conflict in
the city and nation.
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The concluding chapter compares the stadiums of Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
Aires in terms of meaning and representation, organization and governance, and local
responses to globalizing forces. Even though the stadiums of each city developed in
response to similar processes, the stadium cultures of Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires
are very different. By positioning the stadium as a medium to compare cultures, this
chapter demonstrates that local responses to similar global forces may be similar or
different. Understanding the everyday geographic processes through which local cultures
are connected to the global provides deep insight into the culture of each city.
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CHAPTER TWO
Temples of the Earthbound Gods
A stadium is a deeply symbolic and geographically complex object. These nearly
ubiquitous features of urban environments impart meaning, memorialize historic events,
shape identities, create social and cultural space, and in some cases kill people through
collapse or associated violence. The stadium is designed to make us look at ourselves in
relation to others. On the field we see people that represent “us” pitted against “them”.
Teams play at “home” against “visitors”, who are sometimes very poor guests. When we
look at the crowd around us, we see neighbors, colleagues, friends, family, strangers,
oddballs, the ugly and the beautiful. The crowd is a spectacle unto itself (Menschell 2002,
Guttman 1986). This is who we are, this is who I am, the crowd thinks to itself. And as if
to prove it, people wear the same colors, retell a common history, react strongly to
common symbols, sing the same songs, make the same gestures at the same time, and
share the same emotions about common events. Literally and metaphorically, people
fight and die together in the stadium for the sake of team identity and its associated
habitus. What happens there is so important that the last wish of thousands of people is to
have their ashes scattered on the field.23 While the meaning of the stadium is specific to
geographic, historic and cultural contexts, there are ideological, social, cultural, and
23 Club Atlético Boca Juniors is planning to build a cemetery next to their stadium in
Buenos Aires due to the overwhelming number of requests from fans to have their
remains spread on the field.
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spatial elements that are common to all stadiums. These commonalities are the subject of
this chapter.
A stadium is a product of cultural practice and spatial process. As with the city as
a whole, the architectural form and socio-spatial practices of the stadium produce and
reconstitute social and cultural life.

Because a cultural landscape is the locus of

articulated social relations, ‘reading’ a stadium implies examining a particular set of
spatial, social, and cultural relationships and practices (Schein 1997, 676). By
investigating the stadium as a material component of socio-space (or in Lefebvre’s terms,
representational space), the symbolic and functional interrelation of different elements of
the cultural landscape and their discursive qualities can be more clearly understood.
Stadiums do not just appear or sit quietly by themselves. They are implicated in the
processes of territorialization and exercise of power that shape all cultural landscapes
(Bale 1994, 10-13), and their meanings, like other elements of the cultural landscape,
change over time (Harvey 1985; Schama 1995; Hoelscher 1998; Foote 1997; Flores
2002).
For example, the Astrodome was once a prized element of the cultural landscape
of Houston. It represented technological innovation, cultural process, and embodied
collective pride in the city’s accomplishments. Over time, people stopped attending
events, more technologically innovative stadiums were built elsewhere, the functional
limitations of the structure began to manifest themselves, and the primary tenants moved
out. The Astrodome is now considered to be a waste of money (with debt payments of
US$ 80 million in arrears) and its slow decline is seen as representative of a host of urban
problems in Houston (Houston Chronicle, 1/25/04; Lisile 2005).
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Stadiums occupy an important position in the urban landscape. They are spaces
and places that inform and influence culture.24 If we examine the stadium as space we
may focus on the architectural footprint, how the structure occupies the field of vision, or
how it facilitates community interaction, economic exchange, and processes of
socialization as a node in a spatial network of transportation systems, media production,
and the associated matrices of the sport, entertainment and leisure industries.
As place, a stadium is a locus of powerful identity constructions, broad based
community interaction, a site of athletic performance, spectacle, consumption, economic
production, as well as mundane and historical events. Because of the particular
architectural form of the stadium, there are places (seats, luxury boxes, dressing rooms,
and living space), within spaces (sections, rows, press box), within the larger place of the
stadium.25 Stadiums are highly territorialized architectural forms where we can observe

24 The distinctions between space and place are intricate and inform geographic debate
in myriad ways. In the context of landscape, W.J.T. Mitchell suggests that we can
conceptualize “space, place and landscape as a dialectical triad, a conceptual structure
that may be activated from several different angles. If place is a specific location, a space
is a ‘practiced place’, a site activated by movements, actions, narratives and signs, and a
landscape is that site encountered as image or ‘sight’” (2002, x).
25 “The Polo Grounds always was a place where people lived. For years a caretaker
named Matty Schwab lived with his family in an apartment built for him by owner
Horace Stoneham under Section 31 in left field. In 1962 and 1963, the Mets’
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the production, re-production and shifting conditions of labor relations and class
identities, socio-economic hierarchies and urban power regimes (Sabugo 1984; Bale
2003; Gaffney and Mascarenhas 2005; Zirin 2005). The communicative properties of the
stadium as place extend well beyond the rare occasions in which events are held. I have
therefore argued that as a constitutive element of the cultural landscape the stadium is
woven into the processes that determine material and social practices and relations at the
urban scale.
By way of understanding the complex relationships between space, place,
landscape and the stadium, in this chapter I will first explain the historical legacies of
stadiums in pre-modern times. I will then discuss the geographic processes and historical
conditions from which modern stadiums emerged. Next, I will turn my attention to the
particular spatial dynamics that transpire within the stadium, focusing on elements of
pilgrimage and ritual, the sacred and the profane, the production and performance of
gender roles, and social control. By examining the internal and external workings of the
stadium I will demonstrate their geographic complexity and pervasive influence on
culture.

groundskeepers painted the Schwab apartment pink, installed a shower, and used it as
their personal clubhouse” (Benson 1989, 263).
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GREEKS, ROMANS, AND MESO-AMERICANS
The word “stadium” comes from the Greek “estadion”.26 The term, even among
the Greeks, was extended to include the entire architectural structure surrounding the race
course (GEPB 1942, 363). Stadiums were first constructed in the 9th Century b.c.e. as
places to celebrate religious festivals through games and athletic competitions (Guttmann
1978, Gebhard 1992). Each site possessed a mythical background and the stadium was
intended, along with shrines and temples, to re-establish symbolic connections to the
divine. Stadiums were generally located near the religious or cult center of the sanctuaries
and were frequently large architectural undertakings that were important elements of the
religious landscape (Miller 1992).
The stadiums of the ancient Greeks had dressing rooms, approach tunnels, VIP
sections, and tiered seating. Situated within vast architectural complexes dedicated to
religious festivals, these stadiums were arranged so that the finish line placed the
competitors at the temple of Zeus. Clear architectural boundaries separated judges,
participants and spectators. The games themselves were marked by official ceremonies,
oaths, and sacrifices similar to modern day presentation of athletes, singing of national
anthems, and pre-game consumption of red meat. There were Greek hooligans as well.
The archaeological record suggests that the various games of the Greeks were marked by
periodic violence that sometimes resulted in the destruction of the stadium (Miller 1992).
There were even ushers to keep rowdy fans under control (Guttmann 1986). The four26 The estadion were markers that delimited the beginning and end points of races of
approximately 600 “Greek feet” (Durran 1970, 263).
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year cycle of pan-Hellenic games that were hosted at Olympia beginning in the 6th
Century b.c.e. attracted thousands of spectator-pilgrims and hundreds of athletes. As the
games became more popular and less religious, the athletes came to be regarded as cult
figures in their own right (Swaddling 1999). Athletes underwent rigorous training and
diet regimes leading up to the games and were considered symbols of masculinity. The
games also served a larger political role as they ushered in a period of peace throughout
the isthmus (Guttmann 1978, Olivova 1984). The founder of the Modern Olympics,
Pierre de Coubertin, was similarly inspired by the potential of sport to achieve universal,
if temporary and localized, peace among nations (MacAloon 1981).
Like the Greeks, Coubertin also thought that it was unseemly for women to
participate in the Olympics. In Greece, other than the priestesses who presided over
official ceremonies, women were prohibited from attending the games although we can
assume that they were present in the large encampments that blossomed around the site of
competition. We can assume that these large gatherings brought together a wide spectrum
of Greek society: traders and merchants, food and souvenir vendors, wealthy
businessmen and landowners, cooks, prostitutes, musicians, religious figures, soldiers,
poets, and common people. In addition to structuring gendered space, the games also
confirmed the existing socio-economic order. Wealthy patrons sponsored an early form
of athletic professionalism. The conquests of the athletes they funded brought status and
honor to the individual, town or region (Guttmann 1978).
The Greek stadiums and quadrennial athletic competitions provided a place, space
and time for Greek religious, gender and political ideologies to form and renew. Games
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(of which the Olympian games were but one), were an integral part of Greek life, and the
stadiums were important sites and symbols of Greek civilization (Olivova 1985, Gebhard
1988, Miller 1988).

Panem et Circences
To the Greeks, the coronation of a wrestling or running champion with an olive
branch symbolized the close association between the human and the divine through
bodily perfection. The Romans were not as poetically inclined. To them, bodily pursuits
that did not have a practical end were regarded as effete. So while the Greeks and
Romans both “worked out”, the Romans did so with a focus on battlefield performance
rather than bodily perfection. It is difficult to say if this bodily pragmatism was the
chicken or the egg relative to Rome’s militaristic imperialism. However, the evolution of
the gladitorial munera (contests) and the chariot races of the late Empire give deep
insight into the social and political structures and mores of Roman society (Guttmann
1978, 1986; Futrell 1997; Cameron 1976; Olivova 1984).
The gladiatorial contests of the Romans date from funerary rites in the third
century b.c.e. (Guttmann 1978, 24). It was common to erect temporary wooden structures
that served as a venue for the human and animal slaughter. Later, as the munera became
instrumental as a political tool, the wooden structures took on immense dimensions.
Wooden bleachers hastily constructed by “event producers” were outlawed after a rash of
stadium collapses in the late 1st century b.c.e. Legislative control over the development of
large amphitheatres effectively placed the production and control of public spectacles in
the hands of the elite. Only the state or the very wealthy could afford to build concrete or
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stone arenas, forums, coliseums, amphitheatres and Circuses. The use of these spaces in
the service of the state reached its height with the construction of the 250,000 capacity
Circus Maximus and the 50,000 capacity Colosseum in Rome in the first century c.e.
(Futrell 1997; Inglis 2000). Rome’s lust for blood sport is widely seen as a symptomatic
of the decadence of the Empire. Can NASCAR races and American Football games be
considered the modern equivalents of chariot races and gladiator contests?
The archaeological records of Roman-era stadiums stretch from North Africa to
Scotland, from Portugal to Asia Minor. Roman stadiums were expensive, sophisticated
architectural undertakings that held tens of thousands spectators on average (Inglis 2000).
Then as today, the stadium served as an important symbolic representation of an urban
area. Roman stadiums were urban public spaces that allowed for the employment of a
variety of social control mechanisms and interactions. From highly regimented seating
arrangements, to the control and domination of man and nature, “the social organization
of Roman society took on a spatial form in the Coliseums and Circuses of the Roman
Empire” (Guttmann 1986, 23). As Futrell nicely summarizes, “to study the spread of the
amphitheatre throughout the empire is to reveal the process of Romanization itself, as
seen in the imposition of an institution and its accompanying set of values on the people
of western Europe” (1997, 4).
Many Roman-era stadiums continued to serve a variety of functions after the
decline of the Empire. Roman stadiums were used as miniature walled cities in the
Middle Ages (Mumford 1961), used as anti-aircraft batteries in the Spanish Civil War
(Butzer 2005), or as places to corral livestock. Their continued presence on the landscape
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from Scotland to North Africa and Portugal to Asia Minor is a reminder of the
engineering technology, political ideology and geographic extent of the Roman Empire.
The building of the stadium itself was an expression of Roman power. The
standard capacity for Roman stadiums throughout the Empire was 50,000. Mumford says
that it was in the Roman Circus that, “mastery of engineering problems perhaps reached
its height; it was here that the Roman delight in quantitative achievement conceived an
architectural form whose very success depends upon mass and scale, with the spectators
ranged, tier upon tier, in a steeply angled ascent” (1961, 232). It is difficult to imagine the
impress of the spectacle on the population of Rome or its subjects. We can be certain
however, that buildings of such a magnitude were intended to visually convey the power
and majesty of the Empire. The violent games that transpired within them showed an
altogether different side of imperial strength. The panum et circenses of the Romans
succeeded, in part, to distract the public from the decay of the Empire, because it brought
together the spectacle of the market, the spectacle of architecture, and the spectacle of
blood sport. The modern stadium, like the ancient stadium, combines the visual spectacle
of architecture with the spectatorship inherent in crowds, the market, into ritualized
gatherings on a massive scale.
The socio-cultural functions of stadiums in the Roman and Byzantium Empires
were also strikingly similar to stadiums today. Alan Cameron’s seminal book Circus
Factions (1976) describes the influence of organized fan groups on the political and
cultural life of Constantinople and Rome. These groups, identified by colored shirts and
banners, frequently battled each other on city streets and in the stadiums in the period 300
– 500 c.e. Their large numbers and capacity for destruction accorded them significant
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political influence. Political leaders needed to have the approval of the circus factions if
they wanted to maintain order in the city. As we shall see in Buenos Aires and Rio de
Janeiro, the culture of organized political violence by organized sporting factions is very
much alive in the twenty-first century.

Meso-American Ballcourts
A third form of stadiums that we have inherited from our ancestors comes from
pre-Colombian societies in Meso-America. Maya, Aztec, Zapotec, Mixtec, Hohokam,
and Olmec societies all had ball courts with tiered seating for spectators (Scheffler 1985).
While these sporting arenas were not as architecturally sophisticated as Roman
coliseums, the myths, rituals and sacrifices associated with the games played in ball
courts were an integral part of the social, political and religious orders of their respective
societies. Spanning a period of 1200 years, the architectural evidence of ball courts and
ritualized games suggests processes of diffusion and adaptation throughout the region
(Quirarte 1970). While under-theorized as geographic objects, Meso-American ball
courts extend from South Eastern Mexico, Western Honduras, and Guatemala through
Central Mexico to Southern Arizona. These sporting arenas were located within temple
complexes and had different symbolic meanings for various events (Guttmann 1978;
Leyenarr 1978).
The varied mythical, religious and political significance of ball courts provides
clues to social organization, politico-religious structures, and the use of leisure time in
pre-Colombian societies in the region. The persistence of these pre-Colombian games
into the twentieth century suggests a pervasive culture of sport amongst local peoples
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(Leyenarr 1978). While only the largest stadiums remain, we can assume that a diffuse
sporting culture necessitated the basic shape of the stadium for practice. Although the ball
courts have fallen into disuse as arenas, they remain as powerful testaments to the
historically central role of sporting spaces in the region (photo 2.1).
Ideological, architectural, and socio-cultural similarities between ancient and
modern stadiums abound: athletic professionalization amongst the Greeks, human
sacrifice in Mesoamerica, the politically organized spectacle and gratuitous violence of
the Romans, moral values and ideologies of sport, recreation of socio-economic
hierarchies replete with VIP sections, ritualistic performance, mythology, record keeping,
body culture, eroticism and gender roles, ethnic, local, regional, national and ethnic
identities, celebrity status for athletes, symbolic warfare, organized fan violence,
architectural complexity and achievement (including a retractable canvas roof in Rome),
political influence and positioning, and discourses of nation, class and gender.
Games, stadiums and sporting arenas have been a part of human culture for
millennia. Even where it seems alien, the human sacrifices of Mayan ball courts and
Roman munera are not fundamentally different from what transpires in many modern
sporting arenas. The parallels between the ancient and modern Olympic Games highlight
the universality of sporting culture. The scale, complexity, and enduring qualities of
these ancient forms have influenced modern sport, stadiums and stadium cultures,
particularly in the realm of architecture. The architectural evidence of stadiums, arenas,
ball courts, and circuses has been identified as a key to understanding socio-economic
structures, political hierarchies, urbanization projects, and ritualized sacrifices in diverse
times, spaces, and places (Futrell 1997; Guttmann 1978; Scheffler 1985). Fortunately,
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there is no need to wait several millennia to interpret the meaning, function and
significance of stadiums.
INDUSTRIAL BRITAIN AND STADIUM DIFFUSION
The coalescence of stadiums as a feature of industrial cities in the mid to late
nineteenth century resulted from several simultaneous processes. The rise of mercantile
capitalism at the end of the long 16th Century (Wallerstein 1984), the migration of rural
populations to growing urban centers and the development of a leisure class (Tranter
1998), the commodification of time and space (Thrift 1999, Pred 1981), loss of traditional
ways of life and identity, the enclosure of public spaces as a result of the Agricultural
Revolution, and the larger social and geographic processes of the Industrial Revolution
and the global dominion of the British all played their part in forming and diffusing
stadiums (Bale 1982, Bowden 1995). The emergence of stadiums out of the morass of
early industrial life in Britain and their insinuation into the modern urban fabric can be
viewed as a logical response to multi-scalar geographic patterns and processes. To
understand the historical geography of stadiums, we need to first explore the
development and influence of the games that were played within them.
During the Middle Ages in Britain, games of foetbol were played between entire
villages and there were few distinctions made between spectators and players (Bowden
1995; Gerhardt 2004). Because the game lasted for several days it was probably common
for individuals to alternate between active and passive roles (Allison 1978, Bowden
1995; Bale 1994; Giulianotti, 1999). The biggest games were played on Shrove Tuesday,
just before Lent with “a cast sometimes of thousands battling in a theatre often five miles
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long lying between neighboring towns” (Bowden 1995, 99). As early as the fourteenth
century the practice of folk football was banned by British kings because of the
destruction that accompanied it.27
Folk football had continued below the surface of visible culture for some time and
was generally practiced in towns along the coal mining belt of northern England
(Bowden 1995, 107; Gerhardt 2004). Beginning in the 1750s, the Agricultural Revolution
radically changed the shape and characteristics of the British landscape (Hardin 1968).
As agricultural productivity increased, fences, hedges, embankments and drainage
channels enclosed open space and the “flying game” of folk football was constrained.
Later in the century, industrial production regimes ensured that workers’ time was
carefully managed and compartmentalized (Tranter 1998). Leisure time was at a premium
and was increasingly the focus of evangelical groups or other urban distractions (Bowden
1995, 95-106). The limited leisure time of workers and the limited recreational spaces of
the city were constraints on the development of an urban sporting culture that could
sustain folk traditions (Allinson 1978, 211). Although we should not assume that folk
football had fallen into complete obscurity by the beginning of the 19th Century (Holt
1998), the practice and observation of sport was not a generalized characteristic of
industrial urban culture during this period.
Thomas Arnold, the headmaster of the Rugby School is credited with organizing
sport on an institutional level in the 1840s, although there were certainly some early
27 Some form of soccer was also played in Japan, China, Greece, Italy, Turkey and
among native Americans (Gerhardt 2004).
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competitions in cricket that he relied on for a model (Holt 1998). Organized sport at the
Rugby School was intended as a disciplinary mechanism that would impart courage,
selflessness, teamwork, and toughness to young men. The Rugby model was adopted by a
number of headmasters, and rules of competition were formalized, eventually splitting
into Rugby Union Football and Association Football (of which “soccer” is an
abbreviation). The standardization of time and the advent of scheduled passenger trains
allowed teams to arrange competitions on a regional basis (Bowden 1995).
As the young men of the British public school system made their way in the
world, they took with them the sporting practices they had learned. However, in the
crowded industrial cities of northern England, there was no space for them to play. One
response to this was to adapt the open, running game of the school grounds to the limited
spaces of the city. These confined areas favored the use of the feet over the hands and
soccer became an urban sport, while rugby was favored in the expansive greens of the
public school (Bowden 1995). The persistence of a British “long ball” style of play can
be traced to the evolution of the early development of soccer in the public schools. The
open spaces of the school grounds necessitated longer kicks and in the confined space of
the city the quickest way to goal is to kick the ball as far as possible.28
Sport associations began to take on increasing significance for working class men
in urban areas. In a society where public space was segmented by gender, “sociable
drinking and sporting institutions or associations for men were the predominant forms of
28 For a more complete discussion of the relationships between a nation’s style of play
and the spatial parameters of culture see Winner (2000).
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communal life” (Holt 1988, 69). Following the codification of Association Football rules
in 1865, teams emerged from casual urban associations in the street, the pub, and the
workplace. By the 1870s, some of these teams had sufficiently large followings that
enclosed spaces were required to order the event. The only large partially enclosed areas
available were the undeveloped show grounds for horse racing, track and field, and
cricket (Bowden 1995, 110).
The pressing need for defined and regulated spaces for spectator sports implies a
broad popularity abetted by a more generalized practice of sport. Clearly, people were
dedicating sufficient time to developing soccer skills that their competitions were
enjoyable to watch. It is likely that spectators were also informal practitioners and they
modeled their athletic and social behavior after the men on the field. Because teams
frequently sprang from localized geographic relationships such as the street or
neighborhood, they accentuated residential solidarities. These local identities began to
take on increasing significance for urban laborers who were more likely to identify with
places and communities than with schools, professions or the state (Holt 1988, 76). While
these identities and relationships were formed in local places, they took on a more public
form in the stadium where they further solidified their organic identity against opposition
teams and their fans. Because the unprecedented scale and complexity of the industrial
city of the 19th Century provided the framework for daily life, identification with soccer
teams gave urban residents a means of contextualizing their lives in the larger urban
matrix. Supporting one’s team offered “a sense of place, of belonging and of meaning
that could never come from the formal expression of citizenship through the municipal
ballot box” (Holt 1998, 79). As reliable public transportation (large scale spatio-temporal
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organization) aided the spread of institutionalized sport throughout Britain, these highly
local identities were increasingly framed in regional and national contexts (Bale 1982).
The sporting contests of the nineteenth century moved rapidly from local to
national and global competitions. Association Football rules were codified in 1865 and
England and Scotland played the first international soccer match in 1872. The United
States first played Canada in 1885 and Argentina and Uruguay played in 1901 (RSSSF
2005). The development of the stadium as a representative national space anchored in
urban places was abetted by the re-birth of the Olympic Games in 1896. In order for
international competitions to be carried off successfully there became a need for
standardized spaces and places (literally, level fields) where “fair play” could occur.
Standardization of field dimensions and stadium conditions were imposed by national
and international sporting regulatory bodies. As sport became an increasingly visible
manifestation of local, regional, and national identities politicians began to form closer
relationships with it. The cycle of identity formation, increased attendance, economic
gain, media exposure and political influence repeated itself throughout Europe, North
America, and the port cities of South America and the Caribbean. Throughout the world,
early 20th Century stadiums were increasingly regulated spaces and places. More
importantly, these places were beginning to assume a central position in local and global
cultures (Bale 1998, Young 2003; Parks 2004; Ball 2001; Pereira 2000; Scher and
Palomino 1988).
The external pressures on what were initially amorphous spaces forced the
increased organization of those spaces (illustrations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). As stadiums became
more confined and controlled spaces, people began to identify themselves more in
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relation to them and they acquired a sense of place. The more people attended stadiums in
massive numbers, the more the stadium assumed geographic centrality in their lives. The
broad popularity of sport and the relative affordability of tickets coupled with increasing
media coverage worked together to create an exciting urban spectacle and strong local
identities continued to form in relation to stadiums and teams. This was a paradoxical
development in that stadiums, which offered urban workers a chance to escape the
regimented structure of their working lives, were increasingly restricted spaces dedicated
to organized consumption.
The models proposed by Bale (1982) and Bowden (1995) for the evolution of
stadiums in Britain can be loosely correlated to stadiums in most Western industrial cities
of the late 19th Century (figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3).29 The dominance of British mercantile
interests and colonial holdings ensured that sport and stadiums were diffused to urban
areas in Latin America, South Asia, Oceania, the Caribbean, Southern and Eastern Africa
and the Atlantic coast of Europe (Arbena 1988, 2002; Bowden 1995; Appadurai 1996).
Likewise, the political, cultural, military and economic influence of the United States can
be seen in the development and diffusion of baseball stadiums in Mexico, Central
America, the Western Caribbean and northern South America (Gaffney 2006).
Associated realms of production such as the manufacture of specialized sporting
equipment (balls, shoes, uniforms, goal posts), the architectural accoutrements of the
stadium (seats, bleachers, turnstiles, lockers), a sporting bureaucracy (trainers, managers,
29 The data regarding the origins of baseball stadiums in the United States are outlined in
detail by Benson (1989).
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directors, promoters), production of stadiums (architects and engineers) and the
increasing media coverage incorporated an increasing number of people, resources, and
spaces into the production of sport. In order to minimize the liability resulting from
stadium collapse and to meet the costs of producing ever grander spectacles, many British
sporting organizations formed as limited liability companies. For thousands of people, the
stadium was becoming a site of work and profit. By the turn of the 20th century, sport was
a highly profitable, professional endeavor that attracted tens of thousands of spectators in
hundreds of horseracing, cricket, soccer and rugby stadiums throughout Britain (Tranter
1998). There were similar developments in North America, South America, and Europe
(Arbena 1988; Sebrelli 1982; Litterer 2001; Allinson 1978; Armstrong and Giulianotti
1997).
The processes of stadium development and diffusion were heavily influenced by
local cultures, governments, available technologies, and architectural models.
Geographic, social, cultural, economic and political pressures and processes produced
stadiums as particularly potent and paradoxical places. These pressures and processes
were unevenly distributed within metropolitan areas with the result that each stadium
formed in a highly local historical, political, architectural, and spatial context. Stadiums
also developed at different scales. Smaller teams played in relatively unstructured
environments until they could acquire a sufficient base of community support to attract
capital investment in stadium infrastructure. Thus, in a given city there were a variety of
spaces dedicated to sport – only a few of these spaces would develop into stadiums.
The increasingly rational organization of the city dictated the site and situation of
stadiums. Ordering large crowds in stadiums required an increasing territorialization of
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stadium space. This can be understood as a micro-physical control of the human body
achieved through architectural devices such as turnstiles, sections, seats, and other
limitations to movement. By the 1920s, the pressures that had been acting on stadium
spaces for fifty years produced some generalized characteristics observable in Europe,
South Asia, and the Americas which will be treated in the rest of the chapter.30
TERMINOLOGY
Although the word stadium clearly derives from the Greek, developing a working
definition “stadium” as the term is used today is not as straightforward as it would
appear. The proliferation of sportscapes (Bale 2000), or elements of the landscape
associated with sporting practice, and the increased multi-functionality of these spaces
has made the use of the word problematic. For instance, some golf courses have “stadium
seating” and charge spectators admission to view an event, but are not considered
stadiums as such. Some stadiums also contain shopping malls, office parks, movie

30 The history of cricket stadiums is relatively unexplored. We know from Apparudai
(1996, 91) that “cricket came closer than any other public form to distilling, constituting,
and communicating the values of the Victorian upper classes in England to English
gentlemen as part of their embodied practices, and to others as a means for apprehending
the class codes of the period”. Though he does not specifically mention stadiums as part
of this larger process, he does say that “cricket was one of many arenas in which a
colonial sociology was constructed and reified” (1996, 93). It is safe to assume that these
processes took place in cricket stadiums.
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theatres, golf ranges, and wedding halls. The development of domed stadiums has
increased the association between theatres, arenas and stadiums. Bale (1994; 1995) has
explored these relationships at length. He suggests that the, “map of the modern stadium
with spectators confined to seats does increasingly appear to look like a replica of the
theatre and perhaps sport is becoming more theatrical” (1994, 87). The ambiguous
terminology used in naming modern stadium spaces further complicates the issue:
Amsterdam ArenA, Seoul Olympic Stadium, The Ameriquest Ballpark at Arlington,
Wrigley Field, SkyDome, Los Angeles Coliseum, Nanjing Sports Park, the Orange Bowl,
The Valley, White Hart Lane, Boleyn Ground, etc. All of these sportscapes can hold over
30,000 people, and have the traditional form and function of a stadium, yet the words
used to define them are highly variable.
The Oxford English Dictionary (2005) defines a stadium as, “an enclosed area for
sporting events equipped with tiers of seats for spectators.” By contrast, an arena is “the
central part of an amphitheatre, in which the combats or spectacular displays take place,
and which was originally strewn with sand to absorb the blood of the wounded and
slain”. Ballpark is simply “a baseball stadium”. A field has obvious geographic
connotations and implies an open stretch of land that has come under cultivation or a
generalized, bounded space of interaction. “Fields of play” are essential characteristics of
all stadiums, yet when the word field is generalized to an architectural structure we are
faced with a paradox. The extensive use of field to define baseball stadiums in the United
States is associated with the mythic, rural origins of the sport (Rader 1992).
The naming of stadiums is related to local sporting, political, economic, and
geographic conditions. In the British vernacular, soccer, cricket and rugby stadiums are
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referred to as grounds. The clear implication is that teams have claimed a terrestrial space
that functions as a site and symbol of community identification. Without being grounded,
a team is effectively rootless and can not develop lasting place-based relationships. For
this reason, a large number of soccer stadiums in the British Isles are named for streets or
the geographic features in which they are situated (Holt 1988). In the United States,
naming rights to professional stadiums are increasingly purchased by corporations (e.g.
QualComm Park, Gilette Stadium, Reliant Stadium, FedEx Field, ProPlayer Field, Coors
Field) and links to place are symbolically severed. In Latin America, most stadiums are
named after important political leaders or prominent men associated with the club that
owns the stadium. However, most stadiums have a nickname that avoids the need to refer
to stadium by its official name. For instance, the official name of Boca Juniors’ stadium
in Buenos Aires is Estádio Alberto J. Armando but is generally called La Bombonera, or
The Chocolate Box. In Eastern Europe and Italy, the stadiums are frequently municipally
owned and refer to political figures or to the city itself.
Given the wide variety of sportscapes within any given cultural landscape, I am
going to use the criteria of architectural (spatial) form, scale and micro-physical function
(Foucault 1977) as a means of defining the stadium. The stadium as I define it is a large,
usually permanent structure that is built, maintained and used for the specific purpose of
housing sporting spectacles.31 It has the capacity to accommodate many hundreds or
31 On Copacabana Beach in Rio de Janeiro, metal stadiums are constructed to host
professional beach volleyball and beach soccer events. These temporary stadiums are
constructed in three to four weeks and hold between five and eight thousand spectators.
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thousands of people in seats or terraces that extend from a focused sphere of action. Entry
to the stadium is limited through ticketing mechanisms. Space within the stadium itself is
organized both hierarchically and horizontally and is constructed to control human
movement and action in a patterned and deliberate manner.
Horizontal spaces in the stadium comprise the field of physical movement.
Walkways, aisles (even though not on a horizontal plane), rows, avenues of ingress are
all designed to order the movement of thousands of people regardless of their social
position in relation to the event. Hierarchical space implies that certain spaces have
greater value than others. Sections positioned in the middle of the stadium have higher
ticket values than those at the ends. Upper-deck or bleachers seats have a lower value.
Clearly, not everyone can enter into the club owners’ suite or afford a luxury box.
Generally speaking, the shape, size and availability of space in the stadium reflect and
recreate these socio-economic hierarchies.
Horizontal space is linked to vertical space through the territorialized structure of
the stadium itself. Within a particular vertical domain, such as the bleacher seats,
horizontal movement is possible. It is more difficult to move from a lower valued space
to a higher valued space. For instance, it is nearly impossible for “ordinary” ticket holders
to gain access to the luxury box section of a stadium as the entrances to these spaces are
closely monitored. It is less difficult, and less desirable, for movement to occur from high
to low.
The structure of the stadium, much like the theatre, must be such that the seats are
focused around a clearly demarcated “field of play”. While the observations I make in
regard to stadiums can no doubt be extended to hockey and basketball arenas, I am
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focusing on stadium structures that are open to the elements. While domed stadiums and
stadiums with retractable roofs are notable exceptions to this definition, their essential
functions and spatial structuring are the same.
THE SACRED AND THE PROFANE
The early stadiums of the Greeks and Mesoamericans positioned the stadium as a
principal element of sacred landscapes. The games that happened within them were part
of religious festivals or celestial events that served to re-establish human connections
with the divine. Today, when Catholic soccer players cross onto the field of play, they
touch the grass and make the sign of the cross. American football players sometimes
kneel in supplication to the divine after scoring a touchdown, and the Jalisco Stadium in
Guadalajara has a chapel between the two dressing rooms where opposing teams gather
for a pre-game mass. Standing in the geral section of the Maracanã in Rio de Janeiro,
fans can hear teams reciting the “Our Father” before taking the field of play. Pope John
Paul performed masses in stadiums around the world, and the Promise Keepers fill
stadiums in the United States. Stadiums are referred to as cathedrals, temples and
hallowed ground. 32,33

32 The Promise Keepers is a group dedicated to “introducing men to Jesus Christ as their
savior and then helping them to grow as Chrisitans” (www.promisekeepers.org). The
Promise Keepers attract tens of thousands of men to their events. In 1995, the Promise
Keepers held rallies in 13 football stadiums in the United States attracting approximately
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The stadium is also a site of terrible profanity, violence, and social exclusion.
People become drunk and abusive and celebrate violent actions on the field. Fans sitting
in the bleachers at baseball games are treated to a barrage of swearing, drunken brawls
and trash strewn aisles. The ever present media, advertising, and commercialization of
stadium events position the stadium within a larger realm of rapacious accumulation of
capital. The embedded-ness of ritualized consumption, spectacle production, and the
workings of capital suggest that the stadium is not a sacred space at all, but rather a
profane space – either profaned by unseemly behavior or by a global entertainment and
leisure industry that is increasingly manufacturing needs and desires to maximize profits
(Macguire 2002, 55). Despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, the idea of the
stadium as an “ecumenical temple” is pervasive. These ideas are rooted in history and the
conditions of urban life.
Tuan’s (1977) exploration of sacred space forwards the idea that the city has
replaced wilderness as a site of profanity. In pre-modern times, the city was considered to
be a haven from the unknown wilderness, a site of civilization and security that provide a
sanctum sanctorum for individuals and communities. This has changed to the point
where, “[I]n religious language the city is profane – a wilderness, whereas what was once
wilderness has acquired the aura and the esteem of sacred space” (Tuan 1977, 87). The
than three quarters of a million men and amassed US$38 million dollars in attendance
fees (www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/psychology/pk/pk.htm).
33 The Maracanã has a display dedicated to Brazil’s famous players that reads “Temple
of the Brazilian Idols”.
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demarcation of “wild” spaces as sacred (in the form of national parks and reserves)
gained momentum in the 19th and 20th centuries as cities became increasingly savage
places in which to live. It is not coincidental that stadiums began to develop in urban
cores around the same time.
Stadiums, as idealized landscapes of sport with their carefully maintained “fields”
of “play” provide urbanites an escape from the apparent disorder and confusion of the
city and an escape from the everyday tumult of urban life. The relative rarity of stadium
events and the restricted access to these events provides a sense of sacredness in that,
“sacred phenomena are those that stand out from the commonplace and interrupt routine.
The word sacred signifies apartness and definition; it also suggests order, wholeness and
power” (Tuan 1982, 84). Bale (1994, 134) suggests that in addition to their function as
symbolic elements of local landscapes, sacred spaces reinforce and valorize the patterns
and rituals of everyday life. There are clear symbolic and functional relationships
between acknowledged sacred spaces such as temples and churches and the stadium.
However, these relationships are not sufficient to assert that stadiums are, by definition,
sacred spaces. The persistence of profanity, and the hierarchical organization of space
within the stadium suggests that some spaces in the stadium are more sacred than others
(Sabugo 1982).
Sabugo’s diagram (1982, figure 2.3) of the different spaces and actors within the
stadium is a useful mechanism by which we can conceptualize sacredness. Sabugo
characterizes ten different spaces in and around the stadium and identifies participants,
rituals, relevant religious elements, and assigns special characteristics to each space. In
his reading, the “completely sacred” spaces of the stadium are contained within an
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“internal limit” and are comprised of the dressing rooms, the tunnel, the field of play, and
the area around the field of play. Sabugo considers the dressing rooms to be the
equivalent of a sacristy in the Catholic Church. “Relatively sacred” spaces he takes to be
the stands and the spaces associated with the team. “Profane” spaces are located outside
the stadium and include transportation lines, local streets, restaurants, bars, and other
places where iconography related to the stadium are found. Those who are permitted
access to the internal limit are the sacristans of the event, while those in the stands are lay
people who function as the equivalent of Catholic deacons. While these delimitations of
stadium space are particular to the stadiums of Buenos Aires and not universally
applicable, they offer an intriguing interpretation of sacredness in relation to the stadium.
What is sacred to some is profane to others. Taken as a whole, the subdivision of
space and compartmentalization of ritual performances make the stadium an arrangement
of sacred and profane spaces. It is important that we develop an understanding of the
ways in which stadiums function to support rituals so that the variable and textured
meanings of place can be understood within the context of a given cultural landscape.
Pilgrimage and ritual
The ritualized movement of tens of thousands of similarly dressed people to a
place dedicated to a particular socio-cultural event positions the stadium as a site of
pilgrimage, if not religious then at least quasi-religious. Individuals can prepare
themselves for days or weeks to attend large stadium events. The Houston Chronicle
(01/25/04) advertised more than ninety parties, shows, and concerts explicitly related to
the 2004 Super Bowl in the week leading up to the game. These can be considered
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pilgrimage stations en route to the larger “shrine” of Reliant Stadium. In Argentina, I
have seen hundreds of people sleeping outside for up to three days in the midst of winter,
drinking, singing, and chanting while waiting to buy tickets to an important match. The
more privation they endure, the more status they accrue within the group – their
pilgrimage is one of time not space but the effect of bonding to the group and
transcending the bounds of everyday rationality is the same.
Stadium experiences can be considered to be liminal events where normative
communitas is formed.34 Turner defines normative communitas as a type of social bond
where the need for organization of resources to reproduce the group and the need for
social control is organized into a “perduring social system” (1973, 194). This communitas
is the result of a shared sense of purpose among the spectators. The participants are
insiders, on their way to engage in dialectical relationships with the event and their
fellow pilgrims as part of the larger crowd. They are likely wearing the same colors,
showing identical iconographic symbols; they know similar chants and songs, and might
flash each other a fist with index and pinky fingers upraised in a gesture of herd-like
solidarity. These people have likely spent a good deal of time preparing for the event.
They might have, along with countless thousands of others, watched sports related
34 The experience of liminality allows for the possibility of personal and collective
transformation. Following Victor Turner (1969;1973), I define liminality as a condition
of transformative flux. Liminality is a situation in which ordinarily fixed boundaries are
opened and individuals move between one physical, social, emotional, or conceptual state
and another. This happens in a variety of ways in the stadium.
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television programming, read statistics and predictions in newspapers and magazines,
constructed fantasy teams in cyberspace, and collectively placed millions of dollars in
wagers on the outcome of a game.35 When religious ceremonies take place in the stadium,
the sense of pilgrimage is obviously heightened. The intersection of diverse social
groups, and their associated habiti, in the rituals of the stadium suggests that the tastes
and lifestyles associated with this place serve to create common bonds. It is through the
performance of rituals associated with stadium space that potentially disaggregated social
actors find a common symbology, language, history and purpose.
The transformation of the human body through sport is a liminal experience,
where individuals move from one psychological or physiological state to another.
Athletes talk about “being in the zone” and their accomplishments stretch the limits of the
human body. Fans experience rapid and radical emotional swings and have reported “out
of body” experiences (Hornby 1992, Buford 1992). Moving from “I” to “We”, from “tu”
to “Ustedes” are conceptual transformations regarding the physical and psychological

35 During World Cup qualification, immigrants in the United States travel thousands of
miles to see their national teams play. During my master’s field work in New England, I
interviewed several dozen Trinidad and Tobago fans who had traveled by car from
Chicago, Washington, North Carolina and St. Louis to Foxboro, MA for the game. They
used vacation time and savings in order to join their compatriots at the game.
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limits of the self and other.36 The production of liminality and the function of the stadium
as a liminal space define the stadium experience (Gaffney and Bale 2004).
The experience of the stadium breaks everyday routines and brings people into
contact with a wider spectrum of society than they would normally encounter.37 As we
shall see more clearly in a moment, because liminality tends to negate pre-existing social
structures, it affirms other possibilities of interpretation. Ritual behaviors, suggests
Turner, “stress generic rather than particularistic relationships” (Turner 1973, 214). This
is clearly evidenced in the stadium where masses of people are shunted into the category
of “them”, “visitors”, or worse. The objectification of the other, a collective sense of
purpose (to win), and a shared set of signs, symbols, and historical narratives associated
with team sport suggest that the stadium can function as a liminal and ritualistic space.
Ritual behaviors have particular spatial practices and temporal rhythms. The acts
of attending church services every week, visiting gravesites on a yearly basis or taking
summer vacations imbue space and time with a sense of continuity and familiarity. The
spatial and temporal structures of the stadium are similar to those mentioned above.
36 ‘Tu” is the Spanish for the familiar “you”. “Ustedes” is the informal third person
plural. Though the second person “vosotros” is not commonly used in Latin America, the
idea is that the familiar individual is lumped in with an unfamiliar “other’.
37 In the United States, Brazil, and Argentina the majority of service workers at stadium
events are lower-class minorities or people retired from the workforce. Their capacity in
this role serves to re-affirm socio-economic hierarchies and notions of power and
privilege.
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Teams play “seasons”. This implies a cyclical temporal structure that stands in contrast to
the linear progression of modernity and mirrors the religious cycles of holy days, periods
of fasting and feasting. Seasonality has a religious aspect to it in that there is always the
chance for metaphorical rebirth or redemption the next week or next season. The cyclical
nature of sport generates hope and comfort for the fan, which translates into profit for the
team, and contributes to propagation of ritualized behavior, if only through the team’s
continued existence. Similar to religious rituals, most stadium events take place on
Saturday or Sunday, which separates the experience of the stadium from the working
week. This temporal structuring also puts stadium events into direct competition with
religious rituals, and religious elements are common in many stadium cultures throughout
the world. It is well known that players and fans “religiously perform” elaborate pre and
post game rituals that bring luck or ward off injury and defeat.38
Many fans buy season tickets, or habitually go to similar spaces within the
stadium to watch games. This has the effect of associating the experience of events with a
particular spatial perspective, or gaze. Certain behaviors take place within certain spaces
in and around the stadium. Tailgating generally involves cooking red meat and
consuming large quantities of alcohol. The gathering of friends in parking lots before the
game (sometimes days before) is a ritualized behavior that prepares the group for the
experience of the stadium event.
The entire production of sporting events is steeped in ritual. From the players’
pre-game rituals, to the announcers’ preparations in the press box, to the singing of
38 This is something that I should have paid more attention to in my own athletic career!
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national anthems, ritual defines the rhythm of the event and communicates messages to a
larger audience. By and large, these rituals, such as singing “take me out to the ball
game” during the 7th inning stretch, are recent inventions (1975 in this case). But even the
invention of traditions within the stadium, “seeks to inculcate certain values and norms of
behavior by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past” (Hobsbawm
and Ranger, 1983, 1). Inventing traditions is a process of ritualization whereby ideologies
of citizenship, community, and nation are communicated to a larger audience and serve to
bind the experience of the stadium to a larger set of social practices. The significance of
stadium events depends on drama and the repetition of ritual (Young 2003, 1483).The
predictable, ritual elements are contrasted with the unpredictability of the outcome, which
serves to heighten the tension.
Acts of pilgrimage and the performance of ritual, combine with a particular
arrangement of space and time to re-create the dominant social order in the stadium.
Through a hierarchical division of space, stadium architecture structures myriad
distinctions between inside and outside. These geographic distinctions, as Sibley (1995)
and Cresswell (1996) demonstrate, have associated behavioral and conceptual norms that
structure the permissible range of activities within them. The various sections of the
stadium, and their strictly policed boundaries, carry particular messages about normative
behavior. These behaviors are related to class, gender, and age, though in the more
‘popular’ sections of the stadium, these distinctions may not pertain (Sabugo 1982).
For instance, in the open seats of the bleachers, there is freedom to move around,
stand on the benches, and gesture expressively. In Latin America, these spaces are
associated with adolescents, young male adults and the working class, and permit a high
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level of physical contact between the spectators. This high level of physical contact
effectively excludes women, the old and the young. In the more expensive hard-backed
chairs, individuals are confined to a particular space, adopt a more comfortable position
and may be less likely to send forth torrents of vitriol in either word or gesture. In the
luxury boxes, the spectators may be enclosed behind mirrored glass, insulated from the
natural environment. They are as likely to watch the action on the field as the television
behind the bar. Except for the public demonstration of status (achieved through
occupation of a coveted territory) and their participation in the rituals of the stadium,
their experience is not fundamentally different from watching a game at home. Here, all
that remains of “being there” is the ritual movement to and from the stadium.
Within the space of the stands, the possibility for social transformation through
liminal experience exists. The dialectical relationship between social structure and ritual
creates openings whereby ritual can creatively transform the structure. By bringing
together a wide range of individuals, the ritualized behaviors of the stadium solidify a
sense of community, which can transcend the limited time and space of the stadium.
In many senses the behaviors of the stadium can be interpreted as a series of
ritualized cultural performances in which a variety of actors perform scripted roles. Riot
police march in formation to meet the attacks of the barra brava in Argentina, dot com
millionaires arrive in limousines and enter the stadium through exclusive gates, members
of the media proudly display their all-access badges, middle-class families cheer politely.
The stadium is, as John Bale (1994) has suggested, a stage upon which identity
constructions are played out on a weekly basis. These identities are composite images of
class, ethnicity, gender, age, and culture. The mutual judgment of the habitus ensures that
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ritual behaviors are appropriate and necessary to particular spaces. In the standing
sections of some stadiums in Buenos Aires, if one does not jump in synch with the crowd
it is likely that a kick in the back will result. If one does not wear a designer suit in the
directors’ box, or if one screams and shouts, the codes and expectations of that habitus
will be violated.
Ritual behaviors are essentially performances of belief systems rooted in
normalized cultural traditions. Rituals tend to organize and manage the passage of people
from one set of rules and normative positions to another and thus serve social order and
continuity. The relationships between “ordering, disordering, and reordering in the same
performance process is what makes ritual so apt a vehicle for the making and unmaking
of social dramas” (MacAloon 1984, 3). The stadium is one of the greatest stages for
social dramas where tens of thousands of formal and informal actors perform identities,
beliefs, and scripted and unscripted roles.
The performative nature of stadium space is a complex theme that merits more
attention than I can give it here. The theories of cultural performance put forth by
MacAloon (1984), DaMatta (1990), Geertz (1973), Turner (1969, 1973), Goffman
(1959), and Dyck and Archetti (2003), can all be applied to the stadium in a variety of
guises. From players and coaches, to spectators and the media, everyone in the stadium
performs a specific role in relation to the events. These performances are determined by
cultural norms and traditions, age, gender, class, location within the stadium, and the type
of event. A tennis match requires different behaviors (or performances) on the part of the
spectators than does a monster truck rally. The performance of identities is a central
element in the drama and ritual of the stadium and the cultural norms and traditions that
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they represent can be found in any cultural context. These performances are impelled by
the tastes and lifestyles associated with a particular habitus.
These traditions have their appropriate spaces and places. Normalcy, of course,
depends on who is performing a particular action, and where they are performing it.
Because, “[A]ctivity in space is restricted by that space; space ‘decides’ what activity
may occur…space commands bodies, prescribing or proscribing gestures” (Lefebvre
1991, 143), the ways in which gestures are observed and controlled in the stadium
informs us about the permissible limits of transgressive behavior in space.
As people move towards the stadium, they are gradually (and literally)
incorporated into a larger body. The ritual processions, actions, symbols, gestures,
timings and spaces of the stadium are familiar and comforting. People know when and
where to stand and sit, know how much time they have to drink and eat, and are able to
transcend the limits of the self in order to contribute to the collective. When the referee
blows the final whistle, or time runs out on the clock, experience of the everyday begins
again. Competitions between rival groups no longer take place, as they did in medieval
Europe, over several days or weeks. The time of the stadium is segmented into halves or
quarters, or measured with incredible accuracy in the case of track and field. Game time
implies a suspension of reality, a metaphysical, existential, and phenomenological escape
into a differentiated time-space that is shared with tens of thousands of others. When this
time comes to an end, the reality beyond the stadium gates begins to come back into
focus.
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MEMORY, HERITAGE AND REPRESENTATION
The juxtaposition of different time frames and cycles in the stadium is
complicated by their inter-generational significance. These historical associations imbue
stadiums with a sense of continuity and generate strong affective relationships with place.
An important element of the perceived sacredness of many stadiums is that they serve as
sites of powerful social memories and acquire sedimented layers of meaning over time.
These meanings are relatively homogeneous in local contexts, and increasingly
heterogeneous as one moves away from the stadium in space, time, and cultural
association.
There are innumerable guide books, histories, memorabilia collections, television
programs, and even car commercials that represent the stadium as a site of cultural
heritage. Part of this has to do with the large scale development of baseball stadiums in
the United States that attempt to recreate the “classic” feel of stadiums from the early 20th
century. Another reason is the increased media presentation through a proliferation of
museums, halls of fame, and television channels such as ESPN Classic. For instance,
In the United States (and gradually in other nations) a frequent source of
topophilia is the nostalgia reflected in and generated by the large number of Halls
of Fame. These combine nostalgia with religion, being a combination of museum
and shrine, dedicated to the praising of sporting heroes and displaying various
quasi-religious relics (or memorabilia) of the past (Bale 1994, 138).
One of the most striking aspects of the movement to claim stadiums as elements of
cultural heritage is the rapidity with which new constructions are presented as historical.
This is a deliberate attempt to create stadiums as multi-functional spaces that represent a
fairly idealized and mythologized present, past and future. As Bale notes, “[M]any
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stadiums are officially designated as national monuments while in others instant history
and the invention of tradition guarantee that tourists regularly visit them” (1994, 137).
Many stadiums in the United States and Europe, and increasingly in Latin America, have
museums built into the structures themselves. Some of these stadiums, like the
Bombonera in Buenos Aires (1938), Anfield in Liverpool (1928), and Fenway Park in
Boston (1914) are old enough and historic enough to warrant muesumization (Relph
1976). Others like The Ameriquest Ballpark in Arlington (1994) are not. Cultural
memories are rooted in geographic sites of history and culture. The memories associated
with place are related to socio-cultural practice and “emerge from and within the concrete
relations of social power that inform the social construction of meaning” (Flores 2002,
18).
The creation of instant heritage and the presentation of a new space as historically
rooted alter the ways in which cultural memory is constructed and reproduced. This
happens through simplified representations of historical process found in museums, halls
of fame and in stadium architecture. These representations elide the complex social,
cultural, economic, and political processes that contributed to the building and day to day
functioning of the stadium. For instance, there is no mention in the museum at the
Ameriquest Ballpark in Arlington (Texas) of the condemning of private land through
eminent domain that allowed a consortium led by George W. Bush to build the stadium.
Heritage is a process and a product, and not merely a commodity to be produced and
consumed (Scarpaci 2005). The subtle ways in which individuals and communities,
media and governments, construct, maintain and appropriate heritage as a commodity
inform the cultural landscape at multiple scales. Not only is the form of the landscape
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influenced, but also the ways in which this landscape imparts meaning, value and a sense
of belonging. Stadiums function as sites of heritage in complex ways. They are places
where community identity and difference is manufactured, maintained, contested and
resolved. In places like Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro, this difference is marked in
terms of national origin, class, labor, geographic identity, urban and suburban
distinctions, and religion. Stadiums are sites of a progressively constructed heritage that
are spatially and temporally specific. Due to the extensibility of stadium space, the
expression of heritage is not limited to the space of the stadium but exerts an uneven
influence on the surrounding city and nation.
One way in which the meanings of stadiums (and all places) can change is
through tragedy. I do not know of a stadium where tragic events have gone through the
processes of sanctification outlined by Foote (1997, 9).

39

More generally, as has

happened in the stadium disasters at Heysel Stadium in Belgium, El Monumental in
Buenos Aires, and the Maracaná in Rio, stadiums go through what Foote refers to as
rectification: temporary public attention is drawn to the occurrence to assign blame and
make changes in the hopes that another tragedy can be prevented. The site is then put
back to use. These events are remembered by fans who then transfer the story from one
generation to the next. In Buenos Aires, male fans of River Plate grab one testicle (dar un
39 Foote defines sanctification as the process by which sites of tragedy are marked with a
“durable marker, either some sort of monument or memorial…that is maintained in
perpetuity”. This may have happened in the case of the Heysel Stadium in Belgium
where in 1989, dozens of Liverpool Football Club supporters were crushed to death.
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huevo) as they pass by the site where supporters of Boca Juniors shot two of their fans
after Boca had lost 2-0. “We tied 2-2” was the response of one Boca supporter (Galeano
1999). The Estádio Diego Armando Maradona of Argentinos Juniors, also in Buenos
Aires, has a mural painted on the walls of the stadium that memorializes members of their
organized fan group (barra brava) that have died in fights with other groups (photo 2.2).
Tellingly, there is ample space to increase the list of casualties.
Along with tragedy, the production of myth and legend surrounding some
stadiums has also made them into powerful communicators of social memory. This is
reflected in the development of museums within stadiums, the production and
advertisement of stadiums as monuments and cultural icons, the development of the
stadium as a tourist site, and the architectural style of the stadium. The tourist industry,
urban boosters, corporations, and the teams appropriate the stadium as a means of
pursuing their economic and political agendas. Because a general authority is invested in
cultural symbols, stadiums become part of a hegemonic representation of culture as well
as localized representations of meaning, identity and belonging (photos 2.3, 2.4)
(MacCannell 1976, 15).
SEXUAL SPACE
Generally speaking, stadiums have more meaning for men than women. Although
many women regularly attend stadium events and are avid sports fans and participants,
the gender demographics of most stadium events are heavily skewed. This is particularly
true in Latin America. The stadium, in most cultural contexts, is a male dominated space
and place. A majority male crowd gathers to watch men perform on the field. Sport
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media is dominated by men and female directors of sport franchises are a rarity. By
observing the social interactions among fans, and the gender roles and values
promulgated by sport, it becomes clear that one of the primary social functions of
stadiums is the actualization and transference of gender and sexual roles.
Team sport is rife with sexual tension wherever and whenever it is found. Athletes
are cloistered together in locker rooms and training camps, they stretch, exercise and
bathe together, and share deep emotional bonds. The valorization of physical
performance and its associated body culture infers sexual performance. Billy Jean King’s
tennis victory over Bobby Riggs in 1973 effectively inverted the masculine space of the
Houston Astrodome into a site when women held greater physical and social power and
aided the women’s liberation movement (Zirin 2005). Star athletes are sexualized
creatures and live in the fantasies of millions. The sculpted bodies of athletes are
symbolically consumed as sexual and athletic commodities and constitute an ideal vision
of human form and movement.
In the 19th Century, middle-class men entered what some social historians have
interpreted as a crisis of masculinity (Guttmann 1996, 59). As part of the larger process
of modernist industrialization, men were forced to reinvent traditional gender roles in
rapidly changing urban environments. Sport allowed men to participate in a sexualized
environment as players and spectators with other men while retaining the surface
characteristics of masculinity. Pronger (1990, 179) suggests that:
the orthodox world of sports is a covert world of homoeroticism…But lurking
mythically beneath the ostensible orthodoxy of masculine sport is the ironic
subtext of paradox…the paradox of orthodox masculinity is that the hierarchy of
gender difference compels men to find satisfaction in one another.
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When modern sports began to coalesce in the Victorian era, sport was considered
to be a way to remove adolescent youth from the dangers of erotic behavior. The
identification of sport with health, and health with celibacy, were two of the premises
upon which Victorian moralist discourse was predicated (Sebrelli 1981, 93).
In Europe as well as America, participation in sports is taken as a sign of
heterosexual normality. In most sporting cultures it continues to be unthinkable that a star
player could be a homosexual (Zirin 2005). The pervasive association between “sports
and heterosexual masculinity remains so strong that psychological tests like the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory score a male’s dislike of sports as an
indication of homosexual tendencies, especially when coupled with a preference for the
arts” (Guttmann 1996, 67).
The nature of team sports creates an intense emotional bond between the players.
The stadium provides a venue for a massive congregation of men who share a common
emotional sentiment. The spontaneous coming together of male bodies that occurs in the
stands following a goal is mirrored by kissing, hugging, and piles of sweaty men on the
field (photo 2.5). The assumed, unchallenged heterosexual masculinity of male athletes
allows the freedom to perform homoerotic acts that would be considered overtly
homosexual in nearly any other context (Guttmann 1996, 144).
While there is not a great deal of academic literature that positions the stadium as
a space of overt sexuality, there are some suggestions that in early 20th century Buenos
Aires, going to the stadium was a form of sexual sublimation that men could not get at
home. The Catholic Church constructed the home as a place of reproduction and duty
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rather than self-gratification and sexual pleasure, especially for women. The stadium,
along with the bordello, warded off the moral perils of the street. The chanting and
singing found in the stadium helped to formulate a masculine solidarity and a sense of
male identity. At a time when men lost the relative autonomy of rural life and were
forced to submit to the routines and hierarchies of urban life (in a sense, feminized) this
was the place where men could be men, free from the generalized concerns of urban and
domestic life: “In many ways the identification of the fan with a particular team became
as important to Argentine men as their first sexual experience in a bordello: both implied
and reinforced their sense of maleness” (Cau 1967, 190-191). Pronger extends notions of
homoerotic voyeurism to all sports fans, suggesting that while they cheer the men on the
field “who actually get to rub against each other [they wish that] they were doing it
themselves…Homophobia in sport is the fear of the inherent slippage between orthodoxy
and paradox realized in sporting scenes” (Pronger 1990, 182). These identities
collectively manifest in the space of the stadium.
This is one of the ways in which sports are positioned as a set of social and spatial
practices within a larger situational framework in which individuals interact with each
other and try to understand themselves in association with others. Even though the
“meanings, metaphoric qualities, and symbolic representations associated with the
practice of play, games and sports vary, are openly textured and imperfectly shared, they
are nonetheless connected in an indissoluble, constitutive way to the raw experiences of
material history (Gruneau 1999, 30). This material history includes the development of
male-dominated spaces within the city that allowed for the expression of masculine
solidarity, competition, and rites of socialization.
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When stadiums first emerged on the modern urban landscape, they were almost
exclusively male domains. As women have gained greater cultural, political and
economic agency they have begun to change the nature of stadium space. Special seating
for women has disappeared from stadiums in Latin America, and in North America and
Europe, women constitute a large percentage of stadium crowds and are a majority at
women’s sporting events (Sabugo 1982). However, most stadiums host male athletic
events and men constitute the majority of most stadium crowds. The performance of male
identities in the stadium is an important element in the transmission of cultural
conceptions of gender that need to be examined on a case by case basis. Toward this end,
I more explicitly discuss the geography of gender in the chapters on Buenos Aires.
THE CROWD AND THE LIMITS TO TRANSGRESSION
Stadiums are designed for large-scale entertainment, spectacle, and performance.
The crowd gathers to watch a high-level performance on the field, but the action is not
just on the field of play. Stadiums and crowds go together. A crowd, because of its sheer
size, can be a menacing creature. The individual anonymity provided by the ritual
gathering of crowds opens up the possibility for profanity as the confrontational nature of
team sports creates aggressive, binary identities that are expressed through spatialized
performance in accordance with the habitus of the group.
Crowd control in many stadiums throughout the world is so difficult that riot
police are required to maintain order in and around the stadium. The moats and fences
found in many stadiums in Latin America and Europe are responses to the kinetic,
unpredictable energy of a crowd. The state, highly cognizant of the power of a crowd, can
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use stadiums and sport to its own ends. The crowd, and by extension the individuals that
comprise it, must be controlled either through implicit processes of socialization or
through the explicit use of force.
The crowd constitutes a spatial force in the city. The procession of tens of
thousands of people to a stadium is not just a kind of ritual, it occupies a tremendous
amount of city-space. Transportation lines are clogged, buses and trains are packed with
fans, and the streets are a sea of color, noise and movement. The crowd assumes, through
its members, a corpus generalus that literally incorporates the individual, shifting the
identities of its constituent members. People act differently in crowds. There is a sense of
ironic anonymity that provides freedom within the behavioral limits set by the crowd
itself. Thus, the crowd occupies both physical and conceptual space while creating
objective and subjective realities.
Crowd life is historical in scope and scale. In going to an event en masse, the
crowd simultaneously anticipates and creates history. While stadium events are historical
in and of themselves, the larger the crowd the more historical significance the event takes
on. In Brazil, some soccer games are remembered more for the size of the crowd than the
final result. One of the lasting historical claims made of the Maracanã is that on July 17,
1950 the stadium hosted approximately 220,000 people. It is human nature to place value
in numbers and the more people that gather for an event, the more significance that event
is perceived to have.
Given the potential enormity of a crowd, it is not surprising that the crowd views
itself as an inseparable entity. The development of the “Ola Mexicana” (Mexican Wave)
at the 1986 World Cup epitomizes the crowd’s understanding of itself. This undulating,
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circular motion of the crowd has spread throughout the sporting world. The generation of
the wave in one section of the stadium is generally initiated in the bleacher sections or in
areas where ticket prices are lower. As the wave begins to move around the stadium, it
meets resistance in the more expensive seats, where people are derisively encouraged to
“join the crowd”. Spectators in luxury boxes would appear absurd if they were to
participate as they are hermetically sealed from the masses. Eventually, the wave gathers
energy and circulates throughout the stadium for several minutes, effectively
incorporating participants in a universal motion.
Because a crowd is a potentially unruly creature, planning for events involves a
control of space that extends well beyond the boundaries of the stadium. In and around
the stadium we find complex security measures that are intended to control a potentially
unruly crowd. The demonstration and exercise of force posits stadium events within the
domain of the state, and subjects the public to the watchful gaze of power. The control of
space around the stadium is an important element of crowd discipline. Video cameras
survey the approaches to the stadium, helicopters keep a watch from above, and
uniformed and undercover police direct traffic and move through the approaching crowd.
For large events like the National Football League’s Super Bowl, flight restrictions are
imposed in the airspace around the stadium, and security measures are extended to
include foreign airports. The burden for this security is passed on to the federal
government and local municipalities, rather than being extracted from the profits of
teams and leagues. In 2004, local law enforcement and fire departments in Houston spent
an estimated US$ 1.6 million on Super Bowl security while the Coast Guard, the Secret
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Service and the FBI all deployed specialized anti-terrorism security forces (Houston
Chronicle 1/25/04).
The production of security in and around the stadium has the effect of militarizing
space. Within this space, only a certain set of actions, words, and gestures are
permissible. Deviant behavior is quickly identified, modified or extirpated to allow for
the smooth functioning of the stadium event and its ritualized combat. Geographical
space is frequently constrained to allow for unidirectional routes of ingress and egress.
These routes are often published in local papers so as to familiarize stadium goers with
the altered geography. In stadium events that do not involve competition, such as political
rallies, concerts or religious gatherings, stadium space functions differently, but adheres
to the tastes and values implied by the event.
Even though the stadium serves to control accepted behavioral it is also a place
where expectations of behavior ascribed to gender, class, and age can be overturned. For
instance, it is not uncommon to see middle aged, upper middle class women in the United
States encouraging players to enact greater violence on their opponents at American
Football games.40 Young adolescents imitate the obscenities of their older relatives, thus
converting stadium space into a space where socially transgressive behavior is permitted
and even encouraged.
The potential inversion of tastes and judgments associated with a habitus
positions the stadium as a potentially transformative space. For example, during Franco’s
40 At the DKR-Memorial Stadium in Austin, Texas I witnessed one woman, with her
children sitting beside her, repeatedly yell “Kill Him!”
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rule in Spain, regional languages, flags, and traditions were outlawed. It was primarily in
the stadiums that Catalans and Basques could, “shout and sing in their own languages and
wave their outlawed flags” (Galeano 1999, 111). They used the space of the stadium as
an arena in which they could create and express solidarity in the hopes of overturning the
dominant socio-cultural regime (Shobe 2004).
The stadium cannot be effectively separated from the events that transpire in the
larger society. Its architectural form is built with certain relations of power in mind. This
is accomplished through a variety of mechanisms: segmentation of spaces, arrangement
of bodies, surveillance, and control of time and space.
The stadium is not so much a solid spatial entity as it is a collection of segmented
territories. Bleachers are separated from luxury boxes, the field is separated from the
sidelines, media production is separated from security, and concession stands are distinct
from ticket windows. In Western Europe and North America, every spectator has a ticket
that identifies his or her particular place in the stadium. Stadium design manuals are
explicit in the amount of cubic space allotted above, in front and to the side of each
spectator (Sheard 2001). The effective spatial segmentation of bodies inside a larger
spatially constricted area is much like a Russian doll. Individual spectators occupy place
(seat), within space (row), within place (section), within space (stand), within place
(stadium). Each change in scale is a spatial determinant that serves to control and modify
the behaviors available to the spectator, who by now has become an object in the gaze of
a panoptic mechanism (Foucault 1977; Gaffney and Mascarenhas 2005).
Modern stadiums are constructed such that the spectators’ gaze is directed
towards the field. There is no action that takes place on the field that is not observed by
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tens of thousands of people, and dozens of television cameras. Moreover, the stadium is
arranged so that the spectators watch themselves. The arrangement of bodies is such that
the crowd gazes at itself and thus becomes self-regulating, though not always orderly.
This spatial arrangement constructs relationships of power that are marked by behavioral
norms, a sense of being in place, and definitions of transgressive actions that vary from
place to place within the stadium itself.
The stadium is one of the most closely surveiled spaces of the city. Stewards,
police, media and closed circuit cameras exercise surveillance. The surveillance of
television crews extends the controlling gaze to dirigables that provide aerial views of the
city and stadium. In England, where the surveillance of stadiums has been refined to a
high degree, cameras scan spectators as they enter the stadium. These photos are then
compared with a list of suspected hooligans on a centrally maintained database. Because
each spectator can be identified by his or her ticket, the police can then train cameras on
individuals and closely monitor their behavior.
Surveillance has the effect of limiting interpretations of behavior to a, “double
mode; that of a binary division and branding (mad/sane; dangerous/harmless;
normal/abnormal) and that of coercive assignment” (Foucault 1977, 176). The exercise of
this coercive power differs amongst cultures and spaces within the stadium. A wide range
of behaviors considered normal in Buenos Aires would be considered highly abnormal in
North America. In the Estádio Sao Januário in Rio de Janeiro, there is a “family section”
where cursing is forbidden. Offending individuals in this section are removed from the
stadium for uttering the same words as their counterparts in the bleachers. Surveillance is
an exercise of power that tends to operate in stadiums just as Foucault suggested it
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worked in Bentham’s prison design. Even though cameras are present in most
professional stadiums in North America, functional use of surveillance mechanisms is not
pervasive because the spatial design and architectural form of the stadium create selfregulating socio-spatial practices. Whereas most stadium events occur without incident,
we are constantly aware of the condition of being surveiled, and this serves to condition
and control our actions.
The mechanisms of surveillance are applied in a hierarchical manner to everyone
inside the stadium. The players are watched by their coaches, match officials, fans,
dozens of cameras and tele-spectators. Their application of specific game techniques are
continually observed and evaluated. Coaches and staff are monitored by directors and
owners who are in turn regulated by league officials and statutes. Inside the stadium,
individuals are watched by ushers or stewards, security forces, closed circuit television
and by those around them. The area surrounding the stadium is controlled by police who
frequently employ helicopters to monitor street activity. The entire event is captured by
closed circuit cameras watched by security personnel within the stadium. A great irony of
the stadium is that it produces a sensation of personal freedom of expression that can only
operate within rigidly surveiled spatial, temporal and behavioral contexts.
Recent developments in stadium design in North America and Europe, and
mandates from national and international sport governing bodies, have significantly
altered the ways in which stadiums control individuals. Following a spate of stadium
disasters in England (Hillsboro) and Europe (Belgium’s Heysel Stadium), the Thatcher
government’s Lord Taylor Report (1989) mandated that all first division soccer stadiums
in England be modified to all-seater stadiums. The effects of this architectural shift have
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been far reaching and complicated. In England, ticket prices increased, stadiums became
more family-orientated as the traditional working class elements that frequented the
‘kops’ were pushed out. In order to extract as much money as possible out of their
patrons, clubs developed sophisticated leisure and retail facilities in the stadium including
special service areas, shopping malls, restaurants, bars, and playgrounds. A typical
stadium in North America has the feel and appearance of a shopping mall mixed with a
video arcade. By creating an environment that is dedicated to capital accumulation and
overwhelming media stimulation, stadium managers and designers are able to rely on the
disciplinary mechanisms of capital and mediated spectacle to keep their patrons docile
and in their proscribed places (Gaffney 2002).41
Stadiums are sites where power as well as symbols of that power are projected
through time and space. The use of stadiums as mechanisms to manipulate urban
populations was an essential component of Roman urbanization patterns, and new
stadiums are built with similar goals in mind. If people are spending their leisure time
watching sporting events, they are not organizing politically, forming unions, or engaging
in social protests. It is surprising that the stadium is not used more frequently for political
protests. In 2003, I conducted an experiment at the Disch-Falk baseball stadium on the
University of Texas campus. Walking around the stadium with a placard protesting the
USA’s illegal military intervention in Iraq, I was met with jeers and curses. One couple
was adamant that I not politicize their leisure space. Others were supportive of my
actions, which is perhaps not surprising given the political climate in Austin. If, as
41 Gilette Stadium in Massachusetts has more than 1,000 televisions in the stadium.
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Lefevbre suggests, the dominant social spatial order can be modified through an
appropriation of representational spaces, the stadium, which embodies all the spaces in
Lefebvre’s dialectic triad, seems an excellent place to start. More typically, the stadium is
used by the forces of capital and the state to reify the dominant socio-spatial order.42
THE STADIUM AS URBAN NUISANCE
Bale (1980), Chase and Healey (1995), Jones (2002), Eckstien and Delaney
(2002), Mason and Moncrieff (1993), and Mason and Robbins (1991), have investigated
the negative externalities of stadiums in Great Britain. Negative externalities are the ways
in which stadium events act as nuisances on the surrounding area. These nuisances take
the form of increased traffic congestion, the smell of urine, vandalism, noise, lights,
environmental disruption, hooliganism, lower property values, and disruption of daily
routines. To my knowledge, there are no academic studies that deal with the negative
externalities of stadiums in North or South America.
One of the principal negative externalities of stadiums in the United States is the
use of eminent domain and public monies to build stadiums. When George W. Bush
borrowed money to become a part-owner of Major League Baseball’s Texas Rangers, the
ownership consortium quickly moved to condemn privately owned land valued at US$
150 million dollars. They were then able to pass an onerous tax bond issue that forced

42 When George W. Bush initiated the massive bombing of Afghanistan in 2002, his
Sunday afternoon declaration of war was broadcast on national television and projected
on large screen televisions throughout the United States.
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Arlington tax payers to assume the US$ 190 million dollar bill for a new stadium. The
value of the team increased, Bush sold his share in the team and pocketed hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
In my interviews with residents that live around stadiums in Buenos Aires and
Rio de Janeiro, I did not discover significant negative stadium externalities to exist. In
other contexts, I have found that local residents resent the increased traffic flows, lights,
urinating men, and general increase in noise occasioned by stadium events (Gaffney
2002). These findings were more consistent with Bale (1980) and Chase and Healey
(1995). I attribute the discrepancy in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro to the
preternaturally strong, dialectic identities that form between neighborhoods and stadiums.
Generally speaking, the externality fields of stadiums negatively affect real estate
values, decrease the availability of public funding for more pressing social needs,
increase noise and light pollution, congest traffic arteries, and appear to increase petty
crime. There is no evidence to suggest that stadiums create jobs or stimulate economic
growth (Noll and Zimbalist 1997). To the contrary, stadiums are notoriously expensive to
maintain, tend to exploit the marginalized, and depend upon local taxpayers to contribute
to the economic viability of the stadium through ticket sales and retail consumption.
Team owners hold communities ransom by threatening to move their teams if demands
for a new, publicly financed stadiums are not met.
CONCLUSION
The stadium is unique in that nearly all socio-economic groups and their
associated habiti are represented, albeit disproportionately, within its spatial domain at a
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given time. Minimum wage concessions and janitorial workers, multi-millionaire owners,
and idolized superstars all have their proscribed places and their particular roles to
perform in the stadium. Beyond the walls of the stadium, millions (and sometimes
billions) of people focus their attention on what is happening within it. Because of this,
and because of the complex social and cultural processes that bring the stadium into
existence, the stadium is a node of intersecting discourses. Discourses are products of
human action; therefore, “our myriad individual acts of inhabiting the landscape are part
of the ongoing reformulation of those discourses” (Schein 1993, 664). The liminal nature
of the stadium experience, created through acts of pilgrimage, public memory and the
intersection of the sacred and the profane, stands in contrast to the stadium as a
disciplinary mechanism. This is an essential contradiction of the stadium that adds to the
tension and power of stadium space.
The stadium also embodies a wide range of socio-cultural interactions.
Commerce,

performance,

spectacle,

law

enforcement,

media

production

and

consumption, technological displays, tourism, sport and leisure are all constituent
elements of the stadium. It is also a physical and a virtual place. As an element of the
built environment, the stadium represents the status quo yet leaves open the possibility of
transformation. This implies fundamental contradictions and relationships of power.
The power to transform the dominant discourses that posit stadium construction
as more valuable than schools, health care, or environmental quality might exist within
the stadium itself. It is difficult to imagine that such a transformation would ever happen
in the United States, though there is evidence of this happening in Argentina (Binello
etal, 2000). Stadium regulations permit authorities to prevent the display of banners
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considered “inappropriate”. A notable attempt to use the stadium as a place to transform
ideas and ideologies was carried out in the 1980s by a single individual who managed to
buy a ticket behind home plate at a number of World Series games. Knowing that he
would be in the camera, he held up a sign that read “John 3:16”.43 It is unlikely that
authorities would permit a similar banner calling for the assassination of the president. It
is equally unlikely that the stadium will ever become the site of a large scale “sit in” or
similar public demonstration.
The potential for liminal experience in the stadium is curtailed by a restrictive,
“distribution of individuals in relation to one another, of hierarchical organization, of
dispositions of centers and channels of power, of definition of the instruments and modes
of intervention of power” (Foucault 1977, 205). This type of power works so effectively
because many who attend stadiums consider the end product desirable. It is easy to hear
their voices on a Sunday afternoon because they occupy stadium space. However, the
voices of excluded others, the majority of people outside the stadium, should also be
listened to. The stadium means different things to different people. To some it is an urban
nuisance and a site of profanity. For others it offers employment and capital
accumulation. To others, it is a sacred site of powerful social memories, cultural and subcultural identities, and where social relationships are ritually renewed.
I have shown that by describing the stadium, sui generis, as a place and space
where social and spatial practice join with larger historical and geographic processes, that
43 John 3:16 “for God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son, so that
whoever believieth in him shall not perish but have everlasting life”.
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a broader range of socio-spatial behaviors and practices can be understood. The stadium
sits within cultural landscapes at a variety of scales and densities. By entering into those
landscapes through the stadium, we are introduced to nearly the entire spectrum of sociocultural, political and economic relationships in a given society. We are exposed to ritual
behaviors, gender relations, gestural systems, arrangements of space, tastes and lifestyles,
idiosyncrasies and identities. We can also hope to understand the discursive fields in
which myth and meaning are constructed. The stadium is full of contradictions, and this
is why it makes so much noise even when it is empty.

.
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Illustration 2.1 Stages of Stadium Development
Bale (1982; 2000) was the first geographer to identify the spatial development of the
stadium. The above model shows the transition from the relatively open folk games, and
traces the enclosure, partitioning, territorialization and surveillance of stadiums as they
were reshaped according to economic and spatial pressures in British cities in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries

Illustration 2.2 Advanced Stages of Stadium Development
Bowden (1995) expands upon Bale’s model by illustrating the changing location,
shape and function of stadiums during the same period. The Scottish architect Archibald
Lietch was responsible for the development of the majority of double and triple-decker
stadiums in Britain in the early 20th century.
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Illustration 2.3 Sacred Space and the Stadium
Sabugo (1982) conceives of the stadium as a sacred space that is comprised of
spaces that have specific actors and functions within the larger realm of the stadium. The
numbered areas in his diagram are as follows: 1) Locker rooms 2) Tunnel 3) Field 4)
Border 5) Internal Limit 6) Stands/Seating area 7) External sector 8) External Limit 9)
Periphery 10) Exterior. This generalized model could be extended to include areas such
as the press box, engineering rooms, janitorial services, bathrooms, team offices, or
trophy rooms.
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Photo 2.1 Mayan Ball court at Copan, Honduras.
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Photo 2.2

“They are watching us from Heaven”. The names on the wall represent
fans of the soccer team Argentinos Juniors who have died in “combat”.
Author photo.
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Photo 2.3

Regional identity and the stadium. D.K.R. – War memorial stadium in
Austin, Texas. Author photo.
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Photo 2.4

National identity and the stadium. Houston Chronicle, October 23, 2005.
John Sommers / Reuters photo.
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Photo 2.5

Players of River Plate celebrate a goal in Buenos Aires. The permissible
behaviors of the stadium would be considered deviant in many other
spaces of the city.
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CHAPTER THREE
Space, Place and Cultural Transformation in the Stadiums of Rio de
Janeiro: June 9, 1894 – July 16, 1950

Photo 3.1

Composite satellite photo of the municipality of Rio de Janeiro. From
www.rio.gov.br.

Two blocks from the touristy beaches of Salvador, Bahia is a bar called “Charles
Miller”. The décor is floor to ceiling soccer: signed jerseys, historical photos, flags,
scarves, posters – over the bar hangs a well-dusted photo of Mr. Miller. Moura (1998, 17)
begins his account of the history of soccer in Brazil by musing, “When Charles Miller
stepped off the boat in Santos on the 9th of June, 1894, carrying in his bag a ball and other
equipment, he couldn’t have imagined that this moment would mark the official
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introduction of soccer to Brazil”. Tony Mason (1995, 9) chimes in, “…it is well known
that association football first came to Brazil in 1894 and that it was Charles Miller who
introduced it”. Chris Taylor, a British journalist who traveled throughout Latin America
chronicling soccer’s multifarious manifestations, calls Charles Miller the “founding
father of Brazilian football” (1998, 26).44
On July 16, 1950, more than two-hundred thousand people gathered in the Estádio
Municipal do Rio de Janeiro for the final game of the FIFA World Cup between Brazil
and Uruguay. It was the largest stadium crowd ever assembled and accounted for ten
percent of the capital city’s population.45 Outside the stadium, tens of thousands of
people filled the plazas, squares, streets and bars, listening to the radio broadcast of the
game. Millions more undoubtedly gathered around radios throughout Brazil, anxiously
listening to the ebb and flow of the game. The unexpected victory of the Uruguayans was
a severe psychological blow to Brazilians that continues to inform national consciousness
more than half a century later.
44 Typical of much European scholarship on soccer in Latin America is the habit of
referencing other European sources as the definitive historical sources. Taylor takes much
of his information from Tony Mason’s book Passion of the People?Football in South
America (1995)),
45 This was the largest modern stadium crowd for a field event. Car racing tracks in the
United States frequently attract more than 200,000 spectators. The Indianapolis
Speedway is the largest, with a capacity of 250,000. The Circus Maximus in ancient
Rome is believed to have had a capacity of 250,000.
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This chapter traces the development of stadiums and soccer culture in Rio de
Janeiro from their origins in the 1890s to the 1950 World Cup. During this time, soccer
evolved from an elite game played in elite spaces to a socio-spatial practice that in many
respects defined conceptions of Brazilian citizenship and the nation. The development of
soccer as a central element of Brazilian national culture and identity occurred through
identifiable geographic processes. In the early 20th century, the geographic space of the
stadium provided a venue for the control and contestation of race and class relations in a
highly divided society. By 1950, however, the stadiums of the city had been transformed
into relatively egalitarian places and spaces that comprised a fundamental component of
Brazilian culture and identity. By describing the role of stadiums in the transformation of
the cultural landscape in Rio de Janeiro in the early 20th century this chapter answers the
questions: What were the processes of diffusion and adaptation that made soccer a central
element of Brazilian culture? How were race and class relations in Rio de Janeiro
expressed, contested, and transformed in the stadium? What role did stadiums play in the
construction of Brazilian national identity in the early 20th century?
ORIGIN MYTHS AND GEOGRAPHIC DIFFUSION
Alex Bellos’ book Futebol, the Brazilian Way of Life, begins with the sentence,
“Football arrived in Brazil in 1894” (2002, 1). There is no question that soccer was
brought to Brazil by British citizens in the last decades of the 19th Century. However, by
attributing the origin of soccer in Brazil to Charles Miller, soccer historians participate in
the reification of an elitist social memory. In reality, the processes of diffusion are much
more horizontal and complex than the traditional narratives would have us believe.
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Nonetheless, historical figures such as Charles Miller played an important part in the
diffusion of the sports in Brazil. We need to distinguish the actual processes of
geographic diffusion from a monolithic origin myth that posits a white European man
bringing soccer to the waiting masses of the Brazilian empire who then internalized
soccer as a national patrimony.46
Charles Miller was the Brazilian born son of British parents who lived in São
Paulo. At ten years of age Charles was packed off to Europe for schooling and returned in
his early twenties carrying soccer balls and shoes in his luggage (Mason 1995). In
England, organized soccer had been popular for some time, with crowds of more than ten
thousand attending matches in many British cities in the 1870s and 1880s. The practice of
sport in Britain and continental Europe had a strong tradition in institutional settings, and
the children of Brazilian ex-patriate elites had played the game over two generations
before Miller strode onto the docks at Santos. Miller’s family was part of a large
contingent of British industrialists, engineers, professionals and capitalists who were the
local agents of the British mercantilist empire in Brazil. British sailors played soccer on
open spaces near the docks, British managers played soccer on the empty fields near their
mills, and British masters released their charges to play soccer on the private grounds of
British schools (Mascarenhas 2002).
Given the lack of land transportation between cities in nineteenth century Brazil,
there was little popular communication between them. Although they were part of a vast
46 After Brazil’s victory in the South American championship of 1933, president Getulio
Vargas declared soccer a “patrimonio nacional”.
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empire, the cities of Salvador, Manaus, Belém, and Recife were essentially islands of
urbanism more likely to have trade relations with London and Liverpool than with Rio de
Janeiro or Porto Alegre. Thus, soccer in Brazil probably began concurrently in many
different places by the same generalized processes. Mascarenhas (2002), one of the few
Brazilian geographers to have studied the diffusion of soccer in Brazil, tells us that
because of the plurality and isolation of entry points for soccer in Brazil it is “impossible
to say the precise time and place of the first soccer experience,” however, “São Paulo can
confirm its old emblem of ‘national engine’ and be proud of being the birthplace of
soccer in Brazil. It was without a doubt the first city to organize soccer and see it
disseminated in the streets” (Mascarenhas 2002, 119).
São Paulo Railway and São Paulo Gas played the first organized soccer match in
Brazil ten months after Miller arrived in Santos. Miller can be credited with instigating
the official practice of soccer in São Paulo and was instrumental in finding space to play,
organizing an institutional structure, and leading the way on the pitch. He encountered
fertile social ground amongst São Paulo’s increasingly wealthy and influential
agricultural and industrial elite who had the time, money, and cultural habit of vigorous
dedication to sport (Mascarenhas 2002). However, Miller was not the Brazilian version of
Johnny Appleseed, nor was he likely responsible for teaching his British colleagues how
to play. The historical record indicates that he was an effective organizer and passionate
player but could not have been responsible for the simultaneous development of soccer in
places that he never visited.
The proliferation of sport was a direct result of urban and industrial expansion.
The processes of Brazilian urbanization did not accelerate until the late 19th Century,
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after separatist or republican movements throughout the country had been controlled
(Fernandes and Negreiros 2001, 416). When Charles Miller was born in the 1870s the
population of São Paulo was less than 35,000. By 1890 the population had more than
doubled to 65,000, by 1920 it was 579,000. The solidification of the space of the nationstate and the proclamation of the Brazilian Republic (1889) allowed for the highly mobile
capitalist interests of the British to create space in their own image. This modern,
industrial space manifested in a multitude of forms: the space of the factory, the space of
the coffee plantation, transportation systems, spaces of production and distribution, and
the social spaces in which the ex-patriate elites both literally and figuratively reproduced.
In other words, with the solidification of the national space of Brazil and
acceptance into the spatially defined world of the nation state, there came a
commensurate increase in trade relations in order to more fully exploit that space. This
spatial transformation was, in part, effected through the agents of the British mercantile
empire who re-created a particular socio-space and habitus.47 The dominant social
institutions of the British were schools, sporting and social clubs. The spatio-temporal
dimensions of industrialization can in part be read through mapping the location and time
of founding of sport clubs in Brazil (map 3.1).

47 Naturally, these spaces were not isolated from the places and cultures in which they
formed. More research is required into the daily interactions and cultural interchanges
between elite groups as well as between elite ex-patriates and lower socio-economic
groups.
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Map 3.1

Foundation dates for soccer clubs in South American cities
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The last decades of the 19th Century were an era of unprecedented urban change
in Brazil. Railroads engineered by the British and labored on by the Brazilians linked São
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro with agricultural hinterlands. The decline in the sugar complex
in the Northeast of Brazil spurred massive migration to the South of Brazil (particularly
to Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo), again aided by the installation of British engineered
railroads. Millions of recently freed slaves migrated to cities (Avritzer 2002, 90). The
large scale international investment in industrial production brought large numbers of
foreigners to the country. Brazil was “open to modernity” and urban elites looked to
Europe for a model to build upon. In Rio de Janeiro expansive boulevards, monumental
parks and slum clearance projects were influenced by the late 19th Century reforms of
Paris, Madrid and Rome (Outtes 2003). The social and spatial domains of Brazil were
undergoing rapid, unprecedented change. Simultaneously, soccer was a modern practice
which Brazilians of all classes, colors and ethnicities were eager to engage (Mascarenhas
2002).
New social and cultural practices introduced during this period were intensified
by accelerated modernization. Brazil was spatially, culturally, and conceptually thrust
from the colonial into the modern era. The introduction of technological innovations
occurred simultaneously with the reorganization of time and space in the industrial mode.
All of a sudden, Brazilian cities were able to communicate with each other, transport
goods, and in general experienced a high level of “time-space compression”, similar to
the compression of the late 20th century (Allinson 1978; Harvey 1982; Kern 1983). This
was also happening in other parts of the world. In the more advanced industrialized urban
centers of Europe and the United States, technological innovations such as the telephone,
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radio, and electric trolley had similar effects, but they were in many senses a product of
those societies. That is to say, the changes in time and space that structured the
experience, form, and function of place were less dramatic because they fit within a more
continuous pattern of growth and change that cohered to the dominant spatio-temporal
structures of society. In Brazilian cities and hinterlands, as well as in other areas of the
rapidly industrializing global south, the spatio-temporal structures of modernity (rapid
transportation and communication, notions of progressive modernism, rigid boundaries of
the nation-state, end of monarchical regimes) did not neatly overlay the ontological
foundations of place. This “ontological disjuncture” resulted in a type of modernist
dissonance wherein local cultures struggled to make sense of the new spatial conditions
of the city, the restructuring of time in relation to work and leisure, and the resulting
conceptual and practical shifts to be negotiated in everyday places.
Rio de Janeiro, as the capital of the newly formed Brazilian Republic, struggled
with the awkward and uneven effects of modernity. Its population grew at a phenomenal
rate: 1872 - 275,000, 1890 - 523, 000, 1900 - 811,000, 1920 - 1,158,000, 1940 1,764,000 (Fernandes and Negreiros 2001). Despite this incredible growth rate, the
diffusion of soccer was not as rapid in the Brazilian capital as it was in São Paulo.
Mascarenhas (2002) suggests that soccer was initially more popular in São Paulo than in
Rio for two reasons. One, the rowing contests of cariocas (residents of Rio de Janeiro)
already had a large popular following, so there was some competition within the domain
of sporting practice and spectatorship. Two, then as now, São Paulo was a “more
modern” city than Rio de Janeiro. Though Rio was undoubtedly modernizing, it was
burdened by the weight of the national government and a strong colonial legacy that left
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behind a relatively static social hierarchy. In São Paulo, by contrast, the newly hegemonic
industrial order based on manufacturing, large-scale agriculture, and natural resource
extraction was able to more effectively mold social and physical space in its own image
thereby creating a social and urban landscape that was rooted in the ideologies of
“progressive modernity”. The spatial and cultural foundations of São Paulo’s economic
supremacy in the 20th and 21st centuries were laid at the end of the 19th century. The
paulistas (residents of São Paulo) enjoyed a rapidly expanding share of the national
economic output, increasing from 15.9% to 31.5% between 1907 and 1919 and to 55% in
1950 and continue to dominate Brazilian industrial production today (Fernandes and
Negreiros 2001). The economic, political, cultural and social rivalries of the two cities
generated symbolic warfare in the soccer stadium.
As we saw in Chapter Two, the relationship between modern sport and modern
industry figured heavily in the diffusion process. Soccer helped to propagate the ethics of
the factory floor: team orientated goals of production were abetted by the submission of
the individual, no matter how outstanding, to the discipline and tactics of the manager.
The division of labor within a soccer team resembles a similar division in the workplace
(Archetti 1994, 230-231). Not infrequently, the practice of soccer occurred in the
shadows of the factory and fostered emotional connections between the workplace and
social practice (photo 3.2). While soccer may have served to “level the field” between
workers and managers, this leveling ultimately served to structure the leisure habits of the
workers in time and space and incorporate them into a discourse of industrialized, urban
modernity that was initially dictated by the British. Filho notes that, “Soccer, made in
England, had to be translated. And when it wasn’t translated and Brazilianized, whoever
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liked to play it had to familiarize themselves with the English names. Of players, of
everything. On the field a player who wanted to be respected had to speak in English.
Better yet, yell in English” (Filho 1964, 30, italics are English words in the original text).
As happened in Salvador, São Paulo, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Porto Alegre
and other cities on the Atlantic littoral, soccer in Rio de Janeiro began as a recreational
practice of the British mercantilist elite. The cariocas have their own European to whom
they attribute the arrival of the game:
The official registers of carioca soccer say that in 1897 Oscar Cox, student and
descendant of the English, returned to Rio de Janeiro after concluding his studies
in Switzerland and brought with him the knowledge of the rules of soccer which
he became a fervent practitioner of (Pereira 2000, 21).
As the British became a more established social and cultural presence in Rio de
Janeiro in the last decades of the 19th century, they developed social clubs where creole
elites mixed with their European counterparts in social and sporting engagements. The
peripatetic male youth of the British in Rio de Janeiro generally did not have to work, had
finished their educations in cosmopolitan Europe, and had a limited social circle to move
in. Soccer not only occupied an increasing amount of their time, but the fashionableness
of the sport attracted ever more practitioners. In accordance with the habitus of the
European elite, soccer was becoming a mark of distinction.
Soccer did not immediately assume a central role in the sporting culture of these
social clubs. Much more concerned with the “gentlemanly” practices of cricket and
rowing, the clubs added soccer only as the game became more popular in Europe. Many
clubs in Rio de Janeiro have a historic association with rowing (regattas) that continues to
be reflected in their names: Club de Regattas Vasco de Gama, São Cristóvão Futebol e
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Regattas, Clube de Regattas de Flamengo. After the introduction of futebol to these
clubs, some changed their name not only to reflect the practices of the club but to attract
new members. Today, the regattas of Rio de Janeiro attract small audiences and even less
coverage in the popular press.
Kicking a soccer ball around the club was much more than a way to pass one
leisure time, however. For these elite young men, practicing soccer and moving through
its associated spaces was a way of celebrating their British identity and associating with
European habits. As evidence of this relationship, Rio Cricket Club organized a soccer
game in honor of the coronation of Edward VII in 1902 (Pereira 2000, 27). Soccer games
were also a way for ex-patriates in different cities to socialize and compete as Britons: the
first game between British clubs in São Paulo and Rio occurred in 1902. The paulistas
won with Charles Miller in the team. The inter-city games gradually grew in popularity,
and were promoted as spectacles by the clubs. The fields were gradually modified to host
spectators, and in 1904 an official “stadium” was established by Fluminese Football Club
in the neighborhood of Laranjeiras. Because the members of the elite were also in control
of the media, daily papers began to advertise upcoming games. The ex-patriate
community was tightly knit and attending soccer matches was initially more of a social
than sporting event: “As a place to affirm European habits and modalitites, the stadiums
served the wealthy young as a place to celebrate their cosmopolitanism and refinement, in
a process that imprinted soccer with a mark of modernity” (Pereira 2000, 31). This was
consistent with early sporting practice in other cities in Latin America (Stein 1988;
Allinson 1978). The stadium of Fluminese Football Club was a place to see and be seen
and the players as much as the spectators were concerned with their appearance and
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decorum: “[W]ith their elegant and well pressed shirts, the belts that held up the Bermuda
shorts and their hair curiously arranged, the players demonstrated their class while
playing matches” (Pereira 2000, 31).
The ex-patriate British were not the only ones constructing their identity in
relation to the burgeoning sport. The Brazilian creole elite were also active members of
the social clubs of Rio and as early as 1903 played in self-identified Brazilian teams
against the British. These early articulations of difference in relation to soccer marked the
beginning of a process whereby Brazilian bodies were differentiated from European
bodies in the space of the stadium. In the midst of explosive urban development and
demographic growth it is logical that the British would not be the exclusive practitioners
of soccer for long.
While soccer was beginning to show signs of supplanting rowing as the most
popular diversion of the young male elite in the first decade of the 20th Century, the
processes of diffusion outside of this limited social and geographic core of central Rio de
Janeiro to other parts of the city were also accelerating. In 1904, after the native Brazilian
members of Fluminese beat the English of Fluminese in a friendly match, members of the
Brazilian team split from the club to form an exclusively Brazilian entity: Botafogo
Football Club. In the same year, Bangu Athletic Club was founded in the far western
suburbs of Rio. By 1905 it was not uncommon to have more than 1,500 people in
attendance at a match, and by 1906 more than thirty soccer clubs were active in the city
(Pereira 2000, 68-71).
The diffusion of soccer to the urban mass in Rio was facilitated by the lack of an
identifiable Brazilian sporting culture and the relative simplicity of the sport. The
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Brazilian working class had some physical social practices and traditions such as
capoeira and the vigorous sensuality of samba, but there is no evidence to suggest that
there was institutionalized sport in Brazil before the arrival of the British. The urban poor
and the unemployed readily took to the practice of soccer. The astoundingly rapid
diffusion of soccer in Brazil was also aided, as many commentators have noted, by its
flexible and simple rules (Mason 1995, Taylor 1998, Galeano 2002). In lieu of regulation
equipment and spaces, the urban poor practiced soccer in the streets with oranges,
wadded newspaper bound with rubber bands, or whatever was available. Played alone or
in groups, in empty lots or on in the expanding favelas, soccer practice was observed,
imitated, and adapted by all sectors of Brazilian society.
THE EXPLOSION, CONTESTATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF SOCCER-SPACE
The development of soccer as an integral part of Brazilian cultural practice and
national consciousness was effected in a remarkably brief period of time in the stadiums
and informal soccer spaces of Rio de Janeiro. The changes that happened in relation to
the sport were part of larger economic, political, social, cultural, and spatial changes in
the city, region, and nation. As with baseball in the United States, cricket in India, and
gladiatorial games in ancient Rome, soccer in Brazil is imbued with a moralizing
discourse (Appadurai 1996, Futrell 1997, Mason 1995). The ways in which the
discourses of modernity and social exclusivity in soccer stadiums of Rio de Janeiro gave
way to nationalism and “racial democracy” are part of larger social and geographic
processes in the first half of the 20th century. In order to understand the ways in which
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national, racial, and class narratives were articulated, challenged and inscribed in
stadium-space, we must turn to the historical record.
Brazilian writers and cariocas in particular, are devoted to the study of their
national passion. The production of historical narratives, biographies, testimonial books,
stories of teams and championships, and the daily flood of newspaper reports were and
are an integral part of the nationalization and “Brazilianization” of the game.48 Two of
the most important sources of information on the early history of Brazilian soccer are
Mario Filho’s seminal text O Negro No Futebol Brasiliero (The Black in Brazilian
Soccer) and L.A. Pereira’s Footballmania: Uma historia social do futebol no Rio de
Janeiro, 1902 – 1938 (Soccermania: A social history of soccer in Rio de Janeiro, 19021938). These essential texts recount the early social history of soccer in Rio de Janeiro
and offer readers very different narratives of what was happening in the early years of
Brazilian soccer.
These two texts will serve as my points of departure for exploring the history of
the spaces, codes, and practices of soccer in Rio de Janeiro. Footballmania and O Negro
tell parallel and different stories that when layered with multi-scalar geographic processes
paint a generalized picture of Rio de Janeiro in the first half of the 20th century. The
historical narrative is punctuated with privileged spaces (soccer grounds and stadiums)
48 It is probably true that in Brazil the “[W]ritten word is not as trusted as the spoken
one” (Bellos 2002, 3). The generalized lack of literacy in the early to mid 20th centuries,
especially amongst the poor ensured that the media, especially those given to
propagandizing, could construct history in their own image
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and times (stadium events) that provide insight into larger socio-cultural, economic and
political trends. As we move through the history of soccer stadiums in Rio de Janeiro, I
will highlight four stadiums that I will later trace into the twenty-first century: the Estádio
Figueira de Melo of São Cristóvão Futebol e Regattas, Estádio das Laranjeiras of
Fluminese Football Club, the Estádio São Januário of Clube de Regattas Vasco de Gama,
and Estádio Municipal de Rio de Janeiro (later, Estádio Journalista Mario Filho),
popularly known as the Maracanã. This historical narrative assimilates a broad academic
and popular literature, as well as my own experiences and observations. All translations
from Portuguese and Spanish texts are mine unless otherwise noted.
Unraveling space, constructing place
At least four distinct geographic processes were articulated in the soccer-spaces of
early 20th Century Rio de Janeiro: modernization, identity formation, integration, and
nationalization. These processes initially took place in the first soccer-specific stadium in
Rio de Janeiro: the Estádio Laranjeiras of Fluminese Football Club. Before examining
some of the events that happened in this stadium, it will be useful to revisit the larger
historical urban context of Rio de Janeiro.
Rio de Janeiro experienced unprecedented social, demographic, and geographic
changes in the early 20th Century. The abolition of the monarchy and the proclamation of
the Brazilian Republic in 1889 changed the relationship of the state to the individual and
positioned Brazil in a more international context. The decidedly tardy abolition of slavery
(abetted by North American shipping interests, Holden 2000) produced a generation of
Afro-Brazilians who had always been free but whose parents and grandparents had been
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owned by their fellow citizens. Millions of Afro-Brazilians were migrating from the
northeast sugar plantations of Bahia, Pernambuco, and Recife to the cities of South
Eastern Brazil (Graham 1988). This Afro-Brazilian migration, coupled with the large
scale migration of regional rural migrants and European immigration into the industrial
complexes of southern Brazil and strained the capacity of local governments and urban
infrastructures. There was rampant unemployment, a lack of housing, and living
conditions were difficult in an unfamiliar and rapidly changing urban environment.
Additionally, new technologies were compressing time and space while industrial
production and the institution of the factory reshaped conceptions of space and time
(Kern 1983). This period also accelerated the processes of integrating the vast hinterlands
of Brazil with the dynamic urban centers of the coast through improved transportation,
trade and communication.
In addition to the influx of European and North American merchant interests and
massive rural to urban migration, there were also millions of immigrants arriving from
Europe: Italians, Poles, Germans, Spanish, Lebanese, Portuguese, Russians, and others.
The population of Brazil in 1900 was 17.4 million, by 1920 it had reached 30.6 million.49
How could all of the new arrivals, a hodgepodge of ethnicities, classes, and generations
with different conceptions of self and other be called “Brazilians”? What were the
common historic and cultural relationships that could be shaped into a national ideology
and identity? Brazilians lacked a cohesive story that they could tell about themselves in
the context of modernity. The relative absence of a strong national identity was an
49 www.uroegon.edu/~serg.ok/brasil/bzpeople.htm, January 15, 2006.
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opportunity for politicians and elites to present their conceptions of Brazil in a variety of
venues. Rio de Janeiro, as the capital of the nation, provided a model for other Brazilian
cities and it was here that the Brazilian government first attempted to shape the image of
the nation through urban reform projects.
The first major restructuring of Rio de Janeiro in a modernist context was
completed under the tenure of mayor Pereira Passos (1900-1904). The reforms initiated
under his government restructured the physical and architectural shape of the city. Hills
were razed and grand Parisian-style boulevards were inserted in an attempt to shape the
city center on a European model. Passos also began extensive sanitation works which
were critical in halting the spreading of disease (Graham 1998; Outtes 1999). The urban
reforms of Passos were effective in developing a visual and functional sense of modernity
in the city (Cardoso 1992).
Expansive boulevards and monumental government buildings were visually
impressive and aided the system of flows (Castells 2002), but we can hypothesize that
they did not encourage affective relationships with the idea of the nation among the
lower-classes. I suggest this because these reforms were essentially foreign designs
imported and imposed on the space of the city by the elite. Furthermore, they
encompassed a limited geographic area as they were concentrated in the city center. For
the average resident of Rio de Janeiro these spaces and places were seen and interpreted
from a distance (if at all) and were probably not fluidly assimilated into a conception of
self in relation to citizenship and the nation. Other spaces of modernity, including the
stadium, were much more likely to have the generalized effects that urban reformers like
Passos desired.
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This is not to suggest, however, that the reforms instituted under Passos did not
have an effect on a Brazilian conception of self. As Hobswaum and Ranger (1992)
suggest, nationalist traditions were invented as a means of creating hybridized national
identities. The national ceremonies, monuments, and public spaces that were associated
with urban reforms all contributed to a sense of belonging and identity (Perlman 1976;
Graham 1988). The particular trappings of modernity might not have applied to the
residents of the favelas or suburban areas, but the idea of modernist progress probably
did. So even though there might not have been widespread interaction with modern
spaces and places, the idea that these reforms were being made in a modernist context, by
a nominally representative government, certainly had an effect on what people thought
about Rio de Janeiro and Brazil, which in turn affected their experience of place.
Identity formation is a slippery concept. As it is central to the study of culture,
geographers have examined identity formation from a variety of perspectives, but few
have compared similar spaces over time as a way of analyzing the spatial and conceptual
processes of these formations. I understand identity formation as a process punctuated by
important moments in time and space, or molded through repeated experience of place
and space. For example, the “typical” Brazilian identification with samba music and
dance results from prolonged exposure and practice in various times and places. Even if a
Brazilian does not like the music or cannot perform the dance, there is an association
between the nation and samba. It is difficult to say exactly when or where these identities
are solidified as the practice, sounds, and semiotics of the dance are so frequent and
diffuse. In relation to soccer we are fortunate to have the more generalized processes of
identity formation punctuated by historical events in identifiable times and places. In this
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regard, the stadiums of Rio de Janeiro are instrumental in identifying the consolidation of
Brazilian national identity.
As Rio de Janeiro and Brazil were entering modernity, soccer pertained to the
habitus of the ex-patriate British and creole elite. As the city expanded and the population
grew, soccer diffused both vertically and horizontally and began to lose its strict
association with the tastes and lifestyles of the elite. The first soccer stadium of the city
was a place and space to reaffirm elite values, but in the larger society soccer was taking
hold and began to reflect the tastes and lifestyles of the middle and working classes.
Similar to the spate of urban reforms undertaken by municipal and national governments,
the soccer spaces of the elite were not intended for the masses, yet they were visible,
symbolic representations of unresolved social, economic, and political differences rooted
in historical constructions of race, ethnicity and privilege. The development of an
inclusive Brazilian national identity was still some years away.
Competition with the English and Argentines
The development of soccer clubs that excluded non-Brazilian members began in
1904 with the formation of Botafogo Football Club. Before then, social clubs throughout
the city were the domain of a mixture of British ex-patriates and Brazilian elites. There
were likely a large number of foreign diplomats who were members of these social clubs
that featured rowing, cricket and soccer as sporting activities. As we noted in the previous
chapter, soccer in England, parts of continental Europe and North America was already a
well-established institution. British teams regularly made excursions around the globe to
play against local opposition and in 1908, several English teams arrived in Rio de
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Janeiro. Traveling Argentine teams also appeared in Rio’s burgeoning stadiums around
the same time. The Brazilians did not fare well against Argentine and English opposition,
losing all of the games they played between 1908 and 1910. If we can judge the strength
of identity formation through the forceful reaction of aficionados, then it is evident that
soccer promoted very strong associations from the very beginning:
Already in the first losses, there were protests and confusion in the streets by fans
unhappy with the result of the game. “You can’t! You can’t!” were the shouts in a
bar where dozens of indignant fans gathered. By using an expression that was
habitually used in the conflicts with the police (because these people were the
preferred targets of their vigilance), these fans were affirming that ‘we too are
valorous’, anticipating the possibility of revenge. This was the crystallization of a
nationalized sentiment. (Pereira 2000, 106).
The sense of outrage associated with the Brazilian defeats had very specific
articulations in space; identities that might have been present in relation to other spaces
and places of the city, but were not in any way challenged, contested or appropriated in
the way that national sporting identities were. The stadium was one of the few spaces in
the city to experience such a broad social spectrum in such a confined space. Different
from plazas or streets where social distinctions were more clearly articulated, the space of
the stadium conditioned and focused individual relationships and identities in regard to
the collective on the field and in the stands. The competitive nature of sport, located in a
stadium built to host ritualized confrontations, ensured that these spaces were continually
imbricated in the construction, manipulation, contestation, and affirmation of a variety of
identities opposed to the “otherness” of the English and Argentines.
One of the reasons for the successful diffusion of soccer was that it was variously
appropriated by different groups (Pereira 2000, 280). Of course, soccer related identities
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were part of a larger matrix of relationships and processes. This nascent national identity
was easily manipulated, extended vertically and horizontally in the socio-economic
structure, and, was a directly observable process in the stadium. Of course, the stadiums
were also spaces of modernity that offered a variety of interpretations and appropriations.
The routine, increasingly popular discourse surrounding soccer that developed in
the period from 1896-1910 was part of a larger nationalist discourse that took myriad
forms (Mascarenhas 2002). We can assume that it was easier for the common person to
construct and internalize the Argentines and English as an oppositional other when they
were visible as opposing bodies in stadium-space. It was not as easy to disseminate
identities through the mass media when large segments of the population were illiterate
or as is evident today, there is a lack of available print media in the lower-income areas of
the city.50 Of course, the geo-political potential of sport had already been actuated with
the re-birth of the Olympic Games in 1896.51 At this point in the narrative, however, the
“sentiments of nationalist devotion were not very clear. The process of articulating an
identity between diverse groups, united in the same emotion in terms of the game was
still an enigma that needed to be decoded” (Pereira 2000, 108).
50 In my travels throughout Rio de Janeiro I noticed that in the wealthy areas of the city
there were newspaper stands every few blocks. In the favelas, these stands are practically
non-existent, and in the poorer western suburbs one has to search diligently to come
across a daily paper.
51 See MacAloon (1981) for a discussion of the relationship of the Olympic Games and
modernity.
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Up until the late 1910s, soccer was used in a public way to signify elitism,
refinement and exclusivity. With the flowering of nationalist sentiment in relation to the
game, the rusty doors of the elite were beginning to open from the outside. These games
against the Argentines and English were significant in that they show the existence of
several simultaneous processes. One was that the Brazilians were beginning to lose their
sub-altern position in relation to the English.52 Another was the transformation of an elite
sport into a sport of the masses, adopted by divergent social groups. The third was the,
“the possibility of consolidation of an intense identification of fans across various class
and social lines in the construction of a fundamentalist national identity”. And fourth,
there appeared the “ambiguities and fissures of these constructions” (Pereira 2000, 108) the gathering of a broad social spectrum in the stadium forced the elites to reconcile the
inclusion of the lower classes into conceptions of the nation. The games of 1908, played
in the smaller stadiums of private social clubs throughout the city, marked the beginning
of these processes.
Pó-de-arroz (Rice powder)
The geographic processes associated with the stadiums of Rio de Janeiro were
uneven and continual. That is, ordinary events in the stadiums served to reify the existing
socio-spatial order but these could turn into extra-ordinary occasions that altered the
larger social and geographic space of the city. One such extra-ordinary event, that

52 See Chatterjee, 1994 for a discussion of sub-altern relationships and cricket in colonial
India.
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continues to have a strong influence in the soccer culture of Rio today, occurred in 1914.
Fluminese Football Club, as we have noted, was a team of and for the white elites of Rio.
But the increasing pressure exerted on the clubs to include black, mulatto and poor white
players occasioned the insertion of one Carlos Alberto into the Fluminese team. Carlos
Alberto was the first mulatto to play for Fluminese and we can imagine that he was very
conscious of his skin color in the clubhouse. In order to lighten his skin he applied rice
powder to his face before taking the field. Naturally, during the course of the game the
rice powder began to dissipate as he perspired and his face was streaked with the
substance. The visiting fans were quick to notice and began a derisive chant of “pó-dearroz”. Alberto did not emerge for the second half of play and was subsequently banned
from Fluminese (Pereira 2000, 158). While this may seem like an insignificant event in
the larger history of stadiums in Brazil, it continues to have modern implications as the
nickname for Fluminese team is “pó-de-arroz”. The Fluminese fans take pride in this
appellation and release huge quantities of rice powder into the stadium air when their
team takes the field (photo 3.3).
This incident is significant in that it gives us a sense of the codes and practices of
stadium space in the formative years of stadium cultures in Rio de Janeiro. The
conditions for mulatto players in 1914 were such that they had the skills to play for the
elite teams, but were not allowed to exist in their “natural state” in the sporting space of
the stadium. Though blacks and mulattos could probably enter specific sections of the
stadium as spectators, they could not cross the literal and metaphoric lines that
demarcated the field of play. That Fluminese Football Club continues to self-refer as “póde-arroz” is ironic in that it not only serves as a semiotic trigger for the racist and elitist
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origins of the team, but co-opts the practice of racial exclusion suggesting that that the
club is still a province of the elite, even though they have hundreds of thousands of black,
mulatto, and lower-class supporters. The socio-spatial tensions brought to bear by Carlos
Alberto’s whitened presence in a Fluminese uniform elevated with every game.
The South American Championships of 1919
A second major event that shaped the development of national identity in relation
to soccer-space was Rio’s hosting of the third South American Championship in 1919.
Although by this time most South American nations played soccer, the participants were
limited to Uruguay, Argentina, Chile, and Brazil. It is no surprise that Britain was the
largest trading partner of each of these nations. All of the games were played at the newly
constructed Estádio Laranjeiras of Fluminese Football Club (photos 3.4, 3.5).
Consistent with the diffusion and development of soccer in Rio de Janeiro, the
Fluminese Football Club moved and improved their social and soccer spaces over several
decades.53 The stadium that was completed in 1919 was consciously constructed to serve
as a place of memory, a province of the elite and a national symbol. The architecture,
location, and symbolism of the stadium implied a “master narrative” of the nation that
persists today (Pereira 2000, 232, Flores 2002). The Laranjeiras stadium was, for its time,
the most modern stadium in South America, even though it was small in comparison to
stadiums in North America and Europe.

53 The generalized processes of soccer club formation were: foundation, move and
improve, buy space, build stadium, consolidation and solidification, institutionalization
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Architecturally, the palatial appearance of the stadium combined a neo-colonial
style with the modernist functionality of a large public space. The messages embodied by
the stadium were clear: this space represents the tastes and values of the elite. While the
general public was welcome in parts of the stadium, they were not permitted freedom of
association with the elite club members.
Symbolically, the stadium served as a new home for “national life” (Pereira 2000,
139). Despite the presumed inclusive-ness, the stadium was clearly demarcated as a
modern and restricted space. The cost for tickets to the games was prohibitively high:
“equivalent to a kilogram of bachalau [traditional meal of salted cod], two tickets for the
cinema or a monthly newspaper subscription” (Pereira 2000, 136). The stadium and the
club grounds occupied a large area near the center of the city, the beaches of Flamengo,
and the seat of government. By locating the stadium next to the Palace of Guanabara in
the posh neighborhood of Laranjeiras, Fluminese Football Club maintained a symbolic
relationship with the political and economic powers of the city. We can surmise that the
stadium and club helped to consolidate relationships of power and privilege amongst its
members and guests.
The Brazilian team selected for the 1919 tournament was composed of players
chosen by members of the Brazilian Sport Federation (FBE), a regulatory nongovernmental agency formed in 1915. By controlling the soccer federation, the directors
of the leading soccer clubs were able to maintain the power to define the national image
(Pereira 2000, 137). The team they chose was comprised of white players from the major
clubs of São Paulo and Rio, but included one mulatto, Arthur Friedenreinch. Though the
outward representation of Brazil on the field was primarily that of the white elites, “[T]he
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popularization of football permitted an incipient articulation of a more generalized
national identity – repositioning the possibility of identification of diverse social sectors
in new bases” (Pereira 2000, 34).
Visiting the Laranjeiras stadium today, it is difficult to imagine the crush of
humanity in the stadium for the 1919 South American Championship. The stadium is
small by today’s standards, with enough space to squeeze in ten thousand fans. There are
no seats in the uncovered bleacher sections which rise precipitously from the field of
play. The fans are literally on top of the action and there are no protective barriers
between the stands and the field. While intermittently used for official matches today, I
have heard many stories of the degradations that visiting teams are subjected to because
of the proximity of the fans to the field of play. Spit, sharpened coins, and trash are
heaped on the players taking throw-ins or on the linesman after making an unpopular
decision. The attendance figures for the Brazilian games of the 1919 South American
championships are reflective of two phenomena: the increasingly strong associations of
soccer with the nation and the apparent disregard for personal space and public safety in
the stadiums of the city.
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Game
Brazil x Chile

date

score

attendance

May 11, 1919 6-0

20,000

Brazil x Argentina May 18, 1919 3-1

22,000

Brazil x Uruguay

May 26, 1919 2-2

23,000

Brazil x Uruguay

May 29, 1919 1-0

35,000

Table 4.1 Games played in Estádio Laranjeiras, 1919 South American Championships
(rssf.com, May 6, 2005)
These were by far the largest crowds ever to attend soccer games in Rio de
Janeiro. The spectacle and experience of a stadium built to contain 15,000 human bodies
packed with more than twice that number and the association of that experience with a
sense of Brazilian citizenship for the thousands of people who managed to get in. Not
only were they unable to move freely in the limited space of the stadium, they were
literally and figuratively incorporated into a singular mass that represented Brazil for the
first time in international competition on home soil.
These games were the formative moments in the developing association between
the space of the soccer stadium and the space of the nation. This relationship had
geographic, social, and political effects beyond the stadium grounds. People that were not
able to get tickets to the game filled the hills around the stadium to watch the action.
Others congregated on the principal avenues of Rio to listen to the game being broadcast
from loud speakers (photo 3.6). All social sectors showed the same passion and
enthusiasm. When the Brazilian team took the field an enormous cheer of “Viva O
Brasil!” erupted from the crowd gathered on the hillside. Brazilian victory in the final,
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“converted soccer into a privileged medium for the social affirmation of patriotic
sentiment” (Pereira 2000, 154).
The final game against Uruguay was the first moment of a process that has
continued unabated today: the almost complete cessation of urban normalcy when the
Brazilian national team plays. It also marked the first involvement of the President of
Brazil with soccer: “The final against Uruguay literally paralyzed Rio de Janeiro. By
order of the President, social services were closed for the day. Banks did not open on the
day of the final, and most commercial activities closed at noon so their workers could
follow the game” (Pereira 2000, 137).
In 1919 blacks and mulattos were still banned from participating in Rio de
Janeiro’s principal soccer league, the Liga Metropolitana, but were included in carioca
teams that played against paulista teams, even though they were never used on the field.
The Uruguayans did not have such “scruples” and they sent a black player by the name of
Gradin to participate in 1919. The presence of many blacks in the stands of Estádio das
Laranjeiras during the 1919 Championship undoubtedly caused some cognitive
dissonance between the conceptions and realities of the nation. By their active presence
in the stadium, “black and mulatto fans fought against their own exclusion, using
patriotism as a weapon with which they could demand their inclusion in the national team
and in the actual image of the country” (Pereira 2000, 179). In the final moments of the
last game, Frienderich scored the winning goal, propelling the paulista mulatto to the
status of a national hero. This was a signal that the rules of the stadium were changing.
The conflicts between social and spatial realities continued to be articulated in stadium
space.
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King Albert’s Visit
A year later, another event in the Estádio das Laranjeiras further consolidated the
stadium as a national space. King Albert of Belgium made a state visit to Brazil in 1920.
In order to demonstrate the emergent modernity of Brazil through sporting practice, the
stadium became a site of national exhibitionism. A parade of all the Rio clubs was
organized in the Laranjeiras stadium. In effect, the various athletes of the clubs were
presented “as the legitimate representatives of an advanced national sporting culture,
Rio’s sportsmen and fans made Rio de Janeiro a microcosm of Brazil” (Pereira 2000,
157). During this exhibition only clubs from Rio de Janeiro were represented. The
exclusion of clubs from Sao Paulo was retribution for the paulistas’ refusal to send
representative players for the fourth South American Championships in 1920. This
highlights the development of both national and regional identities and conflicts
associated with the stadium. It is also indicative of the historically fierce economic,
political and cultural competition between Brazil’s two major urban centers.
The image put forth by the organizers (Fluminese Football Club, the Brazilian
Sport Federation, and the federal government) was carefully manipulated to show a
particular vision of Brazilian society. In the parade before the Belgian king, only clubs
from the Liga Metropolitana’s three divisions were permitted although there were other
leagues and clubs in the city, and strict attention was paid to the differences between
these clubs. These distinctions were identified through the monthly fees that the clubs
required, with the majority of the teams in the first division necessitating a fee between
five and eight times those of the lower division clubs. While Flamengo and Fluminese
had more than 150 athletes on parade, peripheral clubs like Bangu were only allowed
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between thirty and forty, a much smaller percentage of their membership (Pereira 2000,
169). Thus the elites of Rio de Janeiro presented the nation in a very deliberate manner,
in a particular space, that would highlight their dominance of the sporting and cultural
practices of modernity that were intended to present a particular image of the nation to a
European monarch. The stadium, as a site and symbol of modernity, became further
integrated into an elitist yet partially inclusive idea of the nation.
As we have noted throughout our story, soccer retained a modernist, European
image for many decades. It continued to be an imported game, suffused with English
terminology, equipment, and models and styles of play. Though the British had
effectively lost their dominance in the Rio soccer scene by the beginning of the third
decade of the 20th Century, the game “maintained a foreign profile, appearing like a
foreign technique that Brazilians began to master” (Pereira 2000, 303). This “foreignness” was inconsistent with the development of soccer as national symbol. Brazilians
began to look within their own cultural traditions for ways to explain the “naturalness”
with which they seemed to play the game.
Zinucaty and the “naturalness” of Brazilian soccer
In an attempt to show that soccer was integral to the Brazilian national tradition
and something that the Brazilian “race” was predisposed to excel at, a festival of
indigenous games was organized in the stadium of Fluminese in October of 1922. In
1915 a Brazilian colonel had witnessed indigenous tribes in the north of Brazil playing a
game that was similar to soccer in that the participants knocked about an inflated rubber
ball with their heads. In Brazil at the time there was a growing resistance to the foreign
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ideas and ideologies that soccer represented. The incorporation of the indigenous game of
“Zinucaty” into the space and time of the stadium was a way of naturalizing and coopting the indigenous practice as an expression of national consciousness. For the
Brazilian literary community Zinucaty “showed that the Brazilians were also pioneers of
a ball game which explained the national fascination with British sport” (Pereira 2000,
300-305).
It is interesting to note that in the presentation of the indigenous game, the
participants were dressed like soccer players, in effect creating a symbolic and spatial
relationship between the modern practices of the city, and the traditional practices of preColombian Brazil. A similar nationalization process happened with capoeira, the AfroBrazilian martial art, which was beginning to appear more frequently in the city due to
the continued migration of people from northeastern Brazil where the practice originated.
The identification of indigenous Brazil with the spaces of modernity in Rio de Janeiro
was an attempt to construct Brazilians as innovators and “natural” practitioners of sport.
Because these games came from the lower classes and indigenous cultures they were
made into expressions of the Brazilian’s “natural” ability with the soccer ball. With the
later international successes of Brazilian teams and players, the characteristics associated
with samba, capoeria, malandragem (deceptive, thief-like behavior of the favelas) and a
“naturalized instinct” would frame the discourse of Brazilian soccer (photo 3.7).
Once the Laranjeiras stadium had hosted the South American championships, the
King of Belgium, and the indigenous games of Brazil we can hypothesize that here was
no way to effectively separate stadium space from the conceptual apparatus of the nation.
People walking by the stadium would remember the experience of place and the emotions
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that were generated there when Brazil took the field against their South American and
British rivals. Residents of the favelas surrounding the field could look down on it from
above and imagine themselves playing there or having enough money to someday join
one of the clubs that had paraded before a European king. When watching games in the
posh stands, Rio’s elite could fantasize that what they were watching was a natural
outgrowth of an inherent Brazilian disposition for the sport. The blacks and mulattos of
Rio’s suburbs and favelas knew of Friedenreinch’s success in a Brazilian uniform and
could imagine themselves as future representatives of the nation.
VASCO DA GAMA AND THE END OF ELITE DOMINATION
Clube de Regatas Vasco da Gama was founded in 1898 by members of the
Portuguese community in Rio de Janeiro. As the name suggests, the club was a venue for
members to participate in the rowing competitions of the city, and was strongly
associated with Portuguese ethnic and historic identities. Perhaps the only sport club in
the world to be named after a geographer, the club took the appellation in honor of the
400th anniversary of Vasco da Gama’s discovery of the sea passage to India (Ferreira
2004, 44). C.R. Vasco da Gama formed in the neighborhood of São Cristóvão, also
known as the Imperial Neighborhood, because it was home to the Quinta de Boa Vista, a
palace that served as the seat of the Portuguese Empire between 1808 and 1820.
At the time of the founding of C.R. Vasco da Gama, there was a growing antiLusitano sentiment in Rio de Janeiro. The Portuguese community had dominated the
economy and politics of the city and nation for centuries but by the end of the 1800s their
influence was in decline. While they still played an important role in the social and
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economic life of Rio de Janeiro, they were becoming quickly supplanted by new
immigrants and the British mercantile elite. The formation of Vasco da Gama helped to
structure the Portuguese community along ethnic lines in a way that distinguished them
as a particular social entity within the urban polity. Vasco de Gama’s membership
incorporated a high percentage of blacks, mulattos and poor whites on its soccer team,
which was the most public aspect of the club. Based in the industrial neighborhood of
São Cristóvão, the rapid growth and sporting successes of C.R. Vasco da Gama began to
challenge the elite socio-spatial order of Rio de Janeiro.
The social tensions within Brazilian soccer and society were not mitigated by the
successes of the national team in 1919. To the contrary, Rio’s principal soccer league, the
Liga Metropolitana, continued to mandate exclusionary practices that discriminated
against players according to their occupation, race, and literacy. The process of
integration came to several critical junctures. The first was when Paissandu Cricket Club,
an elite team, finished last in the first division. The rules of relegation and promotion
were changed so that they would not have to compete with teams that fielded blacks and
mulattos in the second division. This excluded the second division champion, Vasco da
Gama from assuming their position in the first division. The following year, 1922, Vasco
da Gama won the second division again and was promoted to the first division. In 1923,
Vasco da Gama, with a team comprised almost entirely of mulattos, blacks and poor
whites won the Liga Metropolitana, another poor-man’s team, São Cristóvão Athletic
Club finished second. The presence of blacks and mulattos in the stadiums of Rio de
Janeiro could no longer be ignored.
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Vasco’s success in the 1922 and 1923 championships had important implications
for the social, cultural, and spatial realities of soccer in Rio de Janeiro. First, because
Vasco represented the Portuguese community as well as blacks, mulattos and poor
whites, the rich clubs could hide their racist ideologies behind a veil of a more
generalized anti-lusitano sentiment. For instance, when Vasco lost to Flamengo in the
latter half of the 1923 season, their social club was vandalized and decorated with funeral
wreaths. Filho intimates that Vasco came to represent an essentialized, menacing “other”
to the elites: “It didn’t matter much that Vasco, with its whites, mulattos and blacks was
brazilianizing the sport. The players of Morais e Silva [the street intersection where the
Vasco ground was located] lost their nationality and turned into Portuguese. No one
could say that the big clubs were against the small clubs or against the blacks. They were
against the Portuguese, who had altered the status quo” (O Negro 122).
Second, there was wide suspicion within the league that the Vasco da Gama
players were de-facto employees of the club, receiving payment-in-kind (bichos) for their
services on the field. This nascent professionalism and success of these “black” clubs
were a direct threat to the hegemonic discourse of amateurism and “sportsmanship” of
the elites. The socio-spatial parameters of soccer were being modified by the smaller,
more peripheral clubs and they were having tremendous success on the field as a result.
The increasing presence of uneducated, poor, and dark-skinned players in the same
spaces as the educated, wealthy, white players brought more generalized social tensions
to the fore. Following Vasco de Gama’s championships season, Flamengo, Fluminese,
América, Botafogo and Bangu separated from the Liga Metropolitana and formed a
separate league (Ferreira 2004, 94).
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So they would not appear to have racist statutes in the new league by-laws, the
newly formed Metropolitan League of Athletic Sports (AMEA) included a series of
“workers” statutes that would not allow teams with black and mulatto members to play.
The teams needed to be formed by “students or workers who did not work in sub-altern
positions, except for factory workers [ostensibly to include Bangu]. Another statute was
that illiterate players were not allowed” (Pereira 2000, 100). A final statute required that
clubs possess a stadium exclusively dedicated to the practice of soccer. Vasco was
prohibited from participating because the majority of the players were illiterate and their
field was not much more than a leveled, open space in São Cristóvão (photo 3.8) (Mattos
1997, 87; Ferreira 2004, 94-95; Pereira 2000, 300-310).
Thus, the third effect of Vasco’s 1923 championship season was that from 1924 to
1937, Rio de Janeiro had two independent and simultaneous championships, AMEA, of
the elite plus Bangu, and the Metropolitan League of Terrestrial Sports (LMDT) which
included Vasco, São Cristóvão, Bonsuccesso, and other suburban clubs. In effect, this
created an apartheid system wherein rich, white teams (again, with the exception of
Bangu which was a working class club) played against each other in elite spaces while
poor, black, and mulatto suburban teams played in “popular” spaces. In an attempt to
consolidate their position as league champions, and to demonstrate the social and cultural
centrality of the club, the Portuguese community associated with Vasco da Gama began
to collect money to build their own stadium.
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Estádio São Januário
In the 1920s São Cristóvão was still considered an outlying suburb of Rio.
Though physically proximate, the industrial character of the neighborhood marked it as a
peripheral space with a working class demographic. São Cristóvão was chosen as the site
for the São Januário stadium of Vasco de Gama, because of the “availability of large,
affordable tracts of land, easy access to public transportation, the proximity to the old
Vasco ground at Morais and Silva, and the existence of a large Portuguese community
that had identified with the neighborhood since the arrival of the Royal Family in January
of 1809” (Ferreira 2004, 97-98). The incorporation of such a modern building into the
midst of poverty demonstrated the extent of the social network of the Portuguese
community, and the importance of relative location in the conceptual geography of Rio
de Janeiro. The elite clubs were located in upper-middle class neighborhoods, close to the
centers of finance and government and were undergoing modernist reforms. The
neighborhood of São Cristóvão was considered the locus of an imperial past that did not
fit with modern conceptions of progress and order. More, the neighborhood housed a
multitude of recent Afro-Brazilian migrants who lived in informal settlements and was
fairly impoverished. The construction of the 40,000 capacity Estádio São Januário, a
paradigm of modernity and one of the most elegant and beautiful stadiums in the world,
must have come as shock to the members Botafogo, Fluminese, Flamengo, and America
(photo 3.10).
The presence of the President of the Republic at the stadium’s opening
ceremonies was the first in a long series of events that would bring the space of the
stadium into the sphere of the nation. Much as the Laranjeiras stadium had been used as a
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vehicle for state ideology just seven years before, in 1927 the most modern, most
representative space of the nation was the Estádio São Januário. The shift from the elite
neighborhood of Laranjerias to the working class neighborhood of São Cristóvão was
symbolic as well as practical: the 40,000 human bodies arriving at the São Januário had
ample access to public transportation and the neighborhood was located closer to the
majority of the population. Additionally, the stadium featured an open design that
allowed spectators a view of the urban landscape, incorporating life beyond the walls of
the stadium into the event (Malhano and Malahno 2002).
While the São Januário was the property of Clube de Regatas Vasco da Gama,
the club was not able to exercise exclusive dominion over the space of the stadium. The
modern stadium was no longer just a place of localized sporting activity and recreation. It
was increasingly a forum for political figures to disseminate state ideologies or curry
political favor with local elites. The emerging centrality of soccer in Brazilian society and
culture ensured that political figures would use the space of the stadium in service of the
state. The more the state used the apparatus of the Vasco stadium to further its agenda,
the more it had to recognize the validity of the claims made on it by the blacks, mulattos,
and poor whites that constituted a large part of Vasco’s membership. The changing of
governments from the Old Republic (Republica Velha 1889-1930) headed by
Washington Luis to the New State (Estado Novo 1930-1945) headed by Getúlio Vargas
saw the São Januário host progressive labor and education reforms.
Vargas assumed the Presidency of Brazil in 1930. His strong-armed, reformist
agenda was known as the Estado Novo, or New State. Perhaps more than any other
political figure in Brazilian history, Vargas used soccer as a tool for the dissemination of
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his political project. He took the vision that government officials had had in relation to
the game and clarified their ideas with specific acts in the space of the stadium (Pereira
2000, 335).
Building upon his appeal as a populist leader, Vargas used the São Januário
stadium to announce governmental reforms that helped to define the conditions of labor
and citizenship for the majority of Brazilians. Much in the same way that the Estádio das
Laranjeiras had been used to promote an elite ideology, Vargas’ discourse in the São
Januário was one of labor, education reform and social inclusion. Vargas’ government
hosted military, athletics, music, and labor ceremonies in the Vasco de Gama stadium. In
1935 the New State celebrated the end of the first national educational congress in the
stadium. The presence of 40,000 educators gave a sense of momentum to the education
reforms proposed by the congress and laws were passed the following year (photo 3.9).
Beginning in 1937, Vargas celebrated Workers Day and Independence Day in the
stadium. In 1943 he signed a minimum wage law in the presence of 40,000 laborers.
There was a clear attempt to associate these official moments with “the passion and
enthusiasm exhibited by the public for soccer, marking them with the mass events that
were already part of the game itself” (Pereira 2000, 338).
Vargas was able to effectively use the São Januário as a stage because of the
increasing success that the Brazilian team was having in international competitions as
well as the extraordinary popularity of the sport at home. After the reunification of Rio’s
soccer leagues through the formation of the Liga Carioca de Futebol Profissional in 1934,
Vasco da Gama became one of the most successful teams on the continent. Soccer
continued its phenomenal growth and competition for professional wages was fierce.
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Teams from Colombia, Uruguay, Argentina, and Europe began to lure Rio’s best players
with large salaries. The culture of soccer was firmly rooted in Rio, and participating in
mass events at stadiums was commonplace for many. Following Brazil’s third place
finish in the 1938 World Cup, the sport assumed a permanent, valorized place in
Brazilian national consciousness and Vargas was eager to use soccer and stadiums as
means to his particular ends. The population of Rio de Janeiro probably did not have to
make much of a conceptual shift to move from attending soccer games to participating en
masse in state sponsored events. Civic events, much like soccer games serve to give
society an, “alternative vision of itself. The civic celebration is a vehicle of permanence
and change. Re-taking the social order, or reproducing it, effecting a return to its origins,
if only to deny them by creating a new order” (Malhano and Malhano 2002, 194).
The space of the São Januário continues to be infused with ideological messages.
In a book dedicated to the architectural history of the stadium, Malhano and Malhano
note: “[T]he Brazilian’s ability to assimilate the ideas of modernity is evidenced by the
rapidity and precision with which the Estádio São Januário was constructed” (2002, 119).
From its inception ideologies of modernity were embodied in the stadium and from there
disseminated through society. Multiple identities and memories formed in the context of
the stadium, which itself had been formed in a larger modernist context. Through Vargas’
use of the stadium as a platform for social, educational and political reform, the
neighborhood, historic, ethnic, labor, and class identities associated with Estádio São
Januário and Clube de Regatas Vasco da Gama were conflated with those of the nation.
The São Januário was where the government extended equal rights of citizenship to the
poor. The stadium, lest we forget, was the site of ritualized conflict between different
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social groups that frequently resulted in violent confrontations. The São Januário was the
symbolic representation of the Portuguese community in Rio de Janeiro, and mediated
between individuals, self-identified communities and the state. (Malhano and Malhano
2002, 244-247).
São Paulo and the Estádio Municipal Pacaembú
The wide popularity of soccer in Brazil guaranteed that Rio de Janeiro was not the
only city where social, cultural, and spatial changes were happening in relation to
stadium-space. São Paulo, as we have noted, was the site of the first organized soccer
game in Brazil. The booming industry of the city helped to produce many teams
associated with factories while the increasing wealth of the region resulted in the creation
of innumerable social and sporting clubs. The large numbers of fans that attended games
in São Paulo made it inevitable that the city would have to think about building a stadium
that was compatible with the growth and transformation of the city (Negreiros 1997, 32).
The Pacaembú was the first major stadium built by a municipal government in
Brazil (photo 3.11). Their concern was not necessarily building a place for sport, but the
“construction of a nation that would grow out of the betterment of Brazilian bodies and
the discipline of work” (Negreiros 1997, 33). Yes, a stadium was where these activities
took place, but even when they were not being performed, the stadium stood as a
symbolic representation of health and discipline. The creation of a culture of work and
leisure that would effectively discipline the population needed codes, symbols, spaces,
and places to implement it (Gaffney and Mascarenhas, 2005). The new stadium needed to
be for physical education in general, a public space, and not just for the practice of
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soccer. It was also conceived as “a symbol of what public power could accomplish. In
addition to a sports center, the municipal stadium appears to have been constructed to be
a monument” (Negreiros 1997, 34-35).
The construction of the 70,000 capacity stadium took place between 1936 and
1940 during two different municipal governments. In a culture suffused with political
strongmen (cartolas) it a bit unusual that the stadium was able to survive the transition of
urban government regimes. The completion of the project, which supplanted the São
Januário as the largest stadium in the country, was a testament to the ideological force of
physical education and bodily discipline in the urban centers of Brazil.
For the inauguration ceremony, “[S]imilar to the Nazi-Fascist experience, a mass
manifestation, a spectacle, was planned with the explicit preoccupation that the [political]
party would associate the potency of the stadium with the potency of São Paulo, Brazil,
and the Americas, with an emotional opening parade” (Negreiros 1997 37). This kind of
ceremony fit very well with Vargas’ strong handed rule. The inauguration of the Estádio
Pacaembú was part of a more generalized assertion of a regionalized power structure that
was assuming a central role in the politics of the nation. The city-region that could assert
the most modern vision of the country through architectural accomplishments could
provide empirical evidence of their superiority and capacity to lead the nation. The
Pacaembú was constructed, “to show that São Paulo, more than any other region of the
country, contributed in a decisive manner to place Brazil on the tracks of accelerated
progress” (Negreiros 1997, 42). As with the stadiums in Rio de Janeiro, the Pacaembú
was laden with discursive structures, ideological nuance, and symbolic power.
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The Pacaembú replaced the São Januário as the preferred venue for the
celebration of political manifestations of the government. The stadium hosted annual
events such as Worker’s Day and Independence Day and attempted to provide an image
of a happy, united and harmonious society. Those in attendance were presented as a
microcosm of Brazilian society, and the stadium their symbolic home. The inaugural
celebrations, actuated in a space dedicated to bodily discipline and betterment, were a
means of exercising control over the masses and disseminating state ideology.
The São Paulo celebrations differed from those in Rio de Janeiro in that “an
important game between the principal clubs of the city was the rule. The public was a
mix of fans and workers aligned with syndicates controlled by the state” (Negreiros 1997,
45). This mixture conflated the body of the worker with the body of the fan, potentially
imposing the discipline of the workplace upon a larger urban mass, ensuring the good
conduct and the smooth exercise of industrial and governmental authority. The reign of
the Pacaembú as the largest stadium in South America lasted for ten years. During the
1940s the groundwork was laid for the construction of the largest stadium in the world,
the Maracanã of Rio de Janeiro.
MARACANÃ AND THE CONSOLIDATION OF THE NATION
In 1946, FIFA awarded Brazil the right to host the first post World War II World
Cup. Brazil had entered into the global conflict on the side of the Allies and had emerged
from the war ready to assume a more central position in world affairs. Brazilian industry
and agriculture had prospered during the war, and the country had assumed economic and
political centrality in South America. Governed by a military dictatorship, Brazil was
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looking for a way to define itself on the global stage in the early years of the Cold War.
The hosting of the 1950 World Cup was an opportunity for Brazil to diffuse a modern,
progressive image of the country to the rest of the world. The most visible elements of
this image would be the stadiums that hosted the games (Moura 1998, 20-23).
As early as 1945, Mario Filho penned an article in his newspaper Jornal dos
Sports entitled “The Dream”. In this piece, he defended the construction of a National
Stadium in Rio de Janeiro on the grounds that the stadium would give the Brazilian
people “a new soul, awakening the slumbering giant within”. The relationship between
the stadium and the nation was explicitly stated: “The Maracanã was not only the
embodiment of Brazil’s sporting ambition but also of the country’s place in the modern
world” (Bellos 2002, 46). There was fierce resistance on the part of the intellectual elite
of Rio de Janeiro who wanted more hospitals and schools instead of another stadium,
“especially a National Stadium of the staggeringly large dimensions of the Maracanã”
(Malhano and Malahno 225). The power of Mario Filho’s discourse, the awarding of the
1950 World Cup to Brazil and the perceived needs of the populace silenced opposition to
the stadium.
The construction of the largest stadium in the world in the geographic heart of Rio
de Janeiro was a product of local, national, democratic, and sporting discourses and
ideologies. One of the motivations for constructing the Municipal Stadium of Rio de
Janeiro was that the construction of the Pacaembú had shifted national bragging rights to
São Paulo. The Pacaembú was nearly twice the size of the São Januário. This represented
a symbolic shift in sporting centrality from the elegant capital to their more industrialized
neighbors to the west. Cariocas argued for a municipal stadium because they needed a
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public place for recreation, and because “the capital of the Republic could not be behind
São Paulo in anything. Rio de Janeiro needed a big stadium to show up the Pacaembú”
(Moura 1998, 26). It was also important that the stadium, like the Pacaembú, be
constructed with public and not private money. The public financing of the project “reenforced the symbolic identity of the stadium with the generalized development of Brazil
and represented the monumentalization of the national development project and
consolidated the relationship between the public and the government working together
for the betterment of Brazil” (Moura 1998, 36-37).54
The presence of a grandiose stadium in the capital city was also important for the
external image of Rio de Janeiro. The conventional wisdom of stadium proponents held
that the stadium not only attested to the capacity of the Brazilian people to construct on a
massive scale, but allowed Rio to be compared with the great capitals of the world. Along
with national theatres, opera houses, libraries, and universities, the existence of a “grand
palace of sports is considered one of the attributes of modern and cosmopolitan capitals,
one of the constituent elements of the very idea of capitalness” (Moura 1998, 40, italics
in original). Moura (1998, 38) also suggests that the physical act of building the stadium
served to associate Rio de Janeiro with a capable workforce and strong work ethic,
cultural elements not traditionally associated with cariocas within Brazil.
54 In the decades to come, politicians sponsored hundreds of stadium projects throughout
Brazil. By the 1970s, Brazil had seven of the ten largest stadiums in the world. A town
might not have running water, schools or transportation infrastructure, but if a local
politician could deliver a 100,000 seat stadium…
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Of course, the Brazilian Sport Federation (CBD) was supportive of the City of
Rio de Janeiro building on a massive scale for the 1950 World Cup. The rhetoric
employed by the president of the CBD highlighted the capacity of sports to integrate all
sectors of Brazilian society which, he suggested, would effectively eliminate social
difference. Through the construction of the stadium and the experience of sporting
practice the population would share a common feeling of unity and equality. The 1950
World Cup would be, “a propitious occasion to forge national sentiments and the stadium
would be the ideal stage for national integration” (Moura 1998, 46). Additionally,
following World War II, there was no doubt as to the value of physical education to
“discipline, fortify, and prepare the public for the defense of the nation. The examples of
other nations needed to be followed by Brazil, and to assist this process, the construction
of the [national] stadium in Rio de Janeiro represented the recognition of the role of
sports in this process” (Moura 1998, 26).
Before the first concrete piling was sunk into the defunct grounds of the Derby
Club racing track of Rio de Janeiro, the Maracanã was destined to fulfill an important
symbolic and functional role in the construction of Brazilian identity.55 Located near the
Quinta de Boa Vista, the Municipal Stadium of Rio de Janeiro was to become the modern
equivalent of a secular palace, where the common man could gather with political and
social elites to celebrate the achievements of their sporting idols. The nickname,
55 The Derby club was Rio’s first stadium built around 1850. It was abandoned when the
Joquei Club was built on the shores of the Lagoa de Rodrigo Freitas in 1913, just north of
the (then) southern suburb of Ipanema.
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Maracanã, was adopted because of a small river by the same name that flowed by the
stadium which was in turn a reference to a prevalent Amazonian bird, further solidifying
the linkages between soccer and a “naturalized” Brazilian identity.
Similar to the Pacaembú in São Paulo, the Maracanã stadium complex was
designed to provide a physical space for the formation of strong Brazilian bodies capable
of defending the nation. The structure itself was an engineering marvel and massive
public works project. Conceived and constructed as the largest, most modern building of
its kind in the world, the Maracanã was a self-conscious testament to the capacity of
Brazil and Rio de Janeiro to lead South America into a post-war world of ordered,
progressive and industrialized democracy. Brazilians assumed it would be the site of their
greatest national triumph: the conquest of the Jules Rimet Trophy awarded to the FIFA
World Champions.
The 1950 World Cup
The third place finish of the Brazilians in the 1938 World Cup had galvanized
national sentiment in relationship to the sport as never before. Soccer stadiums peppered
urban and rural landscapes throughout the country and soccer was an integral part of male
social codes and practices. European, Uruguayan, and Argentine teams aggressively
pursued Brazilian players who were valued for their creativity, physical prowess and
seemingly joyful mannerisms. Brazil was widely considered to be the best team in the
world; their confidence was not unfounded. Brazilian professional leagues blossomed
during World War II, while the European leagues were forced to suspend play. Brazil
was considered to be one of the top teams in the world in the 1940s, won the South
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American Championship in 1949 and had recently beaten Uruguay and Argentina in
friendly matches. The core of the Brazilian seleção (national team) for the 1950 World
Cup was a group of players from Vasco da Gama, whose coach Flavio Costa was selected
to train the national side for the World Cup. They used the familiar confines of the São
Januário as their base camp and training ground for the tournament. The Brazilians were
so confident of their ability to win the 1950 World Cup that they offered to paint the drab
concrete of the Maracanã in the national colors of the winning team.
Unfortunately for the organizers of the tournament, the Maracanã was not
completely finished in time for the World Cup (photo 3.12). Bathrooms, façades, and
other details were not rounded out until the 1960s. Beset by difficulties and delays in
construction and saddled by the inefficient governmental agency created to oversee it, the
stadium complex nonetheless opened its gates to the world in June of 1950 (photo 3.11).
Mario Filho was effusive: “Brazilian sport is not only great in terms of its tradition. Many
years from now, when we write the history of this era, the miracle of the stadium will be
noted as one of the most complete dreams ever brought to fruition in our country” (Jornal
do Sports, June 17, 1950).
The Brazilians dominated the tournament; their only stumble was a 2-2 draw with
Sweden in the Pacaembú. The disappointment of this result convinced the cariocas that
the national team should play all of its games in Rio de Janeiro. In the Maracanã, the
Brazilians played the flowing, innovative brand of soccer that, along with caopeira,
samba, and Carnival, had come to define the Brazilian character. In the second stage of
the tournament they eviscerated the Czechs 7-1 and handily defeated Spain 6-1. The third
and final round-robin match pitted Brazil against the Uruguayans who had preformed
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unevenly in the tournament. The format of the 1950 World Cup was different than it is
today. The winner of the Cup would be the team that had the most points after a second
round of three games. Heading into the final game, Brazil held a four to three lead over
the Uruguayans and would be champions if they beat or tied their southern neighbors.
More than 200,000 people streamed into the Maracanã on the afternoon of July
16, 1950. This was equivalent to ten percent of the population of Rio de Janeiro (Moura
1998, 116). Many tens of thousands more listened to the live radio broadcast in the
streets. The city was hypnotized. In a pre-game speech, the President of Brazil hailed the
team as champions, representatives of the Brazilian people who would prove the worth of
the Brazilian people to the entire world. The ethnic and racial mix of the team had come
to represent the best elements of Brazilian society: creativity, playfulness, and
determination. The stadium was also considered to represent the present and future of
Brazil, helping to realize the:
ardently desired dream of constructing a democracy. Its elliptical form
contributed to this task, placing spectators in front of each other, albeit in places
with different prices and comfort levels. Inside the stadium, the people became
equals, united in the desire to attend a victory of the national team. Even the
President of the Republic momentarily forgot his position and behaved like a
simple fan (Moura 1998, 69).
Amongst the 200,000 Brazilians in the stadium were approximately 300
Uruguayan fans, in addition to the seemingly forgotten Uruguayan team (Moura 1998).
The Brazilian press, politicians, and people apparently forgot that there were still ninety
minutes of soccer to play before they could celebrate their coronation as World
Champions. With ten minutes to play and the score tied 1-1, the president of FIFA, Jules
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Rimet, left his seat to prepare for Brazil’s victory celebrations. When he emerged onto
the sidelines five minutes later, he was met by the absolute silence of the stadium.
Gigghia, the Uruguayan right midfielder, had scored on a counterattack, beating the
Brazilian goalkeeper Bigode at his near post (photo 3.13). When George Reader, the
English referee blew the final whistle, the only sounds in the stadium were the cheers of
the Uruguayan players and their small contingent of fans. There are no photos of the
Uruguayans with their trophy. The Brazilian dream had been shattered. The Maracanã
was born to die a symbolic death.
The loss against the Uruguayans is an event that continues to loom large in
Brazilian national consciousness. July 16, 1950 is Brazil’s infamous day:
Of all the historical examples of national crises, the World Cup of 1950 is the
most beautiful and the most glorified. It is a Waterloo of the tropics and its history
is our Gotterdammerung. The defeat transformed a normal fact into an
exceptional narrative: it is a fabulous myth that has been preserved and even
grown in the public imagination (Perdigao 2000 writing about the “Anatomy of a
Defeat”, quoted in Bellos 2002, 57).
For many, the loss confirmed Brazil’s inferiority complex. Brazil as a nation was
capable of organizing a producing the most modern facilities and grandest spectacles but
its accomplishments were limited due to the complications of their ethnic mixture. While
it is difficult to discern the myth from reality at this point, there was a common sentiment
that the three blacks in the Brazilian side were singled out as scapegoats for the loss.
Bigode, the unfortunate goalkeeper, was ostracized from Brazilian society and died in
shame in the early 1990s.
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Alex Bellos says of the game, “[T]o upset the largest amount of Brazilians as
possible without loss of life, there is probably no more efficient way than creating the
largest stadium in the world, filling it to over-flowing, and then losing, in the final
minutes, to neighbors you had recently beaten, at a sport that is believed to best represent
the nation” (2002, 54-55). Attending the games of the 1950 World Cup was more than a
way for Brazilians to entertain themselves. It had become, “a patriotic duty. It was an
obligation for everyone to participate in the battle, because it was in the name of every
fan that the team was fighting for victory. The game assumed dramatic airs and the sport
journals revealed an enormous significance attributed to a game of soccer” (Moura 1998,
80). The Uruguayans won the battle, and Brazil was a defeated nation.
Today the stadium still bears the sky blue of the Uruguayan flag, stained with the
memory of defeat (photo 3.14). A symbol of Brazil in the geographic heart of Rio de
Janeiro, the stadium is widely considered the “spiritual home of world football”. The
Maracanã, intended to stand as a testament to the “enigmatic character of the Brazilian
people, symbolic monument to their workmanship and a place of mutual encounter never
before seen, did not help Brazil to be World Champion. The stadium is still a testimony
to the transformation of the city of Rio de Janeiro into the world capital of soccer. The
Municipal Stadium definitively conquered its place in the city. The Maracanã became its
heart” (Moura 1998, 138).
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Game

Date

Score

Attendance

Brazil x Mexico

June 24, 1950

4–0

81,000+

England x Chile

June 25, 1950

2–0

30,000

Spain x Chile

June 29, 1950

2–0

20,000

Brazil x Yugoslavia

July 1, 1950

2–0

142,000+

Spain x England

July 2, 1950

1–0

74,000+

Brazil x Sweden

July 3, 1950

7–1

138,000

Brazil x Spain

July 13, 1950

6–1

152,000

Brazil x Uruguay

July 16, 1950

1–2

200,000+

Total attendance

837,000

Table 3.2 Games played in the Maracanã, 1950 FIFA World Cup Finals
CONCLUSION
Soccer in Brazil originated as an elite practice that carried particular codes, and
occurred in specific, socially limited spaces. The social clubs and soccer stadiums of the
Brazilian and expatriate British elites were sites and symbols of modernity that
communicated notions of privilege, cultural refinement, and exclusivity. As soccer
diffused, the spaces of the elite came under increasing pressure from below. The
appropriation and adaptation of soccer by the middle and lower classes, and the
competitive nature of institutional sport, ensured that blacks, mulattos and poor whites
would eventually take their places on the field and in the stands. This threatened the
social distinction of soccer and the space of the stadium among more established
practitioners (Bourdieu 1984/1979, 229). The processes of social contestation and
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integration that happened in the stadiums of Rio de Janeiro in the first half of the 20th
century changed the habitus of the stadium and ruptured socio-spatial barriers that once
broken, could never be reformed.
In the Laranjeiras stadium of Fluminese Football Club we saw how the diffusion
and adaptation of soccer by the lower classes made the “natural” skills of mulatto players
competitively desirable, though socially unacceptable. For many years, the Laranjeiras
stadium functioned as a site and symbol of elite privilege that was re-enforced through
the presentation of Rio’s sporting clubs for the Belgian king, and the hosting of the 1919
South American soccer championships. However, the social pressures exerted on this
elite habitus required the opening of stadium space to a broader social spectrum.
The development of sporting clubs such as C.R. Vasco de Gama began to
incorporate the habitus of marginalized socio-economic groups into stadium space. The
emergence of the São Januário stadium as a representation of space for the Portuguese
community had a profound impact on the socio-spatial dynamics of sporting and social
practice in the city.56 Associated with laboring classes, marginalized ethnic groups and
colonial history, C.R. Vasco de Gama challenged and contested the status quo, which
provoked an institutional separation of elite and popular stadium habiti. However, the
populist discourse of President Getulio Vargas brought the space of the São Januário
stadium into the sphere of the nation which had the effect of conflating the
representational space of C.R. Vasco de Gama with a nationalist representation of
56 A mixture of understanding and ideology that have a practical impact on spatial
practice
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space.57 This process, along with the increased presence of blacks, mulattos and poor
whites on the field and in the terraces, helped to transform the stadiums of the city into
more fully public spaces that served as sites and symbols of geographic, class, ethnic and
national identities.
The construction of the Maracanã for the 1950 World Cup consolidated the
stadium as a powerful locus of Brazilian national achievement, social integration and
discourses of modernity. The Maracanã was conceived as a public habitus in which
Lefebvre’s spatial trialectic converged. The popular conflation of the Maracanã with the
space of the city and nation augmented the significance of the 1950 World Cup – losing
to the Uruguayans in that space signified a defeat of the nation that continues to figure
heavily in Brazilian national consciousness. Today, the blue exterior of the Maracanã
represents the historical, geographic and social processes that happened in relation to
stadium space in the period 1894-1950.
The number of stadiums in Rio de Janeiro in the first half of the 20th century was
undoubtedly eclipsed by informal spaces, spread unevenly throughout the metropolitan
region. Thus, not only did soccer transform the social landscape, it transformed the
physical landscape. The location and impact of these informal spaces will never be
known, however, we can judge their relative extent by the increased presence and cultural
centrality of stadiums in the city.
57 Representatonal spaces are spaces directly lived through images and symbols.
Representations of space are linked to the relations of production and the social order
imposed by them
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Soccer stadiums in Rio de Janeiro were linked with other spaces of modernity
such as schools, hospitals, streets, transportation systems, parks, plazas, and spaces of
leisure. In the majority of these other spaces, however, there was little or no opportunity
to challenge the socio-economic, political or geographical status quo. Domestic servants,
day laborers, street vendors and other urban poor used the public spaces of the city as part
of their daily routines, but not for the expression of their identities as such. The stadiums
of the city were unique venues for the expression of horizontal class, racial and ethnic
solidarities that extended vertically to connect with the idea of the nation. True, the idea
of the nation was initially formed in relation to an elite habitus. However, it was in the
stadiums of the capital city that these conceptions and relationships were challenged and
extended to include the habitus of a wider spectrum of Brazilian society. These
complicated and contentious processes happened unevenly and simultaneously in a
variety of geographic locales. The stadiums of the city formed an important, dynamic
network of spaces that allowed for the emergence of a potentially new social order, while
at the same time they permitted the elites to maintain control. This paradox lies at the
heart of the Brazilian stadium and is what makes it such an elusive and tantalizing object
for geographic investigation.
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Photo 3.2

The Bangu roofing factory and the Bangu A.C. stadium in the early 20th
Century.
Photo 3.3
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Po-de-arroz
exploding in the
torcidas
organizada of
Fluminese
during a game at
the Maracanã.
Photo taken
from http://
geocities.
yahoo.com.br/fl
umor1/torcida07
.jpg

Photo 3.4

Aerial photo of the Laranjeiras Stadium in 1919. From Pereira 2000. At the
bottom of the picture is the Palacio de Guanabara. Photo from Pereira
(2000).
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Photo 3.5

Lateral view of Laranjeiras Stadium, 1919. Photo from Pereira (2000).
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Photo 3.6

Crowd gathered in the city center of Rio to listen to the results of the
1919 South American Championships. Photo from Pereira (2000).
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Photo 3.7

Cartoon depicting the interaction between the indigenous and Brazilian ball
player in the Laranjeiras stadium. The quote reads, “Civilized person - Is
it true that Zinucaty is really barbarous? The Indian – Oh! This is very
presumptuous! In this regard we are really very similar to your game.”
From Pereira (2000).
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Photo 3.8

Aerial photo of the Campo do São Cristovão. This is where many of the
soccer clubs in the city first played. Photo from Garcia (2000). This area
is occupied today by the Exhibition Center for Northeastern Culture.
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Photo 3.9

President Getulio Vargas enters the Estádio São Januario in an open car
to instigate education reforms in 1933. From Pereira (2000).
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Photo 3.10

Neo-classical Façade of the Estadio São Januário. Author photo.
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Photo 3.11

Postcard of the Pacaembu, São Paulo
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Photo 3.12

Aerial view of the Maracanã, 1950. Note the incomplete construction of
the stadium exterior. Photo from www.fifa.com
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Photo 3.13

Brazil’s moment of infamy. Bigode is beaten by Ghiggia and the
Maracanã dies a symbolic death.
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Photo 3.14

The Maracanã painted in Uruguayan colors, 2004. Author photo.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Four stadiums, four geographies
Rio de Janeiro is one of the most complex and beautiful urban environments in
the world. The city is a mosaic of contrasts: the mountains and the sea, the beach and the
city, the beautiful and brutal, the spectacularly rich and desperately poor. Rio’s confuses
even those who have spent their lives there. Space is both patterned and chaotic, with a
proliferation of liminal spaces. Home to Brazil’s largest Carnival and New Year’s
celebrations, even the name “Rio de Janeiro” (January’s River) implies constant change
and rebirth. In many ways the city defies the written word – it is something best told in
pictures and sounds.58
In part, Rio de Janeiro evades description due to the ever-present, frequently
random violence in the city. Rich and poor live cheek by jowl; the iconographic physical
geography of the city conditions lifestyles and movement. Life is difficult on the sides of
the mountains, luxurious by the lake and ocean and the majority of the population lives in
industrial suburbs several hours from the beaches of Ipanema and Copacabana. The
complex ethnic mixture of Rio’s residents tells too many stories all at once; Rio is

58 For an excellent description of the daily life of Rio de Janeiro, see Botting (1977).
Additionally, the films Black Orpheus (Orpheu Negro) and City of God (Cidade do Deus)
give excellent insight into life in Rio’s many favelas.
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continually expressive of class, racial and national relationships. For all the ambiguity
that exists in the self-titled cidade maravilhosa (marvelous city), cariocas have a
particular vision of themselves that is intimately tied to the geography and culture of the
city. They themselves constantly marvel at their own beauty and charm.
Rio is not sophisticated and cosmopolitan in the way that equally wealthy and
large cities are. Maybe it is the ever-present tourists in the city, who can leap social
hierarchies at the drop of a few hundred Euros. Maybe it is the beach and body culture,
samba rhythms, constant sunshine, flip-flops and unimaginably small bathing suits that
gives Rio a sense of permanent adolescence. Or it could be the obvious delight in
material consumption that drives the upper and upper-middle classes. Rio’s wealth is
concentrated in a very small geographic area and the life-project of many cariocas is to
escape the city for the south-western suburbs and gated communities of Barra de Tijuca
(map 4.1). There, cultural life is organized around consumption of material goods rather
than close community interactions, closer symbolically and culturally to Miami than the
middle class neighborhoods in the heart of the city.
Rio lost its status as Brazil’s capital city in 1960. Since then, there has been a
dramatic increase in crime and social polarization, coupled with a loss of economic,
political and cultural centrality that has generated a crisis of confidence and of
governance. Twenty-first century Rio de Janeiro is quite literally a war zone – in the
period from July 2004 – July 2005 there were more than 3,200 murders in the city, 60%
of these were assassination-style completed with a single bullet to the head (O Globo,
July 13, 2005). The drug lords of the favelas (shanty towns) control large areas of the
city. Police corruption is endemic, conditions in Rio’s prisons are savage, and there do
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not appear to be any solutions. The middle and upper middle classes that have
traditionally lived in centrally located neighborhoods like Botafogo and Laranjeiras, or
beach front neighborhoods like Copacabana and Ipanema, are moving to self-contained,
gated, condominium communities. Their connection to the street life of the city is car
based. They phone in orders for groceries, do their shopping at high security malls, and
interact with the poor as domestic servants, or as an imaginary, violent, dark-skinned
“other”.59
Within the absurdly complex physical, social, cultural, political and economic
realities of Rio de Janeiro, stadiums play a decreasingly important role. Rio de Janeiro
has thirty five professional soccer teams that play in approximately twenty-five stadiums,
yet many residents are unaware of the existence of more than a handful.60 The city is
home to what is arguably the most famous stadium in the world, the Maracanã, and the
headquarters of the national soccer federation (CBF), yet soccer in Rio de Janeiro seems
to be in a state of constant crisis. Average attendance at games in Brazil’s first division is
lower than that of the United States’ Major League Soccer. Because of the cultural
centrality of soccer, Rio’s stadiums reflect larger social and geographic dynamics.
Corruption, a precipitous drop in quality on the field, the availability of cable and satellite
59 This is consistent with the patterns of social and spatial polarization found throughout
Latin America (Low 2003; Scarpaci 2005; 2004; Guano 2004).
60 The exact figure is not known as many teams have begun to share stadiums while
other stadiums have been demolished. The Soccer Federation of Rio de Janeiro State
(FERJ) does not have a complete list of the stadiums in the city.
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television as well as decaying infrastructure and violence ensure that most fans stay at
home. However, it is safe to say that the vast majority of Brazilians (men and women)
take an active interest in soccer, and the successes and failures of the national soccer team
can dictate the mood of the nation.
In order to investigate the historical continuity of stadiums over time, my
investigation focuses on a small, central area of the Rio de Janeiro Metropolitan area
(map 4.3). Within a four kilometer radius are found the Estádio Figuiera de Melo, Estádio
das Laranjeiras, Estádio São Januário and the Estádio Jornalista Mario Filho. These
stadiums are representative of four divergent and intersecting geographical worlds in Rio
de Janeiro. Taken together, they provide deep insight into the historical continuities and
contemporary realities of Rio de Janeiro
Lever (1983) was one of the first foreign academics to recognize the potential of
soccer in explaining Rio de Janeiro’s complex cultural geography: “Rio de Janeiro
provides a setting in which to explore the internal workings of soccer clubs and the role
they play in symbolizing the real divisions within the city. Rio’s soccer clubs help break
down the urban mass and integrate people into subgroups” (Lever 1983, 75 – there are
actually dozens of clubs in the city, Appendix B). Each of the social clubs associated with
stadiums and soccer teams in Rio de Janeiro (as in the rest of the world) contains
fascinating histories and narratives of place that contribute to a highly localized
understanding of geographic processes in the city.
Lever’s sociological perspective is a useful paradigm for understanding the
complexities of Brazilian society through soccer, although we must also appreciate the
space of the stadium as a mechanism for organizing and informing cultural process and
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meaning. We can use anthropological perspectives with this same precaution. Such
perspectives are abundant (Fernandes 1974; Vinnani 1975; Paoli etal. 1982; Ramos 1984;
Pimenta 1995; Lopes 1995; Henrique de Toledo 1996; Gama 1996; Pineto 1997; Damo
2002). One of the most insightful Brazilian anthropologists to have examioned soccer in
Brazil is Robert Da Matta (1980; 1982; 1997). DaMatta’s contributions to an
understanding of the organization of space and soceity in Rio de Janeiro, and Brazil at
large, are an excellent place to start making geographic sense of the stadiums.
RUA, CASA, E OUTRO MUNDO61
The geographic and cultural space of Rio de Janeiro is as elusive as it is visceral.
DaMatta’s (1997) chapter Espaço: A Casa, a rua e outro mundo: o caso do Brasil divides
the Brazilian world into three distinct spatial entities: house, street and other world
(Illustration 4.1). This division posits “casa space” as having the qualities of family,
friendship, personable, isolation, tradition, reproduction, and privacy. Opposed to this is
“rua space” which is: bureaucratic, formal, universal, modern, and linear. “Outro mundo”
is the space in-between rua and casa. DaMatta relates these liminal spaces to the Holy
Spirit of the Christian trinity. If casa is the Christ figure with its intimacy and
individualism, DaMatta suggests, rua is God, represented by universal laws and a sense
of inevitability, and the movement between these two world is the Espirito Santo, or holy
ghost.

61 Street, house and other world
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Figure 4.1 Diagram of Casa, Rua e Outro Mundo
This figure demonstrates the structure of DaMatta’s conception of space in
Brazilian cities. The arrows indicate movement between the three realms. The
boxes below each element are the characteristics associated with each domain.
If it is true that, “the secret of a correct interpretation of Brazil is to study that
which is between things” (DaMatta 1997, 25) then perhaps the Brazilian stadium is the
ideal place to start. Stadiums all over the world are referred to as the “homes” of the
teams that play in them, and Brazil is no different. But the stadium is also, in ways, a
universalizing, law-ridden place. The ritualized movement, or secular pilgrimage, to and
from the stadium lends it a sense of sacredness, removing this space from the linearity of
modernity while being solidly anchored in it. The stadium then, is neither rua nor casa,
but something in between. It is a place where, “differences otherwise marked within
practices of social hierarchy dissolve” (Pardue 2002, 362). The stadiums of Rio de
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Janeiro can be “other worldly” and present researchers unique insight into the larger
geography of the city.
From this liminal space, this “other worldliness”, we can investigate separately
the connections between the casa and rua in Rio de Janeiro. In the stadium contains each
of these archetypal places. In the stadium as rua, we enter into a world of politics,
economics, social actors, externalized and objectified ethnicity, structure and movement,
local and national dramas. In the stadium as casa, we find a sense of family, personal
stories and experiences, strong loyalties, and paternalism.
In Rio de Janeiro, “the construction of rowing and football stadiums, equally as
the social centers, constitute an integral part of the social memory, in the same way that
the social memory of the country was implicated in the construction of an idea of
modernity.” (Malhano and Malhano 2002, 22). Stadiums are defined by processes as
much as the events that transpire within them. Once the spatial and physical dimensions
are structured as place, the events that transpire in the stadium transform the meaning of
place in different ways for different social actors and groups. The differential practices,
memories, symbols, and ideas of place effectively explain the socio-economic and ethnoracial divisions of each era. The shifts in these measurable practices and generalized
conceptions necessarily trace changes in the society and culture beyond the bounds of the
stadium.
The following sections will describe in varying detail four stadiums I have
selected as my objects of analysis. In the previous chapter I examined the cultural and
geographic significance of the Estádio das Laranjeiras, the Estádio São Januário and the
Maracanã. In what follows, I place these stadiums in their contemporary contexts and add
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a fourth, Estádio Figueira de Melo. These four stadiums, located in close proximity to
one another, tell very different stories and represent different geographic realities, yet
they are part of an interlocking matrix of spaces and multi-scalar identity formations.
ESTÁDIO FIGUEIRA DE MELO AND EVERYDAY GEOGRAPHIC PROCESS
The Estádio Figueira de Melo is one of the oldest stadiums in Rio de Janeiro, and
it looks it. The field is concrete-hard and nearly devoid of grass, the bleachers on one side
of the stadium have been removed to generate revenue from monthly parking fees, and
the light stanchions have been stripped of their raison d’etre, the empty light casings
frame Cristo Redentor in the distance. The eastern wall of the stadium is shared with an
abandoned factory and reads: Campeão 1926 (Champion 1926). Behind the club offices
and dance hall, the elevated highway of Avenida Brazil rises ominously, the smell of
exhaust permeates the air. The caretakers are pumping water out of the flooded locker
rooms, a figurine of St. Christopher, encased in glass, sunk into a wall, stares blankly at
the proceedings. Thirty teenage boys have gathered in the shade of the team dugout to
listen to the rambling discourse of the coach. Many have traveled here from the northern
suburbs of Duque de Caxias and Nova Iguaçu, an hour and a half by bus, looking for a
chance to break into the team. They come here three times a week, hoping to follow in
the footsteps of Ronaldo, leaving Clube São Cristóvão Futebol e Regattas for greater
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glory in Europe.62 A handful of men have gathered in the bleachers. As the practice
begins, they point and talk, assessing the boys, thinking of the future.
Clube São Cristóvão de Futebol e Regattas was one of the many social and
sporting clubs that formed in Rio de Janeiro in the early 20th century. The space of the
stadium is of importance to our story in that it was an archetype for the generalized
processes of contestation and integration that I described in the previous chapter. The
stadium was a central element of soccer culture in Rio de Janeiro until the late twentieth
century, but in recent years has become an increasingly peripheral space. By examining
the relative social and geographic positioning of this space over time, we can discern
larger processes that are articulated in a multitude of similar spaces throughout the city.
Clube São Cristóvão de Futebol e Regattas formed in 1898 as “Club Cajuense”.
Located near the Bay of Guanabara in the barrio of São Cristóvão, the club was the social
domain of local businessmen and professionals who dedicated themselves to the practice
of rowing. In 1902 the charter and name of the club were changed to “Clube de Regattas
São Cristovam” and in 1909 the name and charter were again changed to “São Cristóvão
Athletic Club”. The changes in name and charter were reflective of the tenuous nature of
62 Ronaldo is one of the most famous Brazilian soccer players of his generation. Ronaldo
began his professional career at Flamengo, was unable to afford the bus fare, so started
playing at F.R. Sao Cristóvão. From there, he was sold to Cruziero in Belo Horizonte,
then moved to PSV Eindhoven in Holland, Inter Milan and finally to Real Madrid. A
fixture in the Brazilian national team for the last ten years, Ronaldo’s emergence as a star
at F.R. Sao Cristóvão remains a source of pride and inspiration for the club.
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the smaller clubs of the city and shifting cultural associations. It is significant that the
club members deliberately changed from the English spelling of “club” to Portuguese
“clube” and then returned to the English “Athletic Club”, presumably to associate
themselves with the elites, or to give a sense of refinement to their organization. The shift
from São Cristovam to São Cristóvão might have symbolized a change from religious to
geographic identification. Regardless of the name, it was difficult to finance social space
for meetings, uniforms for rowing competitions, and equipment for sporting practice.
Many clubs were only in existence for two or three years before disbanding or joining
with other clubs to form new entities. The modern entity, São Cristóvão de Futebol e
Regatas was formed by a merger of São Cristóvão Athletic Club and Clube de São
Cristóvão Imperial in 1943. These small clubs were highly localized in that their
members were drawn from the surrounding neighborhood, financed and staffed through
the monies and efforts of local people eager to participate in the increasingly popular
sporting practices of rowing and soccer (Quadros 2004, 3-5, 53).
The first organized soccer team of São Cristóvão Athletic Club appeared in 1909.
They played their games in the Campo de São Cristóvão, which was an open, flat public
space in the center of the neighborhood (see map 4.1, photo 3.8). Informal games had
been played in this public space for several years, and while there is no historical
evidence to support the idea, we can assume that the field of play was clearly delimited
with the probability of permanent goal posts effectively claiming this public space for the
practice of soccer. Using this space as a home ground, São Cristóvão A.C. entered into
the Liga Suburbana de Foot-ball in 1910 and has been a regular participant in the Rio
leagues ever since.
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As was common throughout the city, the presence of organized soccer in the club
attracted many young players from the surrounding neighborhood, generally of similar
socio-economic position. The institutional structure of the club and league not only aided
the regular practice of the sport, but was instrumental in forming the increasingly strong
identities associated with soccer. Because the members of São Cristóvão Athletic Club
were drawn from the neighborhood, the team embodied a “place” constructed in relation
to other places in the city. Success or failure in the space of the soccer field was not
limited to those who were active participants in the club or on the rowing and soccer
teams. By taking the name of the neighborhood, São Cristóvão Athletic Club began to
represent the identities of many who lived there.
During this epoch in Rio de Janeiro’s history, the social functions of the clubs
were as important as sport. These community entities were part of an emergent civil
society that produced “an effective space for their recreational and social activities that
superseded their sporting character. Significantly, in this sense, it was the strict relation
that a large majority of these had with the carnival festivals, which were enthusiastically
celebrated in these small societies” (Pereira 2000, 245). Thus the social space of the club
united the experience of carnival and soccer in the same movement.63
63 In modern Rio de Janeiro there is a separation between samba schools and athletic
clubs. Both fulfill similar social functions in that they are localized social spaces that
represent themselves in a public forum, one through the production of floats, music and
dance, and the other through sport. The historical evidence suggests that in there was a
stronger association between the two in the early part of the 20th Century. Today, it is
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In addition to providing a mechanism for socialization and sporting practice, the
many smaller social clubs of Rio were also sites of illicit behavior. A public crackdown
on gambling and cock fighting found a readily available underground in the clubs,
liberating their practitioners from police harassment and solidifying identification with
the clubs. Because the clubs were an acceptable socio-spatial entity, the repression that
affected marginalized social actors on the streets was neatly avoided by moving illicit
activity to the club. The public manifestations of these club identities in the multiple
stadiums of the city gave marginalized individuals social legitimacy and allowed them to
participate, at least in theory, in the public sphere. As Mattos (2002, 54) notes, “[s]occer
brought the recreational practices of workers into a wider social network, permitting them
to develop an effective space for their diverse recreational practices and values”. These
values were not necessarily shared by all members of society.
Clubs in barrios like São Cristóvão were divided into different social factions.
One club might be composed of commercial employees, another related to a factory, and
other times national origin was the social glue. In many cases, solidarity across labor
lines trumped ethnic identities. These clubs hosted dances, dinners, and other social
gatherings besides soccer and rowing competitions and helped to give structure to urban
life: “even though their statutes established solidarity within the clubs themselves, these
clubs constituted an effective medium of organizing, from one barrio to another or within

unlikely that large clubs like Flamgengo or Vasco da Gama or small clubs like Bangu or
São Cristóvão will enter floats or teams of dancers into the carnival competitions,
although it appears that they did so initially.
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each barrio, the tensions and differences that between their members, establishing diverse
hierarchies between themselves” (Pereira 2000, 243). More so in the first half of the 20th
century than today, Rio’s laboring classes used the sporting clubs as one of the principal
elements of their social organization and identity formation. These clubs served to
integrate migrants and immigrants into Rio’s increasingly complex social world. These
integrative processes were related to the paternalism of the companies and political
leaders that had effectively negated organized labor movements amongst the poor and
blacks of the city since the abolishment of slavery in 1888 (Graham 1988).
The Estádio Figueira de Melo of São Cristóvão emerged as a venue where the
poor male youth of the neighborhood could hope for upward mobility within the rigid
socio-economic structures of the larger society. By entering into the club as a soccer
player, young men had a chance to better their life-situation despite lacking the means to
become members. This is consistent with the role the club plays for its young members
today (Carlos Alberto interview).64 As early as the 1910s, players were receiving jobs,
64 This era marked the beginning of a powerful discourse in Brazilian society that
positions sport as an escape mechanism from socio-economic marginality. The
spectacular success of Brazilian soccer players and teams on an international level is,
among other things, a product of this discourse. In my opinion, this is highly insidious in
that it allows for the continued socio-economic marginalization of a large percentage of
the population that feeds the global production of sport, which in turn generates massive
profits for multi-national corporations, club directors, and the directors of national and
international soccer federations.
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housing, and food by the directors of clubs. This was a direct challenge to the discourse
of “sportsmanship” articulated by the larger, elite clubs. This also signaled the beginning
of a discourse of social mobility attainable through success on the soccer field. The
wealth and prestige of the larger clubs appeared to isolate them from the social and
cultural realities that were driving the rapid growth and popularity of the smaller clubs
like São Cristóvão. The masses of urban poor were making their way into the social clubs
through the practice of soccer. Teams like São Cristóvão were rising through the lower
divisions of the Liga Metropolitana and social conflict was inevitable.
One of the many reasons for the conflict was the emergent solidarity between the
various clubs belonging to distinct regions of the city. The clubs of the Liga Suburbana
had social characteristics that were quite different from the clubs of the Liga
Metropolitana. Not only were the smaller clubs of the city forging strong localized
identities, they were increasingly the province of marginalized labor, class, and ethnic
groups. By giving neighborhood residents a change to perform on a city-wide stage, and
gain a meal or “bicho”, individuals and collectives began to form strong identities in
relation to the space, symbols, and ideologies of the club.65 Because the well-being of the
club and its members was related to the performance of the team on the field it was not
long before violence between fans became a regular feature of soccer games in Rio de
Janeiro. The increasingly liberal definition of amateurism along with the physical
violence that defined the stadium experience of the lesser clubs shocked and disturbed the
65 A bicho is literally translated as “animal”. Players were given a reward according to
their performance: a chicken for playing well, a leg of cow for scoring a goal, etc.
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elite “sportsmen” who had so recently played the sport for the benefits of health under the
ideological banner of “fair play” (Pereira 2000, 265-280; Filho 1964, 140-160).
The growing popularity and success of São Cristóvão Athletic Club motivated
capitalists associated with the team to purchase land for the club at Rua Figuiera de Melo,
number 200 in 1915. This too was a typical process of stadium formation in Rio de
Janeiro. The social club of São Cristóvão had moved frequently during its first seventeen
years of existence. Upon buying the land for the future stadium and sede social (social
club) a member of the club who owned a construction company volunteered to clear and
level the land. Bit by bit, members of the São Cristóvão community contributed labor and
materials, with a large part of the financial resources provided by one of the wealthiest
members of the club. By the middle of 1916, the club completed construction of the
stadium and an inauguration match was played against Santos F.C. (which traveled 450
miles for the event) with approximately 6,000 people in attendance. Interestingly, the
match between the two teams had to be suspended fifteen minutes early because of the
hostility of the São Cristóvão fans towards the referee from Botafogo (Quadros 2004, 3134). The occasion was covered extensively in the local press who were taken with the
“beauty and elegance of the stadium” (O Correio da Manhã, April 24, 1916).
Although São Cristóvão Athletic Club was relatively small in comparison to the
elite clubs of Rio de Janeiro, the ability of the club to amass the capital to appropriate a
large amount of urban space for the practice of soccer is representative of the influence
that these clubs had over their localities. From the date of its inauguration, April 23,
1916, the Estádio Figueira de Melo functioned as a node in a system of spaces that
defined the culture and practice of soccer in Rio de Janeiro that in turn defined socio201

spatial codes in the larger society. This network of spaces, created through metropolitan
soccer leagues, contained the literal and metaphorical battlefields between social actors
from different geographic regions of the city, different socio-economic strata and habiti,
and different ethnic and racial composites.
São Cristóvão F.R. last competed in the first division of the Rio de Janeiro state
tournament (Campeonato Carioca) in 1991 (Assaf 1997). In 2006, the team competed in
the third division of the state tournament and is in serious financial difficulty. Club
membership has declined from 1500 to 600 over the last five years; most of the club
revenues come from the monthly dues paid by members of the club’s nautical center
located on Governor’s Island. The traditional Saturday night dances hosted in the club’s
ballroom have met with stiff competition from the massive weekly festivals held at the
nearby Exposition Center for Northeastern Culture (map 4.1). In my conversations with
team management and club members, I did not get a sense of optimism regarding the near
future. The soccer team cannot afford to pay their players much more than a bicho, and
developing and selling players to larger clubs is increasingly difficult. The team
continually extends invitations to Ronaldo to come and visit when he is in Rio de Janeiro,
but to my knowledge he has not yet made a return to the stadium where he began his
professional career.
Interestingly, the team and stadium are accorded a privileged place in the soccer
world of Rio de Janeiro because they were champions of the divided 1926 city
tournament. Over the past fifteen years, Sao Cristóvão has experienced a contraction of
its geographic network as a direct result of financial difficulties associated with the
changing political, social and economic dynamics of the soccer world. A stadium that
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once occupied a central position in a network of soccer spaces in the city has become
increasingly marginalized.
Even though the physical space of the stadium has remained consistent for ninety
years, its relative positioning has shifted. The presence of the Avenida Brazil rising above
the stadium walls, the hard-packed field, and decaying club buildings indicate that the
Estádio Figueira de Melo is being consumed by the development of urban infrastructure
and is struggling to survive in the twenty first century (photo 4.4). The problems facing
Sao Cristóvão F.R. can be understood as symptomatic of the problems facing social
organizations throughout the city.
ESTÁDIO DAS LARANJEIRAS66
The Estádio das Laranjeiras sits on the elegant, neo-classical grounds of
Fluminese Football Club. From the top of the bleachers there is an excellent view of the
grounds of the Palacio de Guanabara, residence of the state governor of Rio de Janeiro.
Large apartment buildings tower over the south end of the field. Hovering over the north
end of the stadium is Cristo Redentor (Christ the Redeemer) who appears to be
celebrating a goal. The hillsides that begin the climb towards Christo are littered with
favelas. Children flying their kites on rooftops have an excellent view of the field and the
elegant apartment buildings in the Laranjeiras neighborhood. The well-manicured

66 In 2004, the Estádio das Laranjeiras was renamed Estádio Manoel Schwartz in honor
of a club president who brought a period of footballing prosperity to the club in the early
1980s.
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grounds of the Fluminese Football Club contain four clay tennis courts, an Olympic
swimming pool and a large, ornately decorated club house with a restaurant, bar,
ballroom and office space (photos 4.7, 4.8 4.9).
The Estádio das Laranjeiras is basically the same today as when it was
constructed in 1917, although the official capacity has been reduced from 25,0000 to
8,000. The surging crowds of 30,000 that gathered in the stadium to watch Brazil play
Uruguay in 1919 would no longer be possible. It is equally unlikely that a visiting head of
state would be shown the stadium as a site of modernist architectural accomplishment.
The stadium functions as the primary training ground for Fluminese Football Club, one of
the four large Rio teams. On occasion, the stadium is used for official matches between
Fluminese and smaller clubs from Rio de Janeiro state during the Campeonato Carioca.
However, the stadium does not meet the minimum structural requirements for games
played at the national or international levels. Thus, the “home” ground of Fluminese
during the Campeonato Brasiliero (Brazilian Championship) is the Maracanã.
As I discussed in the previous chapter, Fluminese Football Club was formed as a
province of the elite. The club’s (2006) mascot is evidence of this continuing association
(Illustration 4.10). One of the curious elements of fandom in Rio de Janeiro, is that the
assumed socio-economic profile of a club frequently has little to do with the socioeconomic profile of its fans. Thus, while the club self-consciously identifies with elevated
socio-economic sectors, the majority of Fluminese fans come from the middle and lower
classes, if only because they are the dominant sectors of the population. It is unlikely that
these fans have any associations with the space of the club itself, as membership is
restricted to those who can afford the monthly fees and can pass through the application
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process. Therefore, there are a multitude of identities associated with Fluminese Football
Club. One set of identities is completely dependent on soccer as a vehicle for
identification. The other is strongly associated with the space of the social club. This
latter identity has been consistent for nearly one hundred years. The former can be
understood as a product of the changes initiated by the events that occurred in the Estádio
das Laranjeiras in the previous chapter.
The demographic details of club membership and relative positioning at
Fluminese are not of immediate importance to the story of the stadium. The most
important events to have happened in the Estádio das Laranjeiras occurred in the early
part of the 20th century. Since then, the club and the stadium have continued to stand as
symbols of elitism, social refinement, and positional advantage but the transmutability of
soccer identity has extended those spaces both horizontally and vertically to include a
very large spectrum of Brazilian society. Being “Fluminese” no longer explicitly implies
belonging to a certain class or having a particular set of tastes (habitus). Yet ironically,
the persistence of po-de-arroz, and the use of elite iconography amongst Fluminese fans
of all classes and ethnicities implies that the historical trajectory of the club is understood
amongst all fan groups. This re-enforces the idea that the social geography of fandom in
Brazil does not follow predictable patterns and cannot be effectively measured. It is only
through a historically situated examination of contemporary spaces that the meanings and
textures of soccer culture in Rio de Janeiro can be brought to light.
The Laranjeiras stadium and social club of Fluminese Football Club continue to
function as representation of space and spaces of representation of an upper middle class
habitus, yet because many fans cannot afford club membership or live far from the club,
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the spatial practices of a majority of Fluminese fans do not coincide with these spaces.
Fan association with Fluminese is primarily based in family histories, exposure to media,
or formative childhood experiences. Over time, the associations between club identity
and the physical space of the club have diminished, but the appropriation of the upperclass habitus that produced the space and stadium of Fluminese Football Club continue to
inform the spatial practice of all its fan groups (photo 4.6).
ESTÁDIO SÃO JANUÁRIO
One of the most beautiful and elegant stadiums in the world, the Estádio São
Januário exudes familiarity, strength and accomplishment in the midst of social fracturing
and economic decline. For nearly eighty years, the stadium has marked the center of the
Portuguese community in Rio de Janeiro, its elaborate classical façade a reminder of the
colonial era (photos 4.11, 4.12, 4.12, 4.14). This center is symbolically positioned in the
“Imperial Neighborhood” of Sao Cristóvão, near the Quinta de Boa Vista and the
Exhibition Center for Northeastern Culture, surrounded by favelas and working-class
streets, close to major transportation lines and hubs, between downtown and the northern,
industrial suburbs.
The stadium is part of the larger social and sporting complex of C.R. Vasco de
Gama which contains a large gymnasium, Olympic pool and diving complex, a Catholic
Church (Nossa Sehnora das Vitorias – Our Lady of the Victories), club offices, enormous
trophy room, souvenir shop, meeting space and even a row of houses. Inside the main
entrance to the club, tiled mosaics depicting Vasco de Gama’s arrival in Calcutta adorn
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the walls (photo 4.15). The heads of former club presidents look down from their
perches.
It is difficult to explain the strong feelings that members and fans of C.R. Vasco
de Gama have towards their stadium. The club, soccer team and stadium are all
fundamental components of individual, family and community identities for millions of
people throughout Brazil. The dominant geographic point of reference for Vascainos
(fans of Vasco de Gama) is the São Januário; the stadium is a symbolic representation of
the collective social history and sporting achievements of the club. As we saw in the
previous chapter, the São Januário was a product of a multitude of social, political and
economic forces that helped to re-position the Portuguese community in the social and
political worlds of Rio de Janeiro and Brazil. The importance of the stadium in redefining the relationships of poor whites, blacks, mulattos and the working class to the
larger society has not been forgotten and is an active part of memorialization among
Vascainos. The local, regional, national and international success of Vasco de Gama’s
soccer team has ensured the longevity of the stadium, and for many years the club was
prosperous, profitable and source of considerable pride for its legions of fans throughout
Brazil. Additionally, the innumerable civic ceremonies held in the stadium have
augmented its position in the conceptual geography of Cariocas and positioned the
stadium as a major public space in Rio de Janeiro.
In the previous chapter, we left the São Januário after it was used to house and
train the Brazilian national team for the 1950 World Cup. Since the 1950s, the stadium
has undergone surprisingly few modifications and has functioned according to the
generalized patterns enumerated in chapters one and two. More than a symbol for the
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Portuguese and Vascaino community, the stadium is a positive symbol of the modernist
project undertaken in Rio de Janeiro in the early decades of the 20th century. The
stadium’s location amid urban decay also positions it as a failure of that very same
modernist project. The São Januário is surrounded by favelas, and the immediate physical
environment is in precipitous decline.67
Unfortunately, the political culture of soccer in Rio de Janeiro and Brazil is
dominated by cartolas, or political strongmen, who are elected by the members of the
clubs. The illegal, clandestine activities of the current Vasco president, Eurico Miranda,
have placed the club in serious financial difficulties and representative a collective failure
to reform the rampant corruption in Brazilian soccer. On the local level the cartolas are
involved in every aspect of club management and frequently use the clubs as a launching
point for political office or mine them for personal economic gain. The problems and
geographic associations associated with the São Januário are well-documented by
Ferreira (2004). For now, it will be sufficient to note that the geographic identities
associated with the stadium are highly variable throughout the city, and do not
necessarily follow a distance-decay pattern. However, these identities are easily

67 The neighborhood of Sao Cristóvão is thought to be a refuge for drug lords fleeing
trouble in the southern zones of the city. The strategic location of the neighborhood in
relation to north-south transportation as well as bus and rail transport, and the relatively
“invisibility” of non-tourist spaces in rio, makes São Cristóvão an ideal hideout when
things get too hot in Rocinha, Pavão-Pavãozinho o Babilonia.
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manipulated by political figures of all kinds, and the stadium is a principal venue for the
courting of votes in local, regional and national elections (Photo 4.16; Ferreira 2004).
In comparing the historical and geographic trajectories of the Estádio das
Laranjeiras and the Estádio São Januário, we can observe the different impacts of
modernization on these spaces. In the former, what was once a site and symbol of an elite
habitus has changed to represent the tastes and values of a broader socio-economic and
geographic spectrum. While the stadium is still associated with the elite, the spatial
practices of a majority of people who identify with it do not pertain to that space.
Because Fluminese Football Club has played the majority of its games in the Maracana
since the 1950s, the geographic associations between the stadium and the neighborhood
have diminished significantly.
In contrast, the Estádio São Januário has functioned as a master symbol for Rio de
Janeiro’s Portuguese community since its construction in 1927. The stadium incorporates
the totality of Lefebvre’s spatial trialectic and is the most recognizable element of club.
This is a space and place that is deeply connected to narratives of Portuguese
colonization, Afro-Brazilian migration, social inclusion, the discourse of “racial
democracy” and formation of modern Brazil. Many, if not all, fans and members of C.R.
Vasco de Gama identify the club as representing the habiti of laboring and middle
classes, and ethnic and national minorities. The geographic associations between the club,
stadium and “imperial” neighborhood of São Cristóvão continue to be very strong, and
prompted the formation of a neighborhood sub-district called Vasco de Gama in 2001
(Ferreira 2004).
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THE MARACANÃ IN THE 21ST CENTURY
For millions of soccer fans around the world, the Maracanã is the world’s most
important shrine and the spiritual home of world soccer (Taylor 1995; Bellos 2002). The
stadium figures heavily in the conceptual geography of Rio de Janeiro, and despite
decades of neglect 90% of fans that frequent the stadium recommend it as a destination
for visitors (O Globo, July 11, 2004 p. 51; Oliciera etal. 2004). The stories that
individuals and collectives tell about their experiences in the Maracanã are seemingly
endless. Even Pope John Paul II had a story to tell about the mass he performed here in
1985. The elliptical enormity of the stadium reduces one’s sense of importance and
highlights the connection between the sky and the field. Perhaps a hundred million
Brazilians have gathered here over five decades, each one confronted with the sky-blue of
the Uruguayan flag, a concretized reminder of Brazil’s greatest national tragedy.
Following the fateful World Cup final of 1950 the Maracanã began to assume its
intended role in the lives of the citizens of Rio de Janeiro. More than a metonym for city
and nation, the stadium became the home for three of the city’s soccer clubs. Beginning
in 1951, Flamengo, Fluminese and Botafogo played their games in the partiallycompleted ellipse, drawing millions of fans per year. By the time of Mario Filho’s death
in 1966 (Mario Filho was a prominent journalist who argued most forcefully for the
creation of the stadium, see Chapter 3), the details of the Maracanã were finally built out
and the stadium was renamed in his honor. The Maracanã is known as much for the
passion and size of the crowds as for its history and “sense of place”. This is the
presumed “birthplace” of Brazilian soccer idols such as Garrincha, Falcao, Zico, Romario
and Ronaldo. Here, Pele scored his officially recognized 1000th goal from a penalty kick.
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The largest recorded stadium crowds (for a non-automotive contest) in modern history
occupied this space. It is the biggest soccer stage in the most successful soccer nation. In
2000, the Municipal government of Rio de Janeiro passed a law to preserve the structure
as a cultural patrimony, forbidding its demolition without the consent of the President of
the Republic (IPHAN 2000). In addition to hosting soccer, athletics, volleyball,
basketball and swimming competitions, the Maracanã complex is used for a multitude of
civic events: military training, public university entrance examinations, school outings. It
is also a primary tourist destination and figures prominently in the conceptual geography
of visitors and residents. The Estádio Mario Filho is a local, regional, national, and
international icon that has had a profound influence on the cultural geography of Rio de
Janeiro (photo 4.20).
While the Estádio Mario Filho continues to figure prominently in the lives of
soccer fans in Rio de Janeiro, in the recent past, there has been considerable discussion
concerning the future of the stadium. This discussion is focused around two principle
themes: management and architectural reform. These discussions have been contentious
at times and have forced a re-evaluation of the role of the stadium in the city and nation.
The management structure of the Maracanã can be considered representative of
the mind-boggling complexity of the Brazilian governmental structure (illustration 4.2).
The reasons for such complexity are both historic and cultural. The complex
governmental bureaucracy of Rio de Janeiro is in part a legacy of the Portuguese who
constructed parallel governments in Rio de Janeiro to rule the empire and the nation in
the 19th Century (Mascarenhas 2004). When the Maracanã was constructed, Rio de
Janeiro was still the capital of Brazil. Local government was organized under the rubric
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of the Distrito Federal (Federal District, much like in Mexico), and by the State of
Guanabara. Thus, three levels of government wielded simultaneous authority over and
housed their various agencies in the same city. Because of the representational and
cultural importance of the stadium, all levels of government were involved in the
construction process or had a political interest in it. In 1948 the municipal government
formed ADEM (Administração dos Estádios Municipais) to oversee the construction
process. This agency had to respond to the mayor, governor, and president. It is perhaps
not surprising that soon after construction began, it was halted for several months due to
administrative and judicial delay (Moura 1998, 35-37).
The removal of the Federal District to Brasilia in 1960 simplified and lessened the
bureaucratic burden of the city, but complexities still abounded. In 1970, ADEM’s
responsibility for the Maracanã was transferred from the Municipality of Rio de Janeiro
to the State of Guanabara. When the State of Rio de Janeiro (the old Federal District that
had been transformed into a state) fused with the State of Guanabara in 1975, ADEM was
eliminated in favor of the Superentendencia do Esportes do Estado do Rio de Janeiro
(SUDERJ).
During my field work in 2004, two events exposed the inadequacies regarding the
management structure of the Maracanã: the final game of the 2004 Copa do Brasil
between Flamengo and Santo André and the indictment of Eduardo Viana, the long-time
president of the Rio de Janeiro State Soccer Federation (FERJ). The first incident deals
with institutional responsibility for the day to day management of the Maracanã stadium
complex, and the second with the corruption and strongman politics that are an
unmistakable element of soccer in Rio de Janeiro.
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The Copa do Brazil 2004
On Wednesday June 30, 2004, more than 75,000 people descended on the
Maracanã to see Flamengo, the team with the largest fan base in Brazil, take on Santo
André, a second division team from the interior of São Paulo state, in the final game of
the Brazilian Cup. Many thousands of fans never made it inside. A pulsating mass of
human bodies gathered outside the gates, pushing and shoving to maintain balance,
looking for a way into the stadium. Surrounded by mounted police and cordoned off by
riot police linking batons, the crowd became increasingly anxious to enter the stadium as
game time approached; no one seemed to know what was causing the delay. The
turnstiles were functioning properly but the police forces responsible for frisking
individuals as they enter the stadium decided to make every person pass underneath a
single baton held between two officers. This created a very effective bottleneck and the
crowd swelled in an unorganized mass several thousand people strong. As more people
continued to arrive, mounted police forced their way through the crowd giving blows
where necessary to clear a path. Those who tried to by-pass the bottleneck were beaten or
shoved away. Police cars nudged and forced their way across the crowd, ignoring the
open streets available to them. One could see that women and children were in danger of
being run over, beaten or trampled. At a lateral entrance to the stadium, military police
shot tear gas into the crowd, beating some of those who had fallen to the ground (O
Globo, p.38, 2 July 2004). At the main entrance to the stadium, nervous groups of tourists
lined up waiting for an opening to dart through. I was standing with a group of Flamengo
fans when a caravan of buses carrying Santo Andre supporters passed. A shower of rocks
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and bottles broke a majority of the windows of the buses and the Military Police charged
the crowd with batons raised.
Beyond the immediacy of the stadium, thousands of cars were deadlocked; no
police had been dispatched to control traffic. O Globo estimated that two thousand people
listened to the game in their cars, tickets in hand (1 July 2004). After the game, won by
Santo Andre, “revolted fans began to break windows of cars parked around the stadium,
robbed people in cars as well as pedestrians. It was a large scale assault with the Military
Police nowhere to be found” (O Globo, p.38, 2 July 2004). One fan broke through the
bodyguards surrounding the president of Flamengo and punched him in the face. One
member of the Military Police lost an eye and another was hospitalized from homemade
bombs thrown into their midst.
In the days following the game, the media initiated a debate as to who should take
responsibility for the chaos. Television stations showed clips of the confusion and
newspaper columnists expressed their dismay over the reprehensible state of
organization. The Maracanã appeared to be in a crisis situation, and the president of the
CBF (Brazilian Soccer Federation), Ricardo Teixiera suggested that the stadium be
demolished. His comments gained him an immediate audience with the President of the
Republic, Luiz Ignacio “Lula” da Silva (photo 4.22).
In interviews with the media, the president of SUDERJ (Superintendent of Sports
of Rio de Janeiro State), Francisco Carvalho, suggested that the violence and
disorganization was a “social problem” and a “generalized fault of education amongst the
populace”. He considered the unruly behavior of the fans to be the responsibility of the
soccer clubs. He did take responsibility for the unexpected overcrowding of the special
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seating section. This overcrowding was attributed to the free admissions given to more
than 1,200 children under the age of fourteen to a reserved “family space” designed to
hold 5,800 fans. He could not be accountable for the thousand-odd counterfeit tickets
that had been rejected at the turnstiles.
The head of the Special Group of Stadium Police, which has a court and jail
inside the stadium, assured O Globo that the Maracanã was safer than it had ever been.
He pointed to a recent decline in criminal incidents in the stadium, noting only three
incidents on the night in question. He made this assertion despite the fact that rival drug
trafficking factions had forced their way into the stadium and that the press area and field
had been invaded during the game (O Globo, 2 July 2004, p.38). For their part, the
Military Police justified their aggressive tactics on the grounds that they were afraid of a
large-scale invasion of the stadium by these same rival drug trafficking factions.
Neither SUDERJ, FERJ, the CBF (Brazilian Soccer Federation), the Military
Police, the two clubs involved, nor the Guarda Municipal investigated the events of June
30, 2004.68 The spiritual home of world soccer appeared to be at sea without a captain.
The indictment of Eduardo Viana
A second event that generated more concern about the unwieldy, opaque
organization of the Maracanã was the indictment of the president of the Rio de Janeiro

68 The Guarda Municipal is responsible for controlling traffic flow to and from the
stadium. Their lack of organization, coupled with the large amount of cars, forced several
thousand spectators to listen to the game on their car radios, tickets in hand.
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State Soccer Federation (FERJ), Eduardo Viana, on October 6, 2004. I had met Dr. Viana
some weeks previously at the stadium of AAA Portuguesa and we were interviewed on
the same radio show (Radio Carioca). In addition to his unprecedented two-decade reign
as president of FERJ, Dr. Viana is a professor of sociology at the UERJ (State University
of the Rio de Janeiro), located a goal kick away from the Maracanã. During my time at
the UERJ, I heard various stories concerning Viana’s strong-man tactics, which included
keeping a loaded pistol in his desk which he used to threaten or intimidate unwanted
visitors.
Viana’s indictment for formation of a thievery ring, abuse of power, fraud, and
identity falsification was the result of an eighteen months long investigation by the
Division for Repression of Organized Crime (DRACO) (Journal dos Sports, 8 October
2004, p. 2). Viana, along with five other functionaries of FERJ were suspected of
diverting more than 886,000 Reales (about 280,000 dollars at the time) of gate receipts
from the Maracanã into private bank accounts during the Rio de Janeiro State
Championships in 2003. It was the fourth time criminal charges had been leveled against
Viana during his tenure as president of FERJ. On all previous occasions the charges were
dismissed (Mascarenhas 2004). Lawyers for Viana and FERJ asserted that the actuarial
differences “owed to the fact that the value for the tickets of the white-seated tribune
[which have a higher value than other sections of the stadium] are not made public and
for this, they are not directly accountable”. The problem for Viana is that the number of
white seats is far less than the amount of money missing (Lance, 7 October 2004, p.15).
Viana took an immediate leave of absence from his position for “reasons of health”. The
judicial proceedings against the six FERJ functionaries will continue for some time.
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Before and after these events, I interviewed Iota Cardoso, head of the press
division of SUDERJ and Sergio Antonio Emilião, the Vice President of SUDERJ, as well
as a member of the FERJ administration (whose asked to remain anonymous) in an
attempt to understand the organizational structure of the Maracanã. They were able to
explain the complex management of the stadium, but were unable to give me clear
answers regarding institutional responsibility for the events that transpire in and around
it.
If we begin at the global scale and working towards the local, FIFA is the
governing body of world soccer. CONMEBOL is the acronym of the South American
Soccer Confederation, one of six regional divisions in the world. The CBF (Brazilian
Soccer Federation) directs all soccer in Brazil, which is in turn divided into twenty-six
state federations. FERJ is the organizing body for all amateur and professional soccer in
the state of Rio de Janeiro. The FERJ organizes state championships for its three
divisions and is subject to the rules and regulations of the CBF, CONMEBOL, and FIFA
when its member teams participate in the three divisions of the Brazilian National
League. When local teams cannot provide their own stadiums to host games, FERJ leases
the Maracanã from SUDERJ.
SUDERJ is responsible for the maintenance of the Maracanã complex and Estádio
Caio Martins in suburban Niteroi (see map 4.1). When the various stadiums built to host
the 2007 Pan American Games are complete, they will also fall under the jurisdiction of
SUDERJ. The head of this state government agency is appointed by the Governor of the
State of Rio de Janeiro, who at the time of writing is the first cousin of the current
president of SUDERJ. SUDERJ employs 380 full time administrators and staff in
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addition to 1000 operarios. SUDERJ has its own engineering corps, police force, fire
brigade, civil defense corps, press secretary, archivists, restaurant workers, museum
employees, lifeguards (for the swimming complex), and tourist guides. Thus, the day to
day administration and maintenance of the stadium complex is carried out by more than
1300 full-time employees. SUDERJ leases stadium space to commercial interests,
religious groups, the Military Police (for training and orientation), private groups, and
concert promoters. The land that the SUDERJ stadium complexes occupy is not subject
to taxation from the Municipality of Rio de Janeiro.
Since the 1950s, Flamengo and Fluminese, two of Rio’s largest clubs have played
the majority of their “home” games in the Maracanã.69 For reasons that are not entirely
clear, when the two other major teams from Rio de Janeiro, Vasco da Gama and
Botafogo are scheduled to play against either Flamengo or Fluminese, the games are
always held in the Maracanã, despite the fact that the former two teams have their own
stadiums.70 FERJ leases the stadium from SUDERJ, provides tickets and turnstiles, staffs
the ticket booths, hires game officials and asses the “risk potential” of each game in
coordination with the Guarda Municipal, federal Military Police, and the special stadium
69 Following the construction of a stadium in Volta Redonda, located mid-way between
Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, the municipality of Volta Redonda began to court
Fluminese and Flamengo, paying the teams 100,000 Reales for playing Brazilian league
games there. This has proved enormously successful for the city and the teams.
70 Botafogo also plays in a SUDERJ operated stadium, Caio Martins, which is located
across the Bay of Guanabara in the municipality of Niteroi.
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police unit (GEPE, formed in 2001). Once SUDERJ has met the infrastructural
requirements for the event, they are only responsible for maintaining that infrastructure
(fire brigade, structural soundness, lights, electricity, etc.). The profits that SUDERJ
receives from the game go into the state treasury. The gate receipts are collected by FERJ
and carried into a secure room within the stadium (I was forbidden to know where in the
stadium this place is located). The Estatuto do Torcedor (Statute of the Fan) of 2003,
essentially a bill of rights for soccer fans, requires that the gate receipts, match events,
and attendance be made available for public view. One of the charges made against
Eduardo Viana and his FERJ colleagues was a violation of this law.
The Maracanã is the only stadium I am aware of that has developed a judicial and
detention center within the bowels of the stadium. Brazilian law has special provisions
for criminal acts carried out in stadium space. For instance, if a fan is arrested for
throwing a bottle at a police officer outside the confines of the stadium, he or she will be
tried by a different set of laws than if the bottle had been thrown inside the stadium. Fans
caught violating the law in the Maracanã are brought before a magistrate, arraigned and
placed in jail without ever leaving the stadium.
In my attempts to find information regarding soccer clubs and stadiums in the
State of Rio de Janeiro, I spent several weeks trying to gain an audience with directors of
FERJ. Much to my surprise, the institution responsible for the organization of all soccer
in the state did not possess a comprehensive list of teams or stadiums. Within the
confines of the FERJ headquarters, located between the UERJ and the Maracanã, there
was a distinct air of secrecy. Phone numbers were given reluctantly, and I was not
allowed to interview anyone in the management structure of the Federation. The level of
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disorganization and secrecy was, I believe, a product of Viana’s eighteen-year tenure as
president of the Federation, which he ran as his personal fiefdom. A classic example of a
cartola (political strongman), it is unlikely that Viana’s plundering of the FERJ coffers
will result in a criminal conviction.
Nearly every event that takes place in the Estádio Mario Filho is subject to
international, continental, national, state and local regulations. The self-proclaimed
“largest stadium in the world”, possesses the largest bureaucratic structure in the world.
This structure allows the stadium to function as part of a public works program controlled
by political strongmen who have little interest in changing the institutional structure. The
recent events in and around the Maracanã suggest that drastic change is necessary. The
pressures of globalization and the exigencies of international regulations are driving this
need.
One of the elements of the Maracanã that has changed in recent years is its
internal architecture. The logics for this change are economic and cultural, functional
and symbolic. The internal architecture of the Maracanã was essentially unchanged from
1950 until 1998. Although the stadium was closed for six months in 1991 for structural
reinforcement, there were no functional or cosmetic changes. The elliptical form of the
gigantic concrete bowl frequently saw crowds of up to 180,000. In 1998, the capacity of
the stadium was reduced through the introduction of plastic seats in the open bleacher
sections. Tickets were no longer issued for a section of the stadium, but for a particular
seat and row within that section. Additionally, more than thirty luxury boxes were
installed. These boxes are leased to corporations and wealthy individuals who pay as
upwards of 300,000 Reales (approximately US$ 90,000) to SUDERJ for a five year lease.
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In addition to raising revenues for SUDERJ, the luxury boxes also had the effect of
cutting of air circulation through the stadium, exacerbating the prodigious summer heat
generated in the concrete bowl.
The Maracanã was designed as a “democratic” space. The original structure of the
stadium was comprised of four differentiated areas: the “palco de honor” or dignitaries
box, arquibancadas (large stands), cadeiras cobertas (covered seating) and the geral
(general section). The vast majority of the stadium was occupied by the arquibancada
which are simple concrete gradations. The geral was considered to be the populist heart
of the Maracanã. The geral is closest to the action, and has a ground level view of the
field. If seated, there is no view of the field, so the fans are forced to stand on eight-inch
tiered steps that lead down to the two meter wide moat surrounding the field (photo 4.24).
Up to 25,000 people can fit in the geral. In 2004, an entrance to this section was only
three Reales (U$S 0.95).

It is in the geral that the foot soldiers of the torcidas

organizadas (organized fan groups) stage mock battles against the police and rival
torcidas.71 The space between rival fans is occupied by Military Police and German
Shepard attack dogs.
In September of 2004, SUDERJ announced that the Maracanã would be closed
for five months following the carioca championships in 2005. The geral section, would
71 I use the term “mock battles” because the overwhelming police presence effectively
eliminates the possibility of real battles from breaking out in the stadium. The torcidas
stand as closely together as they can and shout abuse at each other across an empty space
patrolled by riot police with attack dogs.
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be eliminated and 18,000 seats would replace it. In order to improve the sightlines, the
field is scheduled to be lowered 1.2 meters. In addition to these reforms, two new
entrances to the covered seating sections are going to be installed, plus sixty security
cameras will be added. The number of bathrooms will also increase, and there will be
2,800 new parking spaces. In 1999, there was a similar scheme to modernize the
Maracanã, “the majority of which did not leave paper”. (O Globo, 17 September 2004,
“Stadium of plastic” p.17). In anticipation of a public uproar over the loss of cheap seats,
the state governor promised that she would work to maintain prices at their current level.
In my interviews with SUDERJ functionaries, I was told that only a small section of the
redesigned geral would be available at current prices. The other seats will be the best in
the stadium and will probably cost ten to twenty times more than a current ticket to the
geral.
In the media, reaction to the proposed elimination of the geral was negative. In
my interviews with fans in the geral, I found a mixture of opinions. I encountered people
who, like me, were in the geral for the first or second time so that they could have the
experience of it before it was eliminated. I also found people who had been frequenting
this section of the stadium for more than forty years. One gentleman said, “I have
resigned myself to the loss of this space. No longer will I be free to walk up and down,
following the action of the game. I don’t believe that SUDERJ has the interests of the
public in mind, they are just trying to make some more money. I will still come to the
Maracanã, but it will never be the same again.”
During my interview with the Vice-President of SUDERJ, he stated that the
changes proposed for the geral section of the stadium would be consistent with a change
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in the social logics of the stadium. An average of 750 fans uses the geral section to watch
games. The sightlines are poor, there are no services available, and it is notoriously
difficult to police. He suggests that people who come to the Maracanã to watch games are
beginning to expect a higher level of comfort. With the proliferation of cable and payper-view services, more people are inclined to watch games from home or at bars than
risk the uncertainty of the stadium, much less the geral. He noted that very few women,
children or elderly use the geral and that the consistent violence between fans and police
was a deterrent. The reforms are justified, he said, because the “Brazilian population has
evolved to expect more from their public spaces. This ecumenical temple needs to reflect
the needs and desires of the people and the proposed architectural renovations will
reposition the Maracanã among the great stadiums in the world.”
There is empirical evidence to suggest that the behavior and expectations of
Brazilian fans has changed over the last fifteen years. The proliferation of cable television
has brought the stadium to every street corner bar in Brazil, and many people prefer to
watch games amongst friends and neighbors, rather than run the risk of violence and
discomfort at the stadium. Forty nine percent of stadium goers say that they do not bring
their children to the stadium because of violence, and 43 percent say that their attendance
at matches has diminished in recent years due to violence in and around the stadium
(Oliceira 2004). Meanwhile, cleared of less rowdy fans, the torcidas organizadas have
been able to exert more of an influence in stadium space, making it an even less attractive
entertainment option for the middle-classes. O Globo has defined the relationship of the
fans and the stadium as a mixture of pride and fear (11 July 2004).
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While there has been a discernable change in the behavior patterns of Rio’s fans,
the larger cultural logics have not changed. Soccer and stadium administrators in Brazil
continue to look to Europe for models. The 2004 European Championships were held in
Portugal in ten new or remodeled stadiums. During the tournament, these stadiums came
to represent the possible future of Brazilian soccer (photo 4.26). Predictably, the
discourse did not revolve around the massive public investment necessary to construct
modern stadiums, nor the changes in the experience and culture of the stadium that result
from a highly surveiled, territorialized space. The most modern stadium in Brazil, the
Arena Baixada in Coritiba, is the probably the model for future stadium development
projects in Brazil. This rectangular, all-seater stadium is smaller than the circular, large
capacity stadiums built in Brazil during the period from 1950-1980. This stadium is
representative of the new social and political economy of soccer in Brazil which
prioritizes the absolute security and comfort of spectators at the expense of more
inclusive public spaces (Holzmeister 2005). Brazilian stadiums appears to be headed for
greater comfort and luxury in order to attract more sedate middle and upper middle class
crowd and their disposable income. The recent reforms undertaken in the Maracanã are
emblematic of this process.
While it was falling into disrepair, the Maracanã played host to famous
performers, Pope John Paul II, and countless local, regional, national, and international
soccer games. Beset by corruption, unwieldy bureaucratic structures, aesthetic defects,
and functional inconsistencies, the Maracanã has come to represent for some the larger
conditions of Brazilian and carioca social and cultural conditions. For others, the
Maracanã remains a proud symbol of the city and the nation.
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A report in the Journal dos Sports (17 Sept 2004) featured interviews with
stadium goers that implied that the reforms are being effected so that the governing
bodies of sport can make more money off the Maracanã. The geral was a place where the
people can run back and forth with the action, yell encouragement and abuse at the teams.
The geral was widely considered to be a place of diversion for the lower classes who
cannot afford to pay for a ticket in a seated area. It was in the geral that fans could hear
the pre-game prayers of the teams emanating from the locker rooms, or listen in on the
half-time exhortations of irate coaches. In my interviews with fans in the geral I found a
mixed response to the proposed changes. Some were enthusiastic about the change but all
were convinced that the proposed changes would elevate the ticket prices. The Journal
dos Esportes, as well as the governor of the State of Rio de Janeiro, errantly suggested
that the Maracanã will return to being the largest in the world, with a capacity for 90,000
spectators. This will rank it well behind a number of collegiate stadiums in the United
States. There is a generalized discourse surrounding the Maracanã that exaggerates its
size and spectator capacity. For many years, the Maracanã was “o maior estádio do
mundo” or the biggest stadium in the world. The changes to the internal architecture of
the Maracanã have eliminated the veracity of this claim despite the persistence of the
phrase in SUDERJ literature.
The desire for increased order in the stadiums of Rio de Janeiro is contradicted by
the opacity and corruption of soccer’s controlling interests. The architectural
modernization of the Maracanã has not been matched by a commensurate modernization
of the institutional structures that support it. In my opinion, the Maracanã embodies many
of the contradictions of Brazilian society. On the one hand, it is one of the most
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recognized, and cherished symbols of Brazilian soccer and has functioned for more than
half a century as an public space in the geographic heart of Rio de Janeiro. On the other
hand, the stadium is controlled as a private fiefdom by corrupt bureaucrats who use the
stadium to augment their political and economic power. The recent architectural reforms
intended to modernize the Maracanã have struck at the core of the stadium’s democratic
ideology, the geral. However, without the reforms, the Maracanã would probably risk
demolition because its open spaces do not meet the standards of a globalizing political
economy of sport. For many, the sacrifice of the geral was a fair price to pay for the
preservation of the stadium, which will continue to play a prominent role in the lives of
cariocas.
Conceived as a modernist project that would provide a positive public space for
the development of Brazilian society, the Maracanã embodies a sporting ideology that
continues to exert a powerful influence on the cultural landscape of Rio de Janeiro.
Examples of contemporary stadium-related, ideological social projects in Rio are the
extensive building programs undertaken in preparation for the 2007 Pan American
games. These projects are taking form throughout the city and include a new 45,000 seat
stadium in the western suburb of Engenho do Dentro (see map 4.2). The design,
development and proposed uses of the spaces associated with the 2007 Pan American
Games are subjects for future research. Here I provide some initial observations that will
demonstrate the continuity of discursive practice in the sporting landscapes of Rio de
Janeiro.
Driving north along the elevated freeway from the southern neighborhoods of
Leblon, Ipanema and Copacabana one passes the Sambadromo, or Sambadrome. This is
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the epicenter of the Carnival festivals where the samba schools perform parade in front of
spectators and judges. In 2004, the top of the Sambadromo was emblazoned with a thirty
meter long banner that read: “No Rio, esporte quere dizer futuro” – In Rio, sport is the
future. This slogan suggests that the solution to the social ills of the city can be resolved
through the production of sporting spaces and organizations. The implication is that the
approximately one hundred million dollar investment in housing, transportation, and
sporting infrastructure for the 2007 Pan American Games will effectively solve many of
Rio de Janeiro’s social problems.72 Similar to the discourses that surrounded the
construction of the Maracanã in the late 1940s, the stadium and infrastructure projects of
the 2007 Pan American games are attempting to transform the radically uneven social
geography of Rio de Janeiro through the transformation of the urban landscape.
CONCLUSION
As with the gladiatorial games of the Romans, both communal organization and
social hierarchy take spatial forms in the Brazilian stadium (Guttman 1990, 23). For more

72 On a positive note, the Olympic style housing being developed for the games is
scheduled to turn into public housing projects once the Games have been played. Located
in the southern suburb of Barra de Tijuca, the Pan American Village will be “encircled by
a ring of vegetation to provide for the healthful isolation of the athletes”
(www.cob.org.br). The processes by which this housing development built to host 8,000
athletes is incorporated into the urban fabric will be interesting to watch.
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than a century, stadiums in Rio de Janeiro have reflected and changed the structure,
ideologies, and identities of Brazilian society. The stadium forces us to reconcile and
recognize the underlying organization, trajectories and discontinuities of society. These
conflicts exist in other arenas of social life, but rarely are they so compactly, structurally
and ritually presented as they are in the stadium.
Urban landscapes are imbued with ideologies and discourses (Duncan 1990;
Cosgrove 1985). This is demonstrated dramatically in Rio de Janeiro where the beauty of
the natural landscape collides with the deplorable living conditions in the favelas or is
mirrored in the elegant buildings and neighborhoods of the middle and upper classes. As
we saw in the early years of the development of soccer in Rio de Janeiro, sport and
spatial practices were always discursively and ideologically laden. Since the late 19th
Century, Brazilians have considered sport to be a civilizing mechanism; the spaces of
sport are the structural mechanisms where the processes of socialization associated with
institutionalized sport occur (Azeredi 1930; Caldas 1990; Gama 1996; Witler 1982;
Ramos 1984; 1990). Yet how can this sentiment be reconciled with the presence of focus
violence, decay, chaos and corruption? These spaces now form an integral part of social
reform agendas as city managers, government agencies and non-governmental agencies
look for ways to deal with the crises generated by the increasing socio-economic
polarization of Rio de Janeiro.
The ideology that sport provides a positive socio-space for community identity is
deeply implicated in the generalized processes that I have outlined in the preceding
pages. Part of the reason for this is that local and national sporting identities are a
fundamental part of local and national identities in Brazil. The international success of
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Brazilian soccer (and volleyball) teams and players has centralized the notion that sport is
one of the few legal mechanisms available to the poor to escape the structural conditions
of poverty. The cultural centrality of sport, actuated in the space of the stadium, does
nothing to change the existing socio-economic structures. To the contrary, this success of
Brazilian soccer on the international stage is largely a product of economic polarization.
This ensures that Brazil will continue to be successful in international sport because the
poor will continue to strive to escape poverty through sport practice. Because sport is
considered to be a civilizing force and because it re-enforces the historically centrality of
sporting identities, the production and use of sport-space is a reflection of dominant
ideologies, discourses, and socio-economic structures. Stadium development projects
such as those underway for the 2007 Pan American games are a continuation of the
processes through which sport reflects the stratified social, cultural, and geographic
landscapes of Rio de Janeiro.
In Rio de Janeiro, local geographic identity is complexly linked to social
stratification. Industrial neighborhoods such as São Cristóvão and Bangu have very few
urban amenities, and the soccer teams and stadiums serve as collective representations of
neighborhood identity. In the wealthier southern neighborhoods of Ipanema, Leblon and
Barra de Tijuca there is an absence of stadiums and the spaces of the beach, commercial
zone, restaurant district, or park serve as mechanisms of social integration and identity.
In addition to reflecting and reproducing social spaces, ideologies and discourses,
the stadiums of Rio de Janeiro continue to function as stages for the social, cultural, and
political dramas of the city. The ritualized confrontations between teams (and their fans)
that occur in the stadiums are anchored in geographic, labor, ethnic, and class identities.
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Brazilians describe their allegiance to a team or club through the use of personal
adjectives. When asking someone about which team they support, one might ask: “O que
e seu time?” or “What is your team”. A likely response would be “Sou Botafoguense” or
“Sou Vascaino” – much in the way that one might say “I am a Brazilian”, these phrases
position the person as a subject of the team, something immutable and unchanging. There
is an axiom regarding team identity in Brazil: “You can change your job, your wife, your
house, even your gender – but you can never change your team.”
Most residents of Rio de Janeiro (even those who never go to the stadium or have
no interest in soccer) are familiar with the histories of all the major clubs and teams in the
city. The rise and fall of team fortunes is the starting point for conversations and can lead
to gross generalizations about the social, ethnic or class composition of the clubs. Some
relationships between clubs are more harmonious than others. For example, Botafogo and
Vasco da Gama refer to each other as cousins or brothers, while the relationship between
Vasco and Flamengo is best described as one of virulent distaste. The historical
knowledge of clubs, stadiums, and the accomplishments of teams in the local, national,
and international competitions forms an integral and continuous part of the social history
of the city and nation.
The four stadiums highlighted in this chapter describe four very different
trajectories through geographic and social space (figure 4.1). Figueira de Melo tells the
story of a small community association that once featured prominently in the soccer
world of the city and nation. Its past sporting successes have been preserved in the larger
social memory, yet the stadium and club have been shunted into a peripheral position
through the unequally applied dynamics of global capital and urban morphology. The
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club is in crisis, which can be understood as a reflection of neighborhood-based
community organizations throughout Rio de Janeiro (photos 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5).
The Estádio das Laranjeiras was one of the most influential stadium spaces in all
of Latin America (photos 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.10, 4.11). Constructed as a site of
modernist accomplishment, the stadium remains the province of an elite socio-economic
class, yet has broader significance for many elements of Brazilian society. The continued
association of the club with elitist refinement and the terrible degradation of the po-dearroz, speaks to the enduring power of stadiums in a collective social memory and the
decoupling of that space from its original signification (photo 5.6).
The Estádio São Januário reveals intersecting discourses of social marginalization
and the problems of constructing a multi-ethnic democracy. Co-opted as a site of power
by Brazilian president Getulio Vargas, the stadium has been an instrument for the
exercise of political and economic power for several generations. The stadium is a
powerful locus of historically situated ethnic, labor, and geographic identities that help to
frame larger discussions of class and marginality in Rio de Janeiro.
The Maracanã, conceived and constructed as a monument to Brazilian ingenuity,
skill, and society bears the stain of Brazil’s greatest national tragedy. Yet despite its
inauspicious beginnings, the stadium has become a site and symbol of cultural processes,
and an integral part of the collective imagination of the city and nation. The stain has not
been erased because of the powerful and lasting impact the loss to the Uruguayans has
had on national consciousness. The Maracanã is a place for the ritualized renewal of
social bonds and stands as a symbolic representation of the democratic ideals of the
Brazilian Republic. And while it is frequently neither orderly nor progressive, its public
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nature and powerful symbolism establishes connections between the local, national and
the global.
In part, this is a story of increasing social participation. The stadiums of Rio de
Janeiro emerged as spaces and places where British and Brazilian elites could engage in
sporting competitions amongst themselves. This suggests that from the beginning, the
stadium was a site for the expression of economic power, cultural exclusivity and social
control. As soccer diffused through the city the social, cultural and racial boundaries that
defined stadium space were challenged from “below”. After these challenges had
“democratized” the space of the stadium, the state intervened and appropriated the space
of the stadium for its own ends. While the elites were no longer superior on the field of
play, they maintained their control of the financing and regulation of sport. Over time this
power has become concentrated in fewer hands, and if it is shared at all, it is with
organized crime more than the people in the stands.
The use of the stadium as a political tool has a long history in Rio de Janeiro and
is part of the ongoing social and cultural history of the city. However, the proliferation of
smaller stadiums such as Figueira de Melo demonstrates that stadiums also serve to
anchor local identities, function as nodes in a wider network of sport and economic
production, and accentuate neighborhood solidarities. Although most, if not all, of the
clubs of Rio de Janeiro are under intense financial pressure, these smaller stadiums and
clubs continue to play an important role in binding together an increasingly fragmented
society.
It should be emphasized that there are other stadiums in Rio de Janeiro that also
function as sites and symbols of socio-cultural processes. In addition to the four clubs and
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stadiums I have focused on there are twenty-eight more soccer clubs in the city and a
total of eighty-nine in the state of Rio de Janeiro (Appendix B). Each of these clubs and
their associated spaces form part of the larger social and spatial institutions of sport. I
have investigated many of these stadiums (Appendix A). My research has shown that
each stadium and club is deeply imbricated in localized identity formations,
neighborhood histories, community organizational structures and relationships to the city
and nation.
It should also be noted that stadiums in Rio de Janeiro are not exclusively
dedicated to soccer. In particular, the Joqui Club in Gavea, the Sambodromo, and two
stadiums dedicated to car and motorcycle racing offer distinct visions of the geography of
the city. These stadiums also warrant extensive examination. A comparative analysis
would offer excellent contrasts to the social, cultural, economic and political geographies
of soccer stadiums in the city.
It is fair to say that in Brazil, time has been measured by the quadrennial playing
of the FIFA World Cup since 1950. The matrix of stadiums in the city informs us about
historical and geographic processes that contributed to the production of urban space, the
narratives and identities associated with neighborhoods, ethnic, class and labor groups
and the ways in which these different groups come together to form a sense of what is
means to be Brazilian. There can be no doubt that Brazilian identity is deeply rooted in
the space of the stadium, and that the stadiums of Rio de Janeiro were, and are,
instrumental to making sense of the culture and geography of the city and nation. Rio de
Janeiro is one of very few cities in the world where the proliferation of stadiums has
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influenced the urban cultural landscape to such a large degree. It is to another of these
cities that we turn to next: Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Map 4.1

Stadiums in Rio de Janeiro, 2006.
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Photo 4.1

Aerial photo of downtown Rio de Janeiro. The Maracanã is the clearly
visible white oval on the left. The São Januário, Figueira de Melo and
Laranjeiras stadiums are circled in black.
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Figure 4.1

Photo 4.2

Schematic interpretation of four stadiums in Rio de Janeiro. The categories
are 1) Social category 2) Relationship with time 3) Social category 4)
Cultural domain 5) Cultural significance 6) Architectural style 7)
Architectural class 8) Landscape classification

Estadio Figueira de Melo
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Photo 4.3

The Estadio Figueira de Melo with “Champion 1926” written on the
wall. The back of the stadium is shared with an abandoned factory.
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Photo 4.4

Estadio Figueira de Melo. Note the missing lights and the area where the
stands have been removed to provide revenue from monthly parking. A
favela rises up the hill in the background.
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Photo 4.5

The Avenida Brasil running up against the Estádio Figueira de Melo.
The hilltop upon which Cristo Redentor stands is just to the right of the
light stanchion.
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Photo 4.6 Fluminese mascot. Taken from
http://www.fluminese.com.br
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PHOTO 4.7

Photo 4.8

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE SÃO JANUÁRIO

Mural inside the São Januário depicting the arrival of Vasco de Gama’s
fleet in Calcutta.
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Photo 4.9

Vasco political propaganda. Flyer
passed out around the Sao
Januario promoting a candidate
from the Communist Party
ofBrazil (CPB). The heading
reads: “In defense of Vasco and
for the good of Rio. I want to
honor the name of Vasco in the
Municipal Chambers.”

Photo 4.10

Smoke from a fireworks display
fills the São Januário following
the introduction of the team before
a game.
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Photo 4.11
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The front of the chapel
“Nossa Senhora das Vitorias”
behind the north goal in the
São Januário complex

Photo 4.12

The Maracanã from the north. Rodrigo Nunes Photo.
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Photo 4.13

Photo 4.14

A Botafogo torcida organizada is herded towards the Maracana by
mounted police. The favela Manguiera rises up the hillside in the
background.

The entrance to the geral, 2004. Author photo.
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Photo 4.15

In the geral. Author photo.
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Photo 4.16

Maracanã crowd.
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Photo 4.17

Smoke rising in the Maracanã. Author photo.
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Photo 4.18

The Quinta de Boa Vista and the Maracanã. Author photo.
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Photo 4.19

The Maracanã at night.
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Figure 4.2

Management structure of the Maracanã
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Photo 4.20

Audience with the president. Ricardo Teixeira, president of the CBF,
gained an audience with President Luis Ignacio Lula da Silva for his
comments regarding the demolition of the Maracana. The caption reads:
“Oh Richardo Teixeira, what’s this story about demolishing the
Maracana? – you’re joking! No, I’m serious! You’re joking!”. From O
Globo.
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Photo 4.21

The Maracanã and the tourist city. In this tourist map of Rio de Janeiro,
the Maracanã marks the northern limit of the city. The northern
neighborhoods of the city are completely eliminated from tourist
conceptions of place.
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Photo 4.22 “Path to success”. This
magazine article
uses the stadiums
constructed for
the 2004
European
Championships in
Portugal as a
developmental
model for
stadiums in
Brazil.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Buenos Aires: the City of Stadiums
As the bus rolls along the Rio de la Plata towards the working class neighborhood
of La Boca, it steadily fills with fans wearing the blue and yellow shirts of Club Atlético
Boca Juniors. Legend has it that these colors were chosen when team founders adopted
the flag of the next ship they saw pull into port. It was a Swedish ship, and more than a
century later, blue and yellow flags adorn some houses of this impoverished barrio. By
the time the bus arrives at the Casa Amarilla, Boca’s training ground situated next to the
stadium, it is standing room only and very loud.
Descending from the bus, we are met by smoke billowing from an enormous
parrilla decorated with Boca flags. Music blasts from a portable stereo and a dozen
people are scattered around the grill drinking beer from liter bottles. On offer are chorizo
(pork sausage) and morcilla (blood sausage), and for two pesos I treat myself to an
excellent choripan topped with chimichurri sauce. My friend buys a morcipan and we
relish in the taste. Hundreds of people file past, making their way to the gates. The
Bombonera rises up in the distance; the singing can be heard from half a kilometer.
“What will the score be?” I ask one of the men standing around the grill. “Tres a cero,
goles de Schavi, Delgado y Tevez.”
Walking towards the stadium’s hundred foot walls, we are incorporated into a
blue and yellow sea of fans. Groups of young men loiter dispassionately along the broken
sidewalk, sizing up the crowd. The game is sold out and disappointed fans are turned
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away from the heavily barred ticket windows. Parents carry young children, jersey clad
couples trot, and heavily tattooed groups of young men swagger towards the gates as
vendors of flags, scarves and hats clamor for their attention. A long line has formed in
front of police barricades; there is a swarm of activity ahead. When our turn comes we
step in front of a police officer, raise our arms and are perfunctorily searched. Even a
modest attempt at concealment would allow one to bring a flask, fireworks, or weapons
into the stadium. Passing through the checkpoint, we take care to avoid the mounted
police lording over the crowd. The helmeted officers are not there to comfort and we are
cautioned not to take a picture. We pass under enormous murals depicting life in La
Boca: labor, tango, and the glories of Boca Juniors. Skipping by a formidable line of riot
police, we are ushered through the turnstiles and into a concrete cave smelling of urine
and smoke. The beating of drums quickens our climb up the narrow concrete steps.
An hour before kickoff we emerge into the light of day. Tens of thousands of fans
have arrived long before and have decorated the stadium for the game. They hang large
banners in team colors that are emblazoned with the names of their neighborhoods:
BUDGE, MORON, TIGRE, SAN JUSTO, SAN MARTIN. Large flags decorated with
stars, marijuana leaves, Rolling Stones iconography, and airbrushed paintings of famous
players wave in the assembling crowd. As the popular fills, the teams warm up on the
immaculate grass. As the teams disappear into the bowels of the stadium to prepare for
battle, fans climb up and shake the fences to jeer the visitors.
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A throaty, human tide rises to fill the stadium. A large, empty space emerges in
the center of the popular. From here the barra brava will orchestrate the spectacle.73
There is no need to reserve this space, it is theirs. Hundreds of police take up their
positions and stand guard in the large, empty spaces between rival fans and along the
interior of the field. Police in riot gear enter the field and firemen ready their hoses. If it is
hot, they will cool the crowd with gently falling spray, if it is violent, they will beat them
back with water. On the railings of the platea modest banners are sparsely scattered. A
small blue and white flag with a smiling sun hangs forgotten on a pole.
The noise in the stadium builds over the next forty five minutes. Finally, slowly,
erotically, two long plastic sheets connected to tunnels are rolled onto the field and inflate
into long tubes that have the appearance of giant condoms. The referees emerge onto the
field and are greeted by a chorus of whistles and the chanting of “Hijos de puta! Hijos de
puta!” Moments later, the visiting team runs out of a tube. From the inside, the tunnel
appears to be a vaginal opening with a bright light at the end. The visiting fans release
confetti into the air but their cheers are drowned out by ear-splitting whistles, catcalls,
and vitriol. Still the barras bravas have not entered the bleachers. Older men press radios
to their ears like young boys with seashells.
Scantily clad, shimmering women flank the eleven Boca players as they exit their
tunnel and run to the center of the field. There, they turn to the crowd with their arms
upraised, applauding their fans. Television and radio crews swarm the field, scrambling
73 Barra brava are organized fan groups. They will be discussed at length in Chapter
Six.
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for pre-game interviews. An enormous roar erupts as a blizzard of confetti fills the air. It
is difficult to see anything but swirling paper. Long rolls of accounting tape and toilet
paper rain onto the field, covering the manicured grass. Fires light in the popular, smoke
fills the air. Little attempt is made to clear the field; only the goalkeepers diligently
remove toilet paper from their goal mouths.
Soon after the home team enters, the barra brava makes their dramatic entry.
Scores of young men carry enormous banners to the tops of the stands. Others fasten long
vertical spools of colored cloth to the top and bottom of the bleachers. They will hold
onto these banners as they stand on the para-avalanchas (human avalanche stoppers)
directing their orchestra, backs to the field. The entrance of the barra brava is
coordinated to produce the maximum dramatic effect. They transform the popular into an
undulating sea of waving flags, twirling umbrellas, and smoke. They never enter before
their team; visiting barras bravas frequently delay their entry until the second half.
As the game begins, the crowd in the popular remains standing, while those in the
platea assume their more expensive seats. The barra brava begins chanting:
We are the glorious Doce [name of the barra brava]
Those that follow Boca don’t ask anything
Even if you lose we will always support you
Because through everything we will love you.
(Gandara 2000, author translation)
I give everything to the xenixe74
Win or lose I will follow
It is an inexplicable sentiment
74 Xenixe is taken from the name of the Italian dialect spoken in the Genoese region of
Italy from where many immigrants to the Boca district came.
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That I carry within me
And I cannot stop.
(Gandara 2000)
The fans of River Plate chant:
You are the “half plus one”
From Bolivia and Paraguay
I always ask myself
You dirty nigger, do you bathe?
Boca, you disgust me
Go wash your ass with acid.
(Gandara 2000)
This is the famous River Plate
The famous River Plate
Drop your pants
Because we’re going to fuck you.
(Gandara 2000)
Tension rises and falls as the game ebbs and flows. The stadium trembles from
the force of thousands of fans jumping up and down in unison chanting, “If you don’t
jump you’re a fag!” (El que no salta es maricon). Fans make aggressive gestures which
resemble the throwing of knives. An enormous banner descends from the top of the
popular. It covers the entire stand, hundreds of feet wide, and moves back and forth to
the rhythm of the singing. After several minutes, it rises to the top of the terrace and
disappears. Then one green ball of fire is launched from a hand held firework. A yellow
and red quickly flare up and over the field. Then dozens, then hundreds and then
thousands of fireworks are leaping out of the stands and exploding over the field. An
acrid taste rises in the throat and the stadium takes on the appearance of a battlefield,
mortars falling from the sky.
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There are few moments in sport as delicate and explosive as the culmination of a
flowing goal in soccer. With every possession, there is the possibility of success, but
failure is most common. When the home team comes close to scoring, there is an audible
and physical release of pressure as the fans let out a collective: OOOOOOHHHHHH!!!!
When the opposing team comes close, there is a sharp intake of breath followed by
nervous glances. Neutrality is nowhere to be found. Invariably, the barra brava begins a
new chant and the crowd follows:
Olé, Olé, Olé
Olé, Olé, Olá
Da…Dale Boca…
Es un sentimiento
Lo que no para.

(Give…Give it Boca)
(It’s a feeling)
(That will not stop)

If and when it happens, the stadium erupts in an orgiastic, echoing
“GOALLLLLLLLLLLLL!” Radio and television commentators spread the word to all of
Argentina. Fireworks explode over the field and flares burn in the upraised arms of young
men. In the popular a cascading wave of sweaty, half-naked male bodies tumbles down
the bleachers. The ripple effect continues for several minutes as people try to work their
way back up the stands. Strangers are hugging each other in the platea and couples give
each other a celebratory kiss. Children are held high by their fathers and a handful of
loonies scale the fences.
Throughout the game, there is a continual threat of violence. When visiting
players take corner kicks, riot police stand with upraised shields to protect him from
coins, batteries, spit and cups of urine. Even the referees are in danger and they warrant a
special police escort to their dressing room. Frequently, members of the barra brava will
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attempt to invade the stands of the visiting fans in an attempt to steal banners or engage
in hand to hand combat. Visiting fans attempt to break through the retaining fences to
invade the field. They are beaten back with water cannon, truncheons and pepper spray.
Throughout the stadium a streak of invective is hurled at the players, the referees and
opposing fans. “La concha de tu madre” (Your mother’s cunt) and “Hijo de puta” (Son of
a whore) are favorites. Some fans climb barb-wire topped fences to make menacing
gestures, begging the opposition to come closer. The police casually watch them tire
before shunting them into the crowd. For these fans, there is no question that what is
happening in the stadium is worth sacrificing one’s personal safety.
At the end of the game, the Voz del Estadio (Public Address) announces that
visiting fans will be given a fifteen minute head start to clear the vicinity. During this
time, the singing continues apace. If the home team has lost, the barra brava may remain
in the stands long after the game, singing and chanting. If they have won, it is less likely
that there will be a prolonged chorus.
When a team has won a local, national or international championship, the field is
invaded by youths who have climbed over the alambrado olimpico (perimeter fencing).
They literally assault their own players, tearing off their shirts, shorts, socks, shin guards,
and shoes to take home as souvenirs. The nearly naked players jump around each other in
a circle amidst the chaos of reporters, television crews, police and fans. Later, tens of
thousands of people will gather to celebrate their victory at the obelisco, a huge phallic
structure on Avenida Nueve de Julio that is a symbol of the nation. Here, they sing the
songs of the stadium, jump up and down while circling the obelisk/phallus, and party
long into the night.
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THE CITY OF STADIUMS

Buenos Aires has sixty-four professional soccer stadiums, more than any other
city in the world (map 5.2, Appendix C). The scenario I have described above is full of
sexual tensions, metaphors, gestures and threats that frequently boil over into direct
physical violence. In seeking to decipher the stadium, this chapter argues that the
violence, virulent sexuality and high number of soccer stadiums in Buenos Aires are
products of identifiable, multi-scalar geographic processes that are intimately related to
the historical formation and production of urban space and culture.
The historically continuous intersection of multiple geographic processes and
social actors in the stadiums of Buenos Aires makes it impossible to give a succinct or
totalizing account of their geographic import. For more than a century, soccer stadiums
have functioned as nodes in a network of associated spaces that extends throughout the
metropolitan region and nation.75 Each node pertains to a highly specific sub-culture that
carries preternaturally strong identities rooted in class, labor, ethnicity, religion,
individual and collective history, habitus, and geographic regions of the city. These subcultures have differential relationships with other groups against whom they compete
politically, economically, socially and on the field of play. The tastes, codes, practices
and function of soccer stadiums are complicated by the historical relationships between
75 There are several types of stadiums in Buenos Aires: soccer, polo, horseracing,
automobile racing, and baseball. In this chapter I will deal almost exclusively with soccer
stadiums as they are by far the majority and occupy the most central role in the culture
and history of the city.
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them and other spaces in the city: the residence, the street, the tango bar, the café, parks
and plazas. The simultaneous historical development of all these spaces forged a
particular sense of porteño (residents of Buenos Aires) masculinity that is most virulently
expressed today in the soccer stadiums of the city.
To begin decoding the enigma of the stadium, it will be necessary to undertake a
historical examination of public space in Buenos Aires. As the city expanded and
modernized through the associated processes of industrialization, immigration and urban
reform, I hypothesize that the struggle to establish domain over urban space for the
practice of soccer occurred in the context of a particularly masculine public culture that
was observable in complementary public spaces across the city as a whole. I examine the
ways in which tango bars and cafés helped to create masculine norms that combined with
the strong geographic and masculine identities associated with soccer, resulted in a highly
territorial, sexualized and violent stadium culture. Finally, I will return to the opening
scenario of this chapter and give an interpretation of the events in the context of the
historical development of public space and culture in Buenos Aires.
Though my discussion will touch on only a few of the complexities associated
with soccer stadiums and urban development in the period 1870 - 1930, in what follows I
begin to answer the questions: What were the geographic processes that produced so
many stadiums in Buenos Aires? How did stadiums combine with other public spaces to
create masculine identities in the city? Why is there such a long history of violence
associated with soccer stadiums? How can contemporary stadium cultures be understood
in terms of the historical, gendered development of urban space?
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The historical development of stadiums and urban space in Buenos Aires: 1870-1930
In 1870, the population of Buenos Aires was 180,000 and there were no soccer
stadiums in the city. By 1907 the population had increased to 1,200,000 and there were at
least one hundred and four identifiable soccer fields in the city, many of which possessed
significant stadium infrastructure. By 1930, the population of Buenos Aires had grown to
2,250,000 and there were scores of large stadiums that could collectively hold a tenth of
the population (Public Purpose 2006; Archetti 2003b; Frydenberg 1999; Scher and
Palomino 1998; Mason 1995). There were also innumerable informal soccer spaces or
potreros located throughout the city and it was from these informal spaces that many later
stadiums emerged (photo 5.5). The rapid development of stadiums in Buenos Aires in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries occurred as a result of British mercantile influences,
massive immigration, urban expansion and modernization, the plasticity of soccer as a
socio-spatial practice, government regulation of public space and the development of
spatially distinct gender roles.
As with soccer, cricket and rowing in Brazil, the introduction of modern sports in
Argentina can be attributed to British mercantilism in the mid to late 19th Century
(Mangan 1988; Arbena 1988; Giulianotti 1999; Archetti 2003b). The approximately
40,000 ex-patriate British in Argentina during this period founded private schools and
social clubs where they continued the practice of institutionalized sports that had recently
become a part of their national culture (Holt 1988). The first soccer team in Buenos Aires
was organized at the English High School in the 1880s and through the last decades of
the 19th century sporting practice was generally limited to the private clubs and schools of
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creole elite and British ex-patriates (Mason 1995; Sebreli 1981; Frydenberg 1999). It was
out of these institutional settings that the first soccer league in Buenos Aires emerged in
1893 and by 1899 there were two divisions – a first division of four “elite” high school
teams, and a second division of nine teams from Argentine high schools (Scher and
Palomino 1988, 24; Chepenekas etal., 1997; Mason 1995, 2). By 1901, there were four
divisions in the Argentine Association Football League (AAFL) and soccer had begun to
take hold in other Argentine cities (Mason 1995, 3).76
As was the case in Rio de Janeiro, soccer’s diffusion occurred both institutionally
and informally. The most likely spaces for informal diffusion were in the port areas
where British mariners played with local laborers on the docks or industrial settings
where British managers played with Argentine employees (Giulianotti 1999; Sebreli
1981). Argentina was just behind England and Scotland in developing organized soccer
leagues and we can be fairly certain that the sport’s diffusion was not strictly a top-down
phenomenon (Arbena 1988; Taylor 1998). The rapid diffusion of soccer was aided and
abetted by its plasticity and a lack of local sporting culture. Informal practice could
happen on nearly any level ground and in the rapidly expanding city there was an
76 For a more complete history of the early years of soccer in Argentina see Mason (1995
1-8). Similar to what happened in Rio de Janeiro, Argentine teams played against visiting
English teams, which served to heighten nationalist sentiments in relation to soccer and
stadiums. In 1905, 10,000 people gathered in the Palermo stadium of Sociedad Sportiva
to watch the Alumni team of Buenos Aires play against Nottingham Forest of England.
This was by far the largest crowd to ever watch a sporting event in South America.
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abundance of open space. The development of a particular style of play associated with
potreros (open spaces for the informal practice of soccer) eventually came to define a
national style characterized by skilled dribbling, tough play, invention and youthful
exuberance (Sebreli 1981). The iconic figure of these spaces, el pibe, is a male adolescent
that never fully matures into adulthood (Archetti 2003b).77 The diffusion of soccer was
referred to at the time as a “fever”, “wave”, and “social mania”, which suggests that the
practice spread with astounding rapidity and that the male youth of the city were
particularly susceptible to this contagion (Scher and Paolomino 1988; 21-22).
It was around the turn of the 20th century soccer began to shift from an elite to a
popular sport in Buenos Aires. British influence over the sport remained strong and it was
not until the mid-1910s that Spanish replaced English as the official institutional
language of the Argentine Football Association (AFA) (Giulianotti 1999, 8; Scher and
Palomino 1988). However, the British were gradually losing their control over the
ideology of the game. The sporting spaces of the British (polo, cricket, rugby and soccer)
were imbued with notions of “fair play” and gentlemanly, yet rigorous pursuit of leisure
activities. However, the majority of Argentine practitioners were boys between 12 and 20
years of age from the “popular” and middle classes - students, laborers, and small
business employees who brought the somewhat rougher ethos of the street to soccer
(Scher and Paolomino 1988, 23; Frydenberg 1999). As local practice expanded and
formalized, the moralities of the potrero and the pibe increasingly define the practice of
77 A common appellation for Diego Maradona, Argentina’s most well-known and
notorious soccer player, is el pibe de oro, the golden boy
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soccer in Buenos Aires. These moralities associated soccer space with notions of
innocence and “free play” that existed in opposition to the more regimented institutional
play of the British and creole elite (Archetti 2003b, 233-235). As Argentines and British
started encountering each other on the soccer field, the conflicting values of
“sportsmanship” eventually led the latter to retreat to the practices of polo, rugby, cricket
and rowing while the masses adopted soccer (Duke and Crolley 2002, 98; Sebrelli 1988).
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At the same time that soccer was expanding spatially and culturally Buenos Aires
was experiencing unprecedented urban and demographic change. Argentina had gained
its independence from Spain in 1816, but it was not until much later in the century that
the country industrialized and emerged as an important player in the global economy.
British-stimulated industrialization, the development of rail and streetcar transport and
massive immigration caused the city to expand spatially as its population grew. The
majority of immigrants settled in ethnic enclaves where Old World cultural and ethnic
associations were strong. People initially retained their languages and cultures as they
tried to make sense of their new and rapidly changing urban environment. As a result,
ethnic, class, and labor identities became associated with the space of the neighborhood
(Bayer 1990; Gorelik 1998b). Neighborhood-based sport and social clubs provided a
mechanism of socio-spatial organization and integration through which the masses of
recent immigrants began to make sense of their new environment. These clubs also
78 Elites only abandoned the practice of soccer. They moved into the organization and
management of soccer on a local and national level.
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brought together immigrants, in their majority young men, from diverse ethnic
backgrounds, and the common practice of sport helped to overcome linguistic and
cultural differences (Scher and Palomino 1988, 23). It was during this period that strong
geographic identities began to form in relation to soccer teams and their associated
spaces.
Scholars refer to the period around the turn of the 20th century in Latin America as
“Fin-de-Siécle”. During this time, Latin American leaders imitated European paradigms
of civilization (Scobie 1975; Needell 1995; Foster 1998; Outtes 1999; Rosenthal 2000).
The national elites, concentrated in Buenos Aires, conducted the majority of international
business with the British but looked to Paris for their cultural and urban models. Needell
suggests that “increased trade with the English facilitated made possible the increased
cultural Frenchification” of elites in Brazil and Argentina (1995, 520). Many of the
Argentine elites studied in France, spoke French and had strong cultural associations with
Paris. It was not surprising then that the Houssmann-like “demolishing of old structures,
creating new thoroughfares, widening and straightening old streets, and constructing
monumental buildings and new parks and places carrefours” were typical of the period
(Needell 1995, 523).79 Argentine elites understood Paris to be the universal functional

79 Baron Houssmann was the principal architect responsible for the massive
modernization reforms of Paris undertaking during the reign of Napoleon III in the mid to
late 19th century. His models of urban reform were adopted in many cities in Latin
America but they were perhaps most influential in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires.
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and visual model upon which the capital of a modern nation should be built and were
beginning to shape Buenos Aires in the Parisian mode.
Stadiums figured heavily in European conceptions of modernity, and similar to
the processes of stadium development and morphology that were outlined in chapter two,
the first stadiums in Buenos Aires were constructed around race tracks. The Sociedad
Sportiva had installed a race track in the neighborhood of Palermo, on the site of today’s
Hippodromo Argentino, and club members played soccer, polo, and cricket on the infield.
This was the first and largest stadium in Buenos Aires and served as a site and symbol of
modernist accomplishment that was related to other modernist projects in the city.
The urban reforms undertaken in fin-de-siécle Buenos Aires helped to create a
more livable city and an increased civic consciousness. These reforms were predicated
upon notions of elite privilege, urban order and visual consumption of modernist
architectural spectacles. Not only were the wide streets, lighting, sanitation, and leisure
spaces intended to discipline urban space, but they were meant to communicate ideas and
impressions of the sophistication of Buenos Aires and Argentina to foreign visitors.
While the popular classes benefited from the development of public works in the form of
parks, plazas, sanitation and transportation lines, we can surmise that the spaces were not
intended for them, except as corrective, disciplinary measures. In the first decades of the
20th century, the lower classes were the targets and not the beneficiaries of urban reforms.
The informal settlements and tenement buildings (conventillos) of the poor, where many
soccer practitioners lived, were considered breeding grounds for disease and moral ills
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(Foster 1999; Bao 1993).80 Regulating, and in many cases eliminating, these tenement
buildings was consistent with elite conceptions of modernity and progress, even though
the difficult living conditions of the poor were invariably products of it.
Two important, related and complicated themes related to the development of
soccer stadiums and urban space in Buenos Aires were the ways in which the city formed
along transportation lines and in accordance with a grid plan that provided for ample park
space. The historical record regarding the impact of these processes on urban space,
neighborhood development, and settlement patterns is fairly complete (Scobie 1974;
Gorelik 1998b). However, foreign scholars have completely ignored the importance of
soccer stadiums in developing a sense of urban cohesion. Frydenberg (1999) suggests
that the development of soccer stadiums helped to integrate disparate zones of the city as
teams traveled back and forth to games. Initially, it was neither easy nor convenient to
cover large distances in the city and travel between stadiums, or patches of leveled
ground that a team had claimed and improved, frequently took several hours utilizing
different modes of transportation. The constant movement of teams between stadiums,
created the sensation of belonging to the same urban environment in the middle of
a multitude of problems that had to be negotiated. It is unlikely that many
inhabitants will have known the city as well as the youthful footballers who were
using urban space in all of its length and breadth. In this sense it was not casually
that the founders of clubs chose as Porteños as a club name (Frydenberg 1999, 89).81
80 Conventillos were tenement buildings located in the urban core.
81 I have yet to map these networks, but intend to do so in the near future as I collect
more data.
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The rapid expansion and ordering of urban space in a modernist context was also
applied to the development of stadium architecture. The municipal government was quite
aggressive in regulating the burgeoning stadiums of the city. Again, similar to processes
we saw in Rio de Janeiro, many teams were prevented from participating in formal
leagues until they could amass sufficient monies to construct a stadium that met the
minimum infrastructural regulations of the city government. In many instances, the open
fields of the city had not been maintained sufficiently for “fair play” and teams protested
to league officials about the poor conditions. The increasing popularity of soccer required
that the municipal government employ inspectors to control the capacity of the stadiums
as a disciplinary mechanism to retain a semblance of order. As we shall explore in more
detail in a moment, the ability to claim space, create and maintain a stadium was the
principal criteria for the permanence of the sporting club.
The rapid expansion of metropolitan Buenos Aires and the disciplining of urban
space on a European model were significantly influenced by the astounding proliferation
of soccer stadiums in the early decades of the 20th century. Not only was soccer
occupying a tremendous amount of urban space, it was gaining increased attention in the
press. The proliferation of stadiums served to bring residents of different zones together
and facilitated the development and identification of neighborhood specific identities.
These evolving geographic identities helped to position individuals and groups within the
larger urban matrix, not only in relation to each other but in opposition to other people
and spaces. Foreign teams made visits to Buenos Aires to play against local teams. This
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positioned the stadium as a place where the nation was represented through sporting
practice, and over time, the nationalist sentiments expressed in the stadium grew stronger.
Space and sexuality in Buenos Aires
Stadiums developed simultaneously with a proliferation of other spaces linked
with modernity: factories, parks, plazas, transportation systems, social clubs, bordellos
and tango bars. All of these public spaces existed in relation to the space of the home,
where traditional patriarchal structures tended to limit the public role of women, although
in Buenos Aires, women played a more prominent public role than in most Latin
American cities. The socio-spatial relationships between the “privacy” of the home and
the “public space” of the city are complicated and overlapping. As the domestic sphere is
formed in relation to the public sphere these two kinds of space can not be understood in
isolation, but as part of a larger social world over which regimentation and control are
exercised (Jelin 1991, 17). As I will demonstrate, the relationships between the state and
the domestic and public spheres contributed to a gendered, exclusionary and
contradictory social world in Buenos Aires.
Similar to other port cities in South America, one of the problems associated with
European mercantilism and rapid demographic growth in Buenos Aires was that the
majority of immigrants were men. Among foreign born adults in 1869, there were 60,000
men and 28,000 women. The ratio for Argentine-born adults was skewed in the opposite
direction: 51,000 women and 38,000 men, mostly a result of imbalanced rural to urban
migration. The dominant segment of both groups was young men between the ages of
twenty and forty (Guy 1990, 40). This imbalance, particularly among immigrant
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populations, augmented for several decades and eventually resulted in a practice known
as “White Slavery”. To satisfy the sexual needs of the male population, thousands of
European women were lured with promises of legitimate jobs to the hundreds of
bordellos of Buenos Aires. The legal status of prostitution in Buenos Aires gave implicit
approval to “White Slavery” and generated virulent public debate (Guy 1990).
The streets of Buenos Aires in the late 19th and early 20th centuries were turbulent,
dirty and considered dangerous for women. Argentina was in the process of defining
itself as a modern nation and gender specific spatial codes fit well with bourgeois ideals
of sexuality (Guy 1990, 44; Needell 1995; Rosenthal 2000; Outtes 1999; Archetti 2003b,
193). The imbalanced sex ratio and high percentages of foreign born men in the city
highlighted the “danger of male weakness in Argentina” (Guy 1990, 171).
Homosexuality did not fit within the parameters of orthodox sexual expression and
confused the traditional relationships between men and women. If married men were
going to be “weak”, the logic went, better that they visit a bordello than have sexual
relationships with other men. This, along with a concern for public health, furthered the
call for the continued legality of prostitution in Buenos Aires.
Prostitution was a clear violation of traditional, patriarchal family values,
envisioned and enforced by the Catholic Church. However, the proliferation of bordellos
was useful to counter the more generalized fear of male homosexuality. The function of
government in defining rights of citizens meant that the state played a prominent role in
defining the role of women in the public sphere. This was especially true in the case of
Argentina, where female citizenship was defined in terms of gender and sexuality
(married women were accorded a different status than non-married), and where a
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centralized and intrusive state needed to assume civic and moral authority to reinforce its
political legitimacy (Guy 1992, 204). The patriarchal hierarchies of the Catholic Church,
local and national government wielded strong influence and effectively consigned women
to the domestic sphere (Radcliffe 1993, 104). A distinction was made between “decent
women” and “public women” that in many senses followed the divisions between
domestic and public space. The rigid boundaries between married women and prostitutes
were reflected in the relationships between class, ethnicity and expected behaviors. Thus,
“attitudes towards prostitution and gender relations mirrored other power structures in the
Argentine polity” (Guy 1990, 132).
The generalized conceptions of gender roles resulted in an increasing regulation
of public space that placed limitations on prostitutes and adolescent women through
curfews and limitations on employment. No other urban inhabitants were monitored as
strictly as the prostitutes. They were required to carry identity cards, undergo biweekly
medical examinations, and were forbidden to appear in the windows of bordellos during
daytime. Although unmarried “decent” women worked as seamstresses, teachers,
domestics and laborers, the state discouraged middle-class women from participating in
the workplace and their appearance in the public sphere was circumscribed (Jelin 2006;
Archetti 2003b, 159; Guy 1992, 204-205). These two groups, whose “sexual practices
and relationships represented each other’s antithesis…jointly defined the parameters of
female citizenship in modern Argentina” (Guy 1992, 204). For men, these two rigidly
defined female roles established the gendered parameters of their public and private lives.
The increasingly gendered segmentation of social life created spaces and places
in the city that were defined according to particularly narrow conceptions of masculinity
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and femininity based in heterosexual normality. Because women were so strongly
associated with the domestic sphere, their appearance in public confused the boundaries
between the two. This was considered a threat to the pervading social order of the time
and was consistent with themes of domestic contamination found in Rio de Janeiro
(Rosenthal 2000, 58). Archetti’s study of gender is useful although he overlooks
multiplicity of stadiums in Buenos Aires as a place of sexual sublimation. He suggests
that the gendered production of urban space:
created new conditions for public participation and enjoyment, where cultural life,
sports and sexual concerns dominated. Three institutions in particular provided
the public with new excitement and opportunities for the deployment of sexual
fantasies: the modern legal brothel, the ‘dancing academies’ or ‘cafés with
waitresses’, and the cabaret. These arenas provided a space of freedom for men
and women, albeit of a special kind (Archetti 2003b, 223).
The relationships between men and women in the three arenas that Archetti
mentions helped to define socio-spatial parameters of gender in the city. Men and women
were free to gather in government-sanctioned spaces and there they performed their
gender roles and identities in relationship to each other and in front of a public audience
that enforced the dominant sexual ideology. These interactions served to construct a
sexual-spatial public consciousness, which extended throughout the city (Rosenthal
2000). But men do not only define themselves in opposition to women or in relation to
the family. They are especially conscious of their masculine relationships with other men.
Men were together in the workplace, in labor movements, government agencies and in
social clubs. The imbalanced gender ratios in the city, coupled with the gendered
regulation of public space meant that men probably spent more time amongst themselves
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than with women. As McElhinny suggests, “if notions of masculinity, like the notion of
gender itself, are fluid and situational, we must consider the various ways people
understand masculinity in any particular setting. And we must explore how various
masculinities are defined and redefined in social interaction” (1994, 3).
If the legalized bordellos of Buenos Aires functioned to address the “problem” of
homosexuality generated by imbalanced gender ratios and define a dual binary between
domestic/public and feminine/masculine, then the emergence of tango as a popular
cultural form in the second decade of the twentieth century provided another public stage
for the performance of gender identities. Developing in parallel with the soccer clubs and
stadiums of Buenos Aires, the performance of tango music and dance in bars, cafés,
streets and neighborhoods created spaces of masculine performance, social integration
and neighborhood identity.
Tango bars and cafés
Similar to the formation and solidification of masculine and geographic identities
in soccer stadiums, particular notions of sexuality, morality and geographic identity
developed in the tango bars and cafés of Buenos Aires during the first decades of the 20th
century. Archetti’s seminal work Masculinidades (2003b) is an unmistakable signpost on
the road to understanding the development porteño masculinity in these spaces. Archetti
suggests that the lines that divided public and private space were bridged in the tango bar
through highly localized behavioral codes, expectations, signals, and styles. The
sanctioned, secure heterosexual love of the domestic sphere, and the more illicit
lustfulness of the bordello were challenged by a melodramatic, risk-laden pursuit of
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romantic love in the public space of the tango bar or café. This more fluid sexuality
placed men, both married and single, in direct competition with each other to attract
female attention. The dominant theme of tango lyrics is a strongly felt love gone awry,
either through betrayal, bad luck, or the loss of a woman to a more masculine competitor.
Thus, not only is the pursuit of romantic love a risk to one’s sense of masculine self
worth, by entering into the social and physical spaces of the tango, men put their
masculinities on display for others to evaluate. The success or failure of their
performance in the habitus of the tango confirmed or denied their masculine selves
(Foster 1988).
The café was also an important element of masculine urban culture in fin-desiécle Buenos Aires. These were neighborhood and street based public spaces where men
gathered to drink and socialize. Cafés were distinct from tango bars in that women were
(generally) not present. An adolescent’s first entrance into the masculine world of the
café, along with the workplace and bordello signified a transition to adulthood and
provided, “a stage for the enactment of the dramas of masculinity and for the
confirmation of the appropriateness of one’s conduct as a man” (Foster 1998, 69). In his
discussion of tango and café culture, Foster suggests that,
the all male world of the café is also a homogeneous world, because entrance into
it means turning oneself over without a struggle to its codes and practices, which
means that the individual is constantly measured in terms of the degree to which
he abides by those codes and practices – that is, the degree to which he fits in
(Foster 1998, 68).
Cafés were spaces where men formed neighborhood-based social networks and
we can assume that social clubs occasionally sprang from these associations. Because the
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spaces of the cafés, tango bars, bordellos, streets and soccer stadiums of the city were
linked both spatially and socially, we can assume that the quest for ideological
legitimation as a man occurred simultaneously in all of them. The fullness of these
sexualized spaces has yet to be brought to light. Given the importance of the relationships
between masculine public space, public consciousness and the development of nationalist
modernity in Buenos Aires, it is curious that Rosenthal suggests that there is an “almost
complete silence on how men use public space and in what ways that has changed over
time” (2000, 58).
Given the predominance of male-dominated spaces in Buenos Aires, it is
surprising that issues of homosexuality did not comprise a central element of either tango
lyrics or general public discourse (Archetti 2003b; Foster 1998). Bao (1993) suggests that
homosexuals in Buenos Aires were able to create their own places, fashions, sexual
tastes, and customs that existed in opposition to both male and female heterosexual
gender constructions (see also, Salessi 1955). By referring to other urban spaces during
the same time period, we can surmise that the strict taboos against homosexual
relationships created a complex network of spaces, codes, and behaviors that allowed for
an underground homosexuality to express itself (Chauncey 1994). The official
suppression of homosexuality and the spatial definition and performance of gender roles
produced spaces where sexual tensions could be expressed in socially acceptable ways.
The construction of a highly gendered urban space in Buenos Aires continued in
conjunction with the modernization of the city in the first decades of the 20th century.
Even though women played an important role in the public sphere, equal rights of
citizenship were extended to all women and not just married women in 1947 (Jelin 2006;
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Bao 1991). Clearly, women’s activities and spaces were much different than men’s. The
gender roles and relationships that developed in relation to bordellos, tango bars, cafés,
and sport in the period 1860-1930 become part of the national consciousness (Archetti
2003; Foster 1998). The relationships between men and women were defined in
opposition to each other in spaces and places that had specific gender codes. These
processes of identity construction and transference were complicated by the relationships
that men had with each other. The most visible, public, and sexualized expression of
these relationships occurred in the tango bars and stadiums of the city.
I assume the near total absence of women in the practice of the sport, although it
would appear that they were brought into the realm of the soccer stadium through their
associations with men in tango bars (Archetti 2003b, 171). Even today, women’s soccer
is a rarity in Buenos Aires and given the cultural conditions in the early 20th century we
can describe the phenomenon as a nearly exclusive male domain. As Arbena notes,
“[T]he soccer ritual, for all its changes regarding women, remains a process of social
reproduction of male dominance” (Arbena 2002, 224). While the social clubs associated
with soccer teams may have provided space for female recreation and socialization,
women’s activities were never represented in stadium space.
In Chapter Two I established that sport transforms space into a venue for the overt
expression of sexuality. Here, I will argue that the competition for space in the city to
establish stadiums was a product of competing masculinities and that the battles that took
place on the field were more than simple sporting competitions. The stadiums, along with
the tango bar and café, became the loci for the production and performance of masculine
identities. It is only through linking these spaces that we can arrive at a more complete
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understanding of the cultural landscape. In addition to the spaces of the street, cafés,
workplace and home, the individual, group, and national masculine identities of porteños
were constructed, performed, contested, and transformed by actions and behaviors in and
around the stadiums of the city.
The competition for space
It would appear that men in fin-de-siécle Buenos Aires were constantly embroiled
in masculine competitions of various kinds. In the tango bars, they competed to attract the
attention of women, in the cafés they performed and evaluated each other’s masculine
qualities, in the workplace they competed for wages, and in the larger urban matrix they
competed for land, political influence, and social status. Within the sporting world of
Buenos Aires, competitions between geographically, ethnically, and culturally referred
groups proliferated in the stadiums of the city. As local soccer leagues became more
organized and competitive, the clash of masculine and geographic identities in the
hundreds of stadiums of the city intensified.
Within neighborhoods, there was a generalized pattern of soccer team formation:
the initiation of informal practice, the founding of a club, and the search for a space for
the club to organize and compete (Frydenberg 1999, 3). After a club was formed, the
permanence of the entity was dependent on two factors: the appropriation of space for a
soccer field and entering into an official league. The possession of urban space for the
practice of soccer was the principal determining factor in whether or not a club
succeeded. In 1907 there were around 350 soccer clubs in Buenos Aires; two thirds of
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them did not have their own field and many clubs formed and disbanded in rapid
succession.
The urban administration impeded the installation of fields in the city center, so
clubs began to look for the ceding of public land or private land to rent. Space in the
urban center was dominated by powerful industrial, development, and political interests
and was unavailable to the small associations of men that comprised the majority of
soccer teams in Buenos Aires (Frydenberg 1999).
Due to the rising price of land in the city center, the subdivision of larger
properties for housing and the increasing density of population, only a few teams were
able to afford the taxes on the lands they had claimed or were able to establish ownership
of open space (Sabugo 1984, 69). One result of this was that teams used the public parks
for the practice of soccer. The parks, which frequently had space demarcated for sport,
did not provide a “home field” advantage, and implied an uncertain tenure over the space.
In Buenos Aires, there was always conflict over the use of park spaces for soccer because
they were widely used as spaces for more generalized recreation. The members of the
clubs did not want to play in the parks and considered it their last recourse (Frydenberg
1999, 4). The port area had ample open space and became super-populated with soccer
fields. Occasionally, the city would expel the clubs from municipal spaces or shut down
stadiums that did not meet municipal regulations. Another option available to the clubs
was to pursue the patronage of influential politicians or wealthy business owners who
could petition the city on their behalf for the cessation of land. In general, the majority of
the clubs founded between 1900 and 1915 did not easily find an appropriate space to put
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a soccer field and were constantly on the move (see illustration 5.3, also see Frydenberg
1999, 35-40).
Wealthier clubs were able to rent or buy space, but poorer clubs came into
conflicts over spaces that no one could establish proprietorship over. These clubs
employed a variety of strategies such as advertising in local papers, placing signs, or
erecting temporary structures as a means of claiming space. If a field was obtained,
maintaining it in a playable condition required resources that few could afford. A large
number of club members lived far from the field they played on and could only control
the space the one or two times a week that they used it. The land occupations occasioned
by recent migrants were not easily cleared as semi-permanent housing was constructed
overnight. It was also difficult to find a space large enough that could accommodate the
dimensions of a regulation soccer field. Clubs that did not have their own space played
“home” games in other teams’ stadiums and lost a considerable advantage in league
competitions (Frydenberg 1999). Even when teams managed to legally appropriate space,
their tenure was by no means guaranteed. Increases in sector density, increases in
property value, and urban reforms all exerted pressure on the space of the field. These
pressures caused economic problems for the clubs who could not amplify their primitive
stadium structures or expand the club’s activities (Sabugo 1984, 70).
Soccer fields, many of which possessed significant stadium inftastructure, were
inserted into various places in the city: residential zones, mixed residential and industrial,
and in special “recreation zones”. Stadiums in residential neighborhoods generally
melded into the surrounding landscape. When stadiums were moved from residential
neighborhoods to planned recreational sectors, there was a generalized negative effect on
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the residential neighborhood because it lost a vital public space. For Sabugo (1984, 70),
removing the stadium ran the same social risks as would the removal of plazas, cafes,
temples and churches: the community lost an important public space around which they
could formulate social bonds. The continued escalation of property values in the city
escalated the competition for space, and marginalized the soccer-spaces to the periphery
of the city.
The movement of fields away from their social base affected the ways in which
people identified with teams and with the larger geography of the city. Because most
teams were formed by youths of the same neighborhood there was a strong geographic
identity associated with the soccer team. Moving the soccer-space of the team from the
neighborhood diminished association with one geographic area while it created fresh
associations with other areas of the city. The persistence of club identity away from the
local origin can be observed in modern team rivalries. The clásicos, or derby matches,
were initially rivalries between teams that formed in the same or proximate
neighborhoods. When the fields were later moved to other parts of the city, the rivalries
continued. Rivalries like that between Racing Club and C.A. Independiente are easy to
understand because their stadiums are located in the same city block. The Superclásico
rivalry between River Plate and Boca Juniors has its origins in the era when both teams
played their games in the Boca district (Sabugo 1984, 71).
It is likely that the majority of the young men in the city participated in some kind
of formal or informal recreation. As soccer teams and social clubs developed histories,
their stories were etched in the space and place of the soccer field. Over time, the
relationships between these various actors became associated with the spaces that hosted
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their encounters. As the space became more formalized and the practice of soccer took on
more rigid spatial boundaries, the stadiums that emerged began to accrue sedimented
layers of history and meaning, senses of topophilia and topophobia, were integrated into a
larger network of associated spaces and formed part of the histories of neighborhoods and
regions of the city.82 Linked with other spaces of masculine performance, soccer stadiums
developed as vernacular public spaces that allowed for the expression of a highly
localized urbanism.
Within the burgeoning metropolis, soccer had special significance for the male
youth of the city. It was through soccer that many of the basic values amassed by a large
segment of society were actuated in space. The culture of Buenos Aires was transformed
in part “through participation in the social drama of soccer, the experience of
competition, and through the lived experience of solidarity and horizontal social
relationships and the representations that it constituted” (Frydenberg 1999, 3).
SOCCER AND VIOLENCE
The third question I asked at the beginning of this chapter was why is there such a
long history of violence at soccer stadiums in Buenos Aires? My hypothesis is that the
explosion of soccer as a popular practice in the period 1890-1930 positioned stadiums as
venues for the expression of masculine solidarity that was not possible anywhere else. In
the spaces of the tango bar and café, masculine identities were evaluated upon an
individual’s performance in relation to other men. In the stadium, however, a collective

82 Topofilia and topofobia are, respectively, love and fear of place (Tuan 1974; 1977).
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masculine performance was evaluated in relation to the action on the field and in the
terraces in relation to an oppositional collective. The gathering and confrontation of
opposing groups of men, or masculine collectives, both on the field and in the stands,
resulted in a kind of ritualized warfare through which masculine supremacy was
determined. With time, the stadium came to represent the literal and metaphorical home
of the collective, and the defense of this space by its possessors became increasingly
important and violent (Alabarces etal 2000, 216).
We have established that space in Buenos Aires was imbued with notions of
gender and sexuality. If we interpret the competition for urban space as a metaphor for
masculine dominance, we can understand the process of stadium formation, the defense
of that space and the game of soccer as a struggle for male dominance within the city.
When soccer clubs were able to appropriate space for the practice of soccer, they were
essentially asserting masculine authority over a re-creative space, in effect, constructing
an arena that ensured their own longevity. Whether or not a team survived depended on
the ability of a group of men to claim space in which to literally and metaphorically recreate. The ability of a team to succeed on the field impacted its ability to recruit new
members and fans, which in turn augmented the club’s ability to consolidate control over
urban space and invest in stadium infrastructure. The “home” of the stadium began to
take on the feminine characteristics associated with the domestic sphere and the fans
became the “authentic” custodians of a highly localized identity. Thus, the stadium
became a place where masculine dominance of a feminized space was directly challenged
by other groups of men. When a rival team and their supporters came to the stadium, the
spatial dynamics of the game became a struggle for the appropriation of territorial
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identities, movement within masculine hierarchies and spatial supremacy in the city
(Alabarces etal 2000, 219). For club leaders and members, the stadium effectively
functioned as a patria chica that served to locate power, identity and meaning.
Within a short period of time, this masculine competition escalated from inner
and intra-barrio competition to the scale of the nation in which, “a public spectacle given
by male players definitely established a unique framework for the management of male
identity and cultural power” (Archetti 1994, 232). As we saw in Rio de Janeiro,
competition against foreign teams was considered to be a test of national virility
(Mayochi 1992). As early as 1916, a game between Argentina and Uruguay was canceled
because the Argentine fans set fire to the stadium. In 1924, the clásico rioplatense was
again suspended after the public invaded the field. The match was replayed two days
later, after a two meter high fence was installed around the field of play.83 This was the
first installation of the alambrado olímpico, a common element of stadium architecture in
soccer stadiums throughout Latin America (Sebreli 1981, 106).
The masculine space of the city and masculine identification with the nation was
amplified in the stadium. When faced with an oppositional masculinity that threatened to
devalue the very male-ness of the nation, it is perhaps not surprising that violence was the
83 Clásicos are the equivalent of “Derby” matches in Great Britain. Though there is no
equivalent term in North America, a clásico is a team’s biggest rivalry. In Buenos Aires,
the Superclásico is between River Plate and Boca Juniors. On a continental scale, the
Superclásico is between Brazil and Argentina. The clásico rioplatense refers to the Rio
de la Plata which separates Argentina and Uruguay.
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result as the positing of masculine virtues in soccer “as a national ritual must be seen in
relation to, and in the context of, the growing concern for consolidating a genuine and
strong national identity” (Archetti and Romero 1994, 228-9). My initial research has
indicated that the first instances of violence between local teams occurred in 1932 during
a game between River Plate and Racing Club, resulting in one death and a number of
injuries (Sebreli 1981). However, given the very strong identities that had formed in
relation to soccer stadiums, we can be almost certain that aggressive confrontations
between fans were commonplace well before this date.
Similar to the processes we saw in Rio de Janeiro, the codes and practices of the
stadium extended to other public spaces. For instance, on July 30, 1930 thousands of men
gathered in the Plaza de Mayo to listen to the radio broadcast of the World Cup Final
between Argentina and Uruguay, transferring the codes of the stadium to the street (photo
5.4). Uruguay won the match and the crowd turned violent, burning several Uruguayan
businesses and badly beating Uruguayan nationals in the streets (Sebreli 1981). For
Argentines, the loss implied a lack of national virility, in the same way that losing to the
Uruguayans provoked a crisis of national confidence in the Brazilians in 1950. The
Argentine defeat was attributed to a superior Uruguayan masculinity, referred to as la
garra charrúa, or Indian grip (Bayer 1990) and so devastated the masculine image of the
Argentines that they sent a “third-class team of the Amateur League to the 1934 World
Cup, disguised as a protest against the purchase of its players by European clubs, and
refused to participate again until 1958” (Archetti 2003b, 109).
While soccer in Argentina was internationally recognized for its excellence, the
fear of emasculation on a global stage effectively eliminated their participation in World
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Cup competitions for several decades. As an informant of Archetti noted: “[F]ootball
made it possible for us to be recognized as something in the world. An authentic
masculine passion was developed, and, for many men, the majority of men, football
became part of what I will call an internalized national identity…Because of this, defeats
and failures are especially painful for us” (Archetti 2003b, 110). Beginning in the 1910s
and continuing today, the different manifestations of the Argentine National Team (La
Selección) “have been perceived as models and mirrors of an expression of Argentinean
breed…and a display of national male virtues and qualities” (Archetti 1997, 99). These
sentiments originated in the burgeoning soccer spaces of the city in the early 20th century,
and continue to inform the experience of soccer stadiums in the 21st century.
Violence has been a part of stadium cultures for millennia and it is not particular
to Buenos Aires or Argentina. Sebreli (1981, 99) suggests that there is a direct correlation
between sexual repression and stadium violence in Buenos Aires. Other studies have
shown that soccer related violence is carried out for a variety of reasons: excitement,
tension release, frustration, celebration, competition, conflicts of interest, camaraderie,
racial stratification, the production of spectacle intended for a wider audience, or as a
reaction to social, economic or political exclusion (Alabarces 2000; Giulianotti 1994;
Buford 1992; Gruneau 1999; Dunning 1999). In Buenos Aires, stadium violence is a
historically continuous phenomenon that is inseparable from the historical development
of urban space and the construction and defense of masculine territories.
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“La concha de tu madre” y la cancha de fútbol84
Returning to the description of the soccer game at the beginning of the chapter, it
is clear that one of the defining features of soccer games in Buenos Aires is the
expression of violent, homophobic yet homoerotic sexuality. While perhaps not
immediately apparent to casual observers or entrenched participants, a slightly distanced
eye (and ear) reveals deep sexual tensions, institutionalized homophobia, and particular
notions of masculinity and territoriality. Most stadium cultures have elements of these
tensions, but in Argentina they are stronger and more revealing of historical and cultural
process. For instance, in the United States, pre-pubescent boys might innocently scream
“You suck ref!” without understanding the act of fallatio. In Buenos Aires, boys of the
same age are likely to scream “Hijo de puta!” or “La concha de tu madre!” They might
not understand the full implications of the words or even why they say them, but the
explicit referencing of prostitution and the devaluing of maternal reproductive organs
takes the insult to another level.
In Argentina, a soccer stadium is referred to as “la cancha”. This feminine noun
is interchangeable with the masculine “el estádio” in popular discourse. Attendance at
soccer games in Buenos Aires is approximately 95% male. Given that soccer is a
predominantly male practice and that the construction of the Argentine nation is malereferred (Archetti 2003a) the labeling of stadiums as “canchas” indicates masculine
control of a feminized space. Additionally, because the stadium is the literal and

84 “Your mother’s cunt” and the soccer stadium
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metaphorical home of the team, and because the domestic sphere is strongly associated
with the feminine, there is a logical extension of feminine attributes to the stadium.
The derogative term for a vagina in Argentine Spanish is “concha”. I suggest that
the similarity between the word used for the stadium, the reproductive space of the club
and fan, and female genitalia, is not coincidental. The ubiquitous use of the phrase, “La
concha de tu madre” in the canchas of Buenos Aires effectively eliminates the semantic
differences between the two. If we position the game of soccer as the practice of
defending one’s reproductive space (cancha-space) against a masculine other, then the
victory of an opposing team in one’s cancha is a symbolic domination of concha-space.
The tendency of barras bravas to remain in the stands for a longer period of time after
their team has lost than if they had won, is evidence that the space of the stadium needs to
be reclaimed following defeat.
The relationship between the cancha and the concha is embroiled in a paradox.
Because in the world of modern sport the, “[O]utspoken contempt for women masks the
male athlete’s anxiety about his own masculinity” (Guttmann 1996, 147) the masculine
cultural world of soccer does not allow for the assertion of masculine power over women
in the same way that masculine authority is asserted over feminized space. Thus, women
are degraded and opposing fans are feminized in the stadium. As the chant of the River
Plate fans demonstrates, in order to assert one’s masculine authority against other men,
“[A]rgentine soccer enthusiasts chant that the only authentic fans are those who ‘fuck and
tear open the anuses of all other fans’” (Guttman 1996, 77). This is consistent with
Foster’s (1998) examination of male and female cultural space in relation to tango
wherein maintaining the primacy of heterosexual relationships defines the parameters of
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public behavior in Buenos Aires, yet in homosexual male relationships, it is only the
receptor of the sexual act whose masculinity is called into question.
The openly homophobic stadium environment paradoxically encourages
homosexual activity as long as it is suitably aggressive and degrading for the passive
partner. The fear of being sexually violated by other men, if only symbolically, drives the
aggressive behavior of the fans and players. This is particularly true if we accept
Guttman’s suggestion that in Argentina the:
soccer goal is not the symbolic vagina that the lacrosse goal was for Stokes, but
rather a symbolic anus, which must be defended from penetration by opponents of
the defenders’ own sex. The frenzy of the fans and the violence of their language
led Suarez-Orozco to conclude that they ‘are attracted to the soccer field in order
to find a therapeutic outlet for their taboo thoughts’. Their obsessive references to
‘faggots’ he interprets as: ‘an unconscious and forbidden wish for homosexual
experience’ (Guttman 1996, 139-140).85
I am unaware of a male athlete in Argentine sports that has publicly declared
himself as a homosexual. A large segment of the Argentine population believes that if
one man violates another (even if the other is a child) they are not executing a
homosexual act, but rather a gesture of power. For this reason, street kids let themselves
be violated by and later are protected by the most handsome. For this reason, among
others, the hinchadas are always singing songs about rape (Rodriguez 1999, 246).
The gestures of the fans are an important part of masculine affirmation that
invokes “the mythic world of gender power… acknowledging or accepting the power that
85 See Suarezo-Orosco (1982) for a more complete discussion of homophobia and sexual
penetration in Argentine soccer lyrics.
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has been invoked by the interpretation of a gesture as masculine is a matter of faith in the
gender myth” (Pronger 1990, 51-52). Part of this myth is that masculinity implies ability
to physically dominate one’s opponent on the field, in the terraces and on the streets. In
addition to meting out and absorbing pain which “suggests that sadism, masochism, and
the risk of death are all aspects of the sports most strongly associated with masculinity”
(Guttmann 1996, 70), the threatening gestures are a means of intimidation which is
frequently enough to convince the opponents that the battle is already lost. In the same
way that the hierarchies of the heterosexual world are reified in the spatial codes and
habiti of the café and tango bar, that is, a particular vision of masculinity is acted out in
its appropriate space, so too, are porteño masculinities enacted, contested and confirmed
in the stadium.
The cancha also refers to the space of the playing field. In the narrative that
opened this chapter, the field is “clean” before the fans enter the stadium. As the players
(paradigms of masculinity) enter the field flanked by scantily clad women (paradigms of
femininity), the fans throw confetti and long, streaming rolls of paper onto the field. I
interpret this as a symbolic soiling of the feminine concha/cancha with the metaphorical
sperm of the crowd. It is not coincidental that the players emerge from a phallic tunnel
that has a vaginal-shaped opening at the end (from the inside, it appears as if one is
running out of the womb into a blindingly bright world). I interpret these tunnels to be
condoms ejaculating the reproductive elements of the team onto the field. If we position
the locker room as the place where the reproductive agents of the team (players) prepare
themselves, it is easy to understand the locker rooms as testicles. The sperm-like
emergence of the players onto the field is augmented by the sperm-like emissions from
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the stands. The fans effectively claim the re-creative space of the field as their own. The
rising tension of the game is punctuated by sexualized sounds emanating from the crowd.
The collective release at the scoring of a goal is both functional and symbolic in that it
spurs an orgiastic celebration and signals the violation of the protected sexual space of
the opponent.
Women are, of course, present in the stands yet their presence is not seen to be a
threat to the masculinity of the majority. Rather, “[T]he masculine values that circulate
inside the stadium appear to define the absence of inter-gender conflict in so far as the
we-other axis installed in the discourse of the fans is constituted via oppositional
“machoisms” and not through gender opposition” (Binello etal., 2000, 34). In most
instances, the appearance of women in the stands is accepted by men, primarily because
women do not “question their masculinity and also do not threaten their heterosexuality”
(Binello et.al, 2000, 35). There is a marked absence of gender conflict in the stadium
because the primary opposition is “us versus them”. These are oppositional masculinities
at play into which women are partially incorporated.
I suggest that women are only partially incorporated into the masculine “we” of
the fans because they are generally denied full agency in the spectacle. There is a
common assumption amongst men that women are incapable of understanding the
significance of soccer because a:
“man’s game” precludes women from experiencing the passion of the stadium. If
soccer is an arena of sentimental education destined to construct a masculine
ethos, labeling women as “unknowing” appears to be related to the absence of
soccer-practice which most men are assumed to have knowledge of. This negation
of the possibility of corporeal and practical knowledge also excludes (for men) the
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possibility that women could be experience the same passions as men in the
stadium (Binello etal 2000, 41-42, quotations in original).
The presence of women in a male-dominated space complicates the uni-vocal
interpretation of the stadium that I have presented. However, given the historical
construction of public space in Buenos Aires and the overwhelmingly male presence at
male sporting events, I believe that this interpretation of these events is valid. As Archetti
notes, “[S]occer is a masculine discourse carried out in explicit sexual terms which
moves from verbal to actual violence as insecure groups seek to define/maintain that
male identity” (1985, 40). This identity is linked with multi-scalar geographic processes,
historical familial associations and is spatially referred to the stadium (Gil 2002b).
CONCLUSION
It bears repeating that Buenos Aires has sixty-four professional soccer stadiums,
more than any other city in the world. The city also has one of the highest incidences of
stadium violence in the world, with one hundred recorded deaths in the period 1958 –
1985 (Romero 1986).86 Stadium events define the public culture and cultural landscape of
the city as much as parks, plazas, streets and markets. Understanding the historical
development of stadiums in the context of the development and networking of urban

86 I have not yet been able to collect data regarding stadium related deaths in the period
from 1985-2006. This will constitute an important element of my research in the coming
months.
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space and culture in Buenos Aires is essential to making sense of the contemporary uses
and function of stadiums and public space in the city.
The historical record regarding the development of public space in Buenos Aires
has, until now, almost completely ignored the stadium. The rapid expansion of soccer as
a popular sporting practice in the early 20th century is evidence that there were a
multiplicity of spaces dedicated to the performance and observation of the sport. Not only
were there formal spaces such as fields and stadiums, but, similar to the proliferation of
spaces for the practice of meso-american ball games, there were many times more
informal spaces for the practice of soccer (el potrero). We shall probably never know
exactly where these spaces emerged, transformed, and disappeared yet we must assume
that they defined large areas of the urban and cultural landscape. The historical trajectory
of the potrero “reflects the power of liberty and creativity in the face of discipline, order
and hierarchy” (Archetti 2003b, 245) that continue to define the culture of the stadium
and the ideas of masculinity associated with soccer in Buenos Aires.
Not only were stadiums constructed for the explicit purpose of staging ritualized
confrontations between opposing masculine collectives, the habitus of these spaces
extended into other areas of the urban environment. Thousands of men gathered in public
squares to listen to radio broadcasts of the World Cup, and the movement of thousands of
people to and from stadiums occupied transportation lines and streets which helped to
integrate a rapidly expanding city. As we saw in Rio de Janeiro, the diffusion of sport
brought with it increased media attention, the production, distribution and consumption
of sporting goods, and the development of a locally specific vocabulary to describe a
foreign game. Additionally, each of these soccer spaces was a venue for the performance
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of masculine identities that were associated with other public spaces. The stadium was a
venue for the expression of masculine solidarity that was not available in other social
arenas. This masculine solidarity raises the possibility that the stadium was a space for
the expression of an otherwise taboo sexuality.
I have shown that the codes and practices of the soccer stadium evolved
simultaneously with a number of other public spaces. Primary among these places were
cafés and streets where tango was performed. While more comparative research is
necessary, it appears that the relationships and sexual norms that developed in relation to
the songs, lyrics and spaces of the tango also developed, albeit differently, in the soccer
stadium. A fascinating project would be to compare the lyrics of soccer fans and tango in
the first half of the 20th century in terms of their portrayals of romantic love, passion, and
sexual codes.
My hypothesis for such a study is that tango and soccer lyrics describe a particular
kind of heterosexual love that taken together form a composite picture of gender in
Buenos Aires. In tango, the male is in constant danger of rejection and subject to the
power of the female. Though the male is intended to be the dominant force in any
heterosexual relationship, the possibility of inversion is ever-present in the tango because
of the possibility of female rejection or another male assuming supremacy. This danger is
also present in soccer although it is expressed in a different way. If we substitute the
female of tango for the soccer team (or even the stadium), we can better understand the
“inexplicable passion” of many fans. By positioning the team as a female, the male fan
base in effect constructs a collective partner that can only betray them by losing on the
field. Even if the team loses, the love for the club will endure because there is always the
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possibility of winning the next week, or the following year. There is also the possibility
of asserting the “maleness” of the group by engaging in battle with the opposing fans or
the police. The team represents an eternal love that is ritually consummated by the male
collective in the stadium. In this sense it is much less risky than the kind of individual,
heterosexual love expressed through tango. Soccer lyrics, much like tango lyrics, “are
constructed so as to have meaning in that space, to the extent that they seek to engage the
understanding and the acquiescence of the audiences of those spaces for the legitimacy of
what the singer is narrating” (Foster 1998, 61).
The different masculinities of the stadium, bordello, tango bar and café are
complementary yet differentiated in space. They each have their space-specific codes and
expectations, are concerned with sexuality, fear of rejection by females and violation or
competition form other men, and speak to the need to assert one’s self as a man in the
space of the city. However, only in the stadium is the integrity of one’s maleness secure,
through violence if necessary. This violence serves to legitimate masculine identities in
the face of competition from other men. Given the overwhelming number of stadiums in
Buenos Aires and the cultural centrality of sport, the connections between the stadium
and historically gendered space of the city are essential to understanding the production
of public spaces and sexual identity performance in Buenos Aires.
The meaning of the stadium is variable, especially in terms of gender. Most
porteñas do not regularly go to stadiums although they undoubtedly have relationships
with them. Those that do attend games are generally accompanied by men. This
contradicts the strong presence of women in public life in Argentina. The changing
relationships of women to public space in Buenos Aires are too complex to by thoroughly
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addressed in this work. However, it appears that the circumscribed public role of women
that developed at the end of the 19th century had changed by the 1940s (Foster 1998, 101105). Of course, there can be no distinction drawn between public and private in terms of
sexuality. However, the physical presence of women in a wide array of public spaces has
come to define the public culture of Buenos Aires more so than other cities in Latin
America. What is surprising then, is that women, despite their access to public space,
continue to be absent from the stadium. I will discuss the changing role of women in
relation to the stadiums of Buenos Aires at greater length in the next chapter.
As stadiums began to occupy a more prominent role in the culture of Buenos
Aires in the early to mid 20th century, they assumed greater meaning for individuals,
groups and communities. In chapter two, we saw that stadiums form an important
component in the physical and conceptual geographies of cities. The remarkable
proliferation of soccer stadiums in Buenos Aires positioned these urban landmarks as
dominant elements of the urban and cultural landscape. The broad popularity of soccer
among all classes of porteño society ensured that they became sites of capital
accumulation and political interest, which in turn increased their importance in the public
life and culture of the city. The language and behavior of the stadium informed and
influenced the culture, lives and identities of generations of porteños and have become an
unmistakably central element of porteño society.
Stadiums have been present in Buenos Aires since the development of the Plaza
de Toros in the neighborhood of Belgrano in 1791 (Buenos Aires City Government,
2006). Today, Buenos Aires has the most vibrant stadium culture in the world. The
majority of urban research on Buenos Aires in the early 20th century investigates the
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domestic sphere, modernist reform projects and the development of public space and
transportation infrastructure (Guy 1990; Scobie 1975; Needell 1995; Outtes 1999).
Almost completely absent from the academic literature are investigations of stadiums as
sites of cultural production, reproduction and transformation. This chapter has
demonstrated that the proliferation of stadium spaces in the city formed an integral part of
Argentine conceptions of masculinity, nationhood and the development of public space
and culture in Buenos Aires. The next chapter examines the contemporary geography and
cultures of the city’s many stadiums.
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Photo 5.1 Crowd at Palermo
Hippodromo,
Buenos
Aires. Notice
the strict
division
between
women and
men.
Unknown
photographer
.

Photo 5.2 Barracas
Central
stadium,
circa
1920.
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from
www.es
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argentin
os.com
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Photo 5.3

Photo 5.4

A potrero in
Buenos Aires,
circa
1905.
Photo
from
Frydenberg
1999.

Buenos Aires street scene, circa 1922. Notice the imbalanced ration of
men to women. Unknown photographer.
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Photo 5.5

Postcard of the Estadio Alberto J. Armando of Club Atletico Boca
Juniors.
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Photo 5.7

Fans of River Plate release paper. Unknown photographer.
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Photo 5.8

The miracle of re-birth. Fans release confetti into the air in a stadium in
Buenos Aires. Unknown photographer.
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Photo 5.9

La Doce. A flag unfurls in the popular of Boca Juniors.
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Photo 5.10

Internal structure of Estadio Alberto J. Armando. From Club Atletico
Boca Juniors.
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Photo 5.11

Estádio de los Inmigrantes. Dock Sud, Allevaneda. Author photo.
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Photo 5.12

La Patria muy chica. Dock Sud, Estadio de los Inmigrantes. Author
photo.
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Map 5.1

Soccer stadiums in Gran Buenos Aires, 2006.
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CHAPTER SIX
Life, Death, and Adventure in Estádiolandia

Map 6.1 The stadiums of Buenos Aires, 2006.
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Map 6.2

Stadiums in Gran Buenos Aires, named, 2006.
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Argentine tennis, polo, rugby, field hockey, basketball and soccer players and
teams compete at the highest international level.87 For a country of thirty-five million
people and a per capita GDP of only US$11,200 the production of so many world-class
athletes in such a variety of team and individual sports is astounding.88 Success on the
international level implies a pervasive, institutionalized culture of sport. Each sport has
historically, geographically and culturally distinct characteristics that inform the national
consciousness in different ways.
As with soccer, cricket and rowing in Brazil, the legacy of sport in Argentina can
be traced to the pervasive influence of British mercantile interests in the mid to late 19th
87 The following are the December 2005 international rankings for the sports taken from
the international governing bodies to which they pertain: rugby (8), mens’ field hockey
(9), women’s field hockey (3), Davis Cup tennis (5), mens’ basketball (3), mens’ soccer
(4), mens’ volleyball (7), women’s volleyball (17), and three of the top ten male tennis
players (Coria, Nalbandian, Gaudio). Argentina is the reigning world and Olympic
champion in men’s basketball, and U-21 and U-23 men’s soccer.
88 Using per capita GDP as a measure of prosperity is problematic, but it does give an
indication of the relative wealth of a country. I assume a direct correlation between levels
of economic development and success in the international sporting arena. In the cases
where economic development is low but sporting success is high, such as China, Cuba,
and the Warsaw Pact countries, the intervention of the state accounts for the difference.
In Argentina, rugby, polo, tennis, field hockey and asketball players come from the
middle and upper classes while soccer players may come from any class.
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Century (Ferns 1966; Mangan 1988; Arbena 1988; Mascarenhas 2002; Archetti 2003b).
The approximately 40,000 ex-patriate British in Argentina during this period founded
private schools and social clubs where they continued the practice of institutionalized
sports that were a part of their national culture (Holt 1988). British landowners,
industrialists, merchants, sailors, and managers played polo, rugby, and soccer. As these
sports diffused throughout urban and rural areas, Argentines began to adopt the sporting
practices as their own, incorporating them into their cultural milieu. Over time, the spaces
and values associated with sports formed an integral part of individual, collective, and
national identities (Archetti 2003b). Soccer, polo and rugby developed simultaneously in
Argentina. While all three served as symbols of modernity, they developed in very
different social and geographic contexts, each through particular and localized processes
of diffusion, adaptation and identification. The very different geographical trajectories of
these sports reveal intersecting and diverging discourses, spaces, and social actors that
when taken together paint a composite picture of Argentine society. This chapter argues
that by critically investigating and comparing the experiences and geographies of these
three sports, we can effectively decipher the social, cultural, political and economic
geographies of the city and nation.
The following three sections are narrative accounts of three “typical” stadium
experiences gathered during fieldwork. The events I describe are mundane in the local
context. It is, perhaps, within the context of the ordinary that cultural processes are best
understood. As we move through the stadiums of Buenos Aires, the reader should keep in
mind the generalized functioning of stadiums described in chapter two. Following the
three narrative descriptions, I will diagram, analyze, compare and contrast the
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geographies of the three experiences. I dedicate significantly more space to the
description of soccer as it is by far the majority sporting phenomenon in Buenos Aires.
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DECEMBER 12, 2004; CAMPO ARGENTINO DE POLO; PALERMO, DISTRITO
FEDERAL89

89 The objective of polo is to hit a small ball with tacos (long wooden mallets)
through two sets of posts with each set placed 7.30 meters apart at either end of the field.
The field is 275 meters long by 182 meters wide, bounded by a low wooden railing on
each sideline. The two teams are comprised of four players who each carry a handicap
between two and ten, with two reflecting a lesser player. The score at the end of seven
chukkers (equivalent to periods between five and eight minutes long) is adjusted for a
team handicap. For instance, if a team with a collective handicap of 36 (two players of 9,
one of 10, and one of 8) scores one fewer goal to a team with a handicap of 38 (two
players of 9 and two of 10) they will win the contest. Typical tournaments in Argentina
are played between eight teams that all have handicaps over 35, a situation which reveal
Argentinian dominance of the sport since in Europe, a team with a handicap of 20 is
considered to be good (Archetti 2003, 118-119).
Polo is considered to be the fastest team sport in the world. It is played at a
continual gallop which necessitates the changing of horses throughout the game. Horses
do not generally participate in more than two chukkers. The result is that each player
needs at least six horses at the ready for each game. Valued at up to a million dollars
apiece, these specially bred and trained horses are familiar with the rules of the game and
can react instinctively to the game’s demands. Each horse requires attention from a cadre
of pesiteros who form an integral part of the team.
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Finding one’s way to the Palermo Polo Grounds is not difficult (maps 6.1, 6.2).
The stadium is located on the Avenida Libertador, the main avenue that fronts the Rio de
la Plata in Buenos Aires. The 30,000 capacity stadium was built in 1928 and today is
situated between the Jorge Newberry airport, the national racetrack (Hippodromo
Argentino), an expansive mosque complex ceded to the Lebanese –Argentine community
by former president Menem, and the well-to-do residential neighborhood of Palermo. The
polo grounds sit on some of the most valuable land south of the Tropic of Capricorn.
What follows is my experience of the polo grounds on December 12, 2004 (photo 6.1).
While the polo grounds are proximate to rail and subway lines and serviced by
numerous city buses, from the number of cars parked in the vicinity it appears that most
visitors on this day had driven. There was a sense of calm surrounding the polo fields.

There are frequent interruptions in polo due to the rules against obstructing the
progress of an opponent, irregular use of the mallet, illegal use of the hands to push an
opposing rider, or riding in a zigzag motion. Many goals are scored from penalties that
may appear somewhat capricious to the casual observer.
Despite its “gentlemanly” qualities, polo is frequently violent. There are terrible
collisions between horses, thrown riders, and wayward mallets and balls striking horses
and players. Life-threatening trauma for both horse and rider is always a very real
possibility in a polo match. Frequent pushing between players to gain position and the
uncertain equanimity of the horses make for a variable, fast-paced contest. Argentine
polo players are characterized by bravery, excellent horsemanship, tactical and technical
proficiency, and deep wallets.
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Cars were parked in an orderly fashion down the middle of the road. As we walked along
the shaded sidewalk towards the ticket booth, there was a sense of manicured, bucolic
tranquility: flanked by rows of trees, a vast expanse of vibrant green extended to the
gently sloping terraces of the secondary stadium. There were few policemen, no traffic
controls, or security checkpoints.
Approaching the ticket booth, we heard occasional shouts of admiration as female
acquaintances complimented each other on clothes and jewelry. Expensive perfume
lingered in the air. Men were dressed smartly in dress shirts and trousers; women wore
open-toed shoes and casually toted leather purses. There was a modest line to purchase
tickets and people gathered in relaxed groups, renewing acquaintances, introducing
partners and friends.
As we stood at the ticket windows, the posted ticket values quickly sorted people
into economic class. Entry into the immense southern stand of the stadium was 15 pesos.
For 20 pesos, one could sit on the north side of the field, with a more distanced view, but
be closer to the wealthier patrons seated in the main stand where seats were valued
between 40 and 100 pesos (1 peso = approx. 3.1 US$, December 2004). From here there
was ready access to the bar, shops, and restaurants located under the main stand.
We turned past several groups of people conversing in American and British
English, mixed with occasional Spanish, making our way to the entrance. The event drew
an international crowd that appeared to mix easily with the local majority. The gates
surrounding the stadium were wrought iron, stood three meters high and bore the place
and date of their manufacture: Liverpool, 1927. The tops were not barbed, but pointed,
and the bars were close enough to prevent a grown man from slipping between them.
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Dozens of people hung loosely to the outside of the fence, observing the action inside.
There was every indication that these people did not have enough money to buy a ticket.
Turning towards the gates we saw a sylvan landscape. Horses were bridled and tethered
to trees; there was an abundance of shade and apparent calm.
Walking through the main gate, we were greeted by a host of young, attractive
women dressed in white, wearing straw hats. They were passing out promotional
materials: ESPN key chains, samples of La Merced yerba maté, and pamphlets for
Movicom, the Argentine subsidiary of Bell South.90 To the right, a sign partly obscured
by bushes read: “El Ejercito con los Chicos, Domingo 8 de Agosto, Campo Argentino de
Polo” (The Military with the Children, Sunday August 8th). The aging, ivy-covered,
wooden bleachers rose to a modest height from the well manicured grass. Light poured
through the slats of the bleachers, illuminating children chasing balls with upraised
mallets.
This day’s competition was between Chapaleufú I and Chapaleufú II, two teams
from the same family and estate in the province of Buenos Aires, vying for dominance of
Argentine polo. Their names (and handicaps) were Alberto Heguy (8), Ignacio Heguy
(10), Eduardo Heguy (9), and Milo Araujo (9) on one side and Bautista Heguy (10),
Horacio Heguy (7), Mariano Aguerre (9) and Juan Nero (7) on the other. These players,
brothers and cousins, are among the best in the world. The extended Heguy family had
won this game before the referee dropped the first ball. In a brutal twist of irony,
90 Maté is a widely grown tea-like herb in Southern Brazil, Uruguay and the
Mesopotamia region of Argentina.
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Chapaleufú is a name taken from an indigenous tribe extinguished during the cavalrydriven genocidal wars of the late 19th Century.
Making our way through the isles was not difficult despite the capacity crowd.
People were taking their places leisurely or searching for open space on the wooden
bleachers. While not necessarily dressed for the opera or theatre, this was a well groomed
crowd. There were as many women as men in attendance. As at all stadium events, one
could see parents pointing to parts of the stadium with their heads tilted towards their
children, explaining the goings on. People lifted binoculars to see what was happening on
the other side of the stadium, 182 meters away. A few vendors made their way through
the crowd selling soft drinks from Styrofoam containers.
As the teams took the field, polite applause rolled through the crowd. The wild
cheering, confetti, fireworks, or organized chanting of the soccer stadium would have
been out of place. The crowd participated as spectators at a theatrical event. In the stands,
couples shared maté while shaggy-haired teenagers with baseball caps cut poses that
could have been taken at a New England boarding school. Someone named Iglio Alvea
had hung a large black banner with a large red star (incidentally the inverse of Ché
Guevara’s revolutionary banner) in the center on the upper railing of the bleachers that
read: Chapaleufú II, Iglio Alvea Presente. Multinational conglomerates also claimed
space in the stadium. Behind the goal at the eastern end of the stadium were billboards
promoting ESPN, Schweppes, Avis, Rolex, Stella Artois, Peugeot, Movicom – Bell
South, Master Card, La Nación (a conservative newspaper), and Pirelli, with the ominous
subheading (in English), “Power is nothing without control”. A large apartment building
overlooked the western end of the stadium. Dozens of people gathered on balconies, a
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Club Atlético Boca Juniors’ flag hung limply over a railing. In front of the building stood
an immensely ornate scoreboard made of ivy-covered brick and wood reminiscent of
Wrigley Field in Chicago (photos 6.2, 6.3, 6.4).
As the horses and riders gathered in the center of the field, we could just make out
the ball as the referee dropped it. The players descended on it with their tacos and the
game was on. The rolling thunder of hooves muted the communicative cries of the
players as play switched from end to end. During the run of play the crowd was attentive
and restrained; there was a generalized murmur punctuated by cheering and applause.
After the first chukker (period), the teams retired to their respective encampments
at either end of the stadium to rest in the shade and change horses. They were given
refreshments by family members and friends while the pesiteros prepared the next
mounts. Chapaleufú I had taken an early lead, despite having the weaker team. Vendors
of soft drinks and peanuts moved quietly and slowly through the stands. Tango music
floated over the loudspeaker, our attention was drawn to a performance given in the
honor of the birthday of legendary tango singer Carlos Gardel.
The teams emerged from the shade of the trees and gathered again in the center of
the field. By the start of the second chukker the stadium was completely full on both
sides. A sea of color flashed brightly from the steeper embankments of the main stand.
This was one of the few occasions during the year when the stadium would be filled to
capacity. There was a sense of privileged participation. The newspaper had reported that
the game would be broadcast live by ESPN to 132 countries (Olé December 12, 2004,
p.29). The black and white striped referee dropped the ball and the action resumed.
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As the game wore on, tension built. During the fifth chukker Chapaleufú II took
the lead. Their collective skill and tactical awareness were too much for their siblings and
cousins. An announcement for a Catholic mass to be held in honor of a recently deceased
polo player came over the loudspeaker. In the sixth chukker the players began to tire and
penalties were more frequent as players looked to gain unfair advantage. Horses were
also changed with more frequency. Players raced to the edge of the field where a new
mount was waiting, exchanged like bullet cartridges. During the seventh chukker there
was a dramatic moment as Horacio Heguy and his horse were ridden into the low wooden
railing that defines the sidelines. The horse stumbled and Horacio was thrown, crushing
onto the rail. The horse quickly recovered and stood ready to be remounted, but Horacio
was badly injured. As an ambulance rolled onto the field, the crowd stood with hands
raised to shield the sun. The battlefield wounded was taken to the hospital with severe
trauma to his thorax. He was substituted after a ten minute delay and the game ran out in
favor of Chapaleufú II.
A few minutes after the game, the crowd moved aside a pair of low metal barriers
and started milling about on the field of play. More accustomed to being herded out of a
stadium by riot police, I was surprised to see thousands of people crossing the field
towards the main stand. We immediately followed. From the stands, the field appeared to
be almost small because of the speed of play. Standing on the sea of grass I began to
understand the relationship between bounded space and horsepower that defines the game
of polo. It took several minutes to walk to the other side of the field.
The mood in the stadium was very light. The game was excellently played,
provided moments of drama, and the sun was shining. Walking on the grass provided an
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uncommon sense of connectedness with the event and the space of the stadium.
Approaching the main stand, I floated by several groups of people renewing their
acquaintance, others being introduced for the first time, and general conversations about
nothing in particular. The clothes, grooming and general appearance of the crowd gave a
general sense of vitality and prosperity
Behind the main stands was a veritable festival of consumerism. Large Rolex
watches marked the entrance ramps to the bleachers. The sponsors of the event had set up
tents to sell their wares. There was a store to buy the accoutrements of polo: shirts, boots,
helmets, tacos. Out of curiosity, I checked the price of a collared shirt with the Argentine
Polo Association logo on the breast: 200 pesos (US$ 67). Attractive young women
beckoned customers to take pamphlets for Movicom, subscribe to La Nación, or to try
Stella Artois beer. Walking past the Motorola mobile phone tent, I brushed shoulders
with Sarah Ferguson, the Duchess of York. This was the place to see and be seen
following the game. Overhearing conversations in English, Spanish, and French was an
excellent way to find information regarding the hippest discos, tango bars, or suburban
parties. On the way out of the stadium, next to a display for the Llao Llao Hotel and
Resort (200 US$ per day) was a diminutive display for the Fundación de Alimientos de
Buenos Aires (Food Bank of Buenos Aires). In addition to informational pamphlets and
an email sign-up sheet was a dry erase board announcing the success of their milk
donation project: 7,180 glasses. Less than half a glass of milk for every person in the
stadium.
As fans started trickling towards the exit on Avenida Libertador, there were no
major traffic delays and people walked in an orderly fashion to their cars. The sun was
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dropping over the western edge of the city, and the party inside the stadium could have
been heating up or moving on, probably both. Walking across the Avenida Libertador we
encountered the elaborate entrance to the Hippodromo Argentino. The races were over
for the day and we walked away under broad shade trees. We arrived at the car, turned
into the northbound traffic and headed home.
JUNE 20, 2003; DECEMBER 4, 2004; ARGENTINA VS. SOUTH AFRICA; ARGENTINA VS.
FRANCE; ESTÁDIO JOSÉ AMALFITANI (EL FORTÍN); LINIERS, DISTRITO FEDERAL
On the streets surrounding stadiums on game-day, there is always competition for
parking space. With rugby the competition is particularly intense as the majority of the
spectators arrive in private cars. There were a number of traffic police working the streets
and while cars did not move quickly down Avenida Juan B. Justo (see map 6.2), there
was a generalized uni-directional flow. From time to time, individuals peered out of car
windows to ask the police to permit them to drop their passengers in front of the stadium.
The police shook their heads and pointed them away. The calm gesticulations of the
traffic police fit well with the muted atmosphere surrounding the stadium. There was not
a sense of urgency or danger. We observed groups of young boys wearing the rugby shirt
of their middle school accompanied by adults, as if they were on a school excursion.
There were no mounted police, no metal barriers blocking off routes of ingress, no body
searches, and no riot police. A drink company was giving away free samples, and smartly
dressed women were passing out informational pamphlets for credit cards. Enterprising
men commandeered the curbsides and we were ushered into an impossibly small space,
paying five pesos for the privilege of parking on a public sidewalk.
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Couples walked leisurely towards the entrance as if on their way to the theatre.
There was a notable presence of the elderly and women. Women comprise between five
and ten percent of a soccer crowd. In rugby it appeared to be about twenty percent, some
carrying infants in their arms, comfortable with the level of safety in and around the
event. As we walked toward the stadium, we passed a military band preparing to march.
As the band members picked up their instruments and stomped off towards the stadium,
half a dozen people pulled out digital cameras and took photos. The drum corps beat out
a rhythm and the goose-stepping, straight arm swinging group lurched to their
appointment on the field of play.
Located in the barrio of Liniers, a mixed industrial and lower middle class
residential zone, the Estádio José Amalfitani is one of the more modern stadiums in
Buenos Aires (photo 6.6). Originally constructed in 1910, the 49,540 capacity stadium is
an enclosed mass of concrete, glass and steel. Extensively modified for the 1978 World
Cup, the stadium hosted a number of games during the 2003 U-17 FIFA World Cup and
is one of the top stadiums in Argentina. The stadium is part of a larger recreational
complex belonging to Club Atlético Velez Sarsfield, one of the “big five” clubs in
Argentina.91 Underneath the main stand is a multi-level parking facility, and a line of
VIP traffic queued up for secure parking. The stadium façade has the appearance of an

91 The others are, in no particular order, Independiente, Boca Juniors, River Plate, and
San Lorenzo del Almargo. Depending on who one talks to, Racing Club, is sometimes
included in this list.
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office building. Gigantic Coca-Cola cans adorn the four light stanchions and TOPPER, a
manufacturer of soccer equipment, is emblazoned on the sides of the stadium.
Many younger men walking to the stadium were dressed in slacks and collared
shirts. A few donned the blue and white striped shirt of the national team with VISA
splashed across the belly. Most were dressed casually: jeans and t-shirts or shorts and
tennis shoes. We saw individuals dressed in the opposing team’s shirt (South Africa or
France) walking among the home crowd, apparently immune to fear of reprisal. The
streets just outside the stadium walls were strangely quiet. There were no choripan
(sausage sandwich) vendors, no gates set up to prevent movement down side streets. A
general feel of calm and leisure pervaded. Entering the stadium, there was no security
check for weapons, flares, or flasks. Inside, no attempt was made to segregate opposing
fans. We saw patches of visiting fans scattered amongst the home crowd.
The principal sponsors of rugby events, Heineken and Visa, had painted their
enormous icons on the field. An eight by ten meter television set had been set up on
scaffolding behind one of the popular sections (photo 6.7). The scoreboard on the
opposite side of the field was lit up and was ticking down the minutes until game time.
Scores of young men hung loosely on the protective fences that enclosed the field. The
stands were filling; most people were sitting down, waiting for the game to begin. There
was no singing, and a general conversational murmur could be heard over the
advertisements broadcast over the public address system. One of the few fan-inspired
decorations was a small white and blue banner that read: “Gente de sangre calida – Los
Pumas.” The pumas – hot-blooded people (photo 6.9). It is difficult to know whether or
not this sign referred to elite breeding or Latino temperament.
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The voz del estadio announced the team lineups and the Argentine players each
received a large cheer from the crowd when their name was called. After the players
issued onto to the field, the military band marched in, playing a national song. The band
arrayed near midfield and played the national anthems of the two teams. As the band
marched off, most of the fans who had been standing sat down. The captains of the teams
met with the referee for the coin toss. In front of us, hundreds of people turned around to
watch the action on the television screen. As the teams arrayed for kickoff, the noise in
the stadium grew. The referee blew his whistle and a large cheer erupted from the crowd.
Some of the young men who had been hanging on the fence climbed a little higher to get
a view of the action but were called down by the people whose view they blocked.
Several young men continued to watch the television screen which was showing the live
action on the field thirty meters away.
On the opposite side from the stadium from where we were sitting, an enormous
blue and white flag unfurled with a large puma in the middle and VISA emblazoned on
the bottom. Cascading over forty rows of seats and across as many aisles, the flag was
pulled back and forth for several minutes by fans holding on to its edges, completely
obscuring the views of thousands of people. Suddenly, the flag started furling towards the
top of the stands and eventually disappeared altogether. Where the flag had been were
now long blue and white vertical banners that were anchored to the fences and the paraavalanchas. A small group of fans jumped up and down in the region of these banners,
singing in support of the Pumas. The rest of the crowd was fairly quiet, occasionally
rising to their collective feet when the ball approached either goal line. The occasional
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cry of “hijo de puta” was directed towards the referee and the ubiquitous “la concha de tu
madre” of porteños appeared to have been given the day off.
Rising and falling with the flow of the game, the crowd appeared relaxed and
content during halftime. Sitting on the concrete steps, groups of friends chatted while
many turned their heads to watch the advertisements being played on the television.
There was a continual barrage of advertisement from the voz del estadio that consluded
its exhortations to consume with a droll “Heineken Informa” (Heineken Informs). The
nearly full stadium came back to its feet when the teams and referees emerged from the
locker rooms for the second half. Individual cries of encouragement were clearly audible.
The more organized group of fans in the opposite popular lit blue and white smoke
canisters and jumped up and down waving their arms as if they were giving directions to
drive straight ahead.
The first test match from which these observations are drawn resulted in a 39-7
loss for Los Pumas. The result was not a surprise as South Africa is one of the top rugby
nations in the world. The game against France was much closer, and in the dying seconds
of the match, France led 32-30. With fifteen seconds remaining France somehow lost
possession in their half of the field. Argentina marched up the field and in desperation,
the number 10 launched a three point drop kick as time expired. Miraculously, the ball
banged off a goalpost, fell over the bar, and Argentina won. The players, substitutes, and
coaches ran wildly around the field, thrilled with the victory. The crowd was ecstatic;
people were on their feet, arms upraised, screaming. Two oversized cans of Heineken
were quickly rolled onto the field and shot confetti into the night sky. Members of the
media raced around the field for post-game interviews. As a low stage was erected and
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the Pumas danced around holding the Heineken Cup aloft, many fans started for the exit
thinking about the drive home. The final moments of the game were replayed on the
television screen and many fans lingered to watch. The mood was very light, like the end
of a good theatre presentation or a blockbuster movie. Within ten minutes the stadium
was nearly empty.
In front of the stadium, groups of people gathered around the kiosks receiving free
samples of drinks. Youth groups sat quietly, waiting for their buses to take them back to
the Zona Norte. Traffic was congested and traffic police attempted to make sense of the
disorder. We gave the young men who had commandeered the sidewalk where we had
parked a couple of pesos for the safe delivery of our car and filed into the line of traffic
heading back to the city center. We felt like we had seen a remarkable event, but that the
crowd had somehow forgotten its cues.
MARCH 31, 2002; NUEVA CHICAGO VS. HURACÁN; ESTÁDIO NUEVA CHICAGO;
MATADEROS, DISTRITO FEDERAL
We knew we had arrived in the Mataderos neighborhood of Buenos Aires because
of the graffiti reading “C.A.N.C.H. es capo!” (CANCH rules!) and the smell of dead
meat. Mataderos is home to the meat packing industry, and the local team, Club Atlético
Nueva Chicago, C.A.N.C.H., took their name in homage to the great meat packing city of
the United States. The team colors are green and black and as we walk towards a security
checkpoint, a mother holding a toddler dressed in the team shirt waves and flashes a gaptoothed smile for the camera.
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Built in 1911, the 28,500 capacity wood and concrete Estádio Nueva Chicago is
one of the oldest in the city and while it has undergone modification and repairs over the
decades, the basic structure of the stadium has remained unchanged for nearly a
century.92 When the stadium was built, this part of the city was open land. Now, the
stadium sits adjacent to rows of public housing between the Avenida General Paz,
Avenida Eva Peron and the mini-center of Mataderos. The stadium lights are the tallest
structures in the area and make the stadium easy to find from a distance. Approaching the
stadium with a video camera in hand is unusual and I was met with cries of interest by
groups of young men loitering along the stadium walls. Accompanying me on this day
was Tulio Guterman, and at his behest we moved quickly down the street towards the
main gate of the stadium.
As we walked towards the gates, we passed a cadre of riot police, chatting and
smoking before they took up their security positions. Resting on their shields and casually
flicking their long batons, they did not look particularly interested in being filmed. There
were several women among them. They were likely aware that the afternoon held the
possibility of violence as the visiting team, Huracán, has a history of conflict with the
notoriously “hard” fans of Nueva Chicago. These police forces were responsible for
controlling the flow of people to the game, establishing gendered lines to conduct bodily
searches of men and women, and responding quickly to any aggression between opposing
fan groups.
92 Technical difficulties have prevented me from including photos of the Nueva Chicago
stadium.
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Being a gringo with a video camera has its advantages in Buenos Aires and after
chatting to a few club officials, we were allowed into the stadium as members of the
press. We circulated though the limited recreational space of the stadium under the main
grandstand. As we talked with middle aged men, we sensed some commotion at one end
of the grandstand and moved in that direction with a host of others. The Nueva Chicago
players’ bus had arrived. As the players descended from the bus and moved towards their
locker room they were greeted by cheers from fans and patted on the back by the club
officials who pay their salaries. The mood of the players appeared to be somber, as
Nueva Chicago was near the bottom of the table and in danger of being relegated to the
second division. Fifteen minutes later, the Huracán team arrived. They entered the
stadium through a row of police with linked batons. Surprisingly, there were not many
Nueva Chicago fans around to insult them as they made their way to the locker room.
Wandering around the stadium, I found a passageway that led to the field of play.
I was allowed to walk onto the edge of the field to take some photographs, but was not
permitted to step over the sideline onto the field of play. The field was very wet and the
grass patchy and heavy. The dugouts where the teams sit were fronted by large puddles
and the low hanging clouds threatened to make the situation worse. Looking up towards
the stands, my view was obstructed by a four meter high fence topped with barbed wire.
Industrial strength fencing, padlocked gates and barbed wire demarcated the boundaries
of the visiting fans section. On top of the main stand camera crews readied their
equipment as the seats below them steadily filled. Looking across the field, the long
bleacher sections were in the process of being decorated with banners.
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By the time I returned to the area underneath the stadium, the teams had begun
their pre-game warm-ups on the two basketball courts. The press jostled for last-minute
interviews with coaches and the sounds of throaty singing coming from the stands added
to the general vibration of the stadium. After listening to the coaches fill the air with
platitudes and clichés, we moved to the platea, took our seats, bought a couple of coffees
and watched the popular come to life.
In a remarkably short period of time, the fans had transformed the stadium into a
sea of green and black banners. Many of the banners were adorned with single words
such as LUGANO, LOMAS, FLORES, names of neighborhoods in Buenos Aires from
which the fans had traveled to the game. Also present were large marijuana leafs, Rolling
Stones iconography, and Bob Marley. Other banners claimed that C.A.N.C.H. was an
“inexplicable passion”, a kind of “incurable madness”, and that love for the team would
endure past this mortal coil. There was one sky-blue and white banner that read: “We will
return to the Malvinas: We will never forget or forgive the usurpers or their American
accomplices”.93 At midfield, there were a half dozen, meter wide, green and black
banners that extended from the security fencing to the top of the popular. This was where
the barra brava would take up their positions, but they had not yet entered the stadium.94
93 Islas Malvinas is the Argentine name for the Falkland Islands.
94 A barra brava is an organized fan group. In Argentina, each team has a barra brava
that wields political and economic influence within the club. I will discus the history and
significance of the barras bravas later in the next chapter. For now, the reader should
know that these are highly organized fans that do not pay for tickets and are responsible
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Even though the stands were nearly full, there was a large space left in the center for the
barra brava. On the far right of the popular, unarmed police had strung security tape and
stood three meters in from the edge, creating a large empty space. The visiting section,
which is best described as a holding pen for cattle, was nearly empty. There were red and
white banners scattered along the fences at one end of the stadium, some of which had
the same neighborhood designations as their green and black counterparts. The Huracán
banners demonstrated that their fans were also in the grips of an “inexplicable madness”
and would be watching their team from heaven in a few years, if not sooner.
In contrast to sporting events in North America and Europe, and to polo and
rugby in Argentina, there was a profound lack of information regarding the game. There
were no game day programs available, no publicly available team information, no
statistics sheets, no aggressive advertising, no ushers, and the scoreboard did not track
game time or team lineups. What there was, was a conspicuously heavy police presence
ringing the field and in the main section of the popular. Many of these police were
dressed in full riot gear, armed with truncheons, pepper spray and German Shepherd
dogs. The police presence in the platea was relatively light, with only a half dozen or so
members of the security forces on hand. Outside the stadium, mounted police patrolled
the streets and security fences had been set up to control human and vehicular traffic.
As the visiting team emerged from the bowels of the stadium onto the field they
were greeted with a derisive chorus of whistles and cries of “hijo de puta” and “la concha

for orchestrating cheers within the stadium. The barras are organized as para-military
groups and are the principal cause of violence in and around stadiums.
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de tu madre” from young and old. They gathered in the middle of the field, raised their
arms and applauded their fans which now numbered in the hundreds. When Nueva
Chicago took the field, flares were lit, confetti filled the air and innumerable rolls of tape
and toilet paper were thrown onto the field. The Huracán fans whistled and gestured in
distaste. This was the moment for the Nueva Chicago barra brava to make their entrance.
Between one and two hundred green-clad youths stormed into the popular, waving flags
and singing. It was difficult to make out the words, but soon the entire stadium was
singing the same song as the game moved into its early stages. Several dozen men
mounted the para-avalanchas holding onto the vertical banners for balance as they
jumped up and down with their backs to the field, orchestrating the chants of the barra
brava.95
Five minutes after the game began, the Huracán barra brava arrived en masse
twirling red and white umbrellas, waving flags and chanting in unison. In order to arrive
in their appointed section the Huracán fans needed to pass by the edge of the main
bleacher section of the popular. Pausing to pick up rocks, they began to hurl them over
the police at the Nueva Chicago fans. Eager for a fight, the Nueva Chicago fans rushed
past the line of police who quickly descended to safer ground. A battle ensued. The
Nueva Chicago fans picked up the rocks thrown at them and returned the missiles with
gusto. Several Huracán fans attempted to break through the gates that would allow them
access to the Nueva Chicago popular. The police inside the protective fences mobilized
95 Para-avalanchas are a structural element of all stadiums in Buenos Aires. Literally,
avalanche stoppers, these are concrete barriers designed to prevent a human cascade.
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and summoned their attack dogs. As the assault on the gate mounted, water cannon were
turned on the fans. In an absurd act of defiance and aggression, a large man heaved a
grocery cart at the gate under a hail of stones and high pressure water. No one appeared
to be watching the game. Undaunted by the forces arrayed against them and seemingly
proud that they had elicited the maximum response from the police, the Huracán fans
continued their attack for a few more minutes before strolling triumphantly to their
section, dancing and twirling their umbrellas. The police reclaimed their positions along
the edge of the Nueva Chicago popular and the game continued apace.
By half time, Huracán lead three goals to nil. As the sporting newspaper Olé
reported the next day, “they were very organized and left their souls on the field”. Nueva
Chicago, on the other hand, was disorganized and had left their souls in the locker room.
The Nueva Chicago barra brava did not want to see any more and left the stadium during
the intermission. As the second half began, there was large empty space in the middle of
the Nueva Chicago popular and a sense of gloom in the stadium. The disappearance of
the barra brava was an ill omen. There was no conceivable way back for the home team
and some heated arguments were developing in the platea. One discussion turned into a
fisticuffs and two middle aged men had to be restrained from pummeling each other. No
one was quite sure what the argument was about.
With no opposing barra brava to focus their attention on, the Huracán fans
moved closer to the platea section where the theoretically more staid Nueva Chicago fans
were sitting. The Huracán fans put on quite a display, climbing up the fences, rattling the
gates, spitting, grabbing their testicles and begging the Nueva Chicago fans to come
closer for a fight. I did not see any women among them. When Huracán scored their
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fourth goal their fans exploded with delirium and rushed the gates, some of them literally
foaming at the mouth. Well beaten, the Nueva Chicago fans headed for the exit.
After the game, we lingered underneath the stadium to see how the Nueva
Chicago players would be received by their fans. There were hundreds of people
crammed around the basketball courts and the area in front of the locker rooms resembled
a mosh pit at a rock concert. The police did not have sufficient numbers and were
struggling to cope with the agitated crowd. Olé reported that a Nueva Chicago fan
managed to break into the Huracán locker room and punched a player in the face.
Children began an informal soccer game on the basketball courts. The door to the
referees’ locker room was fronted by five police in full battle gear. The match officials
would have to wait some time before they could go home. The Nueva Chicago players
sensibly stayed in their locker room.
Walking back to our car past mounted police, traffic police and riot police, we
wondered aloud where the Nueva Chicago barra brava had disappeared to. Assuming
that they had left to engage the Huracán fans in battle, we felt a bit uneasy walking the
streets. The overwhelming police presence was not a comfort, but rather an expression of
kinetic energy. The following day, the newspaper reports confirmed our suspicions of
violence. A headline in Diario Olé read: “Mataderos es tierra de nadie”. Mataderos is no
man’s land. During a confrontation between the Nueva Chicago barra brava and the
police, a young C.A.N.C.H. fan had been shot in the forehead. There had been no
violence between the opposing barras bravas and a bullet in the forehead is no accident.
The officers involved in the shooting were suspended and the Nueva Chicago fans
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claimed that the police had instigated the violence. The 17 year old Nueva Chicago fan
died later that week.

CLASS, CONFLICT AND THE DIFFERENTIAL GEOGRAPHIES OF SOCCER, RUGBY AND
POLO

Figure 6.1 The extensibility of soccer space in Buenos Aires

Soccer stadiums, marked in green, are extensible spaces that influence the city in
a number of ways. Within the city itself, a stadium has the strongest effect within a
barrio. It is within the barrio that geographic relationships to the stadium are
conceptually and functionally actuated. These relationships have a variable distance337

decay function with the rest of the city. The banners that individuals and groups bring to
the stadium serve to identify other spaces of the city with the space of the stadium.
Graffiti is another way in which stadium space extends throughout city space.
Competition for spatial control is marked by graffiti. The geographic area around a
stadium generally has more soccer-related graffiti than other city spaces. It is within the
space surrounding the stadium that rival groups post their own graffiti as a means of
claiming the lived-space of their rivals. The wearing of team colors and shirts in daily life
associates the individual with a particular stadium space. It has been my experience that
the mere wearing of a shirt can provoke confrontation or communication. It is also the
case that team loyalties are not limited to the city. The Big Five teams (River Plate, Boca
Juniors, Velez Sarsfield, Independiente, and San Lorenzo) have national followings. The
stadiums that these teams play in are symbols of place and identity for millions of people
who have never visited them. Finally, the sale of players to Europe, Brazil, and Mexico
creates extensional and associated identities with the places and spaces that those players
previously played in. When Manchester United buys a player from River Plate, a set of
geographic relationships is created and variously interpreted by innumerable individuals.
The foundation of these geographic relationships is the stadium of the team in which the
player performed. The identity of the player is associated with the club, the club with the
stadium, the stadium with the city, and the city with the nation.
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Figure 6.2

The extensibility of rugby space

Figure 6.2 depicts the geographic extensibility of Rugby space in Argentina. The
international geography of rugby is limited to former British colonies and Europe.
Although the sport is played extensively in North America, teams are not competitive on
the international level. The practice of rugby is limited to the wealthier residential zones
of the city, and is not played in any form in the southern suburbs. The Estádio Jose
Amalfitani is situated close to major transportation lines and is technologically
sophisticated enough to suit the class dictates of the sport. Rugby competitions take place
on local and national scales. There is no professional rugby league in Argentina. The
competitions are between amateur teams that draw their players from a multitude of
private high schools and universities located in the Zona Norte.
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Figure 6.3

The extensibility of polo space

Figure 6.3 depicts the geographic, economic, political and cultural relationships
between the Palermo Polo Grounds and its associated spaces. For instance, the Polo
Grounds are associated with the City of Buenos Aires through physical and symbolic
location, transportation infrastructure, history and culture. The Zona Norte is where the
majority of the upper-middle and upper classes of Buenos Aires reside. They are able to
effectively bypass the City of Buenos Aires when they go to a polo match, but they have
economic, political, and cultural relationships with it, and vice versa. Many parts of the
Zona Norte are more associated with the culture and habitus of Miami, New York, Paris,
Madrid, and Rome than they are with the generalized culture of Buenos Aires. The
children of the upper class residents of the Zona Norte often attend private schools where
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they learn English and French and may attend private universities in North America or
Europe. They bring back habits, fashions and modes of behavior that re-enforce the social
and geographic relationships between them.

The three narrative descriptions of ordinary stadium events reveal multi-layered
relationships with the spaces of the stadium and the geographies that extend from them.
Soccer, rugby and polo stadiums are nodes in overlapping, yet very different geographic
networks. In addition to functioning as sites of social, commercial, political, and cultural
interaction, the stadiums are symbols of those interactions. The stadiums stand as multilayered narrative devices that remind us of geographic networks and relationships that
they form a part of. Because, “[P]lay, games and sports are involved in the production
and reproduction of a whole, social material process” (Gruneau (1983)1999, 59), the
relationships that extend from the stadiums of each sport provide deep insight into the
larger culture.
Although my discussion will partly focus on class, it is inaccurate to generalize
about the relationships between sports and the changing structures of social class in any
society by limiting one’s focus to the social aspects of the cultural production of sport. As
we move through these stadiums, it will be important to keep in mind the idea of the
habitus discussed in chapter one. The habitus is a structuring structure that informs
society and culture on a number of levels, including the production of spaces that are
particular to levels of economic and cultural capital. Within any stadium we find a
multitude of habiti, and the very different cultural and spatial conditions of polo, rugby,
and soccer present interesting questions and problems for researchers. Chapter Five
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demonstrated the formative role that stadiums played in the development of a form of
masculine urbanism that is particular to Buenos Aires. This urbanism is inseperable from
the simultaneous development of variable habiti in the city. The unquestionable centrality
of stadiums in the cultural life of Buenos Aires, and Latin America more generally,
situates them as privileged sites for the observation of geographic processes.
The remainder of this section will explore the differential geographies of soccer,
rugby and polo in relation to historically rooted ideas of the nation, the relationships
between class, geography and sport in Buenos Aires and Argentina.

Polo
The development of national identity in relation to polo was limited to the elite.
Modern Polo is a legacy of the British who began to play in colonial India in the 1860s.
Central Asian peoples have long played a game similar to polo, but it never took on the
kind of institutional regulation and spatial definition that the British gave to it. By the end
of the 19th century, the British had diffused the practice of polo to Europe, Africa, the
Caribbean, North America and South America. British ex-patriates played the first public
game in Buenos Aires in 1884. Despite its occasional appearance in the metropolis,
during the last decade of the 19th Century polo was primarily a rural phenomenon, played
in the provinces of Buenos Aires and Santa Fe on the estancias (large rural land holdings)
of wealthy British landowners and by the military officer cadre, which was drawn from
the upper classes (Archetti 2003, 121-127). The first modern stadiums in Argentina were
race tracks, and it was likely that the first organized games of polo in Argentina were
played within them (Bowden 1985).
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The processes of adaptation, hybridization, and identification with polo in
Argentina are expertly documented by Eduardo Archetti (2003b). It is sufficient to note
that in the late 19th and early 20th century, the British gradually lost control over the sport
in Argentina as it was adapted and improved upon by local elites and the pesiteros
(horsemen and trainers). The equestrian culture of the gaucho (romanticized cowboy
figure of the Argentine pampas) augmented the appeal of polo in rural areas. The
geographic expansion and subsequent adaptation of polo contributed to a hybridized
national identity, taking the “natural” horsemanship of the Argentine gaucho and imbuing
it with airs of aristocratic modernity. Polo was simultaneously the province of British and
Argentine elite and a nationalist symbol that fused elite, urban notions of modernity with
the mythic, rural origins of the gaucho (Archetti 2003a). Polo occupied a privileged
position in Argentine society. One reason for this was the intermarriage of important
landholding families that helped to consolidate political power on a national level
(Archetti 2003a).
The introduction of polo to the Argentine army in 1894 as an exercise for the
cavalry consolidated its early association with Argentine national identity. In 1908, a
directive from the president of the republic declared the sport “obligatory for the cavalry
regiments, and from that moment until the 1950s the military teams competed in an
annual open tournament” (Archetti 2003b, 124). We can hypothesize that the interlocking
associated with polo and military life served to structure a more generalized association
between the sport and a masculine national identity as,
the debate [over masculinity in Argentina] has focused on the military and its
exercise of government by force and the way in which the armed forces can be
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viewed as a grounding, authoritarian, patriarchal institution of Argentina that is
also the repository of the most unequivocal interpretations of masculinity and its
attendant ideologies of heterosexism, sexism and homophobia (Foster 1998, 69).
While soccer developed almost exclusively as an urban sport, polo continued to
be the sport of the privileged landowners of the pampas. These landowners, “mostly of
British origin, expanded their properties and economic influence and through marriage
entered into the dominant political and cultural class of Argentina” (Archetti 2003b, 148).
From the second decade of the 20th century an increasing number of polo clubs among
the landholding elite and the expansion of polo within military ranks positioned polo as
the participatory sport of the Argentine ruling class. They were able to control the rules of
competition, create the best horses and produce the best players. While principally played
in the large estancias of the provinces, polo was becoming an important part of urban
culture in that it represented a sport for civilized spectators and a symbol of modernity
(Archetti 2003, 124). Today, the game continues to be dominated by a small circle of
elite families who exercise disproportionate influence in the economic and political life of
the country (Guterman 2005).
Polo was a socio-spatial practice that changed in relation to the cultural,
demographic and economic conditions of the country. Argentine polo players took the
raw material of the sport and adapted and improved upon it until there developed a
definable style to their play that was understood to reflect the national character. This
style, identified and propagated by the national press, was consolidated in particular times
and places, such as when an Argentine team traveled to England in 1922, winning all of
their contests. It did not matter to commentators that the Argentine team was comprised
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of players with English last names. The team represented an estillo criollo, or hybridized
style, that confirmed a particular image of Argentine polo and of Argentina itself both at
home and abroad (Archetti 2003b, 131-137; Argentina Polo Association, 2005).
The two times (1924, 1928) that polo was featured as an Olympic sport,
Argentina won the gold medal. Since then, Argentina has continued to produce the best
polo horses, players, and teams in the world. Each one of these components is attributed
(in the popular imagination) to the unique characteristics that derive from the cultural and
geographic conditions of Argentina: the unflinching masculine skill and bravado of the
pesiteros (derived from the culture of the gaucho) and the large estancias of the pampas,
a symbolic connection of the provinces to the nation (Archetti 2003a). Following the
development of the Palermo Polo Grounds in Buenos Aires in 1928, these identities and
associations were performed and disseminated in the space of the stadium.
The relationship between national mythology and polo is evidenced in the 100
peso note, Argentina’s most valuable monetary unit (photo 6.5). On the back of the bill is
a picture of the Conquista del Desierto, or conquest of the desert. This 1878 battle has
assumed mythic proportions in the national history of Argentina. Like all myths, its
origins and results are confused and interpretations contradictory. The war between
gaucho and afro-Argentine forces pressed into service by the military against the
rebellious natives of the northwestern deserts was a defining moment in the spatial
consolidation of Argentina. Chilean interests were making incursions into the still
undefined boundary lands between the two countries, and the conquista helped to quell
nativist unrest and effectively seal the border. The pose struck by General Roca and his
troops with upraised sabers is quite similar to that of polo players waiting for the referee
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to throw the ball. The fading images of the Indians on to the side of the Argentine cavalry
imply a disappearing presence on the landscape along with the gaucho and afroArgentine troops forced into the battle. What remains are the horses and riders of the
victorious elites, who swoop onto the battlefield to claim victory after the majority of
fighting had been accomplished by and between marginalized or dispossessed groups.
The motion of slashing at non-mounted combatants with a saber is the same motion used
in hitting a polo ball with a mallet. Because of the victory of the cavalry in the conquista,
and the subsequent incorporation of the practice of polo into the officer class of the
military and the continued strong association between the upper class and the military in
Argentina, we can surmise that there is a symbolic and functional relationship between
the national image and polo that glorifies the destruction of the indigenous cultures of
Argentina in the name of state formation.
As I referred to in the narrative of the Palermo Grounds, the functional and
symbolic relationships between the military cannot be separated from the space of the
stadium. The advertisement of a day for the “children and the military” implies that there
is a close relationship between the upper-middle and upper classes and the military
officer class in Argentina. This is not surprising given that the military is a wealthy and
prestigious institution in Argentina. The advertisement implies that the associations
between the wealthy and the military are, at least in part, solidified and performed
through the practice and experience of polo at the Palermo Polo Grounds.
Also present in the stadium are tourists and multinational corporations. While
these people and entities claim their space and place in the stadium in different ways they
contribute to the global reach of the space. The space of the stadium is extended even
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further through television, radio, internet and print media. The polo grounds host very
few events per year, but the times that it does see action they serve a population that
theoretically possesses a staggeringly large percentage of the national wealth. There are
never any losers in polo because the participants and spectators, by socio-economic
definition, have won long before the contest begins
Residents of the Zona Norte, may own estancias in the pampas of Argentina, and
some estancia owners maintain apartments in Buenos Aires. The estancias are where
polo horses and players are bred, trained, and formed. Their international fame results in
exportation to different parts of the globe, effectively linking far flung places with the
rural space of the estancia. Naturally, the estancias have relationships with each other
and with the political and economic powers of Argentina (represented by a smaller circle
within Buenos Aires). The horses and players come from the estancias to Palermo to
compete and then return to the countryside. The Palermo stadium is not the only polo
stadium in Argentina, and there are historical and symbolic relationships between them
that remain to be teased out.

Rugby
Rugby competes with basketball for the status of second most popular team sport
in Argentina. The historically elitist nature of rugby in Argentina allowed the Unión
Argentina de Rugby (UAR) to maintain the sport in amateur status until the mid-1990s
(Spinetto 1992). Rugby was a sport that only the wealthy had enough leisure time to
excel at on an international level. The institutional amateurism of the UAR encouraged
many of the best Argentine players to move to European leagues where they gained
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valuable experience. The success of Los Pumas, the nickname for the national rugby
team, during the 1999 World Cup in South Africa greatly increased media coverage and
popular exposure to the sport. Before 1999, there was no attempt to popularize rugby
within Argentina through advertising or media coverage because there was a sense of
socio-spatial exclusivity associated with it. In Gran Buenos Aires, organized rugby is
generally limited to the Zona Norte where it is practiced in private clubs and high
schools. While rugby is a national phenomenon, everywhere it is the province of the
upper middle and upper classes (Llistosella 1977; Spinetto 1992; Guterman 2004).
A particularly interesting element of the geography of rugby in Buenos Aires is
that there are no rugby-specific stadiums in the city. While there are dozens of fields in
the Zona Norte, some with capacities for 5,000 spectators, for international matches the
UAR leases a soccer stadium in Buenos Aires. International rugby has what are called
“test matches”. These games pit national squads against each other in games that have
little competitive meaning. Similar to “friendly matches” in international soccer, these
games usually occur in the months leading up to a major international tournament. When
a foreign team visits Argentina, the test matches (usually two) are played in a soccer
stadium of Buenos Aires. In the 1970s and 1980s, the UAR most frequently leased the
stadium of Ferrocarrill Oeste, located in Caballito, a middle class club in the geographic
center of Buenos Aires. During the 1990s the UAR selected the Velez Sarsfield stadium
or that of River Plate, both located at the outer edges of the Distrito Federal. In the 21st
Century, the UAR appears to have settled on the Velez stadium as their “national
ground”. These stadiums were chosen for a variety of functional, locational, and
representational characteristics which have to do with the social and cultural history of
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Buenos Aires, transportation infrastructure, and the socio-economic geography of the city
itself.
For example, it is impossible that a rugby match would be contested in the
stadiums of Racing, Independiente, or Boca Juniors. These stadiums are located in areas
of the city that are too far from the practitioners and spectators (or, socio-cultural space)
of rugby and are situated in zones of the urban matrix associated with lower socioeconomic classes. The middle to upper-middle class sensibilities (and habitus) of the
residents of Caballito and members of Ferrocarill Oeste made their stadium a logical
choice in the 1970s and 1980s. As the upper middle classes moved out of the city center
for the Zona Norte, transportation lines, proximity to elite residential zones, size and
functionality became the primary characteristics for choosing a stadium (Guterman
2004).
The presence of rugby fans in a space designed for soccer dramatically transforms
the sense of place associated with a soccer stadium, as well as the semiotic codes,
behavioral norms, and the policing of space both inside and outside the stadium. While
soccer, rugby and polo are clearly commercial events, rugby is notable for the
overwhelming presence of two foreign, corporate sponsors, Visa and Heineken. Rugby is
the only sport in Argentina that allows its corporate sponsors to paint their iconography
on the field of play. By claiming the field as a corporate domain, the entire event,
spectators included, becomes associated with the symbols and values of the corporation
which has as its end goal the continued consumption of material goods. In this case,
Heineken represents a refined, expensive European taste which exists in opposition to the
perception of the national taste as common (especially in terms of beer), and Visa
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represents a consumerist model which many of the fans are well familiar with. Ironically,
yet sensibly, Argentine law prohibits the sale of alcohol in stadiums. While advertising is
ever-present in the soccer stadium, the sponsors are not permitted to use the space of the
field itself. In the same way that the neighborhood banners represent the geographic
identity of the soccer fan, the logos and symbols of the companies that sponsor rugby can
be understood to represent the identities of those fans. These logos are an emblem of a
privileged minority associated with money, social and economic resources, a capacity for
conspicuous consumption in an impoverished society, and a general sense of possession
more than of belonging.
Another important element of the rugby experience that differentiates it from
soccer is the presence of a jumbo television screen. The temporary installation of the
massive screen changes the dynamics of stadium space. Consistent with stadiums in other
parts of the world, the live broadcast of events happening on the field of play changes the
relationship of the fan from participant to observer. The valorization of the stadium
experience through tele-visual apparitions discussed in chapter two is revealed as a socioeconomic predilection in rugby. The appearance of television effectively transformed the
traditional minimalist space of the Velez Sarsfield stadium into a space of leisure in the
North America, Asian, or European mold. The effective redoubling of time and
collapsing of space that instant replay brings to the stadium, creates a more passive
audience because it partly re-creates the comfortable leisure of the home-environment yet
paradoxically conveys an illusion of power over the events on the field.
Much as the world of soccer in Buenos Aires is spatially connected with
particular soccer spaces and places throughout the world, so too rugby has its own
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geography. The principal rugby playing nations of the world are English speaking and the
game has not been as successfully hybridized in Argentina as have polo and soccer. Thus,
identification with rugby (in both Argentina and Uruguay) implies an association with a
particular geographic and cultural world: England, Wales, Ireland, Scotland, South
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, France, and Italy. The codes and practices of rugby are
adopted from these nations.
There is some evidence of a changing culture in relation to rugby. During the
December 2004 test match against France at one end of the stadium fans unfurled a huge
Argentine flag, lit flares and chanted as if they were at a soccer game. The group was
small, but very loud relative to the rest of the crowd. Their behavior seemed strangely in
place and out of place. Their exuberant chanting, already linked to the codes and
practices of the soccer stadium, was a stark contrast to the passive participation of the
majority.
There is a lack of urban spatial referents for Rugby in Buenos Aires. Rugby
players are born and bred in the suburban Zona Norte, attend private schools in the
English mode, and spend most of their rugby lives outside of the dense matrix of the
Distrito Federal. They associate culturally with other rugby playing nations and have a
different vision of Argentina than those who do not have an interest in the sport. However
limited, rugby plays a central role in the idea of Argentina for these people. I want to take
a moment to explain the possible relationship(s) between rugby and Argentine national
identity.
On both occasions that I went to see Los Pumas, I paid a visit to the headquarters
of the UAR to get press credentials in the week before the game. Each time I was
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attended by elegantly dressed secretaries and large men with badly bent noses and ears
that looked more like used dog toys than functional sensory organs. The men I had met at
the UAR were clearly former players now employed as UAR functionaries.
In March of 2003, as the United States was inventing reasons to invade Iraq, Los
Pumas began an intensive training regimen with the Argentine Navy in preparation for
the World Cup. The UAR invited the press to the “basic training” and the public was
stunned by pictures of Los Pumas dressed in camouflage, wielding rifles, and crawling
under barbed wire. The reaction was predictably strong from the media: “In an
atmosphere full of the smoke of war, it appears that these are fragments of images from a
nightmare that reinforces the physical force of elitist athletes. Is it really necessary that
the rugby players dress in combat gear? Is it really an opportune time for the UAR to
diffuse these images now?” (Diario Clarin 20 March, 2003).
The UAR saw nothing unusual with the timing or association of rugby players
with the military as the drums of war were first fabricated then beaten in Washington.
Emilio Perasso, director of the UAR stated: “It is something we have been planning for
months; we can’t anticipate what is going to happen in the world. If they were playing
rugby they would be wearing rugby shirts, but since they are doing this survival work
they need military uniforms.” A former Puma disagreed: “The team has a lot of problems
in the scrums, the lines, and scoring, and this is not going to get fixed by participating in
a reality show. It’s also not the best time to be playing at soldier. Today a friend asked me
if they were preparing to go to the Gulf” (Diario Clarin 20 March, 2003, italics are words
in English in original).
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Whatever one’s opinion of the event, there is an indisputable coziness between
the UAR and the Argentine military. It is difficult to determine whether or not the elites
in charge of the UAR were giving their tacit approval for a war in Iraq or if they
displayed a profound ignorance of symbolic relationships. In my conversations with
porteños I discovered a deep suspicion of serendipity. The associations between rugby
and the military were also underscored in the presentation of a military band at the 2004
test match against France. It is extremely unlikely that a similar presentation would ever
occur in a soccer match.
In rugby, the players are the ones who sustain the injuries for the collective. The
classes to which Argentine rugby pertains are such that they can afford to have others
engage in battle for them. That is, they are in economic and political control of society at
large. While a fan sits passively in the stands, he or she can watch sporting
representatives sacrifice their bodies on the field of play against other representatives The
only thing that can be sacrificed in rugby is the body. Neither money, nor social status
nor political power is contested. The players are effectively the soldiers of the class.
SOCCER
Rugby and polo, on balance, pertain to very different social and geographic
worlds than soccer. Formal and informal rugby practice is limited to the upper-middle
and upper class residential zones of the city where it is located within the grounds of
private schools or colleges. There is some evidence to suggest that rugby is becoming a
more generalized social phenomenon, but within the dense urban core of the Capital
Federal, there is not sufficient sporting infrastructure for widespread practice. Polo is
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even more socially and spatially restricted, and practice only occurs in the military or
amongst the upper classes on estancias in the provinces or in the polo grounds located in
the Zona Norte.
The overwhelming popularity of soccer in Argentina has created a network of
geographic relationships that is impossible to describe in its entirety. The social,
economic, political and physical infrastructures that comprise the world of soccer are
interlinked, overlapping, historically continuous and staggeringly complex. The
individual and collective narratives and meanings that extend from the space and place of
a particular stadium form an integral component of the social and cultural history of the
city as a whole. The individual and collective narratives that originate in the stadiums
figure in everyday language, literature, media production and the production of cultural
norms.
Attending a soccer game in Buenos Aires is one of the most spectacular and
vibrant urban experiences in the world. The exuberance and passion of the fans is
matched on the field by intense, physical, and highly skilled competition. Even lower
division games are highly charged affairs with thousands of spectators waving flags,
burning flares, chanting, singing and threatening rival groups. The national leagues have
been suspended twice in the last three years due to security concerns. The control of
space in and around the stadiums involves a host of actors who exercise dominion over
limited spatial domains. The complex relationships between these actors impede the
development of solutions to the violence. Indeed, violence is an ever present and
elemental aspect of soccer stadiums in Argentina. This violence produces rapidly
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transforming and spaces of potentially violent confrontation that require careful
negotiation.
The space around a soccer stadium is radically transformed on game day.
Localized geography becomes increasingly militarized as thousands of fans make their
way to the stadium. Mounted and riot police control avenues of ingress and egress for
home and visiting fans. The presence of hundreds and sometimes thousands of battleready and battle-tested security forces add to an already tense environment. The police
are prepared for violence. If and when violence occurs, the police truncheons do not
discriminate among fans. For important international or derby matches (clásicos or el
superclásico), visiting fans have to be bused to the stadium as their unfamiliarity with
shifting local geography could land them unwittingly in “enemy territory”.
Urban space is further transformed through barricades, the presence of vendors
on sidewalks, and unemployed men waving their shirts in an attempt to lure drivers to
empty parking spaces. These empty spaces and the cars that fill them become their
protective domain. The smell of urine surrounding the stadium is strong, and hundreds of
young men make their way to the entrance drinking beer, waving flags, chanting and
singing their team songs. To those who habitually and ritually participate in the
transformation of urban space, the intersection of multiple actors is a matter of course.
However, the complexity of interactions and rapid changes in flows, territories, and codes
are not easily deciphered. On any given weekend, there are dozens of soccer games in
Buenos Aires, each one requiring high levels of organization. Each stadium impacts its
surrounding environment in different ways and involves thousands of different actors
who play a particular role in the production of the spectacle.
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Actors
In and around the space of the stadium we find an unequal representation of a
wide spectrum of society. Among fans, males between the ages of 14 and 45 are overrepresented, while females of all ages are under-represented. Additionally, within certain
sections of the Argentine stadium, the representational numbers are even more distorted.
In the popular section of the stadium, one will rarely find anyone over the age of 35, and
within the ranks of the most ‘hard-core’ fans, one will almost never find women, the very
young or middle-aged. Elderly people are a rare find at the stadium. Part of the reason
for this is the highly volatile nature of the popular sections. There are few controls on the
number of spectators allowed into these sections, and one must be willing to physically
engage the crowd in order to maintain one’s undifferentiated place.

The physical

exertion necessary to remain standing can last for up to four hours, as important matches
require that one arrive well before the scheduled kickoff. This militates against the
presence of the very young, the very old, and those not willing to be pressed among
thousands of surging male bodies for hours at a time.
The ticket prices of Argentine stadiums are reasonably affordable even for the
working classes but it is not infrequently that one finds young men begging for money to
buy a two dollar ticket to enter the popular section of the stadium. Thus, the stadium has
remained financially accessible to nearly all classes in Buenos Aires, save for the most
marginalized. However, by becoming members of the barra brava, even the very poor
can gain free access to the stadium.
The soccer stadium is a space for a limited public, even if this public is selfselecting and cuts across class divisions. Within this limited social framework there are
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four principal groups of actors that contrive to shape the use, function and perception of
stadium space: clubs, fans, police, and the media. The relationships between these actors
are much more complex than I will be able to elucidate here. These highly nuanced
relationships are marked by corruption, “gentlemen’s agreements”, and mutual
exploitation.96
Clubs
Stadiums in Greater Buenos Aires and throughout most of Latin America are the
property of social clubs. Membership in these independent clubs is open to the general
public and provides a host of services to members in the sede social, or social center.
The clubs range widely in size, location and resources. Socios pay monthly membership
dues and are granted free access to the club’s varied sporting, social, and educational
resources. Some sedes sociales (Boca, River, Ferrocarrill Oeste, Atlanta, Excursionistas)
are located next to or within their respective stadium and provide tennis courts,
swimming pools, dining rooms, and meeting space for the entire membership (Duke and
Crolley 2002, 106). Historically, many clubs have had to move their stadiums away from
their sede social because of the high property values and demand for space within the
federal district of Buenos Aires.

The stadium and soccer are the most public

manifestations of the social club and are responsible for bringing in the majority of club
receipts, whether through cable television contracts, corporate sponsorship, the sale of
players, or ticket revenue.
96 I am not including an examination of players or managers in this discussion, though
they do warrant attention.
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The democratically elected leaders of some clubs are powerful social, economic
and political actors. For instance, the president of Boca Juniors, Mauricio Macri, recently
ran for the mayorship of Buenos Aires on the platform that he would be able to transform
the city economically just as he had done with his private businesses and with Boca
Juniors. The president of Chacarita, Luis Barrionuevo, also a senator in the national
congress, refused to answer the questions of a federal judge regarding violence in soccer
because he claimed he was being persecuted by ex-president Menem (clarin.com.ar
4/12/03, The Times of London, 2003). Macri, Barrionuevo and others like them are often
life-long members of the clubs they head up and as such have a vested personal interest in
their sporting, economic, and political successes. The involvement of high-level political
figures in the running of social clubs, soccer teams, stadiums, and associated violence
frequently involves conflicts of interests, claims of corruption, and a lack of transparency
in local and national governance (Sebreli 1982, Duke and Crolley 2002). The exact
nature and extent of most of these relationships are not clear, but the effects of
widespread corruption and continued violence are increasingly evident (Scher and
Palomino 1988). There is growing concern that while many clubs are falling inextricably
into debt, in part due to declining memberships and increasing violence, the governing
members of clubs are maintaining a level of wealth and privilege at the expense of the
club, a situation many see as a reflection of Argentine society at large.
The historical relationships between clubs, local identities and national
government are quite complex. From the turn of the 20th Century, soccer clubs played a
central role in the social and political life in the neighborhoods in which they were
formed. Not only did they serve as venues for organized social activities but they “came
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to represent the locality and contributed to the integration of a young immigrant
population into Argentine society” (Duke and Crolley 2002).
Because of their centrality in barrio life, the clubs became a way for local
politicians to gain visibility and to secure a solid voting block. Becoming a club director
was a political process in its own right that frequently resulted in involvement in the
larger political world of Buenos Aires (Duke and Crolley 2002, 101).
When soccer was professionalized in Argentina in 1931, the importance of the
clubs in economic and political spheres increased. Investing in stadium infrastructure,
expanding the social club, and in some cases traveling to Europe, became ways of
increasing the club’s exposure and revenue.97 While the clubs continued to be run by
amateur, elected directors, the economic and political influence of the clubs further
centralized soccer in the cultural life of the city (Scher and Palomino 1988).
Clubs that associated themselves with influential political figures could count on
their assistance in building or improving their stadiums. This clientelism reached an
apogee during Peron’s tenure as president when most of the city’s major clubs had
padrinos (godfathers) in high government positions. The rash of stadiums built with state
sponsorship in the 1940s and 1950s is directly attributable to the relationships between
national political leaderships and clubs (Duke and Crolley 2002, 104). One such stadium
is the Estádio Presidente Peron of Racing Club.
97 Boca Juniors made a tour of Europe in the 1930s, winning most of their games. It was
also common in this era for English teams to tour Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro to
compete against local teams.
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By the 1950s and 1960s the economic potential of soccer was beginning to dictate
the management practices of clubs. The advent of televised games brought additional
revenue to clubs and the increase of high-value transfers of players to European clubs
brought millions of dollars into club coffers. This further encouraged the approximation
of local political figures to the club and a directorship was frequently a path to riches. In
the local community, clubs augmented their neighborhood-based membership by
providing new recreational and social facilities. As soccer expanded on local, national,
and global scales, the local clubs acquired more wealth through the sale of players and
began to exercise more influence over their locales. Even smaller clubs extended their
range of services by offering swimming, tennis, dance, and other recreational activities.
Many clubs created their own developmental programs for young soccer players based on
European models and, in the 1970s, large clubs began to take responsibility for the
education of their up-and-coming soccer stars. (Duke and Crolley 2002, 106-107)
During the military dictatorship of 1976-1983, clubs functioned as a bastion of
democracy in a totalitarian environment. These civic entities provided some of the few
spaces of free political association. And while there is not much historical evidence to
corroborate the idea, it is possible that the social and political space of social clubs were
the loci of organized resistance to the military regime (Duke and Crolley 2002). On the
other hand, it is widely suspected that the military regime used the barras bravas to
organize against the Madres de los Desaparecidos and to chant pro-government slogans
during the 1978 World Cup (Mason 1995; Rosenthal 2000). The implication is that
stadium cultures exercised an important political role in the production and contestation
of public space.
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During the 1990s, the historically situated identities that the clubs represented
appeared to be in crisis at the same time that their centrality in the culture increased
disproportionately. Alabarces (2000) suggests that this paradoxical crisis was a product of
the explosion in the mediums of communication that displaced entrenched notions of
class and replaced popular, national cultures with international popular cultures. In this
expansion, soccer, a fundamental object of global culture, has tended to amplify its limits
of representation amongst classes. However, in the same way that soccer has expanded its
economic, geographic and social reach, it has produced mechanisms of exclusion. The
neo-liberal regimes of the 1990s have expelled large numbers of people from the market
and increased socio-economic disparities. The increased costs of tickets (and the cost of
cable television) has eliminated the “traditional public” from the stadium in “ways
unthinkable just a few years ago” (Alabarces et al, 2000, 215), leaving the space to
groups more intent on producing spectacle and participating in conflict than watching a
rule-governed contest.
Following the economic and political crisis of 2001 club membership began to
decline precipitously. The devaluation of the Argentine peso effectively tripled the cost
of membership and the middle-class base of most clubs dwindled. In the last three years,
club memberships have begun to increase although the added income from membership
has not allowed smaller clubs to extricate themselves from grave financial difficulties.
The increasingly critical financial association between clubs and mass-media outlets
penalizes smaller clubs that compete in lower divisions. In order to make ends meet,
small clubs must sell their best players to larger clubs who then sell them to European,
Mexican or Brazilian clubs for millions of dollars. Smaller clubs like Dock Sud in
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Avellaneda are in severe financial difficulty and have trouble paying the limited salaries
of their players. This is consistent with the fading fortunes of smaller clubs in Rio de
Janeiro.
Regardless of their financial condition, the clubs continue to be the locus of very
powerful identity constructions for millions of people in Buenos Aires. These identities
are based in a number of different arenas: historical, familial, national, class, ethnic,
neighborhood, and labor. Club loyalties form an integral part of personal identity in
Argentina. Instead of saying one likes a team or is a fan of a team, one uses the
immutable verb ser, to be. This implies that club affiliation is as immutable as gender,
labor, national, or family identities: Yo soy un hombre / una mujer, Yo soy un professor /
una profesora, Yo soy Argentino/a, Yo soy el hijo / la hija de mi padre, Yo soy de
Boca/Racing/Independiente/etc..
Simpatizante, hincha, hinchada and the barra brava
There exists a hierarchy to fandom in Argentina. A simpatizante is someone who
has a favorite team or teams and follows the various championships casually. He or she
might go to the stadium six to ten times per year, but stays away from games that have a
potential for violence. Typically, the simpatizante is not a club member and will not wear
the colors of the team to the stadium for fear of reprisal from rival fans or police. The
hincha (the literal translation is someone who is “pumped up”) is likely to be a club
socio, regularly goes to the stadium, sometimes traveling to away games within the city
and watches games outside of the city on television. Depending on the dedication of the
hincha, he or she will travel between cities to support the team. They form the majority
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presence at games and generally occupy space in the popular, to either side of the barra
brava. The collective group of fans in a stadium is called the hinchada. Through the
diverse fan groups of the city, the population of Buenos Aires forms clans that may or
may not coincide with class, ethnic, or neighborhood divisions (Sabugo 1984, 60). The
most powerful and visible elements of these clans are groups called barras bravas.
The barras bravas first came to prominence in the mid-1960s during a time of
increased political violence in Argentina and represented the tribalization of soccer
supporters (Archetti 1985, Scher and Palomino 1988, Alabarces et al 2000, Duke and
Crolley 2002). During this time, the barras became the loci of strong identity formations
for socially, politically, and economically marginalized youth. In an increasingly hostile
political environment that limited free association in public space, the stadium became a
place and space to exercise violence against the state. The traditionally carnivalesque
environment of the stadium became a site of violent struggle between the state (police)
and disenfranchised members of society (barra brava). Although the barras bravas have
many middle-class members, the majority, with little economic opportunity and less
education, began to organize their lives around the one element of society in which they
could be publicly seen, heard, and understood: soccer. In a very short period of time, the
barra brava developed close relationships with the clubs who came to depend on them
for intra- and inter-club political rivalries, economic stability in terms of labor for the
club, and pride in having the most vocal, colorful, and passionate group of supporters.
Combined with the historical formations that I discussed in the last chapter, the
increasing marginalization of large segments of the population and the de-territorializatio
of the city as a whole, the stadium has become one ofhte last bastions of social agency for
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hundreds of thousands of young men. Duke and Crolley (2002) suggest that because of
their connections with club directors most of the activity of the barras bravas is
politically motivated adding an unpredictable element to local and national politics.
Club directors maintain political and economic, but not social, relations with the
barra brava.

The barras bravas are hierarchical organizations of primarily young,

economically and socially disenfranchised men that are paid by the club in a variety of
ways. Some members are given fictitious jobs in the companies of directors, others are
given tickets to sell on game days, while others have relationships with the stewards of
the clubs and collect money from spectators who are then slid under the turnstiles (Duke
and Crolley 2002, 108-109). The barra brava can also act in a more sinister fashion in
the service of the club directors by disrupting rival club director’s businesses, causing
political disruptions, or engaging in violent acts against other barra brava and the police.
They are in essence professional fans, operating within an institution of their own
creation, financed by club management to act in the service of club directors. On the
other hand, the barras bravas influence the decisions and internal politics of the directors
in regards to team managers and club initiatives.
From an anthropological perspective, a barra brava is an organized, paramilitary
society with specific codes, behaviors, and modes of accruing status within the group.
There is a strict division of labor within the barra brava; the youth rise up through the
ranks by stealing banners of opposing teams, showing courage in battle with other
groups, stealing cars, or fighting with other ascendant members. The loyalty commanded
by the leaders of the barras is very strong: “The leaders of the barra are idols that are the
official guardians of the group identity. Identification with the leader has the same
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characteristics as adolescent adoration, which also responds to a need to strengthen
individual identity” (Sebreli 1983, 33). Some barras are known by the weapons they use:
rubber mallets at San Lorenzo, group pummeling at Huracán, and umbrellas at
Independiente (Romero 1986, Sebrelli 1983).
Within this division of labor there are specific liaisons with the media, the police,
and with the directors of the club. Some members are purportedly involved in drug
trafficking, others with the organization and production of group spectacle in the stands,
and others are involved with arranging local, national, continental and international
transportation. The world of the barra brava is closed and extremely dangerous to
outsiders. The barras bravas are, paradoxically, the most visible social element of the
club in the stadium as they occupy entire terraces and are fundamental in the creation of
the atmosphere of the stadium.
Barra brava command strict loyalty from their members. Though it has not been
empirically documented in Argentina, we know from studies in other Latin American
countries and North American urban gangs, that there are initiation rites that youth must
pass through in order to become part of the group (Rodgers 1999). The majority of
barras bravas are comprised of individuals from the lower-middle and lower classes.
Middle and upper-middle class members comprise a smaller proportion of the
membership and participate for reasons quite different from the majority. Women are
almost wholly absent from the ranks of the barras and cannot occupy barra space in the
stands (Binello 2000, 42). Once one has entered into the world of the barra brava it is
very difficult to leave. As one of my informants reported, “They were like a family to me.
We ate together, went out together and fought together. I was afraid that I was never
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going to get out and I think the only way to make a clean break is to get married and start
a family of your own. That’s what I did and I can never go back.”
The clubs and the barra brava are locked into symbiotic relationships wherein
each defines itself in terms of the other. The covert activities of the barras bravas are
“crucial to the internal structures” soccer in Argentina. These operations include
blackmail carried out against players, coaches, or political rivals of the padrino or
president of the club. It is not “uncommon for clubs to sort out their problems on the
pitch via the barras bravas” (Duke and Crolley 2002, 109). For instance, if a player is
undergoing contract negotiations, the president of the club can ask the barra to chant
abuse at the player who will then be in a weaker position to negotiate favorable terms.
The barras are also well informed about the personal lives of players and coaches and the
threat of violent reprisal against someone who has fallen out of favor is usually enough to
gain the political ends of the directors. Coaches have been known to pay the barras to
support them during a streak of poor performances. Without the support of the barra the
coach cannot survive.
The constitution of a barra brava’s membership is dependent on the team and its
location within the city, however, from my observations, many of the barra brava have
little education and very limited economic opportunities.98 They have been effectively
marginalized from fully participating in society which is a threat to their masculine
selves. This marginalization is to a large degree reversed within the social structure of
98 One of the boasts of Boca Junior’s barra brava “El Doce” is that hardly any of its
members have finished primary school.
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the stadium, as the barra brava commands as much attention as the players on the field.
In this sense, the barra brava, through their visible actions in the stadium and through
media, operate within the public sphere otherwise denied them by society. It is in this
guise that the violence of the stadium is a demonstration of frustration and marginality, as
well as an alternative social hierarchy. The stadium is the medium for the expression of
those sentiments. The violence of the barras bravas, however, is distinct from the
political violence that has periodically shaken Buenos Aires in the last few years. For the
barra brava the stadium may function as a refuge from the symbolic and structural
impacts of neo-liberalism and globalization. By offering a non-modern refuge of strongly
felt and vibrantly experienced collective identity, the barras offer an alternative to the
increasingly harsh economic and social realities of Buenos Aires and Argentina.
The relationships between the barras are dialectic and geographical. The
communal representations of the teams do not extend equally to the whole city but
pertain to micro-communities associated with neighborhoods. In recent years an
essentialized discourse has developed in relation to these micro-spaces within the city.
The barrio and club has become (for the hinchas and barras bravas) a moral and spiritual
reserve, an area of decontamination, and a space constructed as a reserve of the local in
the face of tensions associated with a larger de-territorialization of the city as a whole.99
99 The de-territorialization of the city refers to a process in which the city as a whole
becomes unbounded. The increased fluidity of formerly fixed boundaries allows for more
freedom of association of goods and people that has the effect of reducing the historically
strong associations with place.
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Youth groups are more likely to assume this discourse and produce a metonym between
the neighborhood, stadium and notions of authenticity. That which is more local is
considered to be more authentic, less commercialized, and less subject to the mercantile
logics of industrial culture (Alabarces et al 2000, 218).
Relationships between club leaders and barra brava are very guarded, primarily
because they involve national political figures and institutionalized violence. Because of
this it is unlikely that the details of the relationships between them will ever be fully
brought to light. However, it is clear that the relationship between the clubs and their
barra brava is complex and paradoxical. Sebrelli (1981, 35) says that the barra brava of
the 1970s were “ductile elements manipulated by totalitarian political interests that knew
how to exploit juvenile anxieties.” It is unlikely that this situation has changed in recent
years, especially with the expanded tele-visual reach of stadium events.
Scher and Palomino (1988) attribute the rise in stadium violence that began in the
late 1960s to an increase in youth membership in the barras bravas. This rise might be
correlated to a decline in the Argentine economy or with a sustained rise in inflation and
unemployment. If this were the case, the increased death toll in the clasura of 2002 could
be explained as an outgrowth of intolerable social conditions. In the absence of work,
welfare or education, the unemployed male youth of Buenos Aires looked to assert
themselves in what they believed to be a very positive arena, organized support for their
soccer team. The increased power of the barra brava was made visible through acts of
violence in and around the stadiums of the city.
In Marxist terms, the rise in the number of lumpen-prolitariat in the city swelled
the ranks of these organizations. These new members came from the army of reserve
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workers that were a product of neo-liberal economic reforms that increased social and
economic marginalization. Created by the state, they turned against it, yet their anger was
confined to the streets and stadiums.
The clubs can not completely control the barra brava because of the political,
economic, and social weight that fandom carries in Argentina. Clubs compete amongst
each other in several spheres: on the field, economically, politically and in the terraces. It
is a point of pride amongst club directors to have a large, supportive barra brava that can
afford to produce spectacles both in the home stadium and on the road.
There is also an imaginary ranking amongst the barras. Those who are more violent or
who support their teams with more observable passion rise up the ranking. They know
that the media amplifies their actions. In this ranking violent confrontations with the
police bring barras the biggest number of points (Alabarces et al 2000, 220). This
ranking is considered to be a reflection of the relative masculine power that each barra
wields. The word used to define the passionate actions of soccer supporters is Aguante.
This word can also be defined as an ability to act in space. The barras need to have the
capacity to defend the battlefield space of the stadium and neighborhood through physical
and symbolic actions such as graffiti (Gandara 1997). If a group remains in the field they
are victorious and the other must retreat. This territorial conquest involves physical force
and skill in street fighting, the ability to steal rivals’ banners, as well as modes of
intimidation which happen though chants, gestures, throwing missiles, and bodily
movement in and around the stadiums (Alabarces 2002). Through these codes and
behaviors the barras show that they are ready for battle. In many cases, battles are won
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and lost through intimidation without necessitating the hand to hand battle of the streets.
(Alabarces et al 2000, 224; Romero 1986).
Despite their apparent control over players, coaches, and the internal function of
clubs, the barras bravas are dependent on the space of the stadium to manifest their
identities in public. They are fanatical followers of the team and its exploits. The barra
brava have a vested interest in maintaining the social order that permits the successful
staging of sport while acknowledging through their actions that this very system creates
the conditions of marginalization against which they are protesting. It is fairly certain
that the barras bravas are not actively aware of these paradoxes, as one rarely sees signs
of political protest in the stadiums. The textual messages displayed on terrace banners
have more to do with localized geographic identity, expressions of dedication to rock and
roll, alcohol, cocaine and marijuana, or vitriol aimed at the principal rivals of the club.
The only political clout the barras bravas demonstrate an interest in wielding is in
support of the club management that supports them.
The narrative of victimization that the barras have places their violent actions in a
passive framework. They do not perceive themselves to be violent actors, but are forced
into a position of acting violently through the “system.” They cannot win in the
economic, political, or social arenas so they assert their authority in the sphere that they
dominate. Any attempt to infringe on their space is a provocation that is met with a
violent response. The history of violence between barras bravas increases on a weekly
basis. Friendships and antagonisms between barras are historically situated yet shift
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according to present needs and values.100 The sixty-odd barras bravas in Buenos Aires
describe a phenomenally complex web of political, economic, geographic, historical and
sporting relationships that taken together constitute an indisputably powerful and
spectacular element of stadium culture.
Police
Within the governing structure of Argentine soccer, clubs are responsible for
paying security costs for soccer matches. Security services are contracted to local,
provincial and federal police forces who receive overtime pay at soccer matches. It is not
uncommon to have between 800 - 1200 police at important clásico or international
matches. This is a strong financial burden on the clubs, who cannot use those monies for
investment in stadium infrastructure, buying of players, or development of other social
programs within the club itself. The costs of security are exacerbated by the violent
behavior of the fans of the club itself, an irony that is apparently lost on many of the
perpetrators.
Every barra brava considers the police as an enemy. As a result, the police are
directly and indirectly involved in the production of violence in and around stadiums. On
the one hand, the presence of the police is paid for by the clubs and necessitated by the

100 The website www.barrasbravas.com.ar is dedicated to the histories,
relationships, and culture of barras bravas throughout Argentina and is an excellent
reference for those who wish to know more about this world.
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actions of the barra brava. On the other, it is in the best interests of the police to have
some level of stadium violence, as this ensures their presence and an additional source of
income. Given the physical barriers separating groups of fans from each other, there is
not much violence between rival groups inside the stadium. However, I have witnessed
examples of violence inside the stadium on several occasions. The most notable of these
was in San Lorenzo’s Estádio Nuevo Gasómetro where the barra brava of Huracán
attempted to break through the physical barriers separating them from the field. In
September of 2003, fans of Boca Juniors and Chacarita Juniors battled inside the stadium
causing more than thirty serious injuries and the suspension of the game (Clarin.com.ar
Sept. 22, 2003).
The police have both antagonistic and familiar relationships with the barra brava.
They are employed to control the barra brava on a weekly basis and have developed
relationships with them over decades. Because soccer fandom extends to all social
classes, the police have a vested interest in what happens in and around the stadium. The
barra brava has a distinct organizational advantage over the police when it comes to
dominating stadium and city space. Organizing for matches, both home and away, and
preparing for violent confrontations are primary occupations of the barra brava. The
police are frequently drawn from different units, may be unfamiliar with the local terrain,
and usually do not have the authority to use lethal force against the barra brava. The
barra brava, for their part, carry small arms, knives and sharpened poles, outnumber the
police by as many as ten to one and operate on their “home ground”. The police maintain
liaisons with leaders of the barra brava, and vice versa. When there is a truce between
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two barra brava groups, the police are notified by the clubs that they will not need to
provide as much security for the match.
Conversely, it is widely suspected that when confrontations between groups of
barra brava do occur in the immediate vicinity of the stadium, it is only through the
complicity of the police. For instance, local geography can be negotiated (through
bribes) such that the police are absent in particular areas. The barra brava can then
engage in ritual warfare in those “empty” spaces. These confrontations frequently have a
high human cost, and yet they fuse stadium identities with the surrounding urban space,
weaving a violence-based spatiality into an urban order where violence is masked and
indirect.
The police, like most men in Argentina, are soccer fans. Through the apparatus of
the state they take the opportunity to exercise “legitimate” violence over rival fans
(Binello et al 2002). The irony is not lost on members of the barra brava who develop a
narrative of victimization in relation to the police. The confrontation between legitimate
and non-legitimate uses of force calls into question the authority of the state over cityspace. For many fans, the disappearance of “Justice” as a legitimate institution of the
state is represented metonymically in the stadium. The spontaneous violence of the fans
is designed, also through metonymy, as an ultimate escalation of disbelief, a lack of
confidence and disgust (Alabarces et al 2000, 225). The police, as the formal
representatives of the state, are equally disgusted with the barras bravas and readily
engage them in combat. This is the most ritual and visible element of class conflict in
Buenos Aires, although the police are likely not representing their own class interests but
those of the state.
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Local and national government
There have been strong relationships between soccer clubs, local, and national
political figures since the 1920s. Scher (1996) and di Gano (2005) describe in detail the
ways in which politicians have used their associations with the soccer community in
pursuit of personal and ideological ends. In general terms, the non-governmental
organization Associacion de Fútbol Argentino (AFA), which regulates soccer in
Argentina, is answerable to the state (see illustration 6.4). The state prosecutes crimes
committed in and around stadium space and in 2003 created a special prosecution unit to
investigate sports-related crimes (Associated Press 2003a). Despite the increasingly
strong measures taken by the national government to control stadium-space, the
continued violence has left legislators and judges with few options but to suspend play
(Associated Press, 2003b). When Nestor Kirchner assumed the presidency in 2003, he
created a Sports Security Secretariat that was headed up by a former referee (Inter Press
Service, 2003).
Part of the problem in controlling stadium violence through legislation is the
reluctance of club directors to provide the names of the members of barras bravas. This
effectively sidesteps one of the main provisions of the 1994 Law on Sports Event
Violence (Inter Press Service, 2003). Additionally, the long delay in adjudicating crimes
along with the complicity of powerful political figures in stadium violence produces few
criminal convictions. The complex relationships between the powerful club directors, the
barras bravas and national political leaders involve conflicts of interest, illegal activity,
and strong loyalties that all mitigate against an effective legislative solution to stadium
related violence. Part of the problem is that most of the club presidents have strong
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allegiances to political parties. Because of the, “unique ties between politics and fútbol,
the role of the fans is of utmost importance in the running of a club and to a politician’s
career” (Duke and Crolley 2000, 100). This creates a situation in which no one takes
responsibility for the violence. As a consequence of these facts, many observers criticize
the way that politicians, club directors and the judicial system are seen to protect the
barras bravas (Duke and Crolley 2002, 115). The institutions of the state and of soccer
seem incapable of resolving the issue.
In terms of stadium construction, the participation of the state reveals a strong
relationship between government and soccer. Because soccer is such an important part of
cultural life in Buenos Aires it offers a
singular opportunity to influence social comportment. To organize the
concentration of large masses of people in enormous stadiums implies, at the
least, an opportunity to control their behavior. It is not strange that members of
the government that listen to the initiatives of soccer directors are generally
accepting of their ideas (Scher and Palomino, 1988, 61).
Political icons such as Eva Peron used soccer for political ends. In the 1950s, she
organized youth championships in Buenos Aires as a means of identification with the
masses. The 1978 World Cup is regarded as the watershed moment for political influence
in soccer. The full details of this story are frightening and can be found in a number of
excellent texts (Scher and Palomino 1988, 147-175; Mason 1995, 66-76; Taylor 1998,
59-75; Gulianotti 2002, 100-106; Duke and Crolley 2002, 111-114; Arbena 1990). The
historical associations of politics with soccer in Argentina are too complex to reveal in
detail here, however, almost every aspect of soccer and stadium governance in Buenos
Aires is associated with elected officials at all levels of local and national government.
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Media
The role of the internet, television, radio, and print media in producing and
projecting stadium identities has changed in recent years. The proliferation of cable
television has heightened the exposure of soccer which has also led to an increase in print
media coverage of sport. The availability of nearly constant soccer programming on
television, and exhaustive coverage in the daily press, coupled with an increase in
violence in and around the stadium has convinced many middle- and upper-class people
to watch matches from the security of home, or local bars and cafés. The more middleclass people stay away from the stadiums, the more they are likely to consume the
performances of the clubs and the barras bravas via television. This is a point that is not
lost on the barras bravas, who stage elaborate pageants and performances that have two
functions: 1, to show up the other fan groups 2, to demonstrate their capacity for
organizing impressive visual spectacles to a local, national, and international audience.101

101 The barras bravas of Argentina are known around the soccer world. The transmission
of soccer games from Buenos Aires to Europe is one of the primary mechanisms through
which stadium behaviors are diffused amongst fan groups. The innovations of the
Argentine fans frequently manfiest themselves in Italian or Spanish stadiums the
following week (Guterman 2005). A well-known anecdote is that some Mexican soccer
teams hired members of Argentine barras bravas to travel to Mexico to organize their
fans. The Argentines were incredulous that the teams did not provide financial assistance
to their fan groups. An increasingly common element of Mexican stadiums is the long
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It is possible that many of these performances are designed or conditioned as media
events (Boorstin 1962), but more detailed knowledge of the production and performance
of stadium spectacles will require much more research.
“Sport violence” is considered in a different light than the urban political violence
that defined Buenos Aires between the 1950s and 1980s. Journalists and academics have
focused on the latter to the near total exclusion of the former, although one is a product of
the other. The lack of attention paid to the root causes of soccer related violence is the
product of a generalized academic aloofness in regard to sport in Argentina (Alabarces et
al 2000, 213-214).
Although no one would assert that the actualized and ritualized violence of the
stadium is an acceptable societal norm, there is little mention in the daily press of stadium
violence as an abnormality.

However, when these confrontations turn deadly, the

attention is focused on the symptoms and not the causes of the violence. This implies a
toleration of violence within certain bounds that recognizes the “need” for social
expression of this kind. In a highly masculine culture with a long history of statesponsored violence, reading the Argentine press does not give one the impression that the
combative norms of the stadium are conceptually or functionally aberrant. Because the
stadium is the locus for the acting out of a larger social problematic, the root causes of
that violence are rarely addressed in public discourse. As we have seen, this violence had
its origins in the gendered production of public space and in the larger socio-economic

vertical banners that demarcate space for the barra brava. In Mexico, however, the crowd
is much more sedate and violence among fans is a rarity (Magazine 2003).
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and political situation of the country; and the marginalized segments of the population
find social agency through the performative violence of the barra brava.
The hyper-visibility of soccer in television and print media assures that the actions
of the barras are amplified through their exposure in the media. Monge (1988) attributes
violence to the desires of coaches for results and directors for profits that work within a
realm of sensational media to create an exceptionally charged stadium environment.
Various media augment the drama of the spectacle and the frequently bloody
confrontations make headlines.102 Finally, the ability of violence itself to create an
alternative spatiality is too subtle (and dangerous) an idea to surface in public discourse.
At the same time that increased media exposure has augmented the visibility of
the performances of the barras bravas, it is also through the mass-mediafication of soccer
that women are able to manifest themselves more visibly into soccer culture. If their
place in the spectacle is as an object of the masculine gaze, women appear to recognize
and accept the rules of the game and in all cases use these rules as a means of
appropriating space in the soccer-world (Binello et al 2002, 36-7). However, the
“majority of the feminine images that are presented by the media of women in stadiums
meet a double condition: sensuality and exoticism. This signifies that not all of the
women present in the stadiums (during the 1998 World Cup) were captured by the
cameras, but only those that met these two conditions” (Binello et al, 2002, 39). Thus, the
media contributes to a gendered construction of stadium space wherein women are
102 The intersection of politics, business and media is recounted in detail by Veiga
(2002)
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valorized for their sexual characteristics and not for their ability to participate as full
agents in the spectacle.
In general, we can assert that the network of stadiums and associated spaces that
comprise the soccer world of Buenos Aires touches nearly every social sector and elides
the distinctions between the public and private realms. Imbued with notions of
masculinity, wrapped in a discourse of violence, and supported by powerful economic
and political forces soccer stadiums in Buenos Aires provide a window into the
functioning of society at large. By entering into Argentine society through the soccer
stadium, we are faced with the essential contradictions and paradoxes of the city that
have drawn the attention of generations of scholars.
THE STADIUM, VIOLENCE, CONFORMITY AND CONTESTATION
What do conformity and contestation have to do with each other in relation to the
stadium? I am framing this question with the idea of socially transgressive modes of
behavior in mind. The violence that is part of the stadium experience in Buenos Aires is
pervasive and continuous, even if there are no physical confrontations between rival
groups or the police. Soccer can be understood as ritualized combat that enflames
passions and encourages an essentialized conception of otherness that is well
documented. The militarization of stadium space implies a level of authoritarian social
control and reactive behavior that is unique to Buenos Aires and Argentina. Because
“football fan cultures are saturated with communal identifications and sectarian
antagonisms towards other teams” (Giulianotti, 2002, 97) the passions generated by this
sense of belonging and opposition, as well as the virulent rhetoric of fandom, allow the
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stadium to take on the role of a transcendent space, where the fans are more important
than the players on the field or the directors in the luxury suites. Rather than the game’s
rule-based spatiality, the fan offers a spatiality that explodes rules and their human costs.
It is a form of romanticism; a very masculine utopia of brute force and clannish intensity.
Alabarces suggests that, “the stadium does not appear as a transgressive place;
instead the carnivalesque of Argentine fans has been integrated by the mass media”
(2002, 82). This may be true in some instances. However, the real, physical battles that
occur both inside and outside the stadiums between police forces and fans, between rival
groups of fans, and between two groups of fans and the police can be understood as an
attempt to suspend the dominant social order. These battles are not just staged for the
media. But to what end then? It is possible that violence could be a form of social
expression, wrapped inside a crisis of legitimacy. However, it is also true that the stadium
is a platform for powerful political and media interests that have a vested interest in
manipulating and amplifying the behavior of the excluded for a larger audience
(Alabarces, 2002, 83). The stadium is a site where the social order is simultaneously
contested and reaffirmed. Media broadcast both rule-based and anarchic spatiality in a
single “package” for viewers to interpret according to their predilections and social
positions.
Within the stadium society permits a certain disruption of the social order. This is
natural given the historical nature of the stadium as a liminal space where transgression
and inversion are the norm. However, when the behaviors of the stadium spill out into
the public space of the streets society demands a different order. This order does not
allow the members of the barra brava full social agency. The stadium is their only place
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where they have a voice, and they dare not overturn the order that sustains it, even though
their violent actions always threaten to do so.
As opposed to soccer, polo and rugby have very little visible conflict within the
stadium. In rugby, the competitions held in major stadiums are against foreign opposition
in friendly matches that attract very few foreign fans. Because the stadium is full of
people from a limited range of the socio-economic spectrum, there is no built-in
mechanism to trigger violence between fans. Additionally, conflict against the state
would be out of place because this is the class of people that represent and create the
state. They are the bureaucrats, managers, and white collar suburban dwellers that are
keen to be part of the consumerist, capitalist class. They likely perceive themselves to be
upwardly mobile, take their vacations in Orlando and Europe and have a favorable vision
of European and British culture. Strongly associated with the military and the elite
northern residential zone, violence among these fans is no more conceivable than among
golf or Formula One racing fans in North America or Europe.
In polo the conflict is not evident in the stadium, but is implied by the culture and
geography of the sport. Capitalism is inherently violent. Polo is a product of many
elements, but one two of the most influential are a surplus of capital and a dedication to
leisure. Contrary to soccer where many of the best players are contracted as wage or nonwage laborers from the time they emerge into adolescence, polo players do not profit
greatly from playing the game, nor do they need to. The association of polo with the
officer class of the nation has kept the sport in a privileged position in Argentine society
for more than a century. There is no question that there is a close association between the
international capitalist class that runs polo and the wealthy elite who run Argentina.
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The different geographic and social spaces of polo, rugby and soccer in Buenos
Aires delimit complex and intersecting discourses of masculinity, national identity, class
power, and social identity. The habiti of polo and rugby are strongly associated with
suburban residential zones, cultures of consumerism, foreign tastes and the Argentine
military. In both of these sports, conflict is limited to the field of play and geographic
identities appear to be trumped by class concerns. By contrast, soccer pertains to all
social sectors and involves multi-layered conflicts and contradictions that frequently boil
over into violent acts both inside and outside the stadium. Even where there is no direct
physical confrontation between fans or between fans and police, soccer stadiums are
cauldrons of passion where masculine, class, ethnic, labor, and geographic identities
clash in ritualized combat. Soccer stadiums are designed to control the transgressive
behavior of the fans, and function as militarized spaces policed by the forces of the state.
It is not coincidental that the barras bravas draw their members from the most
marginalized social sectors – those groups that are perceived to be the greatest threat to
the social stability. Thus, patterns of class and conflict are expressed in soccer stadiums
while patterns of class and contentedness are expressed in rugby and polo.
CONCLUSIONS
Polo, rugby, and soccer stadiums and the geographic worlds that extend from
them, combine to form a composite picture of political, class, ethnic, neighborhood,
national and identities in Buenos Aires. I have demonstrated how different stadiums and
sporting practices occupy physical and conceptual space in the city. This is the first
geographic examination of stadiums in Buenos Aires and there is still much work to be
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done. For instance, a thorough examination of female relationships to stadium space is
necessary. Demographic data for stadium events is largely absent and geographers are
ideally positioned to take up such work. Additionally, the textured histories of streets,
neighborhoods and the city at large, that are inscribed in the stadiums of Buenos Aires are
waiting to be brought to light. Even though I have spent time in many stadiums in Buenos
Aires, it is only with prolonged exposure over time that a complete history of a stadium
or stadiums can come to life.
In Argentina, violence exists in daily life, not just in soccer. The majority of this
violence takes the form of social exclusion, the expulsion from the labor market, from
consumption, and the deterioration of public health and education. Although a return to
military dictatorship is a remote possibility, there is also a continuation of state-sponsored
violence. Though it may appear from the actions of soccer fans that there are tendencies
for the general population to engage in violent actions, the historical record indicates that
the upper classes have systematically demonstrated that they are more inclined to use
force (Alabarces et al 2000, 225, Archetti 1985). This use of force has rarely been in the
personal context of the soccer fan, but rather using the guns of others to act on one’s
behalf.
The social, cultural, and spatial realms of the stadiums constantly change, along
with the city and society at large. There has been a proliferation of institutional and legal
changes in recent years in regard to stadium culture. These policies and tactics have
begun to address issues of stadium violence, access, and accountability. Examining legal
codes, government subsidies and the larger political structures that undergird stadium
space would reveal valuable insight into the political culture of Buenos Aires and
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Argentina. For instance, understanding the connections between influential club
presidents and leading political and economic figures would be fascinating. Naturally,
this information is tightly guarded, and will take a brave investigator to tease out the
information.
Additionally, an anthropological approach to the barra brava can only be
accomplished with prolonged exposure to those groups. While I have had direct personal
interaction with active members of the barras and interviewed former members,
understanding the internal functioning of these groups and the reasons for joining them
would reveal important clues to the processes of identity formation in relationship to
teams and stadiums. Clearly, this is dangerous territory that requires an extensive system
of informants, contacts, and safeguards. It is unlikely that exposing the inner workings of
the barras bravas could be completed safely by a foreign researcher.
The differential geographies of each sport and the physical and conceptual spaces
that they occupy in Buenos Aires provide deep insight into socio-cultural structures,
spatial relationships, historical narratives of gender and the nation, and contemporary
realities. However, there is no question that soccer plays a larger role than either rugby or
polo in the social, cultural and spatial domains of Buenos Aires. Each sport is associated
with the nation, but manifests this relationship in very different ways. Each sport, and
stadium, can also be characterized by different relationships with the military. In soccer,
the fans take the police to be a common enemy (Gandara 1999), whereas in rugby and
polo there are amicable and mutually supportive relationships. This implies a particular
set of relationships between class and sport, however, the pervasive influence of soccer in
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Argentina allows it to transcend class structures. Conversely, it is unlikely that members
of the lower-class soccer fans will be much informed about polo or rugby.
Taken together, the spaces of soccer, rugby and polo trace the urban and rural
histories of Argentina: national boundary consolidation, class differentiation, the
development of urban space, political and economic interests, influences, and structures,
social violence, residential segmentation, racism, gender and masculinity. In short, by
beginning in the stadium and moving outward into the spaces of the city and nation a
composite picture of place can be examined in greater detail from a number of
perspectives. It is my hope to return to Argentina to examine some of these stories in
more depth.
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Photo 6.1

Aerial view of the Palermo Polo Grounds and the Hippodromo
Argentino.
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Photo 6.2

Palermo Polo Grounds. Author Photo.

Photo 6.3

Inside the Palermo Polo Grounds. Author Photo
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Photo 6.4

Apartment building and scoreboard.
Author Photo.

Photo 6.5

The one hundred peso note. The pose
of the cavalry is similar to the
positions taken up on a polo field.
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Photo 6.5 Estadio Jose Almafatini of Club Atletico Velez Sarsfield.
Author photo. Note the presence of a military transport and the presence
of commercial interests.

Photo 6.6

Large screen television at rugby game. Author photo.
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Photo 6.7

Rugby fan turning to watch television.
Author photo.

Photo 6.8

Gente con sangre caliente.
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Photo 6.9

Typical small stadium in Buenos Aires. Author Photo.
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Photo 6.10

A Buenos Aires postcard featuring the stadium of River Plate as an
urban amenity.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Comparative cultural urbanism
This dissertation has demonstrated that stadiums form an important part of the
geographic realities for millions of people all over the globe. Not only are stadiums found
in nearly every urban environment but they have been a part of human cultures for
thousands of years. The universality of the stadium implies there is something essentially
human about them. With notable exceptions their ubiquity has rendered them nearly
invisible to geographers.
By using Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires as case studies, I have shown how the
formation, modification and experience of stadiums have been informed and influenced
by geographic and historical processes at multiple scales. Through the lens of the stadium
we can read processes of urban development, different and contested meanings associated
with place, the formation of multi-scalar geographic identities, and the shifting dynamics
of socio-spatial relationships. Stadiums matter because they are sites and symbols of
larger geographic processes, cultural norms and relationships of social power and agency.
By comparing and contrasting the historical development and contemporary geographic
realities of stadiums in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, this chapter will summarize the
most important similarities and differences between them.
Given the strong geographic, cultural, and historical differences between Rio de
Janeiro and Buenos Aires, using stadiums as a medium of analysis allows for effective
and comparative geographic analysis. My methodology suggests that by examining and
comparing stadiums in different cities, we can effectively describe the historical,
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geographical and cultural differences that make places unique as well as identify
important similarities. Traditionally, comparative urban analyses have compared systems
of flows, urban morphology, patterns of urban planning, the generalized production of
urban space and quantitative socio-economic data (Outtes 1999; Rosenthal 2000;
Scarpaci 2005; Castells 2002; Findlay 1992; Gottdeiner 1985; Relph 1976; Zukin 2000).
This is the first study to use stadiums as a comparative medium and future researchers
might wish to draw from investigative models in comparative government, cultural
anthropology, sociology and comparative literature. As a means of providing an example
from which future studies can be organized I will provide a comparative overview before
comparing and contrasting three issues related to the contemporary stadiums of Buenos
Aires and Rio de Janeiro: social memory, representation and meaning; organization and
governance; global influences.
COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW
Colonial legacies, industrialization, migration and urban planning appear to have
affected Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro in similar ways around the turn of the 20th
century (Needell 1995; Rosenthal 2000; Outtes 2003; BANDES 2004). In this era, both
cities were the capitals and dominant urban centers of their respective countries but
relatively small and “under-developed” in comparison to their European or North
American counterparts. Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro began to industrialize in the
latter decades of the 19th century. While Rio faced strong competition from São Paulo,
and would eventually diminish in importance, Buenos Aires consolidated economic and
political power at the expense of a more geographically even national development.
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In the case of Rio de Janeiro, the persistence of slavery and the monarchy until the
late 1880s structured the social and geographic dynamics of the city. In Buenos Aires,
large scale European immigration in the 1880s and again in the 1910s transformed the
city in myriad ways. Both cities modeled urban space on Paris, were subject to the
mercantile, technological, and social influences of the British and looked to Europe for
their models of civilization (Outtes 2003). As rural to urban migration and European
immigration accelerated through the modernization of transportation systems, the
association of “popular” living quarters (favelas and conventillos) with a lack of moral
and physical hygiene stimulated urban and social reforms that changed the physical
characteristics of the cities and the demographic composition of the urban core (Scobie
1974; Needell 1995; Guy 1990; Graham 1998; Outtes 2003). This development followed
European models of industrial modernism.
Institutionalized sport was a by-product of industrialization. For this reason,
stadiums began to form in both cultures during the same period, although slightly earlier
in Buenos Aires. The British mercantile elite brought their sporting traditions and
ideologies along with their mercantile and industrial apparatuses. The diffusion of soccer
to the popular classes resulted in the proliferation of soccer spaces throughout both cities.
While there is no way to document the total extent of diffusion, we can judge from the
number of teams, leagues and stadiums relative to population that the influence of sport
on city space was fairly extensive (Pereira 2000; Frydenberg 1999). The stadiums
functioned in relation to other public spaces such as the street, parks, plazas, cafés, bars
and bordellos. Masculine, feminine, national, class, ethnic and racial identities were
articulated in different ways in each of these spaces.
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It was during the period between 1910 and 1930 that soccer was consolidated as
the sport of the masses in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro (Archetti 1998; Braceli 2001;
Cunha 1994; Hamilton 2001). In both cities, the elite moved into positions of
management and financial directorship as they abandoned the practice of the sport,
though they continued to participate in sporting practices such as polo and rowing. By the
1930s Brazil and Argentina (and Uruguay) had emerged as world soccer powers, and the
stadiums attracted enormous crowds where violence was common.103 The increasing
popularity of soccer frequently transferred to codes of the stadium to the street, and in
both cities it was common for thousands of people to gather in public spaces to listen to
radio broadcasts of soccer games during major international competitions such as the
World Cup. It was also in this era that stadiums became instruments of political power
and control. Though the geographic processes associated with this development are
under-theorized, the proliferation of stadiums in both cities shaped the urban landscape
and they became an integral component of urban public culture. Stadiums also served as
the loci for the articulation of class, gender, and national identities (Negreiros 1988;
Murad 1996).
From the 1930s onwards, political figures in both countries used stadiums as a
venue for the consolidation of power. Stadium building projects were viewed as
103 Uruguay was the first international soccer power. The albiceleste won the Olympic
tournaments in 1924 and 1928 and the inaugural FIFA World Cup in 1930. Uruguay did
not participate in the 1934 and 1938 World Cups, thus their fans could claim that they
were consecutive four time World Champions after beating Brazil in 1950.
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“progressively modern” – outward symbols of the technological and organizational
capacity of the state. For instance, in Brazil, Getúlio Vargas used the São Januário and
Pacaembú for political ends. In Argentina, the Perón family utilized sport and stadiums to
consolidate their popular appeal (Dieguez 1985; Helal 1997; Scher 1996).
The professionalization of soccer in the 1930s ensured that the stadium would be
a site of profit for the elites and a source of diversion for the urban masses. Hundreds of
thousands of people attended stadiums on a weekly basis. By the 1940s, politicians could
not afford to ignore them as mechanisms for political, economic and social control.
Moreover, the international successes of Brazilian and Argentine teams fostered the
development national identities in relation to the space and codes of the stadium and
provided a coherent national narrative in societies without many nationalist traditions
(Soares 2000; Archetti 1997).
On the local level, stadiums dominated neighborhood environments and became
part of the conceptual geographies of both cities. The identities that formed in relation to
stadiums provide a fairly accurate picture of the divisions within the society as a whole
(Lever 1983). In Rio, these identities were formed along race, labor and class lines yet
were becoming more integrated as black and mulatto players gained national and
international fame. In Buenos Aires, strong divisions continued to exist along geographic
(neighborhood), labor, class and ethnic lines. In both cases the stadiums were masculine
domains and patrias chicas that provided stages for competition on local, national and
international stages.
Although violence was present in the stadiums of Buenos Aires and Rio de
Janeiro as early as the 1910s and 1920s, violence was not a problematic characteristic of
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stadium cultures until the late 1960s and early 1970s. This is the epoch in which
organized fan groups (barras bravas in Argentina and torcidas organizadas in Brazil)
began to appear on the scene. Thousands of unemployed, under-employed or otherwise
disenfranchised youth began to form cohesive groups in support of their team. These
collectives, organized as para-military gangs or urban tribes, began to exert political and
economic influence in the clubs. The uneven geographic development of industrial
societies positioned stadiums as integrative nodes in systems of urban spaces where a
wide range of social actors converged. In both Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, stadiums
continued to serve as bases from which political and economic strongmen could
consolidate power. The increasing polarization of social classes coupled with a lack of
social agency on the part of the working class positioned the stadium as one of the few
places in society where the disenfranchised could exercise agency in the face of social
and political repression (Archetti 2003a; Aidar etal. 2000; Carrano 2000; Ciria 1984;
Parrilli 1997; Pimenta 2003).
Organized fan groups began to wield political and economic influence beyond the
limited sphere of the stadium. Throughout the 1980s their increased agency prompted the
state to increase control over the stadium with military forces of their own; violent
conflicts between police and barras bravas and torcidas organizadas become routine.
The violence that these groups continue to exercise against each other can be understood
as a competition for scarce resources and an assertion of social agency abetted by
preternaturally strong yet visibly threatened identities, particularly among young men.
The national and local police forces in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires are not hesitant
to use lethal force to control stadium environments displaying their own institutional
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cultures. In both countries, people are forced to reconcile their strong associations with
soccer with the violence of the stadium.
Because of their generalized insecurity and increasing age, stadiums have come
under increasing scrutiny in Brazil and Argentina. Issues of public safety, governance,
and stadium management are being discussed in local, national and international
contexts. The staggering violence associated with stadiums is embroiled in a discourse
that dehumanizes the people who engage in it. This discourse effectively eliminates the
need to address the underlying social conditions that generate gang warfare in these
cities. Many people no longer attend stadiums because they find them to be
uncomfortable and unsafe places to spend their leisure time. However, in Brazil and
Argentina, going to a soccer stadium is not necessarily an expression of leisure
preferences but a performance of deep-seated identities.
Encompassing all elements of Lefebvre’s spatial trialectic and functioning as loci
for the performance of diverse habiti, stadiums in both Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro
act as quasi-public spaces that function in the public realm. As such, they are connected
to the production and reproduction of public space within each city. As Buenos Aires and
Rio de Janeiro become increasingly fragmented, territorialized and less “public”, the
stadiums of each city will be barometers of larger social issues. Will women continue to
carve out more space in the stadiums of Buenos Aires? Will the overwhelming corruption
of Rio’s stadiums change? How will local and national governments move to deal with
violence and social disorder associated with the stadium? What will be the fate of the
many smaller stadiums in each city? Will the stadium become a site of social and spatial
transformation?
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In many ways, Argentines and Brazilians define their relationships to soccer in
terms of each other. It is not an exaggeration to say that the best players in the world
come from Brazil and Argentina.104 Games between the two feature two of the most
exciting and skillful soccer teams in the world. In the FIFA rankings of October 2005,
Brazil was ranked number one and Argentina number two.
In June of 2004, Argentina beat Brazil in a World Cup qualifying game. The
following day’s headline from the Clarin newspaper read, “Argentina gozó a Brazil”. The
Spanish word gozar means to enjoy one’s self. When combined with what is termed the
“personal a” it signifies to enjoy one’s self at the expense of or on top of another,
104 An area stretching from the southern suburbs of Buenos Aires to the northwestern
suburbs of Rio de Janeiro can be considered one of the primary “production zones” of
soccer talent in the world. An interesting cartographic representation would demonstrate
the places of origin of professional soccer players on a regional and global scale. I
hypothesize that the map would show concentrations in the Atlantic littoral of South
America extending from Rio de Janeiro to La Plata in Argentina, encompassing Sao
Paolo and its hinterland (Campinas, Goias, Brazilia), Coritiba, small urban centers in the
southern states of Brazil, Porto Alegre, Montevideo and Rosario in Argentina. There
would likely be analogous centers surrounding the major port cities of Brazil. On a global
scale, we would likely see a strong presence in West Africa extending from Cameroon to
Senegal and in South Africa. These African patterns would likely reflect European
colonial history and patterns of industrialization.
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transforming the Brazilian soccer team into the body of the nation. We can assume that
the editors of the newspaper were well aware of the double-entendre. Sexual metaphors
would probably not be used to describe this conflict in
Brazil where “futebol e futebol e foder e foder” (football
is football and fucking is fucking) (Shumway 2005). 105
From the Brazilian perspective, Argentina is
considered the principal soccer enemy of the nation.
Photo 7.1 is indicative of Brazilian attitudes towards the
Argentines. The face in the center of the Argentine flag
is Jose Pekerman, who was installed as head coach of la
selección in 2004. The article related to the photo
anxiously describes Pekerman’s capabilities as a coach,
Photo 7.1 O Inimigo

and pays special attention to his record as a coach
against Brazil when he was director of Argentina’s
youth national teams. As the 2006 World Cup

105 Helal’s (2005) study of the representation of Brazilian soccer in the Argentine press
is fascinating. He finds that the distinctive characteristics that formed part of nationalist
discourse in the early 20th century continue to be echoed by contemporary writers. The
Argentine style is considered by national writers to be a hybrid mix that combines
elements of European sophistication with the “typically” Argentine gambeta, or tango
movement. The Brazilians are acknowledged to play a “beautiful game” but lack the
discipline and order of the Argentines.
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approaches, both nations are considered favorites to win the tournament and it is
instructive to examine the ways in which national identities are dialectically constructed
in both nations.
Spatial distribution of stadiums
In both Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro, stadiums have been forced to the fringes
of the metropolitan regions. The large architectural footprint of stadiums necessitates a
significant capital investment in property, taxes and maintenance; because stadiums open
their doors so infrequently they are more suited to less valuable plots of land. This is
consistent with historical processes of stadium development as financial pressures have
caused clubs to move to peripheral locations.
The spatial logics of the real estate market, the architectural exigencies of
international sport governing agencies and the difficult financial situation of many
smaller clubs has resulted in the destruction or modification of stadiums in both cities. An
example of this in Rio de Janeiro occurred in 2001, when the América Football Club of
Rio de Janeiro sold their stadium to developers who built a shopping mall on the
property. América F.C. made enough money from the sale of their stadium to build a
more modern, yet fairly modest facility in the northern suburbs of the city. Similarly, the
facilities under construction for the 2007 Pan American games are located many
kilometers from the urban center, yet close to the booming upper middle class suburb of
Barra de Tijuca. The recently completed (January 2006) renovation of the Maracanã was
partly a response to FIFA’s architectural requirements for stadiums.
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In Buenos Aires, the logics of the real estate market do not always apply to soccer
stadiums. This is perhaps the only place in the world where two fifty thousand seat
stadiums are situated three blocks apart. In the middle of the worst economic crisis in
twenty five years, Argentinos Juniors, a relatively minor club, built a new twenty eight
thousand capacity stadium in a middle class neighborhood in the Capital Federal.
Similarly, Atlanta F.C. is undertaking multi-million dollar stadium renovations in the
middle-class neighborhood of Villa Crespo. More investigation is needed to determine
the financing schemes for these privately owned stadiums. Many of the smaller clubs
located in the Capital Federal, especially those like Excursionistas and Defensores del
Belgrano, located in the upper middle class neighborhood of Belgrano, are under
increasing pressure to sell their stadiums for the development of shopping malls or
condominium complexes as America A.C. did in Rio de Janeiro (Gentili 2002).
Stadiums in both cities are also under pressure from the governing institutions of
sport, local and national governments to modify their stadiums to include closed circuit
television to aid in surveillance and control. Coupled with the financial crisis of many
clubs, the political and social power of organized fan groups, and the institutionalized
corruption of the soccer world, the future of many stadiums is uncertain.
SOCIAL MEMORY, REPRESENTATION AND MEANING
Social memory, representation and meaning are three interrelated structures that
can be read in the cultural landscape (Cosgrove 1985; Duncan 1990; Harvey 1985; Tilley
1994; Hoeslcher 2000; Flores 2002). The interactions of historical events, contemporary
realities and visions for the future shape the meanings and textures of places. In this
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section I will use specific examples drawn from Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro to
demonstrate the ways in which representation, memory and meaning are expressed
through the mechanism of the stadium. Foote’s analysis of sites of tragedy is instructive
for analyzing the symbolic and functional role of stadiums in the cultural landscape. In
both Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, stadiums are sites of troubled national memories
and their stories “offer insight into how people grapple with the meaning of tragedy and
reveal much about attitudes towards violence” (Foote 1997, 7).
The Estádio Jornalista Mario Filho (Maracanã) functions as an iconographic
national symbol in the geographic core of Rio de Janeiro. In Chapter Three I explained
the significance of Maracanã and the loss of the 1950 World Cup final in relation to the
development of Brazilian national identity. Fifty five years later, the social memory of
this defeat continues to be lived through the stadium’s sky blue exterior. There is no
apparent treaty or agreement binding the SUDERJ to maintain the exterior of Brazil’s
most famous stadium at a tribute to the loss. Consistent with Foote’s analysis of sites of
national tragedy, I hypothesize that the Maracanã functions as a shrine that “celebrates
the covenant of nationalism in the landscape” (1997, 267) and that the persistence of the
blue exterior produces a “historical consciousness [that] is less a matter of objective
reality than it is a retrospective invention conditioned by the ideological imperatives of
contemporary society” (1997, 267-268). This ideological imperative is further expressed
through the symbolical positioning of the stadium near the Quinta de Boa Vista, the
former seat of the Portuguese Empire, which serves to integrate the colonial and
contemporary landscapes of Brazil.
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In Buenos Aires, stadiums frequently provide cues to the ways in which society
copes with violence and tragedy. For instance, the Estadio Antonio Vespucio Liberti (also
known as El Monumental) was the site of Argentina’s victory in the 1978 World Cup
final and is considered the “home ground” of the Argentine national team. Argentina won
the 1978 World Cup in the stadium during a repressive military dictatorship. In July of
2003 the AFA hosted a game commemorating the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Argentine victory. The game was attended by tens of thousands of people, however,
many people I spoke to stayed at home because they associated the event and the space of
the stadium with the military dictatorship and the “dirty war”. By staging a
commemorative event in the Monumental, my informants presumed that the AFA was
continuing the troubling association between soccer, the stadium and the repressive
political regime that did not conform to their cultural values. For many others, however,
the Monumental does not carry these negative associations suggesting that the stadium
may also function as a container of social memories that “cannot be forgotten but should
not be remembered” revealing the conflicting discourses present in the cultural landscape
(Foote 1997, 208).
As constitutive elements of cultural landscapes in Latin America, stadiums are
“communicative devices that encode and transmit information” (Duncan 1990, 4)
providing insight into political discourses, cultural values, the organization of sociospace, and meanings associated with place. While larger stadiums in Latin America tend
to have local, regional and national associations, smaller stadiums function as sites and
symbols of heritage, identity and meaning for local communities. An example from
Buenos Aires is the stadium Dr. Osvaldo F. Baletto of San Telmo F.C., located in the
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villa miseria of Isla Maciel in the southern zone of Avellaneda. San Telmo F.C. was
formed by immigrants from southern Brazil and Uruguay in the neighborhood of San
Telmo in 1904. The marginal socio-economic position of the immigrants forced them to
move their stadium and club on several occasions; they were finally able to appropriate
some of the least environmentally desirable land in the city. Inside the stadium is a mural
that depicts a carnival celebration: black and mulatto men and women are singing,
dancing and playing music in the neighborhood of San Telmo. The stadium caretaker
informed me that this mural is a reminder of the ethnic, class and national origins of the
club. Although he suggested that many of the current club members (about 400) are not
familiar with the historical origins of the club, he also noted that the continued
association of San Telmo F.C. with marginalized social actors and immigrants is a source
of identity and pride for the club and local community. Thus the stadium of San Telmo
F.C. acts as part of a larger “signifying system through which a social system is
communicated, reproduced, experienced and explored” (Duncan 1990, 17).
The rhetoric of landscape in Rio de Janeiro allows for an examination of stadiums
as sites for the consolidation of political and economic power. Because identity is
“profoundly affected by our sense of location in space and time” (Harvey 2001, 124)
developing an understanding of how political power is expressed and consolidated in
relation to the stadium aids in deciphering the identities and meanings associated with
elements of the cultural landscape.
Many of the smaller stadiums in Rio de Janeiro represent the patira chica of local
political figures. For example, the suburban stadium of Ceres F.C. is plastered with the
image of “Jairzinho” (Jair junior). Jair’s father served on the Rio de Janeiro city council
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for many years and as used the space of the stadium to consolidate local political power.
Since the retirement of his father, Jairzinho has been using the soccer team and the space
of the stadium to court votes among local residents in his own bid for elected office.
Metropolitan law prohibits the use of stadiums for political propaganda, even though the
practice is quite common. The Ceres stadium is part of a larger signifying system that
uses the ideologies and semantic fields associated with sport to mask the stadium-based
consolidation of economic, social and political power on the local, regional and national
scales (Gottdeiner 1985).
Sporting cultures generally have strong historical associations that are anchored in
the place of the stadium. Similar to other public spaces, the stadium structures broadbased social interactions and functions as a “repository of history” that is an ever present
element of sub-cultural historical narratives. Given the historical nature of stadiums and
their use as sites of secular pilgrimage, it is perhaps not surprising that John Bale suggests
that they “build on nostalgia as an antidote to modernity” (1994, 70). The development
of museums within stadiums, therefore, incorporates the processes of memorialization
and identity formation and creates a condition in which the stadium represents, contains,
produces and reproduces historical meaning. These meanings, in turn, are presented to
tourists as authentic representations of cultural heritage.
In North American and Europe there are numerable tourist guides to stadiums and
arenas (Schwaab 2000; USA Today 1996; Inglis 1990; 1996; Rough Guide 2000). While
there are not yet guidebooks to the stadiums of Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro,
stadiums have been part of travelers’ itinerary for some time and stadiums occupy an
important place in the imaginary city (Sebreli 1998, 73). In both cities there are an
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increasing number of services dedicated to providing tourists the experience of a
professional soccer game. On the beaches of Rio, individuals canvass the beach passing
out pamphlets for guided tours to soccer games at the Maracanã. Throughout Buenos
Aires, pamphlets are prominently displayed in hotel lobbies.
In Rio de Janeiro, the Maracanã has been a centerpiece of the conceptual
landscape of the city since the stadium was constructed in 1950. The Maracanã marks the
northern limit of the “tourist city” and SUDERJ charges more money to visit the stadium
as a tourist than to enter the stadium as a fan (R$13 versus R$10). In 2000, FIFA,
SUDERJ, and the City of Rio de Janeiro began construction on the International Soccer
Hall of Fame to be housed within the stadium. After completing an elaborate glass
façade, the museum project has stalled, yet the positioning of the Maracanã as the
representative site for the global memory of soccer testifies to the global meanings
associated with the stadium.
The significance of the Maracanã reaches well beyond the boundaries of the city
and nation. Visitors from all over the world make a special effort to visit the Maracanã as
tourists and spectators. The global social memories associated with Brazilian soccer
players and the record crowds that have filled the stadium over the years give the
Maracanã an elevated position in a world hierarchy of stadiums. While the stadium does
not provide optimal sightlines and places spectators far from the field of play, the history
and “spirit” of the stadium attracts dignitaries and tourists. During his visit to Rio de
Janeiro in October 2004, Russian president Vladimir Putin juggled a soccer ball on the
“sacred” grass of the Maracanã. The museumization (Relph 1976) of the Maracanã stands
in contrast to the routine, shared experience of place. For hundreds of thousands of
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cariocas, the Maracanã is both a badge of pride and a symbol of decay. The lack of
amenities, exposure to the elements, and generally “primitive” conditions of the stadium
are not consistent with Brazilian middle-class ideals of material consumption, comfort
and upward mobility.
Social clubs that sponsor professional soccer teams at all levels in Rio de Janeiro
have displays dedicated to their sporting conquests that memorialize past glories. Many
of these are no different that what one sees in the halls of athletic departments at high
schools and colleges in North America. In the case of the Estádio São Januário, the
trophy room is quite elaborate as C.R. Vasco de Gama has won innumerable local,
national and international tournaments. While Vasco does not yet charge admission to
their trophy room, there are plans to develop a museum dedicated to the São Januário and
the sporting and social history of C.R. Vasco de Gama. Rio’s other large clubs
(Flamengo, Fluminese and Botafogo) also have elaborate museum-like displays in their
social centers.
The trend towards museumization is also present in Buenos Aires. Boca Juniors
established an extensive, well-polished museum in 2001 and their cross-town rivals Club
Atlético River Plate have begun construction of a museum within their stadium.106 The
106 The staff of the Estadio Monumental conducted 53,760 guided tours in 2004 (Diario
Clarin, January 2, 2005, p.76). This same article claims that the Estadio Monumental
received “exactly 1,340,771 people in 2004”. As with all stadiums, it is nearly impossible
to count how many people enter. This number does not take into account employees, club
members who enter and leave on a daily basis, concessions workers, game officials, etc.
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Boca Juniors’ stadium and museum is a principal destination for tourists (especially
South American tourists) and guided tours can be booked with tourist agencies or from
hotels. The Boca Junior’s museum is the most elaborate in South America and has
interactive displays, videos, and a complete history of the team. As in Rio de Janeiro,
most of the clubs in Buenos Aires have some kind of historical display that
commemorates club victories in a wide variety of sports. There is usually a wall
dedicated to photos of past presidents of the club and busts of prominent ex-officials are
common.
Because the stadium is a principal site of collective memory in urban societies,
the placing of museums in stadiums is an eminently logical development. As clubs look
for ways to get more economic return from their stadiums we can expect a proliferation
of museums, restaurants, meeting rooms, and generalized rental of stadium space. These
processes are already well underway in Europe and North America, which continue to
provide the models for stadium development in Latin America. Examining the different
types and representations of museums will be fascinating comparative research.107
The cumulative number of people who use the stadium in a given year is probably in the
neighborhood of 1,700,000. It would be informative to know the number of repeat
visitors in a given year.
107 My initial research has discovered, unsurprisingly, that these museums are heavily
male-referred. In the “official” historical presentations of clubs (Botafogo, Flamengo,
Fluminese, Vasco, Boca Juniors) there is an almost complete absence of women. The
only references to females are in the display of trophies won by female athletes.
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These are but a few examples of the ways in which clubs and stadiums function as
sites and symbols of social memory, representation and meaning in the two cities. Each
stadium has strong geographic and social ties to a local community and informs the
structuring of socio-space, political power and the larger cultural landscape. The
importance of these places in the lives of local people is associated with senses of
historical continuity, community cohesion and civic pride that cannot be separated from
the formation of cultural identities in relation to larger geographic processes.
ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNANCE
I have argued that stadiums are privileged sites to examine the ways in which
societies organize space, express unequal relationships of power, and use public spaces as
a means to attain the advancement of social and political goals. Public space in Latin
America also functions as a mediating mechanism between society and the state and
makes visible political expressions of citizenship through multiple forms of association
and conflicts (Gorelik 1998, 19). Stadiums, in their role as public spaces, are also
symbolic representations of the processes which are articulated in the larger context of
the cultural landscape and it is through examining the signification systems of landscape
that larger discursive frameworks are revealed (Duncan 1990; Cosgrove 1985).
Therefore, by examining the ways in which the stadiums of Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
Aires are organized and governed, we are exposed to the same institutional and political
frameworks that structure socio-spatial relations in the larger society.
The relative positioning of Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro in their respective
national contexts has important implications for the ways in which stadiums are
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organized and integrated into the urban fabric. Because Buenos Aires dominates the
national economy as well as the political and cultural spheres, local events are placed in a
national context. After the capital of Brazil was moved from Rio de Janeiro to Brasilia in
1960, the city lost political, economic and cultural influence to São Paolo and Brasilia.
The influence of local, state (or provincial), and national governments differs in each city,
yet both organization systems reflect the inherent complexities of stadium management
structures.
The administrative model of stadiums in Buenos Aires is fairly homogenous,
while that of Rio de Janeiro is more variable. In Buenos Aires, all stadiums are the
property of the social clubs to which they pertain.108 As historically continuous and
influential elements of civil society, social clubs are quasi-public entities that influence
social relations at the metropolitan scale. All clubs have a sede social (social center) that
may or may not be part of a stadium complex. Similar to other privately owned spaces of
public entertainment such as theatres, stadiums are subject to municipal building codes,
permits and inspections. They also need to meet security criteria determined by the AFA
in conjunction with local police. Policing of stadium space is contracted to security forces
that may be drawn from the national army (PFA) or Buenos Aires provincial and
municipal police who operate in conjunction with club directed surveillance operators.
The AFA, in turn, is subject to the governing rules of CONMEBOL and FIFA. When the
national team plays, the AFA rents a stadium from a club, typically Club Atlético River
Plate. The stadium then becomes subject to the architectural and institutional rules of
108 Or in the case of auto-racing tracks to the municipal government.
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FIFA. For continental competitions, the stadiums are subject to the rules and regulations
of CONMEBOL. These are typically not much different from national or local
regulations, although in order to host a major international tournament most, if not all, of
Buenos Aires’ stadiums would need to undergo significant renovations to meet FIFA’s
architectural standards.
In Rio de Janeiro, the municipal and state governments own the Maracanã,
Estádio Caio Martins and the stadiums under construction for the 2007 Pan American
Games. The structure of privately owned stadiums is not different from the general
structure in Argentina. Local government is responsible for organizing traffic control,
providing for additional public transportation and light policing. The federal government
draws upon military police to provide riot squads and attack dogs. In both Brazil and
Argentina, the national government has passed specific laws that address stadium related
violence. They have also passed laws protecting clubs from bankruptcy. A more thorough
exploration of the political economy of stadiums in both cities would be fascinating, but
potentially difficult to carry off because of the closed nature of social clubs and the
opaque management of national soccer federations.
In recent years, academics have developed a better understanding of the global
political economy of soccer (Sugden 1998; Tomlinson and Sugden 1999).

These

researchers have concluded that FIFA operates as a global mafia in the service of its
directors and multi-national corporations. Access to the ranks of FIFA is difficult and it
also appears that entering into national federations requires an extensive network of
insiders. In my visits to the AFA, SUDERJ and FERJ I was not given a warm reception
as an academic. In Argentina, my first attempt to access the library at the AFA was
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denied. When I changed my profession from academic to journalist, I was allowed into
the library but was not able to browse the stacks or historical documents. In Brazil, the
CBF has moved its headquarters into a massive complex in the southern suburbs and I
was not able to gain an audience with CBF directors. At FERJ, I was treated with some
suspicion, but was eventually able to get the names, addresses and phone numbers for all
of the soccer clubs in the state. The SUDERJ was equally difficult to penetrate and I was
granted the briefest of audiences with the president of the organization before being
handed to the vice president. In short, the access to information is limited. It is widely
believed that organizations keep several different books so that even if researchers were
granted access to financial records, the data would be inaccurate.
There have been reforms in the reporting of stadium data in both cities in the last
year. The FERJ now publishes detailed records of gate receipts on the world wide web
and the AFA has begun to publish attendance data for league matches on a weekly basis.
It is impossible to know if the numbers provided by these organizations are accurate as
the torcidas organizadas and barras bravas are given hundreds, sometimes thousands, of
free tickets to games. As a public space, the organization and governance of the stadium
remains an enigma yet to be fully decoded.
Violence and social control
Public spaces are frequently the stages upon which political and social struggles
are acted out (Mitchell 2003). The long history of violence in Latin American urban
public spaces is typically associated with repressive political regimes or a generalized
level of violence on city streets. Stadiums, as integral nodes in networks of public space
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in Latin America that, have yet to receive the attention they merit as sites of violence and
contestation.
Despite the relative levels of violence in each city, stadiums appear to be safer in
Rio de Janeiro than they are in Buenos Aires. The generalized insecurity that pervades all
aspects of daily life in Rio de Janeiro appears to be largely absent from the stadium. The
stadiums of Rio are some of the most policed and controlled environments in the city and
it is only due to poor management that violence and disorder emerge as problems. In
Buenos Aires, generally considered to be a less violent city than Rio, there is no escaping
violence in and around the stadiums. Even third and fourth division games, with fewer
than one thousand fans in attendance have the potential for confrontations between rival
barras bravas. The police are ever-present but also represent a threat to individual safety.
In Rio de Janeiro smaller stadiums abound, but second and third division games
are not attended with the intensity that they are in Buenos Aires. I never witnessed
anything more than the threat of violence inside any stadium in Rio de Janeiro and on one
occasion did I witness violence directed at opposing teams and their fans outside a
stadium. This is not to suggest that violence is not a pervasive part of the soccer world in
Rio de Janeiro, it is. However, the police presence in and around the stadiums is so heavy
that the torcidas organizadas arrange for their ritualized confrontations in other parts of
the city. These are very real battles and group members are sometimes killed or wounded.
In one instance in September 2004, a torcida organizada of Vasco de Gama incinerated a
bus of Sao Paolo’s Corinthians Fiels da Gavota torcida organizada with several Molotov
cocktails. This would perhaps not have been so extraordinary except that the bus was
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parked in front of the Military Police headquarters for the neighborhood of São
Cristóvão.
In both cities, entering into the world of the soccer gangs is dangerous and
requires careful networking, an absolute mastery of colloquial speech, and protection
from the gang leaders. In my opinion, entering into these micro-societies can only be
accomplished, and should only be attempted, by local investigators that have preestablished relationships with the groups.
In Argentina, the barras bravas appear to have more influence over stadiums and
clubs than they do in Rio de Janeiro. The principal reason for this is that in the Buenos
Aires there is only one major organization associated with each team and internecine
conflicts happen within it. In Rio de Janeiro, each club has multiple torcidas organizadas
that compete among themselves for political and economic favors from the club. The
larger the torcida organizada, the more political clout it can wield in club elections,
assuming that most of its members hold voting rights in the club. Torcidas organizadas
that have fallen out of favor with the club management typically stage public protests by
hanging their banners upside down, or do not occupy the stands behind their banners
during a game. The underlying reasons for the structural differences between Argentine
and Brazilian fan groups are unclear. Because these groups form such an integral part of
the stadium cultures of both cities they warrant further, yet cautious, attention from
researchers (Damo 2002; Helal 1997; Gil 2002; Alabarces 2003; Archetti 1992; Betti
1997).
The violence associated with soccer stadiums in Brazil and Argentina has placed
the institutional frameworks of soccer under increasing scrutiny from local and national
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government. The governing structures of sport in both countries are similar yet adopt
different strategies for dealing with fan violence. In Argentina it appears that sport is
incorporated into existing institutional frameworks of justice, although new measures
have been implemented in the last five years. In Brazil, the implementation of the “Law
of the Fan” in 2001 guaranteed stadium goers certain rights and made specific provisions
for illegal activities that occur in and around the stadium. Special prosecution units and
installations have been formed in response to the high levels of violence associated with
soccer matches. In both cases, the implementation of laws designed to combat violence
address the symptoms but not the causes of socio-economic polarization and its attendant
lack of social agency (Pimenta 2003; Santos 2003).
The violence of stadium cultures in Brazil and Argentina is largely a product of
socio-economic marginality and visibly threatened social identities. As was the case in
the United Kingdom in the 1970s and 1980s, hooliganism was a symptom of larger social
ills. In Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, the stadiums have become one of the few
remaining places where marginalized social actors are accorded social agency and the
organized groups are an improvisational mechanism of social organization. The metaidentity of the team in addition to the preternaturally strong identity with the torcida or
barra integrates otherwise atomized social actors into a self-supporting, hierarchical,
multi-scalar social network. When these identities, standings and rankings are threatened,
as they are on a sanctioned and ritualized basis, violent conflict is frequently the result.
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GLOBAL INFLUENCES AND LOCAL RESPONSES – THE FATE OF SOCIAL CLUBS
Sporting clubs in Latin America have functioned as important elements of urban
civil society for more than a century. The geographic associations between clubs,
neighborhoods, and stadiums continue be strongly felt, particularly in Buenos Aires.
However, these community spaces of broad-based social interaction have been
incorporated into a global system of sport production that threatens the existence of the
clubs themselves. The institutional frameworks of sport and society that structure the
relations of economic production in relation to sporting clubs reveal the ways in which
globalizing processes are articulated, interpreted and managed at the local level.
In terms of sport, both Argentina and Brazil are export economies. There are
somewhere between five and six thousand Brazilians playing professional soccer outside
of Brazil and perhaps a thousand Argentine fútbolistas ply their trade abroad (Bellos
2002; Foer 2005). Increasing numbers of Brazilians and Argentines play basketball,
volleyball, and rugby in foreign leagues. Local clubs simply cannot afford to compete
with the wages offered in places like Saudi Arabia, England, or Japan although the recent
economic boom in Brazil is allowing clubs to recruit and retain more star players.109 The
migration of soccer players from Brazil and Argentina to foreign clubs began in the
1930s and has had debilitating effects on local leagues in both cities. Additionally, the

109 For instance, the Corintians Football Club of São Paolo was recently infused with
tens of millions of dollars from a multi-national consortium based in England. They
purchased several Argentine stars and won the Brazilian league in 2005.
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exigencies of the global economy have impacted the ability of smaller clubs to maintain
their previous roles as sites of social integration and community interaction.
The social and economic insecurities of smaller clubs in Buenos Aires and Rio de
Janeiro are in part a result of the global expansion of cable television services. As has
happened in the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, Germany, Portugal, Mexico and the
United States the greatest source of revenue for teams is no longer drawn from ticket
sales or player transfers, but from the sale of sponsorship rights and cable television
contracts. Teams in the top division earn huge sums in television royalties and playing in
the top division is a financial boon. Conversely, falling from the first to second division
can mean financial and sporting ruin for clubs as they cannot afford to pay their top
players competitive wages. The exodus of quality players to larger clubs makes it ever
harder for small clubs to reach the top flight and secure the royalties associated with
expanded television coverage and advertising rights. This in turn has negatively affect
social programs at clubs and many have been forced to curtail the activities they sponsor.
It also prohibits clubs from maintaining, repairing or improving their stadiums.
The insecurities of national economic systems in Brazil and Argentina have
contributed to the demise of smaller clubs (Urruita 1991; Viega 2002). The recent
economic crisis in Argentina forced many members of social clubs to suspend payment
of their monthly membership fees. Although there are no data to support the
generalization, my conversations with club officials indicate membership has declined
across the board. Now that the economic situation in Argentina has stabilized somewhat,
membership numbers are beginning to normalize.
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The impact of television has, of course, changed the nature of spectatorship
throughout the world, but in Buenos Aires it has apparently not changed the overall
numbers of people who go to the stadium. According to one study (Diario Olé, 9
December 2004), 78% of club socios say that they prefer to go to the stadium rather than
watch a game on television. Of these people 82% say that they watch games other than
those of their team at least once during the week. Surprisingly, 36% say that they bring
their wives and children to the stadiums. This implies that more people are watching
stadium events than ever before and that the stadiums function as important vehicles of
socialization.
In Brazil, membership at clubs has remained more constant but the exodus of
middle and upper class residents to condominium complexes in the southern suburb of
Barra de Tijuca is beginning to whither an important membership demographic. These
newly suburbanized residents have formed social clubs within the condominium
complexes themselves, further isolating them from the neighborhood based social
interaction provided by traditional clubs. While some see this as evidence of further
social fragmentation and polarization, others see it as a logical and necessary response to
an increasingly violent urban environment.
A related effect of the decline of smaller, traditional clubs is that more
professional players are coming from the middle and upper-middle classes. It is these
players that have access to the institutional frameworks from which world class athletes
frequently emerge. Provided with the calories, equipment, training and spaces in which to
play, they are more likely to develop their talents within a functional and ideological
system of sport production that identifies, creates and cultivates soccer talent at an early
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age. Players from lower socio-economic classes are forced to invest a higher percentage
of financial resources to compete within the sporting infrastructure of the clubs.
The Federação de Clubes e Associacoes do Estado do Rio de Janeiro (Federation
of Clubs and Associations of the State of Rio de Janeiro, FCAERJ) provides an
institutional framework for improving and supporting social clubs. This nongovernmental organization (NGO) is funded by the clubs themselves and serves as a
liaison between the clubs and the municipality of Rio de Janeiro. This organization is
involved in developing programs that function as mechanisms for social interaction,
infrastructure development, and community cohesion. In recent years FCAERJ has
developed programs for the elderly and teenagers, assisted smaller clubs in developing
their social and athletic centers, attempted to lessen the social, economic, and political
distances between large and small clubs. This has been accomplished through the
providing of grants, organizing inter-club competitions, and opening communication
lines between the clubs themselves and with government agencies. This is a very positive
development and one that is consistent with other community based social organizations
in Rio de Janeiro. To my knowledge, there is not a similar structure for social clubs in
Buenos Aires, although neighborhood organizations in the city are very active.
In Rio de Janeiro there are also mechanisms through which social clubs are
integrated into community organization structures. In August of 2004, I attended a
meeting of the Associação do Moradores do Sao Cristóvão (Residents’ Association of
Sao Cristóvão). In this meeting, local business people, representatives from the local
hospital, schools, and other community organizations gathered with the Military Police to
discuss pertinent neighborhood issues. The topics of discussion were wide ranging: recent
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prison breaks, the danger faced by children crossing the street because of a lack of police
presence, incidents of robbery and violence, and upcoming community events. The clear
intent of the meeting was to establish a network of communication between the Military
Police and neighborhood residents – at issue was the structure and control of
neighborhood public space. A common complaint was that there was not enough
investment in community projects from the municipal government; people felt isolated in
their struggles against the violence and disorder that characterizes much of Rio de
Janeiro. Though not present at this particular meeting, the presidents of social clubs are
expected to be in attendance. I am not aware of a similar institutional framework in
Buenos Aires, though they very likely exist.
While more research needs to be done on the relationships between social clubs,
stadiums, and the general functioning of civil society in Latin America, clubs have
traditionally served as centers for social integration, neighborhood-based activities and
identity formation. The soccer teams and stadiums are the most visible elements of the
clubs and are a source of pride and historical continuity. By observing the changing
structures and institutional frameworks of the clubs we can better understand the ways in
which national and global geographic processes manifest at the local level. Social clubs
in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro are historically continuous elements of public life that
may provide a wealth of information about neighborhood identities, political structures,
and cultural changes over the last century. A deep study of a given stadium’s history
would undoubtedly reveal fascinating histories that would add a great deal of texture to
narratives of place.
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Meaning, representation and heritage, organization and governance, and local
responses to globalizing forces are interrelated and overlapping themes that structure the
geographic worlds of stadiums in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires. The complex
geographic, political, economic and cultural networks that extend from the stadium will
never be understood in their entirety. However, by situating stadiums as points of entry
into cultural landscapes, we can enter, interpret and contextualize the myriad systems and
processes that sustain them.
THE CONCLUSION OF THE CONCLUSION
At first glance, the stadium cultures of Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro indicate a
relatively homogeneous landscape. However, as we enter into them we see that they are
as variable as the cities themselves. When we move deeper, we understand that each
stadium operates at variable scales and pertains to a geographically situated sub-culture
and history. However, the commonalities of stadiums are so crystallized that can be used
to compare social structures and organization, the use, production, reproduction and
transformation of public space, narratives of identity and place, and different responses to
similar global forces.
I have demonstrated that in fin-de-siecle Rio de Janeiro, stadiums developed
along with industrial modernism and served as sites where Brazilian and British elites
could consolidate, perform and extend their social, political and economic power. As
soccer diffused throughout society, however, social pressures began to impinge upon the
space of the stadium as an exclusive and exclusionary space. The inclusion of black,
mulatto and poor white players into teams that competed with the elites forced the
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stadium gates to open to the entire spectrum of Brazilian society. Indeed, stadiums built
for and by marginalized groups began to appear on the urban landscape. The increasing
association of soccer with Brazilian national identity positioned the stadium as one of the
few public spaces that both contained and represented diverse social actors as constituent
elements of Brazilian society.
In the twenty-first century, stadiums provide a unique window into the geography
and culture of Rio de Janeiro. In an increasingly violent social world, the stadiums are
militarized spaces that can be understood to reflect larger social, political, economic and
geographic dynamics. The stadiums of Rio de Janeiro are marked by political and
managerial corruption, decaying infrastructure, and uncertain responses to the exigencies
of an increasingly global economy. Despite the difficulties associated with stadiums,
many residents of the city recommend visiting them and the Maracanã is one of the
principal icons of the city and nation. The cultural centrality of soccer in Brazil ensures
that stadiums will continue to inform the geographic processes, social norms and cultural
values of Rio de Janerio.
Similar to Rio de Janeiro, stadiums developed in Buenos Aires as a direct result of
British mercantile influences in the last decades of the 19th century. The rapidly shifting
urban context in which stadiums emerged was a stage for the performace of masculine
identities. Stadiums developed simultaneously with tango bars, bordellos, legalized
prostitution and a vibrant, all-male café culture. The unique aspect of the soccer stadium
was that it was a venue where male collectives engaged in ritualized competition against
other men. These masculine collectives were self-identified through ethnicity, labor, and
neighborhood geography and conflict in the stadiums was inevitable in both local and
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international contexts. The pervasive, sexualized violence of the soccer stadiums of
Buenos Aires in the twenty-first century has its historical antecedents in the development
of urban public spaces for the performance of masculine identities. The intersection of
industrial modernity, a masculine public culture and a more generalized competition for
urban space positioned the stadiums as important, yet under-theorized, elements of
porteño society that allow for access to a wide range of cultural and urban phenomenon.
In the twenty-first century, Buenos Aires has more stadiums than any other city in
the world. Through an examination of the seventy-eight polo, rugby, and soccer stadiums
in the city, I demonstrate that each type of stadium carries with it variable geographic and
cultural associations that in turn define class and conflict in the city and nation. Polo and
rugby stadiums are the domains of the upper-middle and upper-classes. These sports, and
their stadiums, have affective relationships with the Argentine military and have strong,
positive associations with the state. Soccer, on the other hand, is a sport that pertains to
all social classes but is most actively supported in the stadiums by the middle and
working classes. These groups do not have affective relationships with the state or the
military and violent conflict is frequent in and around soccer stadiums. This class-based
conflict, along with the historical associations of soccer with masculine collectives,
positions the stadium as a dynamic site of convergence for social groups with different
agendas and relationships to the authority of the state. By examining the different
geographies, social actors, and historical trajectories of soccer, rugby and polo I
demonstrate that the larger geographic processes and patterns of Argentina can be
understood by entering into Argentine culture through the stadium.
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In both case studies I have attempted to give a balanced vision of the stadium,
although in the case of women’s perspectives I fear that I have fallen short. Part of the
reason for this failure is that, “with notable exceptions, works both before and after 1989
that study Latin American female athletes are brief, isolated, come as part of works more
generally devoted to men, and are often sexist, or at least condescending, in tone”
(Arbena 2002, 226). The same can be said of female perspectives and relationships to the
stadium. In Buenos Aires, women are generally not interested in soccer and rarely go to
the stadium. This is not the case in Rio de Janeiro, where women debate soccer as
fiercely as the men and are considered full agents in the stadium spectacle. Women rise to
positions of power with the torcidas organizadas and are directly involved in the
transmission of team allegiances to their children. I believe I have hit upon the reasons
for these differences in terms of the development of gendered space and sexuality in
Buenos Aires, but there are probably contradictory or complementary explanations that
are also valid. I am eager to hear the responses of other scholars to my theories.
The final chapter provides a comparative study between Rio de Janeiro and
Buenos Aires focusing on three topics of interest to cultural geogrpahers: social memory,
representation and meaning; organization and governance; and local responses to global
influences. By examining the historical trajectories and contemporary geographies of
stadiums in both cities I show that the stadium is an effective medium for comparing and
contrasting processes of urban morphology, cultural shifts, and the ways in which
different cultures ascribe and remember meanings associated with place. Because the
stadium is inherently historic in its functioning, understanding the ways in which cultures
differentially use, understand and interpret them allows researches to understand the more
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generalized functioning of urban cultures – not only in Latin America, but on a global
scale.
The ubiquity of stadiums has rendered them nearly invisible to the geographic
eye. The pioneer of stadium geography was, without question, John Bale, and this study
owes much of its inspiration and intellectual trajectory to his ideas. I believe that I have
expanded on Bale’s work in important ways and hope that this study will similarly
influence geographers and others to take up the study of stadiums as the possibilities for
conducting innovative, important research in this arena are seemingly endless.
Stadiums have been present in Latin America for millennia, yet this is the first
comparative study of them. The vast numbers and inherent complexity of stadiums allow
researchers to approach them from a number of different perspectives. I have shown that
by positioning stadiums within larger historical, cultural and spatial domains that the
essential interconnectivity of cultural phenomena can be brought to light. Making multiscalar connections over time is the essence of cultural geography and I have hopefully
contributed to the development of the discipline in a positive, productive and scholarly
manner.
North American academics have almost completely ignored stadiums as places
and spaces of cultural production. By entering into Latin American cultures through
them, we are exposed to the intersecting networks that combine to create the textures and
meanings of place. The enduring presence of stadiums in the region is highlighted by
their cultural centrality. Frequently acting as façades of sophistication, stadiums are some
of the most intense places in any city and what happens there can be deadly, invigorating,
tragic, enlightening, and mundane. There is much work to be done and I hope this study
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will serve as a guidepost for future researchers. My hope is that after reading this
dissertation, the reader will never look at a sporting event on television or experience a
stadium in the same way again. Stadiums are everywhere; understanding them brings us
closer to understanding our commonalities, differences, and shared human qualities.
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Appendix A Stadiums Used in Research
Stadium

City

Country

Date

Reliant Stadium

Houston

USA

8/5/03

Estádio Pacembu

São Paolo

Brazil

24/5/03

Estádio Morumbi

São Paolo

Brazil

25/5/03

Paraná Clube

Coritiba

Brazil

28/5/03

Estádio Orlando
Scarpelli
Estádio Dr. Emilano
Chicero (La
Bombanera)
De Los Inmigrantes

Florianópolis

Brazil

1/6/03

Buenos Aires

Argentina

11/6/03

Buenos Aires

Argentina

14/6/03

El Nuevo Gasômetro

Buenos Aires

Argentina

15/6/03

Estadio Vélez
Sarsfield
sin nombre

Buenos Aires

Argentina

20/6/03

Buenos Aires

Argentina

22/6/03

Estadio Emilano
Chicero
Estadio Edsson
Passos

Buenos Aires

Argentina

15/6/03

Sao Joao de
Mereti

Brazil

19/7/03

Estadio Sao Januario

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

20/7/03

Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho
(Maracanã)
The Cotton Bowl

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

21/7/03

Dallas

USA

28/4/04

Estádio Fonte Novo

Salvador

Brazil

19/6/04

Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho
Estádio São Januário

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

30/6/04

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

6/7/04

Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

10/7/04
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Estádio Caio Martins

Niterói, Rio de
Janeiro

Brazil

13/7/04

Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho
Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho
Estádio São Januário

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

24/7/04

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

28/7/04

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

4/8/04

Estádio Figuiera de
Melo
Estádio Municipal

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

6/8/04

Indiatuaba

Brazil

14/8/04

Estádio Caio Martins

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

18/8/04

Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho
Olaria

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

29/8/04

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

6/9/04

Ceres

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

9/9/04

Estádio Municipal

Carangola,
Minas Gerais

Brazil

12/9/04

Moca Bonita

Bangu, Rio de
Janeiro

Brazil

14/9/04

Bonsucesso

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

22/9/04

Maduriera

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

29/9/04

Estádio da Gávea

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

10/10/04

Hippodromo da
Gávea
Estádio Laranjerias

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

11/10/04

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

7/30/03

Estádio Luso
Brasiliero
Temporary stadium

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

30/10/04

Copacabana
Beach

Brazil

11/11/04

Florianópolis

Brazil

24/9/04

Florianópolis

Brazil

25/9/04

Estádio Orlando
Scarpelli
Estádio de Ressacca
(Dr. Aderbal Ramos
da Silva)
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Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho
Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho
Estadio Journalista
Mario Filão
Estádio Mangerão

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

17/10/04

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

19/10/04

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

24/10/04

Belém

Brazil

25/10/04

Volta Redonda

Volta Redonda

Brazil

13/11/04

Estádio Journalista
Mario Filho
La Bombonera

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

21/11/04

Buenos Aires

Argentina

14/12/04

Palermo Pólo

Buenos Aires

Argentina

5/12/04

Sacachispas

Buenos Aires

Argentina

18/12/04

Huracán

Buenos Aires

Argentina

20/12/04

Independiente

Buenos Aires

Argentina

20/12/04

Racing

Buenos Aires

Argentina

20/12/04

Atlanta

Buenos Aires

Argentina

multiple

Argentinos Juniors

Buenos Aires

Argentina

22/12/04

Platense

Buenos Aires

Argentina

16/1/02

Excursionistas

Buenos Aires

Argentina

9/3/02

Defensores del
Belgrano
El Monumental

Buenos Aires

Argentina

4/4/02

Buenos Aires

Argentina

multiple

San Telmo

Buenos Aires

Argentina

14/6/03

Ferrocarill Oeste

Buenos Aires

Argentina

multiple

Nueva Chicago

Buenos Aires

Argentina

21/3/02

Almirante Brown

Buenos Aires

Argentina

28/3/02

Velez Sarsfield

Buenos Aires

Argentina

multiple

Estadio Francini

Montevideo

Uruguay

5/4/02

Estadio Francini

Montevideo

Uruguay

9/4/02

Estadio Centenario

Montevideo

Uruguay

14/4/02
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The Ballpark in
Arlington
Coors Field

Arlington, TX

USA

multiple

Denver

USA

8/3/05

Giants Stadium

East
Rutherford, NJ

USA

29/5/05

Foxboro Stadium

Foxboro

USA

Multiple

Gilette Field

Foxboro

USA

30/5/02

Minute Maid Field

Houston

USA

8/5/03

DKR War Memorial
Stadium
Ditch-Faulk Field

Austin

USA

5/10/02

Austin

USA

multiple

Blossom Soccer
Complex
Olympic Stadium

San Antonio

USA

multiple

Montreal

Canada

29/10/03

McGill Stadium

Montreal

Canada

30/10/03

House Park

Austin

USA

Multiple

Lake Highlands
Stadium
Renslear Stadium

Dallas

USA

13/4/03

East Hartford,
CT

USA

Whataburger Field

Corpus Christy, USA
TX

17/8/05

27/8/05
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Appendix B Stadiums and Clubs in Rio de Janeiro

Official name
America Football club
Americano
Associacao Atletica Portuguesa
Bangu Athletic Club
Botafogo de Futebol e Regatas
Club de Regatas do Flamengo
Club de Regatas Vasco de Gama
Fluminese Football Club
Madureira Esporte Club
Olaria Atletico Clube
Bonsuccesso Futebol Clube
Ceres Futebol Clube
Sao Cristovao de Futebol e Regatas
Associacao Esportiva Independiente
Barcelona Esporte Clube
Bayer Esporte Clube
Bella Vista Futebol Clube
Campo Grande Atletico Clube
Canto do Rio Football Club
CFM de Vassouras Sociedade Esportiva Ltda.
Clube da Paz
Copacabana Sport Clube Ltda.
Cosmos Social Clube
Desportivo La Coruna Brasil Futebol Clube
Nilopolis Futebol Clube
Quissama Futebol Clube
Rio Bonito Atletico Clube
Rodoviario Pirai Futebol Clube
Tomazinho Futebol Clube
Uniao Central Futebol Clube
Uniao Esportiva Coelho da Rocha
Universidade Estacio da Sa

State division
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3

Brazilian
division
3
3
1
1
1
1

Rio stadium
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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yes

Appendix C Stadiums and Clubs in Buenos Aires

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Club
Acassuso
All Boys
Almagro
Almirante Brown
Argentino (Quilmes)
Argentino de Merlo
Argentinos Juiniors
Atlanta
Atlas
Autodromo Municipal
Banfield
Barracas Central
Berazategui
Boca Juniors
Campo Argentino de Polo
Campo de Polo Los Pinguinos
Canuelas FC
Centro Social y Recreativo Espanol
Chacarita Juniors
Claypole
Club Atletico Brown
Club Atletico V. Ballester
Club Deportivo Espanol
Club Militar de Polo San Jose
Colegiales
Comunicaciones
Defensa y Justicia
Defensores del Belgrano
Defensores Unidos
Deportivo Armenio
Deportivo Italiano
Deportivo Laferrere
Deportivo Merlo
Deportivo Moron
Deportivo Paraguyo
Deportivo Riestra
El Porvenir
Estadio Nacional de Beisbol
Estudiantes de Buenos Aires
Excursionistas
Fenix

Capacity
1,000
12,000
19,000
10,000
12,000
9,000
24,800
34,000
300

Foundation

33,351
2,500
5,000
57,395
15,000

21/01/1896

2,000
34,500
24,300
1,300
4,000

7/9/1922
15/03/1913
6/1/1911
17/01/1922
01/12/1899
30/08/1906
15/08/1904
12/10/1904
17/8/1951

5/4/1904
19/09/1975
3/4/1905
1927
1/1/1911
24/06/1934
1/5/1906
1/10/1923
1952

30,000

3/9/2003

4,500
3,500
8,000
8,300
6,000
8,000
8,000
5,000
5,000
19,000

1/4/1908
15/03/1931
20/03/1935
25/05/1906
14/07/1914
2/11/1962
7/5/1955
9/7/1956
8/10/1954
20/06/1947
15/08/1961

3,000
14,000

22/02/1931

16,500
6,900

15/08/1898

12/9/1915

1/2/1910
25/04/1948
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42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Ferrocarill Oeste
Ferrocarill Urquiza
Flandria
General La Madrid
Hippodromo Argentino
Hippodromo de San Isidrio
Hippodromo de Trote
Huracan
Hurlingham Club
Independiente
Ituazingo
J.J. Urquiza
Jockey Club de Buenos Aires
Lanus
Leandro N. Alem
Liniers
Los Andes
Lugano
Lujan
Nueva Chicago
Platense
Quilmes
Racing
Riestra
River Plate
Sacachispas
San Lorenzo
San Telmo
Sarmiento
Sportivo Barracas
Sportivo Dock Sud
Temperly
Tigre
Tristan Suarez
Velez Sarsfield
Victoriano Arenas
Villa San Carlos
Yupanqui

24,268
500
5,000
3,000

28/07/1904

48,314

1/11/1908

52,823
3,300
4,000

1/1/1905

44,000
4,000
5,000
35,000
1,500
2,500
28,500
31,000
33,000
64,161
3,000
76,687
4,000
43,480
9,000
18,000

21/05/1954
9/2/1941
11/5/1950

1/4/1912
8/6/1936
3/1/1915
10/5/1925
2/7/1931
1/1/1917
18/11/1915
1/4/1936
1/7/1911
25/05/1905
27/11/1887
25/03/1903
22/1/1931
25/05/1901
17/10/1948
1/4/1908
5/3/1904
1951
30/10/1913

5,500
18,000
30,000
5,000
49,540
1,500
2,000
200
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1/9/1916
1/1/1912
3/8/1902
8/8/2004
1/1/1910
2/1/1928
25/4/1925
12/10/1935

Glossary
ADEM

Administracão dos Estádios Municipais
Administration of Municipal Stadiums

AFA

Asocación del Fútbol Argentino
Argentine Soccer Association

CBF

Confederacão Brasiliera de Futebol
Brazilian Soccer Confederation

CONMEBOL Confederación Sudamericana del Fúbol
South American Soccer Confederation
FERJ

Federacão de Futebol do Estado do Rio de Janeiro
Rio de Janeiro State Soccer Federation

FIFA

Fédération Internationale de Football Association
International Federation of Association Football

GEPE

Guarda Especial de Protecão dos Estádios
Special Guard to Protect Stadiums

SUDERJ

Superintendencia dos Esportes do Estado do Rio de Janeiro
Superintendency of Sports of Rio de Janeiro State
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